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Abstract: 
This research develops a new concept for people-to-people contacts, 
formulates a theoretical model to assess the impact of people-to-people 
contacts on peacebuilding, and draws theoretical modifications and 
explanations in the model on the basis of its empirical application on India-
Pakistan conflict and Northern Ireland conflict. The new concept of interactive 
people-to-people contacts (IPPC) is developed and it is differentiated from 
the similar concepts in peace theory. Then ontological and epistemological 
foundations of IPPC are determined and the roots of IPPC in peace and 
conflict theories are traced. To empirically assess the role played by IPPC in 
building peace, the web approach model is developed from Lederach’s 
“pyramid” of peacebuilding as formulated in Building Peace (1997) and later 
improved in The Moral Imagination (2005).  
The web approach model is applied on Northern Ireland conflict to 
empirically test the web approach model and make improvements in the 
model learning from the practice of IPPC in Northern Ireland conflcit. Then 
web approach model is applied on two selected case studies of PIPFPD and 
Aman ki Asha to empirically asses the role played by IPPC in building peace 
between India and Pakistan. The web approach model is used to determine 
the stage/frame of the web process where IPPC based peacebuilding have  
  
ii 
reached so far in India-Pakistan conflict. Moreover, theoretical modifications 
in web approach model are drawn learning from the selected case studies 
and an attempt is made to find out a way forward for IPPC based 
peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
 
Conflicts between India and Pakistan are a by-product of the partition of 
British India into two independent nation-states — India and Pakistan — in 
1947. Since independence, the two countries have fought three full-fledged 
wars (in years 1948, 1965 and 1971) and two limited wars (Brasstacks in 
1988 and Kargil in 1999) with each other. The territorial dispute over Kashmir 
is a major bone of contention; however, this prolonged issue has developed 
several other smaller conflicts and sowed the seed of animosity far deeper in 
the two societies. 
Several attempts were made by the United Nations and the international 
community in the first few decades after the Partition to resolve the India-
Pakistan disputes, but they failed to bring both the countries on the same 
page. Later on, after Simla Accord 1972, both India and Pakistan have tried 
their best to resolve their conflicts through bilateral negotiations, but 
remained unsuccessful so far. Though Indian Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh and former foreign minister of Pakistan Khursheed Mahmud Kasuri in 
separate statements had claimed that India and Pakistan had reached very 
close to resolve their disputes in backchannel dialogue in 2007 (The Hindu 
21/04/2007 and Dawn 04/01/2014), yet the agreement was never announced 
fearing a political backlash for the governments of President Pervez 
Musharraf in Pakistan and Manmohan Singh in India. This shows, finding 
amicable solution to India-Pakistan conflicts is not an impossible task, rather 
the real problem is finding a popular support for any possible agreement. 
The people-to-people contacts between adversarial groups, using the 
contact hypothesis premise, have been employed over the years to promote 
peacebuilding in different conflict regions throughout the world. Northern 
Ireland, Israel-Palestine, Cyprus, Sri Lanka, Somalia, South Africa, Georgia-
Abkhazia and Bosnia-Herzegovina are a few examples to quote here. The 
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 scholarly research shows that in some conflict regions people-to-people 
contacts have been very helpful in promoting peace and understanding 
among adversarial groups, but in other regions such steps have very limited 
success. 
In the case of India-Pakistan, people-to-people contacts have existed as 
a peacebuilding initiative since the 1980s, but so far very limited scholarly 
research is done on this aspect. Therefore, there is a need to study and 
analyze in detail the role of people-to-people interventions between India and 
Pakistan. However, the purpose of this research is not only to study people-
to-people contacts between the two countries, but also to put them in a 
proper perspective of the theory and practice in other conflict regions. 
In this research project a new concept of ‘interactive people-to-people 
contacts’ (IPPC) is developed from the theory and practice. Its theoretical 
foundations are traced, and a model for its development and progress is 
developed. Lederach’s “pyramid of approaches to peacebuilding” — 
formulated in his seminal work (Building Peace - 1997) and later improved in 
The Moral Imagination (2005) — is used to develop the theoretical framework 
for analysing IPPC-based peacebuilding. The same model is then used to 
look at the development, activities and roles of two selected people-to-people 
initiatives promoting peace and understanding in Pakistan and India. The 
selected people-to-people initiatives are, Pakistan-India Peoples’ Forum for 
Peace and Democracy (PIPFPD) and Aman ki Asha, a joint initiative of the 
two leading media groups of India and Pakistan (The Times of India and the 
Jang Group publications of Pakistan). 
For understanding the leadership at top, middle and grassroots levels, 
the ideas have been borrowed in this thesis from Lederach (1997). According 
to Lederach, key political and military leaders, with high visibility, represent 
leadership at top. In inter-state conflicts these leaders are highest 
government officials at the top and among non-state actors, they are the 
highest representatives of parties in conflict. Whereas, the middle range 
leadership means second tier of the leadership among conflicting parties that 
includes highly respected academics, intellectuals, ethnic/religious leaders, 
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leaders of big NGOs etc. Finally leadership at grassroots level means the 
local leaders, leaders of indigenous NGOs, community developers, and small 
scale religious leaders, who represent the masses and directly interact with 
ordinary citizens. 
This introduction chapter aims at introducing the thesis, defining the 
concept of interactive people-to-people contacts (IPPC), which forms the 
basis of this research, and laying down the research questions and structure 
of the thesis. The chapter is divided into four sections. In sections one, the 
concept and definition of IPPC are developed by a comparative study of the 
similar concepts. In section two, a brief literature review is provided, and in 
section three, the research methodology for the thesis is discussed. While, in 
section four, the thesis structure and chapter details are presented. 
 
1.1. Understanding IPPC in relation to other similar concepts 
The term ‘people-to-people contacts’ has just been used as another 
word for unofficial contacts between members of adversarial parties. No 
doubt people-to-people contacts are based on similar theoretical foundations 
and do share some of the processes with all other forms of unofficial 
diplomacy, but the concept of interactive people-to-people contacts (IPPC), 
as used in this study, has slight differences with all other similar forms of 
unofficial diplomacy. 
 
1.1.1. People-to-people contacts and track-two and multi-track 
diplomacy 
Track-two diplomacy refers to unofficial contacts between ‘middle range’ 
leadership of the conflicting parties. Track-two actors are non-governmental, 
but often former track-one actors are involved in track-two diplomacy 
because of their in-depth knowledge on the conflict, technical expertise and 
connections with the track-one process. The track-two often works in a close 
coordination with the governments, that’s why it is also termed as quasi-
official process (Saunders, 1999). According to Fisher, the prime objective of 
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track-two interventions is to provide “an informal, low-risk, non-committal and 
neutral forum (track-two can also be arranged by parties themselves) in 
which unofficial representatives of the parties may engage in exploratory 
analysis and creative problem-solving, free from the usual constraints of 
official policy and public scrutiny” (1997a:241). On the other hand, unlike 
track-two, which restricts it to supporting the track-one negotiations, people-
to-people approach believes in transforming relationships between 
individuals at interpersonal and intergroup levels. The people-to-people 
contacts work not only at ‘middle range’, but also, what Lederach calls it, at 
‘grassroots level’. Building peace constituencies and finding a common 
ground among ordinary citizens of conflicting parties is the main goal of 
people-to-people contacts based peacebuilding. 
Both citizens’ diplomacy and people-to-people contacts promise to work 
at middle-range as well as grassroots level. But I prefer the term ‘people-to-
people contacts’ over the term ‘citizens’ diplomacy’ or ‘track III’ or ‘track IV’ 
diplomacy because people-to-people contacts refer to a broad spectrum of 
intergroup interactions between the people of conflicting communities. 
Whereas, citizens’ diplomacy refers to the fourth track in Diamond and 
Macdonald’s multi-track diplomacy framework (Diamond and Macdonald, 
1991) which includes nine different tracks, possessing little connection with 
each other (Diamond and Macdonald, 1996). 
Multi-track framework divides people-to-people contacts in nine different 
compartments1 making it problematic when one initiative involves variety of 
activities which may fall in more than one tracks. For example putting Aman 
ki Asha, a joint initiative of the two leading media groups of India and 
Pakistan (The Times of India and the Jang Group publications), simply in 
Diamond and Macdonald’s ninth track, which is media or information track, 
will not be a justice to this initiative. In fact Aman ki Asha involves diverse 
activities that may also fall in other nine tracks identified by Diamond and  
                                                 
1
 The nine tracks of multi-track diplomacy are government, professional conflict resolution, business, 
private citizens, research, training and education, activism, religious, funding and public 
opinion/communication. (Diamond and Macdonald, 1991). 
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Macdonald. The term ‘people-to-people contacts’ best describes Aman ki 
Asha like initiatives, which cover more than one tracks of multi-track 
diplomacy. 
The people-to-people contacts in interethnic conflicts can take different 
forms and shapes. People from one side may want to meet people from the 
other side for different reasons. They can be very personal reasons, like 
visiting the members of divided families, trade or visits for promoting peace 
and understanding. The people-to-people contacts may include interaction 
among intellectuals, media persons, peace activists, youth, people’s 
organizations, businessmen, people belonging to sports, music, film, art etc. 
Over the last decade internet, especially in the form of social websites like 
Facebook and Twitter, has emerged as a very powerful medium of 
communication and this has added a new dimension to the people-to-people 
contacts between conflicting communities. 
 
1.1.2. People-to-people contacts and Interactive 
Conflict Resolution (ICR) 
 
Fisher coined the term Interactive Conflict Resolution (ICR) for problem-
solving workshops in 1993 defining it as “involving small group, problem-
solving discussions between unofficial representatives of identity groups or 
states engaged in destructive conflict that are facilitated by an impartial third-
party of social scientist-practitioners” (Fisher 1997b:7-8). Problem-solving 
workshops were previously named as ‘controlled communication’ by John 
Burton (1969) and ‘interactive problem solving’ by Herbert C. Kelman (1986). 
Fisher restricted the scope of ICR to problem solving workshops facilitated by 
third party social scientist-practitioners in his definition of ICR. Nonetheless, 
Fisher provided a broader definition of ICR as: 
Facilitated face-to-face activities in communication, training, education, 
or consultation that promote collaborative conflict analysis and problem 
solving among parties engaged in protracted conflict in a manner that 
addresses basic human needs and promotes the building of peace, 
justice, and equality. (Fisher 1997b:8) 
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Fisher later elaborated this definition further, “this wider net includes 
interactions between antagonists from all levels of society from the 
grassroots to the leadership, and provides a wider set of identities and roles 
for the third party interveners” (2005:2). Thus Fisher has agreed that ICR can 
be practiced beyond problem-solving workshop settings, but still he could not 
see it happening without third-party interveners. Now if we put people-to-
people contacts to the test of the broader definition of ICR, we can see all 
types of people-to-people contacts, except the internet based contacts, 
involve face-to-face contact. Perhaps internet usage was not so common 
back in 1997 that’s why Fisher did not consider internet contacts, but now I 
would like to include internet contacts in broader definition of ICR and the 
concept of IPPC. People from conflicting communities may communicate and 
participate in a dialogue on internet and create their internet-based groups 
and web pages for promoting the peace building. At later stage these groups 
may even organise face-to-face people-to-people interventions in their 
communities. 
As far as facilitation is concerned, unlike problem-solving workshops, 
the people- to-people contacts are not necessarily facilitated by any impartial 
third-party social scientist-practitioners, but if we take broader definition of 
facilitation, most of the people-to-people contacts are facilitated to an extent 
because these contacts are not spontaneous, they are arranged by some 
organizational structures or by people’s organizations. Hence to an extent 
facilitation is required for all people-to-people contacts unless they are purely 
personal contacts like between divided families. 
On the other hand, the final condition of wider ICR, ‘promoting 
collaborative conflict analysis and problem solving’, would take some other 
people-to-people interactions like cultural, sports, art, music and film 
exchanges, out from the equation. All these exchanges are useful activities 
and do help in strengthening relationships between the adversaries, but they 
do not constitute IPPC unless these actions are done specifically with the 
spirit of ‘promoting collaborative conflict analysis and problem solving’ (Fisher 
1997b:8). For example if India and Pakistan play an international cricket  
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match it does not fall in the category of IPPC interaction, but if two school 
teams from India and Pakistan play a cricket match to promote peace and 
friendship then it should be considered as an IPPC interaction. Similarly, if a 
theatre performance, drama, musical night or a film project is specifically 
organised for promoting peace and understanding between conflicting 
parties, then it will be counted in IPPC activity. Montville (1987), Azar (1990) 
and Diamond and Macdonald (1996) describe problem-solving workshops as 
a part of track-two activity. Therefore, if ICR’s scope has to be broadened 
logically, then it should include the other tracks of multi-track diplomacy and 
the people-to-people contacts. 
 
1.1.3. Interactive People-to-People Contacts (IPPC) 
I have derived the term ‘Interactive People-to-People Contacts (IPPC)’ 
from Fisher’s Interactive Conflict Resolution (ICR) model because apart from 
the third-party problem-solving workshop settings, people-to-people 
interventions share the theoretical roots and social-psychological 
assumptions with ICR (for details see section 2.1. in chapter two). IPPC can 
rightly be considered as one of the applications of ICR, as it falls under the 
broader definition of ICR. The focused definition of ICR involves, “small 
group, problem-solving discussions between unofficial representatives of 
identity groups or states engaged in destructive conflict” (Fisher 1997:8). 
IPPC does not restrict it to the “small group” rather it tries to extend the same 
dialogue to middle range and even to the grassroots levels between 
conflicting communities. 
IPPC can be defined as those inter-group and intra-group people-to-
people contacts between the members of parties in conflict which are 
arranged and to an extent facilitated by non-governmental organizations and 
people’s organizations to transform conflictual relationships and promote 
peace and understanding at top, middle range and grassroots levels among 
conflicting communities. 
No doubt IPPC is drawn from ICR model, but IPPC approach is quite 
different from ICR. The main objective of ICR is to provide a support base to 
track-one negotiation in finding a win-win solution. Whereas IPPC is aimed at 
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 opening up new avenues for dialogue between parties in conflict so that they 
can transform their relationships at community level to build the peace lobby 
within conflicting communities. IPPC is less structured than ICR based third-
party ‘facilitated problem-solving workshops but for more structured than a 
routine meeting between people of adversarial groups. IPPC has to be less 
structured if it has to reach the grassroots level because at grassroots level 
leadership is far more widespread and therefore it would be financially and 
logistically very difficult to arrange a highly structured intervention at that 
level. Nonetheless IPPC interventions are organised with a clear objective 
and specific programme. 
By no means should IPPC be considered as an alternative for non-
violent resistance (peoples’ non-violent struggles for the right of self-
determination) or track-one or track-two negotiations. Rather IPPC is meant 
to complement and strengthen track-one and track-two processes by taking 
peacebuilding to the deepest (grassroots) level and building up peace 
constituencies across conflict lines. IPPC fills the gap left by track-one and 
track-two approaches at the middle range and grassroots levels. IPPC works 
for relationship transformation between adversaries at middle range and 
grassroots levels and prepares ground for sustainable peace and conflict 
resolution. 
 
1.2. Brief literature review 
Relevant literature for this research has been divided into four parts. 
They include literature on ICR, literature on conflict transformation, literature 
on IPPC or citizens’ peacebuilding initiatives in conflict regions and literature 
on India-Pakistan people-to-people contacts. 
 
1.2.1. Literature on Interactive Conflict Resolution (ICR) 
Fisher (1993) coined the term “Interactive Conflict Resolution” (ICR) for 
problem-solving workshops keeping the vast literature and practice on 
problem-solving approach in mind. However, Burton (1969, 1987 and 1990)  
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was the pioneer of problem-solving workshops, while Kelman (1972, 1978, 
1986, 1991 and 2007) was the one who mastered the problem-solving 
approach and equipped it with the special lens of social psychological 
assumptions. Some of the other notable contributors, who have contributed 
immensely to the development of theory and practice of ICR as applied in 
workshop or forum (see Azar 1990 for forums) settings, were Leonard Doob 
(1970), Christopher Mitchell (1973 and 1993), Edward Azar (1990), Ronald 
Fisher (1972, 1980 and 1989) and Harold Saunders (1991 and 1992). Fisher 
(1997 and 2007) has reviewed the history, practice, procedures and 
characteristics of ICR in great detail that provides reference to a rich source 
of relevant literature on the subject. 
Interactive problem-solving workshops have been one of the most 
favoured applied methods of scholar-practitioners in peace research. 
Therefore, for almost all international conflicts we can find reports of such 
workshops (see Fisher 1997 and 2005). In the case of India-Pakistan conflict 
two of such workshops are reported by Fisher (1997). One was organised by 
Kelman and Cohen (1979) back in 1972 among India, Pakistan and 
Bangladesh and the other was conducted by Fisher (1980) in 1976 between 
India and Pakistan. In recent times Canada based Pugwash and New Delhi 
based Women in Security, Conflict Management and Peace (WISCOMP) 
have organised several workshops on India-Pakistan conflict, which though 
do not follow problem-solving models of above mentioned scholars, yet they 
can be termed as problem-solving workshops because of their contents and 
purpose. Starting in 2001 WISCOMP has so far organised eight Annual 
Conflict Transformation Workshops on India-Pakistan conflict and published 
reports on all of them, and Pugwash has arranged six workshops between 
December 2004 and March 2009 and published reports accordingly. 
 
1.2.2. Literature on conflict transformation 
The conflict transformation approach is not very old in the peace 
vocabulary. Miall (2004) attaches it with the idea of conflict formation and  
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traces it back to Senghaas (1973) and Krippendorf (1973). Similarly, we can 
give credit to Burton, Doob, Azar and Kelman, the pioneers of problem-
solving approach for attaching peacebuilding to the relationship 
transformation — a key concept in conflict transformation. But the usage of 
the term ‘conflict transformation’ in the modern context is not very old. 
Vayrynen (1991a) and Rupesinghe (1995) should be given the credit for 
editing books on conflict transformation as early as the 1990s. However, it 
was Lederach who deserves the credit for popularising conflict transformation 
in the academic circles with his two seminal works in 1995 and 1997. 
Johan Galtung is the other influential author who can be termed as a 
pioneer of conflict transformation approach in the peacebuilding along with 
Lederach. Galtung has contributed to the development of conflict 
transformation approach by not only writing several books (1995a, 1996 and 
2004) and articles (1995b, 2002) but also founded an NGO, named 
TRANSCEND, in August 1993 which has came forth with a rich source of 
research and training on conflict transformation. Lately, conflict 
transformation has emerged as a very popular approach in peace and 
conflict studies. There is a good amount of literature now being published on 
conflict transformation approach and its applications. Some of the important 
contributions on conflict transformation include Vayrynen (1991b), Schrock-
Shenk, and Ressler (1999), Schrock-Shenk (2000) Francis (2002, 2010), 
Clements (2002), Mial (2004), Lederach (2005) and Ryan (2007). 
 
1.2.3. Literature on IPPC or citizens’ peacebuilding initiatives 
 in conflict regions 
 
Since the end of the cold war IPPC or citizens’ peacebuilding initiatives 
have mushroomed in different conflict regions all over the world with variety 
of objectives and varying degrees of success. From Northern Ireland, 
Cyprus, Georgia-Abkhaz, Bosnia-Herzegovina in Europe to Sri Lanka, India-
Pakistan, Israel-Palestine and Arab-Israel in Asia; South Africa, Somalia, 
Rwanda, and Ethiopia in Africa and Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala  
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in South America; civil society has engaged itself in different people-to-
people peacebuilding initiatives. Therefore, during last two decades a good 
amount of literature has emerged on practice of citizens’ peacebuilding 
efforts in conflict regions. It is almost impossible to sum up all that literature 
here, therefore, I shall only cite some important literature on Northern Ireland, 
which I have selected to look at as a success story in IPPC, and shall give 
just a few glimpses of the vast literature available on other conflicts. 
Citizens’ peacebuilding efforts in Northern Ireland are well researched 
and well documented. Fitzduff (2002) and Byrne and Keashly (2001) provide 
a glimpse of most of the conflict resolution and conflict transformation 
processes used in Northern Ireland and show how these processes 
contributed in making the peace process sustainable there. Bloomfield (1997) 
worked out a theory of complementarity between, what he calls, the structural 
(settlement) approach and cultural (resolution) approach and applied it on 
Northern Ireland. Byrne (2001) argues civil society peacebuilding approach 
was instrumental in bringing peace in Northern Ireland where elite 
consociational approach had failed in the past. Love (1995) and Wells (1999) 
have analyzed the role of reconciliation groups in Northern Ireland by 
focusing on Corrymeela Community, one of the oldest and the largest group 
in Northern Ireland. This is just to name a few sources here; Bloomfield 
(1997) claims Northern Ireland is the most well researched conflict on earth.  
Like Northern Ireland; Arab-Israel and Cyprus are the other two conflict 
regions where IPPC or citizens’ peacebuilding efforts are well researched 
and well documented. For Arab-Israel conflict Nimmer (1999) provides critical 
case studies of six Arab-Jewish encounter programmes and Herzog and Hai 
(2005) discuss the role and potential of people-to-people contacts initiatives 
between Israel and Palestine in promoting sustainable peace between 
Israelis and Palestinians. For Cyprus, Fisher (2001) argues it requires 
comprehensive and sustained unofficial multi-level contacts to overcome the 
trauma of the past and address the basic needs of the parties; and 
Anastasiou (2001) points out the lack of communication between Greek 
Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities, and argues citizens’ peace 
movement in Cyprus creates new possibilities for the conflict transformation. 
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Apart from Northern Ireland, Israel-Palestine and Cyprus there are 
several other important research publications available on citizens’ 
peacebuilding activities in numerous other conflict regions. Paffenholz (2003) 
studies the community-based peacebuilding activities of Life and Peace 
Institute in Somalia. Malhotra and Liyanage (2005) have assessed the 
efficacy of four-day peace workshop on Sri Lanka, whereas Orjuela (2003) 
has critically analyzed the role of civil society in peacebuilding in Sri Lankan 
conflict. Ranchod (2007) discusses how civil society organizations in South 
Africa have engaged and influenced the South African state in post apartheid 
period. 
 
1.2.4 Literature on India-Pakistan people-to-people contacts 
There is a good amount of literature available on track-two and multi-
track diplomacy, in general, between India and Pakistan. Waslekar (1995), 
Chakraborti (2003) and Cheema (2006) have focused on how track-two 
facilitates the official track-one negotiation. Shah (1997) has tried to assess 
the collective impact of non-official contacts between India and Pakistan by 
focusing on Neemrana Dialogue and four summer school meetings held in 
the 1990s. Crick (2009) studies the impact of cricketing relations between 
India and Pakistan on removing stereotypes and improving bilateral relations.  
Some scholarly literature is also available on citizens’ peacebuilding 
efforts and people-to-people contacts between India and Pakistan. The three 
books of Navnita Chadha Behera, Behera et al (1997), Behera et al (2000), 
and Behera (2002) are about mapping and understanding the structure of 
people-to-people contacts between India and Pakistan. Sewak (2005) has 
briefly described wide range of activities taking place at the level of different 
tracks between the people of India and Pakistan and connected them with 
the theoretical literature on multi-track diplomacy. Apart from Sewak (2005), 
Faiz (2007 and 2009) is the other writer who has attempted to connect India-
Pakistan people to people contacts with the theory of peacebuilding. She 
provides a glimpse at peace theories relating people to people contacts, 
briefly discusses different peace initiatives and tries to look at the India-
Pakistan people to people contacts as a bottom-up approach.  
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There are a few case studies also available on citizen’s peace efforts 
between India and Pakistan. Samad (1999) examined the rise of anti-bomb 
peace movement in Pakistan, in the wake of nuclear detonations in India and 
Pakistan. Dasgupta and Gopinath (2005) briefly discussed Women in 
Security, Conflict Management and Peace (WISCOMP) initiative Athwass 
which involved dialogue between Kashmiri women. On the other hand, 
Sarwar (2007) discussed the role women have played in promoting peace 
between India and Pakistan. 
The people-to-people contacts are now gaining more attention of the 
journalists and scholars, as some new research on the topic has emerged 
since the work was started on this thesis in October 2009. Kothari and Mian 
(2010) edited a book containing accounts of peace activists, directly involved 
in people-to-people related activities on both sides of the border. Shahid et al 
(2013) discussed how national insecurities of the governments of India and 
Pakistan have contributed to the much reduced people-to-people contacts 
between the two countries. Sarwar (2010c and 2013) discussed the negative 
role played by media in heightening India-Pakistan crises and elaborated 
how media can play a helpful role in building peace between the two nations. 
Samad (2011) provided a brief summary of track two efforts and people to 
people contacts between India and Pakistan in his book which otherwise 
covers Pak-US relations. Akhtar (2013-14) discussed people’s peace 
initiatives in the context of South Asian regional security complex, applying 
Barry Buzan and Ole Weaver’s Regional Security Complex theory.  
 
1.2.5. Contribution to knowledge 
From brief review of literature above it is clear that scholarly research on 
IPPC or citizens’ peacebuilding activities in the case of India and Pakistan 
was scarce and scanty but in recent years it has picked up a little bit. 
Moreover, the connection between theory and practice of IPPC in India and 
Pakistan is largely missing. Most of the research done on IPPC between 
India and Pakistan is in journalistic and descriptive style with little connection 
developed with theories of peace and conflict. Apart from Sewak (2005), and  
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Faiz (2007 and 2009) no one else has tried to connect people to people 
activities between India and Pakistan with the theories of conflict resolution 
and conflict transformation. My research adds to the work of Sewak (2005) 
and Faiz (2007 and 2009) and creates a much stronger connection between 
theory and practice of IPPC in India-Pakistan conflict. As far as theoretical 
contribution is concerned, a new concept of IPPC is developed (chapter two) 
and a comprehensive theoretical framework (chapter three) is defined to 
assess the role played by IPPC in building peace at different levels. Later on 
gaps in the theoretical model are identified and generalizations are drawn 
from its empirical application on Northern Ireland and India-Pakistan conflict. 
Furthermore, except Samad (1999), who discussed the anti-bomb 
peace movement (1998-99) in Pakistan, and Dasgupta and Gopinath (2005), 
who studied WISCOMP’s Athwass initiative, no detailed scholarly research is 
available on case studies of the major IPPC initiatives between India and 
Pakistan. My research tries to fill this gap in the literature on India-Pakistan 
people-to-people contacts. The detailed case studies of PIPFPD and Aman ki 
Asha, the two most important IPPC initiatives between India and Pakistan to 
date, are done for the first time. The study of PIPFPD and AKA together 
covers bulk of the IPPC interventions, as both of them have been the centre 
of the IPPC activities in India and Pakistan. With the help of these two case 
studies the role played by IPPC in building peace at different levels (top, 
middle range and grassroots) in India-Pakistan conflict is assessed.  
 
1.3. Research methodology and the structure of thesis 
This section is further divided into a section each on research 
questions, selected case studies, structure of the thesis and data collection. 
 
1.3.1. Research questions 
The main research question is how to assess the role played by 
interactive people-to-people contacts in building peace at different levels 
within conflicting communities and to find out a theoretical model that can be 
used to empirically asses the role of IPPC in building peace. The theoretical 
model is then applied on two living international conflicts—Northern Ireland  
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and India-Pakistan conflict-- to draw modifications in the theoretical model 
from practical application. A detailed examination of the development, 
activities, roles and significance of two selected IPPC initiatives (PIPFPD and 
Aman ki Asha) in promoting peace and understanding in Pakistan with regard 
to India at all three levels (top, middle range and grassroots). Empirically 
assess what IPPC based peacebuilding in Pakistan has achieved so far and 
what this study can add to our knowledge about IPPC related peacebuilding 
in general. The scope of this research is restricted only to Pakistan, because 
for India, being a huge and very complex country, a separate and thorough 
study will be required to examine the outreach of IPPC at all three levels in 
India vis-à-vis Pakistan. 
This research question leads to the following supplementary research 
questions, 
 What do we mean by interactive people-to-people contacts (IPPC)? 
What are its theoretical foundations and the specific approach 
characteristic in comparison with other similar approaches like track 
two diplomacy, problem-solving approach and multi-track diplomacy? 
 What kind of theoretical model can be developed to analyse the 
progress made by interactive people-to-people contacts (IPPC)?  
 Learning from Northern Ireland, What constitutes success in IPPC in a 
real conflict situation?  What does it add to the theoretical model for 
IPPC and what can IPPC based peacebuilding in Pakistan learn from 
the case study of Northern Ireland. 
 How selected IPPC initiatives were developed and what kind of 
peacebuilding roles and activities they are involved in, in Pakistan? 
How far they have succeeded in promoting peacebuilding at the top, 
middle range and grassroots levels? 
 What are the achievements, limits and prospects of IPPC based 
peacebuilding in Pakistan vis-à-vis India? 
 What does this thesis add to our knowledge about IPPC related 
peacebuilding in general? 
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 What kind of modifications can be drawn in the theoretical model from 
empirical application of the theoretical model on PIPFPD and Aman ki 
Asha? 
 
1.3.2. The selected case studies 
The two selected IPPC case studies are Pakistan-India Peoples’ Forum 
for Peace and Democracy (PIPFPD) and Aman ki Asha. Both of these IPPC 
initiatives are mid-level initiatives as their leadership comes from the middle 
range but they do arrange interventions at mid level as well as grassroots 
level. Apart from these two case studies the theoretical model developed in 
chapter three is applied on Northern Ireland IPPC interventions to see how it 
works on ground, and to understand what success of IPPC would mean in 
practical conflict situations. Moreover, before going into the detailed case 
studies of India-Pakistan IPPC initiatives, it would be useful to examine at 
least one prominent case study among IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding 
efforts in other parts of the world. This will help understand the dynamics of 
IPPC in practice and provides a lens to have a comparative look at IPPC 
interventions between India and Pakistan. Moreover, the application of IPPC 
theoretical model created in chapter three in a different conflict setting shall 
strengthen the power of generalization of this research. Why Northern Ireland 
case study is chosen for this purpose is explained in detail in chapter four. 
The choice of PIPFPD was an obvious one because it is one of the 
oldest (was launched in 1994) and so far the largest IPPC initiative between 
India and Pakistan. PIPFPD was the first IPPC initiative in Pakistan which 
tried to unite all peace activists on both sides of the border on one platform. 
Most of the leadership involved in peoples’ peace initiatives between India 
and Pakistan today has one way or the other been attached with the PIPFPD 
e.g. Beena Sarwar now one of the key figure in Aman ki Asha from Pakistan 
was among the founding members of PIPFPD.  
I have chosen Aman ki Asha (AKA) as my second case study because it 
adds a new dimension (using media cooperation for promoting people-to-
people contact) to the IPPC initiatives. AKA is the latest (was launched in  
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January 2010) and many believe the most promising addition to the list of 
IPPC initiatives between India and Pakistan. Thus by choosing the oldest and 
the latest IPPC initiatives as case studies, I hope, I may be able to give the 
flavour of the whole web of IPPC relations that has been so far created 
between India and Pakistan. Moreover, both PIPFPD and AKA provide 
common platform where all other peace groups can join and participate in 
peacebuilding. 
On personal grounds, my past research experience of working on the 
peace process between India and Pakistan also supports this choice. My 
Master’s thesis in University of California, Berkeley, was on India-Pakistan 
peace process which was later published by a German publisher, the VDM 
Verlag (Rid 2010). Then I wrote a monograph (Tripathy and Rid 2010) for 
Regional Centre for Strategic Studies (RCSS), Sri Lanka, with India and 
Pakistan as my case study. Moreover, I also wrote a research article on 
India-Pakistan peace negotiations (Rid 2008) and applied game theory on 
India-Pakistan conflict (Rid 2012). I have been to India once to participate in 
the 7th Conflict Transformation Workshop organized by WISCOMP in May 
2009 in New Delhi, India. My research experience and my interaction with 
peace activists have provided me good background knowledge and important 
contacts in the peace lobbies of both India and Pakistan. 
 
1.3.3. The structure of the thesis 
This thesis is divided into nine chapters which includes an introduction 
chapter and a conclusion chapter.  
I. Introduction 
In this chapter an attempt is made to define and understand the 
concept of IPPC. Moreover, key terms are defined, goals, objectives 
and structure of thesis determined and relevant literature identified. 
II. Theoretical foundations of IPPC 
In chapter two, roots of IPPC are traced in the theory of conflict 
resolution and peace studies. Moreover, epistemological and 
ontological foundations of IPPC are determined, and a critical study of 
unofficial diplomatic efforts is also provided. 
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III. The theoretical model for IPPC initiatives  
In chapter three, a theoretical model is developed to empirically 
assess IPPC initiatives. Lederach’s “pyramid” as formulated in 
Building Peace (1997) and later improved in The Moral Imagination 
(2005) is used to develop the theoretical model for assessing IPPC 
based peacebuilding. 
IV. IPPC-based citizens’ peacebuilding in Northern Ireland 
In chapter four, the theoretical model developed for IPPC in chapter 
three is empirically tested on Northern Ireland conflict. The aim of this 
chapter is to see how IPPC model works in real conflict situations, 
draw necessary explanations and modifications in the model and see 
what this offers for India-Pakistan IPPC initiatives. This chapter along 
with the theoretical chapter provides analytical lens through which the 
case studies of PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha shall be analyzed and 
examined. This chapter helps in putting the case studies of PIPFPD 
and AKA in a larger perspective and see what they can add to our 
knowledge about IPPC-based peace initiatives in general. 
V. The origin and development of IPPC interventions between India 
and Pakistan before the establishment of PIPFPD 
In chapter five, origin of people-to-people contacts between India and 
Pakistan before the launching of PIPFPD in 1994 is determined. 
Moreover, how and in what capacities common citizens of Pakistan 
and India met and established links, which ultimately paved the way 
for the launching of PIPFPD. This chapter describes the setting and 
base on which web process of IPPC networks between India and 
Pakistan have gradually developed. 
 
VI. A case study of PIPFPD 
In chapter six, the theoretical model of IPPC is applied on PIPFPD to 
empirically assess the contribution made by PIPFPD in building peace 
between India and Pakistan. The origin of PIPFPD in 1994 and its  
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development over the years is studied in detail. The roles and 
activities of PIPFPD in Pakistan for peacebuilding vis-à-vis India are 
examined as well. PIPFPD’s attempt to reach the top and grassroots 
levels in its vertical capacity and spreading the peacebuilding across 
middle range leadership within and across border in its horizontal 
capacity are explored as well. 
 
VII. A case study of Aman ki Asha 
In chapter seven, the theoretical model of IPPC is applied on AKA to 
empirically determine what role AKA plays in building peace between 
India and Pakistan. The origin of Aman ki Asha in January 2010 and 
its development over the years is studied and the roles and activities 
of Aman ki Asha in Pakistan for peacebuilding vis-à-vis India are 
explored. Aman ki Asha’s attempt to reach the top and grassroots 
levels in its vertical capacity and spreading the peacebuilding across 
middle range leadership within and across border in its horizontal 
capacity are explored as well. 
 
VIII. Asessing the achievements, limitations and prospects of IPPC 
based peacebuilding in Pakistan 
In chapter eight, theoretical framework developed in chapter three and 
the case study of Northern Ireland is used as a frame of reference to 
asess the achievements, limitations and prospects of IPPC-based 
peacebuilding in Pakistan. The overall progress achieved by IPPC-
based peacebuilding in Pakistan is determined by applying the 
theoretical model developed in chapter three and improved in chapter 
four. An attempt is made to understand what IPPC-based 
peacebuilding in Pakistan can learn from peacebuilding in other parts 
of the world and in return what it can add to our knowledge about 
IPPC related peacebuilding in general. 
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IX. Conclusion 
In this chapter brief summary of thesis is provided and the lessons 
learnt and conclusions drawn from the study are explained.  
 
1.3.4. Data collection and the fieldwork 
This research falls in a social constructionist epistemology (see chapter 
two), therefore, mainly qualitative methods suit more than the quantitative 
methods for such a research (Alvesson and Skoldberg 2010). Moreover, the 
aim of this research is not to quantify IPPC activities but to develop a deeper 
understanding of the role IPPC plays in overall peacebuilding and provide an 
insight into the current trends of peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict. 
Therefore, unstructured in-depth interviews are used to collect holistic 
information from the interviewees and explore interesting areas for further 
investigation.  
The purposive sampling method is used because target population is 
limited to the peace activists in PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha and they are 
difficult to access. More than twenty each unstructured interviews of key 
actors of PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha in Pakistan are conducted. The criteria 
for selection is, the major actors/protagonists of PIPFPD and AKA in 
Pakistan, the people who may have the direct, relevant information about the 
two above mentioned IPPC interventions are interviewed. A special care is 
taken to include women and people from all ethnic backgrounds among the 
interviewees list. Snowball sampling, which is one of the kind of purposive 
sampling, is also used in some instances to reach out the relevant people 
within PIPFPD and AKA. 
I went to Pakistan for about three-month long fieldwork, from December 
2011 to March 2012, to collect data on PIPFPD and AKA. I conducted 
unstructured in-depth interviews of major actors/protagonists, who were 
involved in designing, implementing, funding and organising PIPFPD and 
Aman ki Asha interventions in Pakistan. I visited Islamabad, Lahore and 
Karachi to meet key actors of the two case studies, and conducted the 
telephonic interviews with PIPFPD activists in Peshawar and Quetta also.  
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Moreover, some telephonic and Skype interviews of PIPFPD and AKA 
members, living in India and outside South Asia, were also conducted. 
During the field work, some very valuable primary resources, like joint 
statements of peace activists, brochures, internal documents and reports of 
activities undertaken by PIPFPD and AKA were collected. The pioneer of 
PIPFPD in Pakistan, Dr. Mubashir Hassan, gave author an access to some 
of the rare primary written documents regarding origin of PIPFPD. Apart from 
primary sources, some secondary and tertiary sources, like old newspaper 
clippings, annual reports, books and magazines, were also gathered. 
The unstructured interviews of the PIPFPD and AKA activists raised 
several ethical issues like voluntary participation, informed consent, doing no 
harm, confidentiality and anonymity because the human participants are 
recruited for this research project. In my fieldwork I have followed all standard 
ethical ground rules of research.  I asked for fully informed written consent or 
taped verbal consent from my interviewees. Before asking for a written/verbal 
consent, I debriefed each participant about my research project, my intention 
to get it published and the time and effort required on their part. I made it 
sure that every interviewee knows that it is his/her right to enter or leave the 
research on his/her personal choice. I offered anonymity and confidentiality 
to all participants but in most cases they were willing to share information 
with their names. Moreover, I have avoided from sharing any kind of 
information in my research which may cause harm to the participants or to 
me. 
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Chapter Two 
The Theoretical Foundations 
of Interactive People-to-People Contacts (IPPC) 
 
Introduction 
Since the publication of E. H. Carr’s (1939) classic book on realism 
Twenty Years Crisis 1919-1939 and Hans Morgenthau’s (1948) ground 
breaking master piece on realist doctrine Politics Among Nations, 
international relations and conflict theories are dominated by the realist 
paradigm that focused on states and governments as the sole actors in 
international politics. During the whole phase of the cold war (1945-1988), 
the power-based realist paradigm, which is also termed as the Realpolitik, 
dominated the threat perceptions, decision-making behaviours and policies 
regarding bi-polar rivalry and conflicts in the periphery. The “balance of 
power” and “deterrence” were considered as the best possible strategies for 
conflict settlement which could safeguard the “national interest” and enhance 
the “national power”. Morton Deutsch (1973) called the realist power-based, 
adversarial, confrontational, zero-sum, win-lose processes as “competitive” 
processes of conflict resolution which he rightly pointed out brought 
“destructive” outcomes in the world politics (Sandole, 1993).  
On the other hand idealism or Idealpolitik provided non-adversarial, 
non-confrontational, non-zero-sum, win-win solutions which Deutsch (1973) 
described as “cooperative” processes of conflict settlement. The Idealpolitik 
provided the platforms of League of Nations, United Nations and regional 
institutions for addressing the conflicts by peaceful means. Nevertheless, 
both Realpolitik and Idealpolitik agreed on treating state and government as 
the sole actors in world politics offering little space to unofficial processes of 
conflict resolution.  
However, after the end of the cold war, world politics underwent a major 
change. Wallensteen and Sollenberg (1995) pointed out that between 1989 
and 1994 the world had witnessed ninety-four armed conflicts; however, only  
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four of those conflicts could be termed as inter-state conflicts. New socio-
political changes in the international system were on the horizon. 
Globalization, emergence of the new phenomenon of transnational terrorism, 
increasing role of non-state actors and waning concept of state sovereignty 
made limitations of realist paradigm obvious for the researchers and the 
practitioners. Political realism was increasingly seen as “incapable of 
explaining aspects of international politics other than state-centric organised 
warfare” (Rasmussen, 1997:26). 
The vacuum created by new realization about the limitations of the 
realist paradigm in the post-cold war period provided an impetus for looking 
towards the alternative broader frameworks focusing on human dimension 
and relationship transformation. The social psychological approach to the 
study of international relations (Kelman, 1965), which was present since the 
1960s, gained new prominence in world politics. In the post-cold war phase 
peace studies, conflict resolution, conflict transformation, confidence building 
measures (CBMs), unofficial interventions, track-two diplomacy and people-
to-people contacts, which drew their roots from social psychology approach 
gained a new momentum in conflict studies and international relations, as 
ample research and publications have emerged in above mentioned areas 
since the 1990s (see literature review section in chapter one). Moreover, 
several new track-two and people-to-people interventions were launched 
throughout the world in conflict regions to address protracted and deep-
rooted conflicts. 
What I call “interactive people-to-people contacts” (IPPC) is also termed 
as “citizen diplomacy” by Hoffman (1981), “track-two diplomacy” by Montville 
(1987), “multi-track diplomacy” by Diamond and Macdonald (1991), and 
“public peace process” by Saunders (1999). All of these terms do not mean 
exactly same thing yet all of them surely take away some of the focus from 
realists’ ubiquitous “state” to the “human element”. Hence, IPPC largely fits 
into what is called the social-psychology approach in international relations.  
In this chapter theoretical roots and theoretical foundations of IPPC are 
explored. The chapter two is divided into three main sections. In section one, 
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 theoretical roots of IPPC are traced, in section two its ontological and 
epistemological position is determined and finally in section three a critical 
study of unofficial interventions is made. 
 
2.1. Tracing the theoretical roots of IPPC 
The theoretical roots of IPPC can be traced back to the application of 
contact hypothesis in intergroup relations, social-psychological analysis of 
international politics, and the development of interactive conflict resolution 
back in the l950s and the 1960s. Furthermore, the developments in conflict 
resolution, conflict transformation and track-two diplomacy added new 
dimensions to the IPPC. In this section, we will explore how all these 
developments in peace and conflict literature have helped develop the 
concept of IPPC. 
 
2.1.1. Contact hypothesis and inter-group relations 
Contact hypothesis forms the central argument around which IPPC and 
unofficial interventions have evolved over the years. It set the tone for later 
developments in theory and practice of conflict resolution and IPPC. Despite 
the limitations, later pointed out by Amir (1969, 1976), Pettigrew (1971), 
Hewstone and Brown (1986) and many others; Allport’s (1954) classical 
contact hypothesis statement was a groundbreaking development on several 
accounts. The contact hypothesis introduced the study of ‘human element’ in 
conflict studies by focusing on inter-personal contact between individuals 
rather than discussing the official channels of the government and the state. 
It introduced the core concept of IPPC, which is the concept of relationship 
transformation between conflicting communities by increasing face-to-face 
interactions between interethnic groups. The social-psychological link in 
IPPC, which we will explore later, also flowed from the contact hypothesis. 
The origin of the term contact hypothesis is not known but according to 
McClendon (1974) its usage in academic literature as a tool for lessening 
prejudice at least dates back to Smith (1943). Whereas, according to Nimmer 
(1999) contact hypothesis emerged from the human relations movement that 
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appeared in the late 1940s. Nonetheless, it was Allport (1954) who provided 
widely-accepted theoretical foundations for contact hypothesis. The contact 
hypothesis works on basic premise that a prolonged conflict creates 
stereotypes and prejudices and dehumanizes the other because of the 
communication gap and ignorance between people in conflict and that 
contact between members of parties in conflict will improve the relations 
between them by reducing prejudices and stereotypes and humanizing the 
other (Brislin 1986, Triandis 1975). During the 1940s to the 1960s many in 
the social psychology field saw contact hypothesis as a recipe for prejudice 
reduction in inter-ethnic conflict situations and mere assembling people from 
conflicting parties on one platform was considered enough to destroy 
stereotypes and bring about a positive attitudinal change in interacting 
members (Hewstone and Brown 1986, Eberhardt and Fiske 1996).  
Unofficial interventions work on a principle that attitudinal changes in 
individuals participating in such interventions would be later taken to the 
larger community by those individuals and thus overall improvement in 
relationships would be achieved. However, Hewstone and Brown point out 
those interpersonal contacts between individual participants cannot be 
expected to produce generalised effects on “other members of the out-group 
not actually present” in the interaction (1986:16-17). They say if interaction 
takes place at inter-group basis and “various qualifying conditions for a 
successful contact” are present, only then one can expect the attitude 
change towards the out-group as a whole (Hewstone and Brown 1986:18). 
Sherrif defines inter-group relations as, “Whenever individuals belonging to 
one group interact, collectively or individually, with another group or its 
members in terms of their group identification, we have an instance of inter-
group behaviour” (1966:12). In other words, in inter-personal contacts 
participants meet in their personal capacity, whereas in inter-group contacts 
participants meet as representatives of their respective groups.  
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2.1.2. Problem-solving approach and Interactive 
Conflict Resolution (ICR) 
Contact hypothesis was introduced in international relations through 
problem-solving workshops by John Burton. The first ever problem-solving 
workshop (although it was not named as such then) was held in December 
1965 to discuss Southeast Asian conflict between Indonesia and Malaysia. 
Burton is considered as the founder and innovator of problem-solving 
approach because of his role in the first workshop and his early description of 
the theory for problem-solving workshops, which he then termed as 
“controlled communication” (Burton 1969). 
Burton in his seminal work, Conflict: Resolution and Prevention (1990), 
developed “Human Needs theory”, which shows coercive methods of conflict 
settlement cannot provide sustainable peace because basic human needs 
remain unsatisfied in such settlements. He suggested problem-solving 
processes for transforming relationships and addressing causes of the deep 
rooted conflicts (Burton 1990). Weber (1999 and 2001) saw strong echoes of 
Gandhi’s satyagraha in Burton’s human needs theory and problem-solving 
approach (Ramsbotham et al, 2005). 
The problem-solving approach was later named as “interactive problem 
solving” by Kelman (1986 and 1991) and “interactive conflict resolution” by 
Fisher (1993). Since the late 1960s, problem-solving workshops have been 
successfully used to complement the official track-one negotiations. The 
problem-solving workshops on one hand focus on changing “perceptions, 
attitudes and ideas” of the individual participants and on the other they intend 
to influence the decision-making at official level by “transferring and 
integrating” those changes into policy formulation and decision-making 
(Fisher 2007: 228). So far problem-solving workshops have been arranged 
for several international and inter-communal conflicts with varying degrees of 
success. Problem-solving workshops were especially instrumental behind 
1966 peace agreement among Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, 1989 Taif 
Accord in Lebanon and Israel-Palestine Oslo Accords 1993 and 1995. But  
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the resurgence of second intifada in Palestine in 2000 raised several doubts 
over the efficacy and utility of problem-solving workshops (Ramsbotham et al 
2005).  
 
- Social-Psychological assumptions of problem-solving approach  
IPPC shares the four social-psychological assumptions of problem-
solving approach as enunciated by Kelman (1986, 1996 and 2007). Firstly, 
Kelman says conflict is a process driven by collective “Needs” and “Fears”, 
rather than “entirely a product of rational calculation of objective national 
interests on the part of political decision makers” (Kelman 1997:194). Apart 
from physical needs of “food, shelter, physical safety and physical well 
being”, the psychological needs of human beings like, “identity, security, 
recognition, autonomy and self-esteem” are also important causes of conflict. 
Therefore, any fear or threat to these needs “contributes to parties’ 
resistance to negotiation or to accommodation in the course of negotiations.” 
(Kelman 2007:66). This implies that needs and fears of common citizens are 
an important factor in decision-making at the highest level; therefore, a 
genuine peacebuilding must also provide processes for addressing needs 
and fears at grassroots (popular) and community levels. This is exactly where 
IPPC has an important role to play. 
Secondly, international conflict is not just an inter-state or inter-
governmental phenomenon but also an inter-societal process involving the 
whole society and its component elements. Kelman explains how society as 
a whole becomes important actor in conflict and why he calls conflict is an 
inter-societal phenomenon, 
Analysis of conflict requires attention not only to its strategic, military, 
and diplomatic dimensions, but also to its economic, psychological, 
cultural, and social-structural dimensions. Interactions along these 
dimensions, both within and between conflicting societies, shape the 
political environment in which governments function. Intra-societal and 
inter-societal processes define the political constraints under which 
governments operate and the resistance to change that these produce. 
(Kelman, 1997:199-200) 
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Furthermore, Kelman says societies, which states represent, are never 
monolithic unit and the internal divisions within conflicting communities not 
only impose “serious constraints”, but also provide for “potential levers for 
change” (Kelman 1997: 200). This implies that peace constituencies always 
exist (however small they might be) in conflicting communities. For the 
success of IPPC this diversity is very necessary because IPPC approach 
needs committed people, who can take the process forward, on both sides of 
the conflict lines. 
Thirdly, conflict is a multifaceted process of mutual influence where 
each party tries to promote its own interest by “shaping the behaviour of the 
other” (Kelman 1997:202). Apart from negative coercive strategies relying 
heavily on use and threat of force, there lies positive inducement strategy 
whereby parties can influence each other by “actively exploring ways in 
which they can help meet each other’s needs and allay each other’s fear” 
(Kelman 1997: 203). IPPC provides forums for exploring positive inducement 
strategies at middle range and grassroots levels. Parties in conflict can help 
each other to overcome the constraints in their respective societies by giving 
“mutual reassurances”. In existential conflicts, like India-Pakistan conflict, 
mutual reassurances like acknowledging the other side’s status, nationhood 
and stake can immensely help in allaying the fears. Such mutual assurances 
are usually hard to come from the highest level because of the political 
constraints, but at IPPC level this process can be started which can be taken 
by the leadership at the highest level later on.  
Fourthly, conflict is an interactive process with an escalatory, self-
perpetuating dynamic. Conflict is an interactive process because parties 
change their relationships on the basis of their interaction with each other. 
Conflict is escalatory and self-perpetuating because over time it 
dehumanizes the other and creates enemy images which entrench conflict in 
the whole body politic of the society and create social constraints for any 
viable solution in future. IPPC and other unofficial interventions face a stiff 
challenge while attempting to transform relationships, as conflicting parties  
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have “strong tendencies (during their interaction with the other) to find 
evidence that confirms their negative images of each other and to resist 
evidence that counters these images (Kelman 1997:209). Therefore, to 
achieve meaningful change, IPPC interventions would require long term 
commitments and strong coordination between different networks. Continued 
dialogues, mutual reassurances and acknowledging each other’s constraints 
and interests would hold key for trust building. 
 
- Strengths and weaknesses of problem-solving approach (ICR) 
Since its inception in the 1960s interactive problem-solving workshop 
method is used by the third party scholar-practitioners in peace research to 
resolve international and inter-communal conflicts. Its method is unique 
among different activities which generally fall under unofficial diplomacy or 
track-two diplomacy categories. Unlike normal track-two conferences, which 
are recorded verbatim and conducted under the full glare of media, problem-
solving workshops are “completely private and confidential” (Kelman 
1993:238). In fact, according to the ground rules of problem-solving 
workshops, as pointed out by Kelman (2000), no one including the 
participants and third-party facilitators can cite anything outside, which is said 
during the workshop. These workshops are specially designed to enable the 
participants from adversarial groups to get involved in a frank and interactive 
dialogue that is almost impossible in normal track-two meetings. 
The problem-solving workshops are facilitated by a panel of scholar-
practitioners who control the overall environment and provide valuable 
interventions to keep the dialogue on track and facilitate result-oriented 
discussions. Unlike top-level negotiation format, third-party scholar-
practitioners participate not as mediators or arbitrators between conflicting 
parties rather as facilitators and applied behavioural scientists (Kelman 
1972). They encourage participants to speak their own mind and express 
their own “motives and perceptions” so that solutions should emerge from 
“the group discussions rather than being imposed from the outside” (Kelman 
1972:176-177). Participants are encouraged to talk and listen to each other  
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rather than to their constituencies or to the third-party facilitators so that they 
can establish and strengthen inter-personal contact among themselves and 
better understand the perspective of the other side.  
Third-party scholar-practitioners play a central role in problem-solving 
workshops. Though third-party does not directly take part, like arbitration and 
mediation, in substantive talks during the workshop or takes sides or decides 
who is wrong and who is right, yet it, which brings two sides on the table, is a 
“repository of trust” for the parties and sets the agenda and the ground rules 
for workshop (Kelman, 2002:276). The involvement of a neutral scholar-
practitioner third party is the strongest point of problem-solving workshops as 
they are usually the professional academics, specialists in that particular 
geographical area, possess negotiation skills and well versed in social 
psychology and peace and conflict theories. 
But at the same time role of third party is also a weak point for problem 
solving workshops. Most of the third parties in problem-solving workshops in 
the Middle East and in many other parts of the world are academic scholar-
practitioners from United States or other Western countries, and bulk of the 
funding also comes from the Western donors. Sometimes this raises doubts 
about the motivations and possible hidden agendas of otherwise neutral third 
parties in minds of some of the participants specially the ones who believe 
Western countries have their own stake in the conflict and that they may take 
sides (Rouhana 1995).  However, without involvement of the third party such 
workshops are impossible to organise. Success of problem-solving workshop 
heavily depends on commitment, qualification and the reach of the third party 
to right quarters for funding (as funding generally comes from external 
sources) and good access to strong power centres within conflicting 
communities for getting permission for individual participants. Thus problem-
solving workshops cannot take place unless they receive at least tacit 
approval from top leadership of the both parties and funding from 
international donor agencies. This connects problem solving workshops to 
track-one comprehensively and restricts its ability to create new popular 
discourse at the grassroots level.  
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In fact problem-solving workshops are mainly designed to influence the 
track-one process and help the official negotiation process. It is obvious from 
the selection of participants, for these workshops. Participants are selected 
for their ability to influence the political power centres within conflicting 
communities. Like for Israeli-Palestinian workshops, Kelman said, “we seek 
out participants who are within the mainstream of their societies and as close 
as possible to the political centre, in order to maximise their domestic 
credibility and the potential political impact” (1993:240). The participants in 
Israeli-Palestinian problem-solving workshops constituted the political elite on 
both sides which included parliamentarians, leading figures in politics, 
military, academia, electronic and print media, former diplomats, former 
government officials (Kelman 1993, 2008). The significance of selection of 
participants in problem-solving workshops can better be understood from the 
fact that while assessing the contribution of problem-solving workshops 
towards peacebuilding between Israel and Palestine, Kelman (2008) counts 
the appointment of four Palestinian participants to key positions in the official 
negotiating team for Oslo process on Palestinian side and appointment of 
several Israeli participants to ambassadorial and cabinet positions in post-
Oslo Rabin cabinet, as a major contribution.  
Kelman (2008) even see problem-solving workshops as an integral part 
of the larger (official) negotiation process from pre-negotiation (preparatory 
role) to para-negotiation (overcoming obstacles) and even to the post 
negotiation (implementation and reconciliation) stage. However, Kelman 
(1988, 2008) agrees that at some point difference between track-one official 
negotiations and track-two diplomacy, conducted through problem-solving 
workshops, gets so much blurred that it creates some ambiguities and 
conflict of interest among the participants. Nonetheless, he believes that such 
closeness to track-one official negotiation process helps problem-solving 
workshops to influence the top level decision-making processes. Problem-
solving workshops are aimed at offering support to track-one in arriving at 
win-win solution by providing official negotiations, “help to overcome 
obstacles to productive negotiations and to frame issues that are not yet on  
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the table” (Keman 1996:502). This is exactly the role, Kelman (1995) 
claimed, problem-solving approach performed for arriving at Oslo Accords 
1993 between the government of Israel and Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO).  
Kelman (2008) identifies dual purpose for the problem-solving 
workshops. In his opinion the first purpose is to produce a change in the form 
of new ideas for peace in the individual participants and the second purpose 
is “to transfer these changes into the political debate and the decision-making 
process in the two societies” (Kelman 2008:33). Here the second purpose, 
the transfer of those ideas to political debate and decision making in the two 
societies, requires a closer look. It is noted above that the problem-solving 
workshops are closely coordinated with the official negotiation process, 
therefore, its transfer to the track-one official negotiations should not be a 
problem; however, the expectation, which the participants of problem-solving 
workshops would on their own transfer, their new learning to the general 
public debate, and the decision-making process at all levels within their 
respective communities, seems quite farfetched. 
It is hoped that when such changes are internalized by the participants 
during intergroup problem-solving workshops, they would later transfer the 
same in their respective top decision-maker level and grassroots level out-
group members. I call this assumption as the out-group effect of the social-
psychological approach. Francis points out that this assumption is often not 
translated into practice specially as for as grassroots levels are concerned 
because there is a “wide gulf between the ranks of the educated and those 
whose opportunities have been more limited” (2010:13). The practice of 
problem-solving workshops in Israel-Palestine conflict validates this point  
raised by Francis. The problem-solving workshops might have helped Israel 
and Palestine to reach at Oslo Accords in 1993, but they miserably failed to 
sustain the peace process by taking peacebuilding to the wider popular 
constituencies in both Israel and Palestine. 
Actually the problem is the role of problem-solving workshops, which 
Mitchell (1993) rightly terms as a small-group phenomenon that is limited to  
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the level of political elite within conflict communities. Interactive problem-
solving approach, as used in problem-solving workshops, is too much 
focused on helping the official negotiation process which leaves little space 
for spreading the process to the middle range and grassroots levels. 
Problem-solving workshops only target elite networks within conflicting 
communities, which leaves a huge gap in the middle range and grassroots 
level leaderships among adversarial groups. One of the key assumptions of 
problem-solving approach was that conflict is not just an interstate or 
intergovernmental phenomenon, but also an inter-societal process. In fact in 
problem-solving workshops society as a whole is left to the out-group effect 
from workshop participants, which in real terms means a bulk of the society is 
very much missing in this whole debate. Realising this gap Kelman (2010) in 
one of his recent article on interactive problem-solving has specifically tried to 
resolve this issue by calling for starting the process of reconciliation side by 
side with the problem-solving approach to bring the identity change within 
conflicting parties by “removal of the negation of the other as a central 
component of one’s own identity” (2010:4). This is the point where IPPC as a 
tool of conflict transformation can fill this gap and take peacebuilding directly 
to the middle range and the grassroots levels. 
 
2.1.3. Conflict transformation and IPPC 
I regard interactive people-to-people contacts as one of the tools for 
conflict transformation. It is the link of IPPC with conflict transformation which 
separates IPPC from problem-solving workshops and other track-two 
approaches. Unlike problem-solving approach, conflict transformation does 
not focus on achieving win-win solutions at the top, rather it works in 
conflicting communities on, what Lederach (1995) calls, four interdependent 
dimensions at personal, relational, structural and cultural levels. The ACTION 
core group members defined conflict transformation as, 
Conflict Transformation is a holistic and multifaceted process of 
engaging with conflict…. It requires work in all spheres, at all levels and 
with all stakeholders…. Conflict transformation is an ongoing process of 
changing relationships, behaviours, attitudes and structures, from the 
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 negative to the positive. It requires timely interventions, respect for 
cultural context, patience and persistence and a comprehensive 
understanding of the conflict” (ACTION, 2003:7) 
Lederach (2003) imagines conflict transformation as a person on a 
journey and analyzes its head, heart, hands and legs. In the head, Lederach 
says, we find attitudes, perceptions, prejudices and biases about the ‘other’ 
side. Here transformational approach creates ‘a capacity to envision conflict 
positively’ and shows a willingness to work for ‘constructive growth and 
positive change’. The ‘human relationships’ at different levels are considered 
as the heart of the transformational processes. Therefore, conflict 
transformation sees conflict not as a threat but as an opportunity and gift to 
improve “understanding of ourselves, of others, and of our social structures” 
(Lederach 2003:18). Hands and legs then translate these into action to bring 
a positive transformational change. Constructive change processes are the 
hands of the transformational approach, which create platforms for 
addressing the specific problems and changing the negative mindsets. As 
IPPC creates platforms, which work for bringing constructive change within 
conflicting communities, so it can be called as hands and legs of conflict 
transformation. 
Ramsbotham et al consider conflict transformation a part of conflict 
resolution, although they agree it represents the “deepest levels of cultural 
and structural peacebuilding” (2005:12). On the other hand, several other 
scholars see a big difference between conflict transformation and conflict 
resolution. Lederach says conflict resolution carries with it “a danger of co-
option” because it considers that conflict is something negative which must 
be got rid of, whereas for conflict transformation “conflict is normal in human 
relationships and conflict is a motor of change” (2003:3-5). Miall (2004) points 
out that conflict resolution tries to arrive at win-win solutions, whereas conflict 
transformation works for changing the conflictual relationships and brining the 
structural changes. Hence conflict transformation is about changing the 
relationships between conflicting parties and not just restricted to finding an 
amicable solution to their immediate problems. 
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Conflict transformation not only provides a deeper understanding of how 
conflict changes the communication patterns, social organization and social 
behaviour of conflicting groups, but it also prescribes how to change the 
destructive relationships and bring the systemic changes within the 
conflicting communities (Lederach 1997). Without mentioning conflict 
transformation, Curle (1990) identified peacemaking, development and 
education as the three key tools for transformation. Whereas, for such 
systemic changes Vayrynen (1991b) suggested interventions of peace 
builders at four levels, including actor, rule, issue and structural 
transformations. Lederach (1995 and 1997) was the one who brought 
personal, cultural and relational transformation within conflicting parties in a 
serious debate. This extensive list shows conflict transformation is a long-
term process and that it may include a wide range of transformative activities 
for a living conflict or for the post-conflict peacebuilding. Community 
dialogues, peace education, training and advocacy, people-to-people contact 
and multi-track diplomacy are considered as the processes supporting 
conflict transformation. 
 
2.1.4. IPPC and Saunders’ Public Peace Process (sustained 
dialogue framework) 
Theoretically Saunders’ (1999) public peace process or sustained 
dialogue framework came closest to what I call IPPC. Like IPPC and conflict 
transformation, public peace process acknowledges the ultimate significance 
of track-one, but it focuses on the human dimension and the communities in 
a conflict, “it is in that human process, not in the official negotiating room that 
conflictual relationships change” (Saunders 1999:7). Therefore, apart from 
state and government it considers “citizen as an (important) actor” in politics. 
Public peace process looks almost identical to IPPC in its basic argument. 
Saunders calls sustained dialogue approach as, 
An interactive process designed to change the very nature of 
troublesome conflictual relationships. It is not designed to bring together 
contending parties to negotiate for equal pieces of a pie. Rather, 
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 participants probe the dynamics of contentious relationships that cause 
problems. They gradually develop a capacity for designing actions to 
change those relations. (Saunders 1999:253) 
 
Saunders coined the term “public peace process” in July 1991 at an 
Israeli-Palestinian people-to-people contact meeting in Redwood, California 
(Saunders 1999). Saunders then developed five-phase sustained dialogue 
framework for transforming conflictual relationships, which he defined as “a 
systematic, prolonged dialogue among small groups of representative 
citizens committed to changing conflictual relationships, ending conflict and 
building peace” (1999:12) He preferred calling it a dialogue, rather than 
negotiation because Saunders says, “human beings do not negotiate about 
their identities, fears, suspicions, anger, historic grievances, security, dignity, 
honour, justice, rejection or acceptance” (Saunders 1996:420). Whereas, he 
says dialogue aims at changing relationships and creates “new human and 
political capacities to solve (such) problems” (Saunders 1999:85). 
The five-phase “sustained dialogue” process suggested by Saunders 
(1999) provides a very useful guide for people involved specially in IPPC 
training interventions. The phase one, “deciding to engage” is regarding how 
parties in conflict are getting fed up with, what Zartman (1989) calls, the 
“mutually hurting stalemate” and then some members of those parties as a 
group or as individuals come to a conclusion that they need to reach out the 
other side. In phase two, “mapping and naming problems and relationships”, 
participants are encouraged to talk their heart out and try to “define and 
name” the problems and tensions in their relationships (Saunders 1999:89). 
In phase three, “probing problems and relationships to choose a direction”, 
participants get involved in in-depth analysis of their problems and weigh the 
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options that they can adopt for changing their conflictual relationships. In 
stage four, “scenario-building-experiencing a changing relationship”, 
participants “internalize the possibility of change” and try to develop 
interactive steps for changing their conflictual relationships. In phase five, 
“acting together to make change happen”, participants make their final 
assessments about their capabilities and the political and social environment 
at hand, and decide about taking practical steps for making change happen. 
Hence, the theoretical journey of IPPC started with the rise of inter-
group contact hypothesis in the 1940s. Then it took the shape of problem-
solving workshops in the 1960s which later Fisher termed interactive conflict 
resolution and finally it transformed itself into conflict transformation and 
public peace process in the 1990s. Throughout this theoretical development, 
the main focus has remained on communities in conflict or, what we can call, 
non-state actors and the citizens. The modus operandi for change has been 
‘relationship transformation’ between conflicting parties using the inter-group 
contacts and social-psychological analysis of the conflict. 
 
2.2. Ontological and epistemological foundations of IPPC 
2.2.1. Social constructionism and IPPC 
The world view of social constructionism entails, 
 that reality is constructed by the social interaction of the 
individuals and the groups of the people (The Polity online 
dictionary). 
 that reality is constructed in three-stage process of 
externalization, objectivation and internalization (Berger and 
Luckmann 1966). 
 that all knowledge is historically and culturally specific, therefore, 
no conclusive descriptions of society and its people possible 
(Gergen 1973). 
 that “neither God nor individual consciousness but society itself 
is the prime mover, the root of experience” (Nightingale and 
Cromby 1999:4-6). 
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 that personality is socially constructed. “Each ‘you’ is constructed 
socially, out of the social encounters that make up your 
relationships” (Burr 1995:27-28). 
The IPPC holds social constructivist world view, contrary to the 
positivist world view. If one accepts the positivist view of an objective and 
fixed reality, that will mean the identities and objects, which caused the actual 
conflict, are real and fixed, so, cannot be changed. Hence no relationship 
transformation is possible. On the other hand, social  constructionism not 
only claims that reality is socially constructed, but also that it is manmade 
and ever-changing. On the same account social constructionist view of 
conflict claims that “conflict is a socially constructed cultural event” and that 
“people are active participants in creating situations and interactions they 
experience” (Lederach 1995:9). If we go with this social constructionist idea 
that conflict is a socially constructed cultural event this implies, the salient 
features, positions and basis of conflict can not only be challenged, but 
transformed as well. The logic is very simple, if conflict is constructed by the 
people by giving a particular meaning and interpretation to some actions and 
events, then conflict can be deconstructed and transformed by giving 
different meaning to those actions and events. 
This empowers the IPPC to question socially constructed opposite 
accounts about the past, considered as an objective truth within each 
conflicting group. In violent inter-communal conflicts increased ethnocentric 
feelings emerge within a community, which create ‘enemy image’ for the 
opposite group based on half truths, prejudices, scapegoating, stereotyping 
and dehumanization (Eberhardt and Fiske 1996, Ryan 2007). Challenging 
such socially-constructed stereotypes and prejudices about ‘the other’ 
internalised among conflicting communities holds a key in transforming 
conflictual relationships, because they together constitute a major stumbling 
block in their relationship. This is why Lederach says, “Reconciliation must 
find the ways to address the past without getting locked into a vicious cycle of 
mutual exclusiveness inherent in the past” (1997:26). 
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2.2.2. Ontological position of IPPC 
After establishing a close link between social constructionism and IPPC 
it becomes easier to trace the philosophical roots of IPPC. Ontologically 
IPPC falls in the category of idealism and relativism as opposed to the 
materialism, realism, positivism and empiricism because social 
constructionism rejects the presence of objective and empirical fact, and calls 
for accepting the historical and cultural relativism of our knowledge and 
reality (Burr 2003). Positivism and empiricism only recognize a posteriori 
knowledge (experienced by senses) and completely reject a priori knowledge 
(known independently of experience), whereas social constructionism rely on 
a priori knowledge. 
In the philosophy of knowledge idealism is contrasted with realism. 
According to classical realism an external world has absolute existence 
which is independent of our representations of it (Searle 1995 cited in 
Nightingale and Cromby 1999). Whereas, in contrast social constructionism 
conceives the ‘primacy of the social process’ and argues that “people act on 
the basis of the meaning things have for them and that meaning is created 
through shared and accumulated knowledge” (Lederach 1995:10). 
Similarly, in the philosophy of knowledge relativism is contrasted with 
absolutism, universalism and objectivism. On the contrary to absolutism, 
universalism and objectivism, ontological relativism claims that the existence 
of a thing is tied with the conceptual system of people which is linked with 
their culture and history, therefore, what is real for some, may not exist for 
the others. In short relativism negates the existence of absolute, universal 
and objective reality and points out the existence of multiple realities. Social 
constructionism also agrees with this concept of multiple realities and says 
that there are multiple and even opposite discourses available for every 
object or event and that each discourse claims representing the truth (Burr 
1995). IPPC works for changing relationships by first deconstructing the 
reality, which is constructed by the conflict discourse in protracted conflicts, 
and then creating a new reality based on the promotion of mutual 
understanding and peace. 
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2.2.3. Epistemological position of IPPC 
Epistemologically IPPC falls in the category of social constructionism, 
relativism and interpretivism. Brian Fay says in the case of epistemological 
relativism “the content, meaning, truth, rightness and reasonableness of 
cognitive, ethical or aesthetic beliefs, claims, experiences or actions” can 
only be determined from within a particular conceptual scheme (1996:77). 
For the purpose of my research on IPPC this would mean the contested 
accounts of history, and events have to be studied within the respective 
conceptual scheme of the people concerned. This might help somehow in 
understanding how those accounts are socially constructed, but at the same 
time if relativism is strictly followed this might become a hurdle in challenging 
the stereotypes and half truths. Burman (1990) and Gill (1995) have argued 
that relativism’s greatest weakness has been its inability to commit to a 
definitive political position. Burr also points out, “if all accounts of the world” 
are considered valid, then on what grounds we can justify our “moral choices 
and political allegiances” (2003:23). 
In interpretivist epistemology knowledge is derived from ‘everyday 
concepts and meanings’, therefore, to grasp those socially constructed 
meanings interpretivism says one needs to enter the people’s day-to-day 
lives (Blaikie 1993). To this extent interpretivism is very close to social 
constructionism and conflict transformation and, therefore, useful for IPPC as 
well. But just like relativism interpretivism also says we need to restrict 
ourselves to comprehending others from their own point of view and not from 
our own (Fay 1996). Interpretvists say understanding “human behaviour, 
products, and relationships consists solely in reconstructing the self-
understanding of those engaged in creating or performing them” (Fay 
1996:113). If we restrict ourselves to just comprehend the meanings people 
give to their everyday concepts in their own terms, then how can we 
challenge the stereotypes and prejudices people hold for the ‘others’ and 
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 how will then transformation in relationships, the main goal of IPPC be 
achieved? Therefore, IPPC although falls in relativist and interpretivist 
epistemology, yet it does not accept relativist and interpretivist position in 
their totality and relies more on conflict transformation and social 
constructionism. 
The ontological and the epistemological position of IPPC helps us 
understand how and why people in conflict often create different and often 
opposite accounts of their past interactions. Especially social constructionist 
epistemology provides IPPC levers for transforming conflictual relationships. 
Social constructionism’s basic proposition, “reality is a socially constructed 
cultural event”, provides IPPC a space for the constructive change in 
conflictual relationships. With increased IPPC interactions this space can be 
used to challenge the stereotypes and prejudices between adversaries, and 
new reality can be constructed based on mutual understanding of the past 
events and interactions. 
 
2.3. A critical analysis of unofficial interventions and IPPC 
The people-to people contacts, IPPC, track-two, multi-track diplomacy 
and problem-solving workshops all fall in the category of ‘unofficial 
interventions’. In this section I have reviewed some of the critical literature on 
‘unofficial interventions’ to explore the challenges posed by those studies to 
the theory and practice of conflict resolution and unofficial interventions. 
Identifying challenges and short-comings in unofficial interventions is an 
important task because it helps us understand the limits of unofficial 
interventions and analyze why unofficial interventions in past has not been 
that much successful in achieving their goals. 
I have divided the challenges, posed by the critical studies to theory and 
practice of unofficial interventions, in two parts. At first, I discuss challenges 
posed by those studies to the theory and then to the practice of unofficial 
interventions. However, I must mention here that this division is arbitrary and 
just meant to simplify the things; otherwise it is very difficult to draw lines 
between the two. 
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2.3.1. Identifying challenges to the theory of unofficial interventions 
It is already mentioned above that theoretical roots of IPPC and 
unofficial contacts lie in contact hypothesis and inter-group relations. 
However, later studies have revealed that contact hypothesis cannot be 
accepted on its face value and that in some instances increased inter-group 
contact even may damage relationships, rather improving them (Bloom 1971, 
Amir 1969 and 1976, Hewstone and Brown 1986, Pettigrew 1986, Rouhana 
1995). Amir (1969 and 1976) identified favourable and unfavourable 
conditions and theoretical propositions which may help or prevent positive 
attitudinal changes in inter-group settings. Amir (1976) pointed out four key 
conditions for a successful inter-group contact which were relative status of 
groups, cooperative and competitive factors, intimate versus casual contact 
and the role of institutional support. This poses a challenge for any people-to-
people intervention to satisfy the requirements of a worthwhile inter-group 
interaction. 
Hall-Cathala (1990), Rouhana (1995), Nimer (1999) and Dudouet 
(2005) all blame unofficial interventions for trivializing the conflict by 
overlooking the real contentious issues between parties, and over 
emphasising the social-psychological problems of misperceptions and 
miscommunication. Such a treatment of conflict creates an impression as if 
conflict lies only at the social-psychological level and that all other issues on 
which material conflict exists between parties are merely creation of their 
enemy mindset. This strengthens the status quo and weakens the position of 
the weaker side that have genuine issues against the stronger party. 
Therefore, Scimecca (1987), Nimer (1999) and Dudouet (2005) suggest 
“empowerment” should be the guiding principle of unofficial interventions. 
Above all, the biggest challenge for the theory of unofficial diplomacy, 
as pointed out by Rouhana (1995), Nimer (1999) and many others, is how to 
show significant measurable contribution towards the conflict resolution, 
made as a result of certain unofficial interventions. Kelman (1995) might be 
well justified for claiming that unofficial conflict resolution interventions had 
“provided important substantive inputs into the negotiations; and the fostering 
of a political atmosphere that made the parties open to a new relationship” for 
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 reaching the Oslo Accord 1993 between Israelis and Palestinians, but still 
showing a direct causal link between the unofficial interventions and Oslo 
Accords remains almost impossible task for Kelman (Kelman 1995:21). This 
is where conflict-resolution community needs new ideas and ways to show 
the empirical results and achievements. Keeping this in mind, a theoretical 
model is developed in the next chapter to study the contribution of IPPC 
interventions. 
 
2.3.2. Challenges to the practice of unofficial interventions 
Apart from the problem-solving workshops, generally unofficial 
interactions lack precise details about their goals, and processes to achieve 
those goals. Rouhana (1995) calls for clear specification of whatever “limited 
contribution” unofficial interventions want to make. He says if the goal is 
social-psychological “healing”, “reducing stereotypes” or “humanizing the 
face of the enemy”, then it must be clarified how will this help towards conflict 
resolution if achieved or if the goal is “to affect the thinking or action of ‘track-
one’, then it must be shown how the designated efforts of ‘track-two’ can 
affect decision makers” (Rouhana 1995:258). Clarification of goals and 
processes is important because it helps making interventions result-oriented 
and effective. 
Most of the unofficial interventions in the Middle East and in many other 
conflicts in other parts of the world are run and driven by the “neutral” third 
parties, specially institutions or nationals from United States or other Western 
countries. Rouhana (1995), Nimer (1999) and Dudouet (2005) all have raised 
several questions regarding the role of the third party in unofficial 
interventions. Rouhana (1995) questions the required qualifications for a third 
party, and observes participants may doubt the motivations and possible 
hidden agendas of otherwise neutral third parties. Scimecca (1987), Nimer 
(1999) and Dudouet (2005) blame the third party for promoting the policy of 
status quo by not considering the power equation among parties in conflict 
and avoiding the “root causes”. Some others like Scimecca (1987) question 
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 the morality of neutrality in an asymmetric conflict. Scimecca wrote, 
“Anything neutral introduced into an unequal system, in the end, supports the 
group in power” (1987: 3 1). 
Unofficial interventions are also criticised for not being able to reach the 
hawks among conflicting parties, who actually need more of such social-
psychological “healing” and “humanizing the face of the other”. Doves are 
naturally attracted to the unofficial interventions for their prior commitment to 
peace, whereas hawks’ “emotional attitudes” prevent them from attending 
such programmes (Hall-Cathala 1990). Therefore, doves are mostly recruited 
for such people-to-people interventions. 
Nimer (1999) reported that the Arab-Jewish encounter programmes, 
because of this problem, actually worked with the same type of participants 
every time. However, Amir argues, “for people having strong negative 
attitudes towards another group, intergroup contact may not be desirable” 
because, he fears, in such a contact any positive interaction would be only a 
rare possibility (1976:254). Nonetheless, it would remain a challenge for 
unofficial interventions to reach out the less hostile people, especially the 
vast majority of masses which always live on the fringes and do not 
necessarily fall in the category of either doves or hawks. 
Rouhana (1995) and Nimer (1999) have reported that the unofficial 
interventions create unrealistic expectations among their participants. 
Participants start believing that their interactions would directly lead towards 
conflict resolution, but when no such thing is achieved participants get 
frustrated and depressed. This is why Ben Ari and Amir (1986) and many 
others highlight the importance of knowing the limits of unofficial 
interventions. 
Volkan emphasises the importance of a clear connection between 
unofficial diplomacy and track-one, which he calls the “crucial juncture” so 
that unofficial contacts have an impact at official level (1991:12). Eban also 
warned, “There is little to be gained from unofficial contacts that are totally 
alienated from the official communication system” (1983:386). However, 
Rouhana points out that an uneasy relationship exists between official and  
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unofficial levels, as both represent “two divergent cultures and work 
traditions” (1995:264). Rouhana (1995) further remarks that unofficial 
practitioners are caught in a dilemma about their relationship with official 
level because on one hand they want “to have access and influence”, but on 
the other they fear it might make them suspicious in the eyes of some parties 
in conflict. Therefore, creating a right balance in their relationship with the 
track-one and making an impact at official level is a huge challenge for the 
unofficial practitioners. 
Ben Ari and Amir (1986) have noticed that a good proportion of 
unofficial people-to-people interactions are “one-shot” events, whereas 
changing perception, attitude or relationship would require a continuous long-
term contact. For this institutionalization and professionalization of the 
unofficial diplomacy would be required to plan and implement the long-term 
intervention programmes. Fisher (1997) points out that the financial 
constraints involved in institutionalising the unofficial interventions and the 
fact that people with traditional power-realist approach to international 
relations are holding the positions of influence, are the major barriers to 
institutionalization. 
 
2.3.3. The relevance for IPPC 
The four basic conditions for a successful inter-group contact identified 
by Amir (1976) are important yardstick for analyzing any contact-based 
intervention. The first two conditions of “equal status” between adversarial 
groups and “cooperative contact” must be the basic requirement for 
successful IPPC interventions because IPPC will serve no purpose if these 
conditions are not taken care of. During IPPC interventions some of the 
participants develop “intimate contact” (the third condition) with members of 
the other group and those same contacts are later used to organise other 
IPPC events. More importantly, “institutionalized support” for IPPC 
interventions is necessary for the success of IPPC because without strong 
permanent institutionalized structures IPPC cannot reach the length and 
breadth of the middle range and the grassroots among conflicting 
communities. 
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Normally organisers of the people-to-people interactions do not give 
much weight to the results and any specific contributions they intend to make 
because they feel that just organizing people-to-people contacts by them is a 
good enough contribution to the peacebuilding. This is where clear 
understanding of the goals and limitations of the unofficial interventions 
would help participants and organisers of IPPC interventions to remain 
focused on their decided goals and do not get frustrated and exhausted when 
exaggerated expectations are not achieved. IPPC interveners must be clear 
about what exactly they want to achieve from IPPC interventions and they 
should also be clear what procedures and processes they will use to achieve 
their goals. This clarity would help in making IPPC result-oriented and 
effective tool for relationship transformation. 
Many among weaker parties in asymmetric conflicts always see 
unofficial interventions and Confidence Building Measures (CBMs) as a 
means to promote status quo and divert attention from the real issues. 
Therefore, it would be really important to see how IPPC interventions tackle 
contentious territorial issues like Kashmir conflict, and what contribution IPPC 
interventions makes in empowering the common people among conflicting 
parties to have their own say in decision-making. Finally, a common criticism 
on people-to-people contacts is that those interventions only involve doves 
who are already convinced about the importance of peace. Therefore, 
involving people with hawkish line or others, who are otherwise not 
associated with peace groups, would be an important task for IPPC 
interventions. 
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Chapter Three 
The Conceptual and 
Theoretical Model for IPPC Interventions 
 
Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to develop a theoretical and conceptual model 
for IPPC that could help understand the contribution made by IPPC in 
building peace at different levels. In this chapter, the pyramid of actors and 
approaches to peacebuilding formulated by Lederach in Building Peace 
(1997) and further developed in The Moral Imagination (2005) is used to 
formulate a theoretical model for IPPC. This chapter is divided into two major 
sections. In first section, Lederach’s pyramid is used to develop the 
conceptual and theoretical model for IPPC, and in second section, the 
typology of IPPC initiatives is determined. 
 
3.1. The conceptual and theoretical model for IPPC 
In this section, Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding is used to develop 
the theoretical model for IPPC based peacebuilding. In section 3.1.1. 
suitability of Lederach’s pyramid model for IPPC is discussed, while in 
section 3.1.2. Lederach’s pyramid model as formulated in Building Peace 
(1997) is used to develop the conceptual framework for IPPC, and in section 
3.1.3. Lederach’s pyramid developed in The Moral Imagination (2005) is 
used to develop the “web approach” model for IPPC. Finally, in section 3.1.4. 
the utility and appropriateness of web approach model for studying IPPC is 
determined and how web approach model shall be used to study IPPC in this 
research is also outlined. 
 
3.1.1. The suitability of Lederach’s ‘pyramid of approaches to 
peacebuilding’ with IPPC 
In the post-cold war phase, Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding has 
emerged as a “leading reference” for the increasing role of civil society, non- 
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state actors and indigenous communities in the peacebuilding processes 
(World Bank 2006:8). Lederach (1997) used pyramid to introduce a new 
“middle out approach” later renamed as the “web process” (Lederach 2005). 
As opposed to the well known top-down approach, which gives central role to 
track-one official negotiation processes and the bottom-up approach, where 
grassroots actors play the key role; in web process middle range actors play 
the central role. In “middle out” or “web process” approach middle range 
actors try to build peace by connecting the leadership at all three levels on 
the pyramid. Hence the web approach is associated with the middle range in 
same way as the top-down is associated with the top level and the bottom-up 
with the grassroots. 
Like web approach in IPPC middle range plays the key role as the 
most of the actors involved in IPPC interventions belong to the middle range 
leadership. IPPC complements the track-one and track-two approaches by 
involving far bigger populace from the middle range and the grassroots 
inbuilding peace. IPPC keeps enlarging the rank and file to take the 
peacebuilding to popular constituencies within conflicting parties, and tries to 
change the conflictual relationships even at the grassroots level as well. 
IPPC tries to create conflicting parties’ stake in peace by involving the 
leadership at all levels in peacebuilding and opening new avenues of 
communication, cooperation and coordination between adversaries. Thus 
Lederach’s pyramid of approaches to peacebuilding provides a lens which 
helps differentiate IPPC from the normal top-down, bottom-up and track-two 
approaches and determine the unique role for IPPC, which makes it an 
important approach for peacebuilding and reconciliation among conflicting 
communities. 
Lederach’s pyramid as formulated in Building Peace (1997) is used in 
numerous studies to theorize and study the peacebuilding processes which 
claim to go beyond official diplomats and involve community contact. In 
several studies the pyramid approach is used to expand the theoretical 
concept of peacebuilding beyond track-one official negotiations to include 
multiple non-state actors in the peacebuilding processes, and prepare more 
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 inclusive frameworks like Ramsbotham et al (2011), Sandole (2010) and 
World Bank (2006) used it for the same purpose. Sandole used the pyramid 
as an important checklist for developing a model of “complex problem-solving 
in violent conflicts” (2010:44-49). Whereas, Ramsbotham et al (2011:28-29) 
used it to explain multi-track conflict resolution mechanism, and World Bank 
(2006:6) used the pyramid to understand the increasing role of civil society in 
peacebuilding. 
On the other hand, some others have applied pyramid on certain 
conflict situations like, Aliyev (2010:327-329) used pyramid to classify actors 
and approaches of peacebuilding in Caucasus. Similarly, Fitzduff (1996:19-
20) used the pyramid model to identify actors and subsequent methods of 
peacebuilding at all three levels in Northern Ireland. However, interestingly, 
so far no one has used the new pyramid, as developed in The Moral 
Imagination (Lederach 2005:79) and the web process introduced by 
Lederach in the same book, to study community networks, which in my 
understanding provides much more comprehensive model for IPPC based 
citizen’s peacebuilding. I hope this study will fill that gap in the academic 
literature on Lederach’s otherwise very famous pyramid of peacebuilding. 
 
3.1.2. The conceptual framework of IPPC developed from Lederach’s 
‘pyramid’ as formulated in Building Peace (1997) 
Lederach (1997) divides actors and approaches to peacebuilding in 
three parts each on the pyramid. The actors of peacebuilding are divided into 
top leadership at level 1, middle range leadership at level 2 and grassroots 
leadership at level 3, and accordingly top-level approaches at level 1, middle 
range approaches at level 2 and grassroots approaches at level 3 (see 
fig.3.1). I had briefly mentioned the three levels of leadership and 
corresponding approaches to peacebuilding in introduction chapter, however, 
here we shall look at them more closely. 
The top-level leadership comprises military and civilian political 
leadership at the highest level in government and major opposition groups. 
The size of this group is the smallest but they are at the highest position in 
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 visibility and profile. Media, international agencies, mediators and the 
general public at large all have their eyes fixated upon them. The high 
visibility and political expediencies of the top level leadership creates 
immense pressure on them to take a hard line, which limits their ability to be 
open for innovations and new ideas and make necessary concessions in the 
dialogues. Moreover, Lederach (1997) questions the hierarchy principle, 
which assumes that the top-level leadership possess exclusive power over 
their respective communities. He says power is often diffused and divided 
within the society in the case of protracted conflicts, therefore, targeting only 
high-level leadership is problematic. 
Fig.3.1. Pyramid of Approaches to Peacebuilding (Lederach 1997) 
 
Source: J. P. Lederach (1997) Building Peace: Sustainable 
Reconciliation in Divided Societies. Washington D.C.: USIP, 
p.39. 
The top-level approaches focus on bringing high-level leaders in the 
conflict on negotiating table, helping them sign a ceasefire, and finally carving 
out a negotiated settlement or accord between them. Lederach says this 
recipe for peace is based on three-weak assumptions; firstly that 
“representative” leaders can be found; secondly that such leaders would 
advocate the “perspective” of the masses, and thirdly that they possess “the  
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power or at least the influence” which would be required to implement those 
agreements (Lederach 1997:45). Lederach may be right in saying that it is 
difficult to identify the representative leaders at the top-level within conflicting 
communities who single-handedly command such an authority, which is 
required for implementation of the peace accords, and that there is a need to 
involve the larger communities in peace building. But no one can deny the 
importance of finding representative leaders at the top level that can 
negotiate peace because ultimately it is the top level which negotiates 
agreements, and is held responsible for the implementation of the same. 
The top-level approaches work on what Lederach names the “trickle 
down” approach of peace, which assumes that decisions and agreements 
reached at the highest level would automatically move down to the other 
levels. This is why top-level approaches completely ignore the other levels of 
leadership in the society and solely focus on the leaders at the helm of 
affairs. The hierarchical and exclusive nature of top-level approaches 
become even more obvious from, what Lederach terms, the most critical 
assumption of the top-level approach that other levels must wait to be 
engaged until top level reaches the peace agreement, as if people at the 
other levels are irrelevant for peacebuilding and conflict resolution. 
As pointed out in introduction chapter, the middle range leadership 
includes highly respected academics, intellectuals, businessmen, traders, 
artists, journalists, ethnic/religious leaders and the leaders of big NGOs etc, 
who are positioned in the society in a manner where they are known to the 
top-level leadership and have good connections with the grassroots 
population as well. Unlike top-level leaders, who derive their position from 
visibility and profile, the middle range leaders derive their influence and 
position from their professional or volunteer work within communities. Middle 
range leadership possesses much more “flexibility of movement and action” 
as compared to the top-level leadership because their visibility and publicity 
are much less and they are not under pressure from their constituencies to 
necessarily take the hard-line. 
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The middle-range leaders have an important edge, as they have pre-
existing network of relationships based on professional or other personal 
contacts crosscutting the identity divide between conflicting communities. 
Lederach (1997) considers middle range leadership as the most suitable for 
the role of bridge-building and peacebuilding between conflicting 
communities. The top-level leadership is constrained from playing such a role 
because of the reasons explained above whereas grassroots leadership 
does not have the capacity to play such a role because of their preoccupation 
with the issues of survival. 
The grassroots level consists of the real masses — the bulk of the 
population which lives below the top and middle range levels among 
conflicting communities falls under this category. The grassroots leadership 
consists of the people who work at the lowest community level. Like local 
officials of indigenous NGOs, teachers of schools and colleges, students, 
local political party workers, local religious leaders, news reporters, the shop-
keepers, small scale traders etc. This is the level where conflict affects 
people’s lives more directly and they face the worst consequences of the 
conflict, but their access to decision making is very limited and they are least 
concerned about the conflict because of their day-to-day issues of survival. 
Lederach (1997) described problem-solving workshops, conflict-
resolution training and peace commissions as three examples of middle 
range approaches which he termed as “middle out” approach as well. 
Besides, Lederach mentioned some “programmatic peace efforts” in 
Mozambique and peace efforts in Somali conflict involving local leadership as 
examples of grassroots approaches. But Lederach (1997) failed to mention 
the people-to-people contacts approach (IPPC) or multi-track diplomacy 
approach in either middle range approaches or grassroots approaches. 
Lederach later explained the reason for this to the author in an e-mail 
communication that his book Building Peace (1997) was ready for publication 
in the early 1990s and then people-to-people contact or multi-track diplomacy 
was “in early formation and not yet out” (Lederach 2012a). 
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In Building Peace (1997), Lederach discussed the three levels on 
pyramid and the three corresponding approaches for the peacebuilding but 
he did not elaborate his “middle-out approach”, which he considered had the 
potential to reach out all the three levels. Lederarch did not describe how the 
middle range would reach the grassroots in the middle-out approach, and 
how top-level leadership would be connected with the grassroots in real 
conflict situations. He gave some examples of middle range approaches, but 
he did not elaborate whether in those examples middle range approach had 
succeeded in taking peacebuilding to all three levels on the pyramid or not. In 
this research an attempt is made to show theoretically and empirically how 
IPPC interventions build peace at all three levels. 
 
3.1.3 The ‘web approach’ model for IPPC developed from 
         The Moral Imagination (2005) 
In The Moral Imagination (2005), Lederach further improved his pyramid 
of approaches to peacebuilding and introduced new “web approach” 
replacing the “middle out” approach of Building Peace (1997). Lederach 
introduced one line from top to bottom on the pyramid crosscutting all three 
levels of the pyramid to add the new concept of vertical integration (See 
fig.3.1). Then he drew another line passing through the middle range level to 
describe the concept of horizontal integration. The point where horizontal and 
vertical linkages meet is called integration, the centre of things. 
Lederach defined vertical capacity as the ability “to move and connect 
people from the highest level of negotiation with grassroots communities” 
(Lederach, 2005:79). In other words, in vertical integration people at different 
levels are integrated connecting the top level to the grassroots, whereas, in 
horizontal integration people at same level among conflicting groups are 
connected with each other. Lederach (2005) calls this as the web approach 
of peacebuilding. Lederach defines the “web approach” as, 
The pursuit of social change initiated through spatial strategies and 
networking. This strategy identifies, reinforces, and builds social spaces 
and intersections that link individual, groups, networks, and 
organization, formal and informal, across the social divides, sectors,  
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levels, and geographies that make up the settings of protracted conflict. 
(2005: 183) 
Here a point should be noted that in fig. 3.2, the line for horizontal 
integration cuts across the middle range level only (see fig. 3.2), leaving the 
other two levels untouched. What does this mean? This picture gives an 
impression that only the middle range on both sides of the identity divide is 
required to be integrated for horizontal integration. However, for sustainable 
peacebuilding top level and grassroots horizontal integration are equally 
important. Without top level integration, peace movement remains 
marginalized, as it is not taken seriously by the top level decision-makers and 
without grassroots horizontal integration peacebuilding remains fragile, as the 
fear would be that spoilers can exploit situation anytime. Lederach later 
agreed in e-mail communication with the author that horizontal capacity 
needs to function at all three levels between adversaries. (Lederach 2012b).  
 
Fig.3.2. Pyramid of Approaches to Peacebuilding (Lederach 2005) 
 
Source: John Paul Lederach, 2005, The Moral Imagination, 
 New York: Oxford University Press: 79. 
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Moreover, keeping in mind intra-state ethnic and religious conflicts 
where adversary communities live together side by side, Lederach drew 
single triangle to describe the three levels of adversarial communities in the 
pyramid of peacebuilding in both Building Peace (fig.3.1.) and The Moral 
Imagination (fig.3.2). However, in inter-state conflicts like India-Pakistan 
conflict, where adversarial communities live in two different societies, one 
triangle cannot describe the three levels of both communities. Therefore, 
Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding will require a little modification here, 
and instead of one triangle representing both communities I have drawn two 
separate triangles to represent the three levels of two communities living in 
two separate geographies (See fig. 3.3). Furthermore, horizontal integration 
lines are also visible on all three levels between two communities. 
Fig.3.3. Horizontal and vertical integration in inter-state conflict 
 
The two communities are connected through horizontal capacity by 
connecting people at same level within their communities — the top level 
connects with the top level of the other community, the middle level with the 
middle level and the grassroots level with the grassroots level (See fig.3.3). 
In vertical capacity, the middle range, which is the work force for IPPC, 
connect the grassroots with top level leadership within their group. Unlike 
intra-state conflicts, where three levels of community live within same 
physical boundaries, vertical integration in inter-state conflicts becomes the 
prime responsibility of the middle range leadership of their group because 
vertical contact from the other side of the boundary is quite difficult. 
Unlike top-down and bottom-up approaches, which gave central role to 
the top and the grassroots leaderships respectively, the web approach gives 
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 the middle range leadership a central role. The middle range leaderships are 
the spiders or “web-makers” of Lederach’s web approach. Being in the 
middle, middle range leadership has the advantage of having relatively easier 
access to top and grassroots levels. Moreover, being professionals in their 
own field, middle range actors possess the capacity and the independence of 
activity, which is missing in both top level and grassroots level actors. Top 
level leadership lacks independence of activity because of its high visibility, 
whereas grassroot lack the required capacity to act independently. It is only 
middle range that possesses both the capacity and the independence of 
activity to create platforms and processes that may link the other two levels. 
Lederach (2005) describes that the purpose of the web approach in 
peacebuilding is to bring about a constructive social change in the conflict by 
discouraging destructive engagement and promoting constructive 
engagement of divided communities in peacebuilding. To achieve this goal, 
web approach creates such platforms where divided conflicting communities 
can constructively engage themselves about their deep rooted problems, and 
respond to the issues arising from day-to-day affairs in the conflict. Such 
platforms do not focus on finding solutions for any specific short-term issues 
rather on building and sustaining relationships between divided communities 
while the ebb and flow of conflict goes on. Lederach defines social 
constructive change as, 
“The pursuit of shifting relationships from those defined by fear, mutual 
recrimination and violence toward those characterized by love, mutual 
respect, and proactive engagement. Constructive social change seeks 
to move the flow of interaction in human conflict from cycles of 
destructive relational patterns toward cycles of relational dignity and 
respectful engagement.” (2005:180) 
Lederach compares peacebuilding with the web-making of spider and 
spells out three frames or stages for the web process (see Fig.3.4). In frame 
A the core structure of web is developed by creating a simple star like 
structure. The star like structure is produced by putting several strands on 
opposite sides of the space, which intersect each other at a point called hub. 
In frame B, outer circle is formed by linking together the anchor points at 
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 outer edges. Then spider strengthens the connection between the hub and 
the outer edges by putting up a series of radii from the hub to edges. 
The main goal of this exercise is to put up a structure, which can bear 
adverse conditions and can even survive structural damage to some sections 
of the web without destroying the whole web. Such a web structure is created 
by coordinating all strands at the hub without centralization while maintaining 
their “localised independence” as well (Lederach 2005:83). In frame C the 
web structure is solidified and given a proper shape by putting up more 
circles and filling up the gaps. The spider uses elastic capture threads to fill 
up the spaces between concentric circles so that the web structure is flexible 
enough for possible necessary changes in the future because of the 
changing environment or intrusions. Flexibility and adaptability are two most 
important characteristics of the web approach which help in making it 
sustainable and responsive to the new developments. 
Fig.3.4. The Three Frames/Stages of Web Process 
 
Source: John Paul Lederach, 2005, The Moral Imagination, 
 New York: Oxford University Press: 82. 
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Quite a few important lessons can be drawn from this web process for 
the peacebuilding. The web process suggests that important anchor points 
should be identified and connected that may link “different but necessarily 
interdependent” sections of society. In other words, peace-builders need to 
find spaces where relationships intersect and where people or groups on one 
side may have a direct interest in establishing contact with the other side. 
Lederach advocates that a conscious attempt should be made not only to 
connect “not like minded, and not like situated” people in the context to make 
peacebuilding more inclusive, but also to reach out the hawks. 
The web process further suggests that a common hub would be 
required to coordinate peacebuilding activities that are taking place on 
different platforms. Without a ‘strong central hub’ peacebuilding will not make 
the required impact as peacebuilding activities without a hub shall remain 
scattered personal or institutional attempts. Lederach (2005) recommends 
the hub should not be a centralised hub, which controls everything; rather its 
job must be restricted to create coordination between several platforms. Each 
platform should maintain the localised independence to carry out its peace 
work without any undue interference from the hub. Permanent, adaptive, 
flexible platforms are required that can keep pace with the changing 
environment and new threats. The web approach helps transforming 
scattered peace activities into a cohesive peace movement. 
 
3.1.4. The Web Approach model and IPPC 
The people-to-people contact or IPPC cannot be called a top-level 
approach, as it does not focus on top level negotiations, therefore, it must be 
called either a grassroots approach or a middle range approach. IPPC is a 
middle range approach as most of the peace-builders involved in IPPC 
related peacebuilding activities fall within the middle range on Lederach’s 
pyramid of peacebuilding. But unlike other middle range approaches, it is not  
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restricted to providing a safe space for tasting and floating ideas for the top 
level negotiations or changing the perceptions of the participants. Rather 
IPPC is meant to change the relationships between adversarial communities, 
and promote better understanding and coordination between them. 
Moreover, IPPC activities are not restricted only to the middle range they 
connect top level to the grassroots also. 
When we look at problem-solving workshops, conflict-resolution training 
and peace commissions; IPPC fits into the web approach far more accurately 
than other three examples of middle range peacebuilding. For example the 
scope of problem-solving workshops is very limited and it does not fulfil the 
requirements of the web approach. Problem-solving workshops may help in 
achieving peace accords by providing a neutral platform for dealing with the 
contentious issues that may arise in top level negotiations; but creating a web 
process that may cover all three levels within conflicting communities is far 
beyond the scope of problem-solving workshops. 
On the other hand, conflict-resolution training although can be 
employed at any level within a society, yet the technical expertise, funding 
and resources required for this does not make it a fit approach for the web 
process. Similarly, peace commissions despite being quite useful for 
establishing teams, networks and institutions for reconciliation, are very 
limited in scope because they require the official support and huge funding 
for their implementation. However, the conflict resolution training and 
problem-solving workshops can be used as part of IPPC approach to train 
and educate the middle range peace-builders cross cutting the identity divide. 
Thus both approaches can be helpful in capacity building of middle range 
leaders, but they cannot be expected to create a web process on their own. 
In fact, IPPC fits into the demands of a web approach much better as 
compared to the problem-solving workshops and conflict resolution training 
programmes, as IPPC has the potential to reach greater mass of the people 
among conflicting communities. Like web-approach, IPPC falls in the middle 
range on pyramid, as bulk of its activities and leadership comes from the 
middle range. Moreover, IPPC possesses the capability to move between the 
top and the grassroots levels. Hence, IPPC fulfils one of the most important  
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requirements of the web approach. IPPC interveners keep in touch with the 
top leadership and organise interventions both at the middle range and at the 
grassroots levels. Like web approach, IPPC works for relationship 
transformation by building partnerships cross cutting the identity divides, and 
tries to reach the all levels within conflicting communities. IPPC works for 
creating a web of indigenous networks among adversaries that promote 
peacebuilding and social constructive change. 
The people-to-people contacts and other unofficial diplomacy 
interventions are criticised by their detractors for revolving all their activities 
around a limited group of doves, who are already convinced about the 
importance of peace. To address this genuine criticism and to complete the 
web process, IPPC needs to connect, what Lederach (2005) calls, not-like-
minded and not-like-situated within conflict communities, and must take the 
peacebuilding to all three levels among conflicting communities’ 
For this IPPC will need to find the strategic anchor points connecting 
different levels of adversarial communities. Relational spaces have to be 
found to connect the not-like-minded and not-like-situated. Professional, 
cultural, economic, trade, educational, sports, media and other linkages 
based on long-term mutual interests have to be established to connect 
“different but necessarily interdependent constituencies, processes and 
geographic localities” (Lederach 2005:84).  
Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding and the web approach model 
provide important policy guidelines for the people-to-people contacts 
approach, in general, and IPPC, as defined in this study, in particular. The 
web approach model can be used to study the role played by IPPC in 
building peace between top, middle range and grassroots levels of 
communities in conflict. Studying IPPC based peacebuilding on web 
approach model helps identify the weak areas in peacebuilding. 
No doubt Lederach’s web approach model is a useful tool for analysing 
IPPC interventions, but there is vagueness in his model to an extent. 
Lederach (2005) described horizontal and vertical integration, but did not 
elaborate what kind of activities would be helpful for such kind of integration 
at different levels. Moreover, he did not give any practical application of his 
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 model on a living major international conflict. Lederach described three 
frames or stages in the web process, but he did not make it clear how it 
would be determined that peacebuilding had moved from one stage to the 
other, and what exactly constituted each frame. In this research web 
approach is applied on two living international conflicts — the India-Pakistan 
conflict and Northern Ireland conflict — and an attempt is made to find 
answers for these theoretical questions from practice of IPPC in the above 
mentioned two conflicts. 
Lederach (2005) says all anchor points have to be connected through 
‘strong central hub’ that gives web a proper shape and strategizes the peace 
work, but he fails to explain what are characteristics of such a hub, and how 
and when will such a hub emerge in different conflict situations. Learning 
from practical case studies of two major international conflicts, the Northern 
Ireland conflict and India-Pakistan conflict, an attempt is made to address the 
above mentioned theoretical gaps in the web approach model. 
In this study, Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding and web approach is 
used as theoretical model for studying two selected IPPC initiatives in India-
Pakistan conflict. The theoretical framework developed above is used to 
analyze the achievements, limitations and prospects of PIPFPD and Aman ki 
Asha peacebuilding efforts vis-à-vis India and Pakistan. Using the three 
frames of web process, it is determined that at what stage is the web process 
in Pakistan. What are the IPPC based anchor points that have emerged as a 
result of the peacebuilding efforts of PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha, which may 
link different sections of society in India and Pakistan? What attempts are 
made to make the peacebuilding more inclusive that not only covers doves, 
but also reaches out to the hawks? Whether a common hub exists in IPPC 
based peacebuilding between India and Pakistan? If it does not, then how 
this impacts the IPPC based peacebuilding in this region and what kind of 
hub can emerge in the circumstances? What are the possibilities of 
emergence of a common hub?  
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Using the concept of vertical and horizontal integration, as developed 
above, how far PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha in Pakistan are helping to achieve 
horizontal and vertical integration vis-à-vis India is assessed. With the help of 
the theoretical model developed in this chapter, in eighth analytical chapter, 
an attempt would be made to determine where exactly IPPC based 
peacebuilding stands in Pakistan in terms of the web process and the 
horizontal and the vertical integration vis-à-vis India. Moreover, this 
theoretical model will help identify the limitations of IPPC based 
peacebuilding in Pakistan and find out a way forward for the IPPC based 
peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict. 
 
3.2. The typology of IPPC interventions 
The typology of IPPC interventions can be determined on two accounts. 
Firstly, we may divide IPPC interventions into horizontal and vertical 
interventions on the basis of the type of integration they are aiming at. 
Secondly, we can divide IPPC interventions into middle range and grassroots 
level interventions on the basis of the leadership level of society at which 
they work. Thus we get four types of IPPC interventions, which are 
horizontal, vertical, middle range and grassroots IPPC interventions. 
 
3.2.1. Horizontal IPPC interventions 
Horizontal IPPC interventions are those people-to-people interventions 
which cut across ethnic, religious and other identity divides, and involve 
interactions between people from opposite groups in the context of the 
conflict. Horizontal interventions connect all three levels of adversarial groups 
with one another. IPPC is not expected to play a major role in top level 
horizontal connections, as official negotiations are meant to play the basic 
role here, but still it may facilitate the top level linkages at times by taking the 
messages across to the other side when direct connections at the top level 
are broken or weak. Sometimes such contacts play a critical role in bringing 
the derailed peace process back on track. Moreover, IPPC can also create 
links between top level leaderships at the unofficial level, as the top level 
business links are promoted by Aman ki Asha between India and Pakistan. 
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IPPC focuses more on organising direct interventions for building 
horizontal connections at middle range and grassroots levels. Like PIPFPD 
joint India-Pakistan conventions, various Aman ki Asha programmes 
involving middle range actors from India and Pakistan, such as two-day Indo-
Pak Business Meet "Partners for Peace and Progress" (held in May 2010) or 
Aman ki Asha journalists gatherings, are middle range horizontal 
interventions. Whereas, Peace People marches in Northern Ireland, India-
Pakistan People’s Peace March 2005 and India-Pakistan Peace Caravan, 
Aman ke Badhte Qadam 2010 are grassroots horizontal interventions. In 
grassroots horizontal interventions people at the local level are mobilised for 
peacebuilding by establishing inter-group communal contacts between 
communities in conflict. Whereas, middle range horizontal interventions are 
used to build up the peace constituency at the middle range by establishing 
strong inter-group professional networks between the middle range actors. 
Middle range horizontal interventions are meant to find the avenues of 
cooperation between middle level leaders from different sectors within 
conflicting communities to build the peace constituency.2 Middle range 
horizontal interventions are the most important part of IPPC interventions 
because IPPC depends heavily upon the strength of the middle range to 
reach out the other levels. Middle range IPPC contacts strengthen the 
capacity of middle range peace-builders on both sides. Middle range 
horizontal interventions along with middle range vertical interventions do the 
groundwork and create the base on which the whole structure of IPPC 
network (the web process) has to be constructed. As we know in web 
approach (middle out), unlike bottom-up and top-down approaches, middle 
range plays the central role, therefore, it is the strength of middle range 
horizontal and vertical contacts which would determine the strength of IPPC 
networks. 
                                                 
2
 For “peace constituency”, I take Berghof Foundation’s definition which describes “peace 
constituency” as “a network of social and political actors (groups and individuals), especially 
influential leaders at the Track 2 and 3 levels, who have an interest in crisis prevention and 
peaceful forms of conflict settlement”. 
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Grassroots horizontal interventions are also very important, as they help 
connect the adversarial communities at mass level by engaging them in 
direct interactions cross cutting the identity divides in the conflict. Grassroots 
horizontal interventions are relatively easier to organise in intra-state ethnic 
or religious conflicts, as adversarial communities live side by side, but they 
are hard to imagine in inter-state conflicts like India-Pakistan conflict where 
adversarial communities are divided by iron-curtain like borders with strict 
visa regimes. Therefore, peace builders need to come up with extraordinary 
out of the box arrangements to make grassroots horizontal interventions 
possible in such cases. 
 
3.2.2. Vertical IPPC interventions 
Vertical IPPC interventions are those people-to-people contacts which 
try to build peace by integrating the lowest level of the society to the top level. 
Such interventions connect the highest level of negotiation to the grassroots 
communities. All the peace work, which middle range peace groups perform 
at different levels in their own communities, falls in this category. Meetings 
and contacts of peace activists and peace groups with the top-level 
leadership in government and opposition, national and district level PIPFPD 
meetings, activities and conventions, Ajoka theatre performances within 
Pakistan, Aman ki Asha’s ‘The Hankies Peace Chain’ campaign are some of 
the examples of vertical IPPC interventions. 
Vertical integration, connecting the grassroots communities to the 
highest level of negotiation among adversarial communities, is one of the 
most difficult tasks without which web process cannot be completed. It 
requires careful planning, continuous hard work, and full commitment to 
integrate the grassroots communities to the peace process. It is the most 
critical part of the web process as well, because most of the peace processes 
fail to achieve the vertical integration. Perhaps it is because vertical 
integration is given the least importance by the peace activists and the other 
stakeholders. Most of the vertical interventions go unreported and do not get 
properly documented because media and peace activists themselves focus  
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only on horizontal interventions and consider vertical integrations least 
important. 
 
3.2.3. Middle range IPPC interventions 
IPPC interventions involving influential second tier of leadership from 
different sectors of life among the parties in conflict can be termed middle 
range IPPC interventions. In middle range IPPC interactions second tier of 
the leadership of conflicting parties representing different sections of their 
respective societies sit on a common platform, hold dialogues and devise 
programmes for promoting peace and understanding between their 
communities. The middle range IPPC activities include in-group or out-group 
contacts between second tier of the leadership within conflicting communities 
to devise strategies and programmes for promotion of peace. Such contacts 
may be face-to-face meetings or through phone or internet between in-group 
or out-group middle range leadership. Like visits of parliamentarians, 
journalists, lawyers, human rights activists, PIPFPD joint India-Pakistan 
conventions, PIPFPD national conventions, Nuclear-Free & Visa-Free South 
Asia Conventions, several other interactions conducted under Aman ki Asha 
project, like two-day Indo-Pak Business Meet ‘Partners for Peace and 
Progress’ (held in May 2010) and ‘Talking Peace’, two-day gathering of 
journalists and TV anchorpersons from India and Pakistan (held in Karachi in 
April 2010) can be termed as middle range IPPC interventions. 
Here I must clarify the difference between IPPC middle range 
interventions and normal track-two conferences, like problem-solving 
workshops and other track-two initiatives such as Pugwash conferences. In 
fact the real difference between normal track-two conferences and IPPC 
middle range interventions lies in their focus. Normal track-two conferences 
focus on transforming relationships at the top negotiations level by bringing 
the top-level middle range actors closer to each other, whereas the focus of 
IPPC middle range interventions is to build the community relations at the 
larger middle range so that the communities as a whole can be transformed. 
Track two initiatives with the win-win solution approach are meant to provide 
a neutral forum for the intractable issues between parties in conflict, whereas 
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 middle range IPPC interventions with transforming conflictual relationships 
spirit are meant to change the relationships at the level of second tier 
leadership, and make a contribution by building peace constituencies among 
conflicting communities. Other distinguishing feature of middle range IPPC 
vis-à-vis normal track-two initiatives is that it emerges from the local 
population, unlike track-two which often requires neutral third-party 
facilitation, and it is mostly organised and sustained by the local groups. 
We know unlike top-down and bottom-up approaches, in Lederach’s 
web approach the middle range plays the central role, therefore, the middle 
range IPPC interventions are the most important interventions in this 
approach. It is the middle range which identifies and connects important 
anchor points on the web covering all three levels of the leadership. The 
middle range IPPC interventions construct the skeleton of the web based 
peacebuilding connecting all three levels within conflicting communities.  
The focus of middle range IPPC interventions should be to find avenues 
where relationships intersect and then construct flexible and adaptive but 
permanent platforms for ‘constructive social change’. In this regard mutually 
beneficial professional platforms can be established between journalists, 
lawyers, educational institutions, academicians, theatre groups, film, TV, art 
production, media houses, parliamentarians, human rights activists and 
women groups. Such professional groups share common interests, possess 
capacity, and have mutual stake in building links by crosscutting their identity 
divide, therefore, they are better placed to bring constructive social change. 
Especially the middle range IPPC networks between traders and 
businessmen of adversarial communities can help create a vested interest in 
peace for the two communities. The middle range IPPC interventions play an 
important role in building a strong team of peacemakers, who could later 
design and implement interventions to integrate the grassroots level with the 
top level. 
 
3.2.4. Grassroots level IPPC interventions 
In grassroots level IPPC interventions local leaders and common people 
take part. An attempt is made to involve grassroots communities in the peace 
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 process, empower them to have their voice heard, and connect them with 
the highest level of negotiations. Most of the grassroots interventions are 
designed and organised by the middle range leadership with the cooperation 
of the local leaders. I divide grassroots level IPPC interventions into two 
types. All grassroots IPPC interventions for which participation of people is 
restricted (not open but), I call such interventions as Closed Grassroots Level 
IPPC Interventions (CGLIPPC). Like Georgian-Abkhaz peace camps 1998-
2002, Education for Peace Project (Arab-Israel), Neve Shalom, School for 
Peace (Arab-Israel), Givat Haviva's Jewish-Arab Centre for Peace, and India-
Pakistan teleconferences (2005-07) between kids in Hyderabad (Pakistan) 
and Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh, India). Most of the conflict-resolution training 
programmes fall in this category. 
The other type of grassroots level interventions is Open Grassroots 
Level IPPC Interventions (OGLIPPC). As it is obvious from its name 
OGLIPPC are those IPPC interventions in which participation is open for 
common public. Creating local platforms and engaging local communities in 
peacebuilding is the responsibility of OGLIPPC. These local platforms are 
connected to the national level middle range structures. Professional 
contacts between lawyers, journalists, traders, educationists, students, 
PIPFPD network at district level in both India and Pakistan, India-Pakistan 
Peoples’ Peace March 2005 and India-Pakistan Peace Caravan, Aman ke 
Badhte Qadam 2010; and Aman ki Asha’s innovative initiatives Milne do, a 
letter campaign for easing visa restrictions and “Peace People” marches in 
Northern Ireland are a few examples in this regard. 
CGLIPPC training programmes require massive funding and technical 
expertise for their implementation, that’s why they are very difficult to spread 
among the grassroots communities. Most of such programmes rely heavily 
on foreign funding for their implementation and lack permanent structures 
within local communities. Moreover, CGLIPPC training programmes reach 
only very limited number of people directly within the adversarial 
communities, however, it is expected that participants of these programmes 
would take the message along and convince the other out-group members 
about peace. 
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On the contrary, the practices of closed grassroots level IPPC 
interventions (CGLIPPC) have proved that the out-group effect which was 
expected from CGLIPPC was never materialized. This is why Herzog and Hai 
described Israel-Palestine people-to-people contact programmes, which fall 
under CGLIPPC category, as “little more than an isolated ‘bubble’ in a 
troubled sea” because those programmes failed “to mobilize substantial 
segments of the two peoples (Israelis and Palestinians)” (2005:9). Rouhana 
(1995), Nimmer (1999) and Duduoet (2005) have also been very sceptical 
about the utility of such people-to-people initiatives. In fact CGLIPPC are 
“isolated bubbles” if they are not built on a strong base of middle range IPPC 
and supported by the wide ranging OGLIPPC. It is simply like a forest on fire 
and a little peace bird sprinkling drops of water in a hope to put out it. 
When it comes to the grassroots relationship transformation, in my 
opinion the creation of local platforms and engaging greater number of 
people by professional bonding should matter more than the quality of 
interaction between limited few. More local platforms you create and more 
people you reach more chances you create for relationship transformation at 
the grassroots, and more pressure and opportunities you create for peaceful 
resolution on the policymakers at the top. This is where Open Grassroots 
Level IPPC Interventions (OGLIPPC) become all the more important than the 
CGLIPPC for making inroads in the popular constituencies and reaching out 
to the grassroots. OGLIPPC believes in directly taking peacebuilding to the 
people, rather than leaving it to the out-group effect to make an impact. 
Therefore, more energy should be invested in promoting OGLIPPC which 
can directly take peacebuilding to the masses. 
OGLIPPC interventions play key role in vertical integration of grassroots 
communities to the top level peace processes. OGLIPPC interventions can 
make a good use of music, art and culture to promote peacebuilding among 
the grassroots. Moreover, some time-tested non-violent techniques can also 
be used. The normal non-violent protest techniques like candlelight vigils, 
peace protests, peace marches, peace caravans, joint day celebrations etc 
can be quite effective in this regard. In addition to this, in this 21st century’s  
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age of information revolution, Facebook, Twitter, FM radio and 24/7 private 
TV news channels provide a chance to invent and try new innovative 
techniques for OGLIPPC interventions. 
 
Conclusion 
In this chapter a theoretical framework is developed for IPPC based 
peacebuilding. IPPC based peacebuilding follows Lederach’s web approach 
to transform conflictual relationships between adversarial communities into 
cooperative and constructive engagement at all three levels. Although middle 
range plays central role in IPPC based peacebuilding, yet IPPC is not purely 
a middle range approach. IPPC involves grassroots peacebuilding as an 
important part of its web process. IPPC connects grassroots communities to 
the highest level of negotiations in its vertical capacity and bonds adversarial 
communities in mutually beneficial relationships at different levels in its 
horizontal capoacity. The web approach model describes three 
stages/frames for completing the web process and creating sustainable 
peace. 
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Chapter Four 
IPPC Based Citizens’  
Peacebuilding in Northern Ireland 
 
Introduction 
The web approach model developed in previous chapter is applied on 
Northern Ireland conflict in this chapter. The web process completed by the 
IPPC in Northern Ireland, the formation, characteristics and the role of hub in 
web process are determined in the light of practical experience of IPPC in 
Northern Ireland conflict. This chapter helps in filling the gaps found in 
Lederach’s web approach model in previous chapter. The web approach 
model further developed in this chapter will then be applied on the two 
selected case studies in India-Pakistan conflict in coming chapters. 
In this chapter we shall focus on IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding 
efforts in Northern Ireland and try to analyze the role played by these efforts 
in the peacebuilding in Northern Ireland. At first it is explained why Northern 
Ireland is chosen for this case study (section 4.1) and the limitations of the 
case study of Northern Ireland vis-à-vis India Pakistan conflict are identified 
(section 4.2). Then development of IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding in 
Northern Ireland is traced (section 4.3), and the web approach model 
developed in chapter three for IPPC is applied on community relations 
networks in Northern Ireland (section 4.4). In last section the contribution of 
Northern Ireland case study for this study is analyzed (section 4.5). 
 
4.1. Why case study of Northern Ireland? 
As this chapter shall be based on desk research only, therefore, I have 
to choose a case study which is already well researched and well 
documented. Looking at the variety of people-to-people contact initiatives in 
different conflict regions and the amount of literature available on those 
initiatives, I have picked Northern Ireland for further exploration. Among IPPC 
based Citizens’ peacebuilding efforts Northern Ireland is one of the most 
well-researched and well-documented case studies. Because of its proximity  
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to the Western academic establishments, academic interest in Northern 
Ireland has been immense from almost all disciplines of social sciences (see 
Whyte 1990). Whyte even claimed, “it is quite possible that, in proportion to 
size, Northern Ireland is the most heavily researched area on earth” (1990: 
viii). 
There are several reasons for choosing Northern Ireland for this study. 
Firstly, Northern Ireland is one of the few conflicts where we can find fairly 
well enough number of IPPC initiatives which are a must to test the web 
approach model. Secondly, Northern Ireland is well researched conflict from 
all angles including good scholarly research available on the people-to-
people contacts initiatives. Thirdly, like India and Pakistan’s dispute over 
Kashmir, in Northern Ireland two sovereign states are involved in a territorial 
dispute and in both cases official negotiation based peace process and 
citizen’s IPPC initiatives have progressed together. Fourthly, Northern Ireland 
being mostly seen as a success story helps us understand what makes it a 
success in IPPC based peacebuilding. Fifthly, it is the only major 
international conflict where IPPC has covered all three frames of the web 
approach. 
Apart from Northern Ireland the thesis also considered looking at 
Cyprus, South Africa and Israel-Palestine as potential case studies. The 
South African case does not resemble with India-Pakistan case as it was 
more a case of civil war resulting from apartheid government’s official policy 
of discrimination and segregation vis-à-vis Black community. Moreover, in the 
case of South Africa in pre-apartheid period people-to-people contacts 
between Whites and Blacks were a remote possibility. Therefore, South 
Africa is more a case of post-conflict reconciliation using Truth and 
Reconciliation process. On the other hand Cyprus does share quite a few 
similarities with India-Pakistan conflict. Like India-Pakistan conflict over 
Kashmir, Cyprus involves two nations-states fighting over a disputed piece of 
land. But the problem with Cyprus is unlike Northern Ireland, IPPC based 
citizen’s peacebuilding has not been able to develop a comprehensive 
community relations network with a centralised strong hub which is essential  
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for the web process. Moreover, the academic literature on IPPC based 
citizen’s peacebuilding efforts on Cyprus is very limited as compared to the 
Northern Ireland. 
Perhaps the Israel-Palestine conflict is the one with which India-
Pakistan conflict has the most points in common. Both are post-colonial 
conflicts; both involve faith/religious issues; both have long track-record of 
wars, and both include elements of territory, irredentism, ethnicity, and 
disputed borders. Moreover, both involve sub-national actors; both are 
informed by outside powers; both have long resisted international efforts at 
solution; both are key conflicts for UN and international community; both 
have escalation potential; both have a nuclear dimension, and both have a 
track-record of people-to-people contacts as well. But on the other hand, the 
direct involvement of Arab states in Israel-Palestine conflict makes it more a 
regional conflict than simply a bilateral conflict between Israelis and 
Palestinians. 
The global stakes in Israel-Palestine conflict and its attachment with the 
larger Muslim resentment all over the world makes it a unique and a very 
peculiar case which separates Palestine-Israel conflict from the all other 
conflicts in the world. What adds even more to the peculiarity of Israel-
Palestine case is its link with the two-millennium-old history of the Jewish 
exile and return. The significance of Israel-Palestine conflict for the Muslim 
and Jewish communities spread all over the world is evident from the fact 
that Pakistan despite having a direct conflict with India, maintains people-to-
people contacts and bilateral diplomatic relations with India, whereas in the 
case of Israel, Pakistan not only maintains no diplomatic relations with it, but 
also Pakistanis are even not allowed to travel to Israel. 
The research of Dudouet (2005), Nimer (2009) and Herzog and Hai 
(2005) clearly show that people-to-people contacts in the Israel-Palestine 
conflict lacked the equal status for Palestinians on several accounts (like 
preferring Hebrew over Arabic), and it failed to reach out the masses on both 
sides. Above all, what makes Israel-Palestine conflict not a good choice for 
this research is that like Cyprus IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding Israel-
Palestine conflict has not been able to develop an indigenously motivated,  
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comprehensive, community relations network with a centralised hub that is 
essential for the web process. 
However, this does not mean the web approach model is not useful 
model to study those conflicts where the hub is not present. The web 
approach can be applied to critically analyse the performance of IPPC based 
community networks in any conflict situation. Using the three frames of the 
web process, it can be determined that at what stage the web process in that 
particular conflict and which IPPC based anchor points have emerged as a 
result of the peacebuilding efforts there. Moreover, using the concept of 
vertical and horizontal integration, the level of horizontal and vertical 
integration in those conflict situations can be determined and the prospects of 
the emergence of one or more than one hubs in those conflict situations can 
be analyzed. But all this requires a comprehensive study of that particular 
conflict situation, which goes far beyond the scope of this chapter. 
Lederach (2005) has given the example of Wajir district in the North 
East of Kenya where Wajir Women’s Association for Peace emerged as the 
hub, and using web process were able to transform clan-based conflict in the 
region by involving stakeholders’ at all three levels, which included the 
government officials, the elders, the fighters and the youth. But we cannot 
make Wajir our case study here because Wajir is a small district in Kenya 
and we are here talking about some major conflicts in the world, which 
involve at least one or even more nation-states. Moreover, so far the 
scholarly research on Wajir is too scarce to make it a worthwhile case study 
for this desk research. 
This does not mean Lederach’s web approach is only applicable to the 
small scale conflicts. The fact is, so far it is not applied directly on any major 
conflict. Hence, this will be the first application of web approach on a major 
international conflict. Northern Ireland is the most appropriate case study for 
this kind of desk research because it is the only major conflict where we can 
find a comprehensive network of IPPC based community work (necessary for 
research on IPPC), with ample research on them (essential for desk 
research) and a proper hub (a basic requirement of the web process). This 
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 makes citizen’s peacebuilding networks in Northern Ireland as the only 
appropriate case study for this research. Above all Northern Ireland is a 
success story and it is only conflict where all three stages of the web process 
can be studied. 
 
4.2. Limitations of the case study of Northern Ireland vis-à-vis India-
........Pakistan Conflict 
It is clear now that why for the purpose of this research, the IPPC 
based peace movement in Northern Ireland is the best choice to study the 
empirical application of the web approach model. Nonetheless, one must be 
aware about the inherent differences between the Northern Ireland conflict 
and the India-Pakistan conflict and the limitations it imposes on using 
Northern Ireland as a frame of reference for the India-Pakistan conflict. This 
will help to understand why IPPC based peacebuilding has done well in 
Northern Ireland conflict whereas it has not been able to produce the same 
results in India-Pakistan conflict. 
One of the most important differences between the two conflicts is the 
fact that Northern Ireland conflict is basically a civil conflict involving two 
communities living in close proximity with each other whereas India-Pakistan 
conflict since partition is more a governmental level conflict. Moreover, unlike 
Northern Ireland conflict where adversarial communities live side by side, in 
India-Pakistan conflict the two communities are separated by the 
international border which is maintained by using the Iron-Curtain type visa 
regimes between the two countries introduced especially after the 1965 
India-Pakistan war. Therefore, an expectation that IPPC peace groups in 
India-Pakistan conflict could achieve the same level of horizontal integration 
which was achieved by the IPPC groups in Northern Ireland at grassroots, 
middle range and top levels would be an unfair and unrealistic expectation. 
The separation of the two communities by the international border 
imposes some limitations for achieving the grassroots level horizontal 
integration and the vertical integration between the Indian and the Pakistani  
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communities living in two different nation-states. The top level and the middle 
range leaderships generally have the resources, the information and the 
capacity to bear the financial expenses involved in crossing the international 
borders, therefore, horizontal integration at these two levels is not much 
different in inter-state and intra-state conflicts. But for the grassroots 
resources and information are a huge issue which makes it almost 
impossible for the IPPC groups in India-Pakistan like inter-state conflicts to 
achieve the large scale grassroots horizontal integration between the 
adversarial communities. However, on the positive side grassroots level 
horizontal integration is not required in inter-state conflicts the same way as it 
is required in intra-state conflicts where conflicting communities live in close 
proximity and have a long history of communal violence like the Northern 
Ireland conflict.  
Similarly, vis-à-vis promoting vertical integration between the top level 
and the grassroots levels, IPPC in case of inter-state conflicts is in a 
disadvantageous position. In intra-state conflicts grassroots horizontal 
integration and vertical integration are mixed up because grassroots can be 
connected to the top level horizontally and vertically same time as the 
conflicting communities live in close proximity. Therefore, it is observed in 
case of Northern Ireland conflict, horizontal contacts help building vertical 
integration as well (for details see section 4.4.3). On the other hand, in inter-
state conflicts like India-Pakistan conflict, vertical and horizontal integration 
are not mixed up because of the physical separation of the conflicting 
communities. Therefore, vertical integration becomes the prime responsibility 
of the middle range of the same group in inter-state conflicts because little 
support is expected from the horizontal contacts in this regard. This makes 
the job of IPPC in India-Pakistan conflict more difficult as compared to the 
Northern Ireland conflict vis-à-vis achieving the vertical integration. 
Above all, in case of Northern Ireland conflict all of the governmental 
authorities involved were in favour of resolving the conflict whereas in India-
Pakistan conflict, the two governments over the years have played their part 
in exacerbating the conflict rather than trying to find ways to resolve the  
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conflict and build peace. However, in recent past especially since start of the 
peace process in 2004, a willingness to resolve the conflict is quite visible at 
the governmental level in both India and Pakistan. As compared to the past 
behaviour, some degree of restraint is observed in the behaviour of both the 
Indian and the Pakistani governments at the time of crises. This has helped 
deescalating the conflict on several occasions during the last decade or so. 
The governments in India and Pakistan have adopted more 
conciliatory approach towards IPPC based peace groups in the recent history 
which is evident from more visible presence of the top level government 
officials in the events organised by the IPPC groups. Nevertheless, whether 
IPPC groups in India-Pakistan conflict can achieve the same level of financial 
support as they get in the Northern Ireland conflict from the two governments 
is still a big question mark because without financial support it is difficult for 
the IPPC to cover the all three levels in India-Pakistan conflict. 
Moreover, the interest and the financial support of international donors 
like the European Union and the United States was a key factor in the 
success of IPPC in Northern Ireland. The same level of interest and financial 
support for the IPPC in India-Pakistan conflict cannot be expected 
considering Northern Ireland is a territory lying within the European Union, 
whereas India and Pakistan are in South Asia, a region that is a periphery for 
the Western donors. On the other hand, even if the Western donors agree to 
provide a massive funding to the IPPC based peacebuilding in India-Pakistan 
conflict, still it will be difficult for the IPPC to accept the same because they 
genuinely fear to be termed as the Western stooges by their detractors in 
India and Pakistan. 
Hence, the case study of IPPC in Northern Ireland has certain 
limitations which need to be kept in mind when we apply and compare them 
with the IPPC in India-Pakistan conflict. The levels of horizontal and vertical 
integration in the two conflicts cannot be judged with the same yardstick. The 
limitations of the India-Pakistan conflict because of the international border 
dividing the two communities would have to be kept in mind. Because of the 
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 well established democratic traditions in European communities, the kind of 
institutionalized support which is available in the Northern Ireland conflict 
cannot be expected in the India-Pakistan conflict. Therefore, the nature, 
structures and the work of the IPPC institutions created in India-Pakistan 
conflict would be different from the Northern Ireland conflict as the overall 
political and social conditions are quite different. 
 
4.3. Tracing the development of IPPC based citizens’ 
 peacebuilding in Northern Ireland 
In this section I shall trace the development of IPPC based citizen’s 
peacebuilding in Northern Ireland in chronological order. I shall trace major 
developments in the sphere of IPPC as defined in our theoretical chapter and 
which are commonly known as “community relations” in the context of the 
Northern Ireland. The scope of ‘community relations’ as defined by Mari 
Fitzduff (1989) is so vast in Northern Ireland that it is almost impossible for 
me to cover all organizations/agencies and every aspects of community 
relations in Northern Ireland in this limited space. Therefore, if I miss 
mentioning any aspect or organization/agency in this section it does not 
mean that aspect or organization/agency is less important. My purpose here 
is to show the diversity, range and scope of community organizations in 
Northern Ireland, therefore, I have tried to include as many as possible in this 
small section, which serve the purpose. The basic purpose of this section is 
to see how community relations have gradually diversified and grown from 
strength to strength in Northern Ireland. 
The IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding efforts in Northern Ireland 
which Bloomfield (1997) terms as the cultural approach became more active 
after the eruption of civil violence in 1968-9. However, even before 1969 
there were a few citizen’s peacebuilding groups like Society of Friends, Pax 
Christi, and Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (Bloomfield 1997). But it 
should be noted that the primary concern and motivation behind those 
groups were international issues like nuclear disarmament or Christian 
ecumenism with little concern for the local Irish problems. 
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Before 1968, Corrymeela Community was the only prominent people-
to-people contact organization established in 1965 which promoted dialogue 
and understanding between Catholic and Protestant religious groups using 
common Christian ethos. Corrymeela is a classic example of middle range 
actors arranging a large scale grassroots initiative. Apart from its regular 
community dialogues, workcamps, family weeks and summer programmes 
after the ‘troubles’ of 1968/69, Corrymeela started providing accommodation 
and refuge to the children of war-torn families (Davey1993 and McCreary 
1975). 
 
4.3.1. Developments of IPPC based peacebuilding in the 1970s 
The British and Northern Ireland governments soon realized that along 
with the military action they needed to do something at the community level 
as well to redress Catholic unrest. Therefore, a new government Ministry for 
Community Relations and a commission for promoting inter-community 
relations, called Northern Ireland Community Relations Commission 
(NICRC), were established in 1969. Both the Ministry and commission 
proved to be a failure within a few years time. Hayes (1972), Griffiths (1974) 
and Bloomfield (1997) hold the Unionist government of Northern Ireland 
responsible for the failure of NICRC. Hayes (1972) and Bloomfield (1997) 
believe NICRC was a simple transplantation of the British Community 
Relations Commission to Northern Ireland without understanding its political, 
cultural and social dynamics. NICRC was the first attempt to create a hub for 
community relations organizations in Northern Ireland, but it could not 
develop a trust among community organizations because of a tight control of 
the British government over its functioning. 
Nonetheless, in the 1970s quite a few new people-to-people initiatives 
were launched in Northern Ireland. Several new voluntary organizations were 
established to arrange residential holidays for mixed Protestant and Catholic  
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youth and children from the affected areas. Some of the prominent names 
included Children’s Community Holidays, Harmony Community Trust and 
Northern Ireland Children’s Holiday Schemes (NICHS) -- NICHS was 
launched in 1972 as a cross-community holiday programme at small scale, 
which later grew into a very successful project promoting dialogue between 
Protestant and Catholic youth. 
Women Together for Peace (established in 1970) and Peace and 
Reconciliation Group (founded in 1976) were other two major people-to-
people initiatives that were launched in the 1970s. In the early 1970s Women 
Together started as an umbrella organization of locally-based autonomous 
women’s groups that were trying to provide a voice to the women directly 
affected by the conflict. However, soon it emerged as a centrally led “direct-
action movement”, which confronted sectarianism and communal violence 
within greater Belfast region (Cochrane and Dunn 2002:18). Similarly, Peace 
and Reconciliation Group promoted community dialogue between Protestant 
and Catholic adult men through workshops, training programmes and 
mediation sessions. It also assisted community organizations and Police 
Services of Northern Ireland in handling difficult situations during parades, 
bonfires, football matches, elections and other events. 
However, in the 1970s ‘Peace People’ was the most prominent and 
apparently most influential IPPC organization working at that point in the 
history of Northern Ireland. Peace People started as women’s spontaneous 
anti-violence mass movement named ‘women for peace’, however, later 
gender-neutral name ‘Peace People’ was adopted when Irish press journalist 
Ciaran Mckeown joined the movement. Its top three leaders, including 
Mairead Corrigan, the sister of Anne Maguire; Betty Williams and journalist 
Ciaran Mckeown were made leaders by the media overnight. Despite the 
open opposition of IRA and Sinn Fein, Peace People attracted large crowds 
in its anti-violence rallies crosscutting the sectarian divides all over the 
Northern Ireland, the Irish republic and the United Kingdom. Initially 10,000 
Protestant and Catholic women marched together in Belfast, then 27,000 
marching along Shankill Road in Belfast, 50,000 in Dublin and more than a 
hundred thousand came to march for peace in London Rally from Hyde Park 
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 to Trafalgar Square (Lehmann 2011). Within three months, in November 
1976, the Peace People was given ‘People’s Peace Prize’ in Norway, and 
next year in 1977 Betty Williams and Mairead Corrigan were awarded the 
prestigious Nobel Peace Prize (Fannin 1986). However, soon after the award 
of the Nobel Peace Prize, Peace People lost its previous attraction and mass 
support as internal differences plagued the organization. 
Overall in the 1970s despite the rise of several IPPC groups, citizen’s 
peacebuilding was unable to make a meaningful difference in the overall 
situation. For those fledgling IPPC groups it was more an issue of keeping 
their programmes intact and surviving in those difficult times than making 
joint strategies for addressing the root causes of the conflict. Nevertheless, 
work done in the 1970s was very important. IPPC organizations gained 
valuable experience working in the communities, building their capacity and 
skills in IPPC and enhance their reputation and trust among communities. 
 
4.3.2. Developments of IPPC based peacebuilding in the 1980s 
By the early 1980s, IPPC groups working in Northern Ireland started to 
realize from their experience that it was not enough to simply facilitate 
contact between Catholic and Protestant communities. Bloomfield claims by 
the early 1980s the idea of ‘focused community relations work’ began in 
Northern Ireland (1997:63). He gives the example of holiday groups which 
had changed their brief encounter programme to more developed long-term 
programmes that maintained cross community contact throughout the year. 
Overall, Bloomfield says, the focus of IPPC groups changed from simply 
concentrating on similarities and playing down differences to more directly 
addressing of those differences in focused discussions (Bloomfield, 1997). 
However, Fitzduff underscores the significance of contact work and says 
‘focused group work’ can best be done where some initial contact work is 
already done because contact work creates willingness among communities 
to take part in focus work (1993:3). Thus it means by the1980s IPPC based 
citizen’s peacebuilding through its contact work was able to prepare the 
ground in Northern Ireland for more focused community relations work. 
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By the mid 1980s IPPC groups had grown in number and their popular 
support. According to one study undertaken in 1985, there were about forty-
seven peace groups working in Ireland at that point (Frazer and Fitzduff 
1986). This figure kept growing throughout the 1980s, as several new IPPC 
organizations were launched to promote inter-communal contact and change 
the adversarial relations between Catholic and Protestant communities in the 
1980s. The committee on the Administration of Justice (CAJ) was founded in 
1981, the Quaker House Belfast formed in 1982 and Peace Train was 
established in 1989. 
Another important development of the 1980s was the beginning of 
reforms in education system and inauguration of integrated schools in 
Northern Ireland. The Department of Education for Northern Ireland had set 
up its Education for Mutual Understanding (EMU) programme in the 1980s to 
develop more pluralistic and inclusive approach in the curriculum, and 
promote teaching a balanced view of Irish history in schools (Frazer and 
Morgan 1999). Logan College was founded in 1981 as a first integrated 
school by an IPPC group called All Children Together (ACT). Moreover, the 
Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education (NICIE) was launched in 
1987 to help the parents who wanted to open integrated schools in Northern 
Ireland (NICIE official website). 
By the mid 1980s, the then British government and the government of 
Northern Ireland had learnt from the failure of the Ministry and Northern 
Ireland Community Relations Commission (NICRC) experiment. This time 
around before launching Central Community Relations Unit within the 
Northern Ireland Office in 1987, wide ranging consultations and research was 
undertaken. The Standing Advisory Commission on Human Rights 
(SACHER) was formed in 1986 to prepare a comprehensive report on 
community relations in Northern Ireland in consultation with all important 
agencies and people in Northern Ireland and beyond (Bloomfield 1997). The 
SACHER prepared a comprehensive report on community relations and 
recognised the importance of inter-communal contact work as an important 
step towards improving community relations (Frazer and Fitzduff 1986). 
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Apart from SACHER report and the Department of Education for 
Northern Ireland report, according to Bloomfield (1997), Fitzduff’s paper, “A 
Typology of Community Relations Work and Contextual Necessities” 
published in 1989, provided the first solid basis on which future community 
relations could be based in Northern Ireland. In this paper Fitzduff (1989) 
bridged the gap between theory and practice of community relations work by 
developing a comprehensive typology of community relations work and 
categorizing the practical projects in Northern Ireland accordingly. Fitzduff 
drew a comprehensive picture of community relations work connecting even 
sectors, which were normally not seen as the agents of peacebuilding. That’s 
why when Community Relations Council (CRC) was launched in 1990 
Fitzduff was made its first director. She started the CRC work on the basis of 
same typology. We shall discuss this typology in detail in coming pages. 
 
4.3.3. Developments of IPPC based peacebuilding in post-CRC phase 
In the 1990s the biggest development in the context of community 
relations in Northern Ireland was the establishment of the Community 
Relations Council (CRC). The CRC was inaugurated in January 1990 as ‘an 
independent company and a registered charity’. Although 90% of CRC 
money comes through the government (which includes massive support from 
European sources), yet, unlike Northern Ireland Community Relations 
Commission (NICRC), it was not controlled by any ministry within the Irish 
government or by the British government (Bloomfield 1990). Despite its 
complete reliance on government for funding, the CRC was able to convince 
both Catholic and Protestant groups, working on community relations, about 
its independence and fairness. The CRC was able to achieve the confidence 
of both communities because of its structure, which allowed little interference 
from the government and provided a membership and role to the IPPC 
groups in the decision-making of the CRC. This structure is discussed in 
some detail on later pages. 
The CRC people do not work on ground to implement community 
relations projects rather their job is restricted to helping and guiding all 
community organizations in their contact work, which have the capacity to do  
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something (CRC 1991). Soon CRC emerged as a core funding and 
regulating agency for most of the community relations networks. The 
emergence of CRC as a focal point in the early 1990s, around which the 
whole activity of community relations in Northern Ireland could revolve, was 
the most important development in the context of promoting citizen’s 
peacebuilding in Northern Ireland. As CRC became a hub of the web process 
in Northern Ireland, therefore, it is discussed in more detail in later pages. 
In the early 1990s Central Community Relations Unit (CCRU) launched 
a grassroots plan to involve 26 elected local district councils in cross-
community programmes in Northern Ireland. The government funding was 
provided for each local district council making it conditional upon developing 
a cross-community programme in their locality (Fitzduff 2002). This initiative 
was not well received in councils in the beginning, but later on it proved to be 
one of the success stories. Some high profile events like large community 
festival, inter-school sports projects, cross-community music and drama 
festivals and some focused community relations work projects were designed 
and implemented by the local district councils in their localities. CCRU takes 
pride in the success of this initiative, as some random population surveys 
have revealed that people’s perception about community relations improved 
in those areas where these projects were operational for at least two years 
(Fitzduff 2002). 
Women’s Information Group was established in the early 1990s that 
started with non-political issues like crèche provision, education etc, but soon 
they started picking up contentious issues like policing (Fitzduff 2002). In 
1996, women groups were even able to come up with a political party of their 
own named Northern Ireland Women's Coalition, which was able to win two 
seats in Northern Ireland’s election in 1996. The 1990s also saw significant 
growth of church-based organizations, like the Evangelical Conference on 
Northern Ireland, the Young Men’s Christian Association and Youthlink 
working on issues of cross-community contact, tolerance and youth work 
(Fitzduff 2002). 
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Promoting community relations through sports was another area which 
was developed in the 1990s. In Northern Ireland previously sports was used 
to reinforce divisions than to unite communities, however, in 1991 CRC and 
Sports Council started working together to enhance the positive role of sports 
(Fitzduff 2002). In 1995, a full time community-relations officer was appointed 
for this purpose. 
In 1988, the Cultural Traditions Group was launched to promote cultural 
diversity of Northern Ireland. In 1991, this group started organising Cultural 
Traditional Fair in Belfast, which became a regular event and was taken to 
several locations in Northern Ireland. Moreover, ‘Families Against 
Intimidation and Terror’ was formed in 1990 to stop paramilitary 
“punishments” and intimidations against civilians in Northern Ireland. It 
attracted members from both sides (Catholic/nationalist and 
Protestant/unionist) and campaigned and lobby against human right 
violations, joy-riding and drug dealings committed by the paramilitary forces 
(Cochrane and Dunn 2002). 
The IPPC based community relations organizations in Northern Ireland 
did not play any direct role in negotiations leading to Good Friday Agreement 
1998, but several studies suggest they helped creating conditions that were 
necessary for such an agreement. The community relations networks helped 
in bringing the public support for the peace process and later on selling the 
agreement in the community. The support of the peace groups was not alone 
instrumental in getting the required numbers in the referendum in favour of 
Good Friday Agreement, but CRC networks also helped containing the role 
of spoilers during difficulties in implementation of the agreement. The 
developments in the 1990s will be discussed in more detail in later section. 
The role of IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding did not end at the successful 
conclusion of Belfast agreement rather their work entered a new phase which 
is equally important. Apart from the regular cross-community contact work, 
youth work, single identity work and education work, in the post-agreement 
phase the rehabilitation and reconciliation of victims/survivors and “dealing 
with the past” also required a special attention. Moreover, new priority areas 
emerged, like some studies show segregation and sectarianism was growing 
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 in Northern Ireland in post-agreement phase because of the power-sharing 
mechanisms, which seem to recognise the differences rather than bridging 
the distance between the two communities (MacAllister and Hayes 2012). 
Therefore, despite all efforts only 6.5% children are educated in integrated 
schools in Northern Ireland and most of the art, sports and cultural activities 
are still closely associated with communal identities (Nolan 2012). Hence in 
post-agreement phase much more emphasis is required on promoting social 
cohesion and integration of Catholic and Protestant communities to address 
the issues of communal division in Northern Ireland. 
 
4.4. The IPPC theoretical framework applied on citizens’ 
peacebuilding in Northern Ireland 
In this section, the theoretical framework of IPPC formulated in chapter 
three is applied on citizen’s peacebuilding or “community relations” network 
in Northern Ireland. I shall study how IPPC based community relations 
network created a web process and tried to integrate Catholic and Protestant 
communities in Northern Ireland. Moreover, I shall examine how middle 
range and grassroots IPPC initiatives are used to integrate Northern Ireland 
horizontally and vertically. 
4.4.1. The Web Process in Northern Ireland 
When we look at the web process in the context of the development of 
community relations in Northern Ireland, we can see in the real sense it could 
only start after 1990 when Community Relations Council (CRC) emerged as 
a focal point or, what Lederach (2005) terms, the hub in the web process. 
The emergence of CRC as the hub of the community relations network in the 
1990s ushered a new era of IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding in Northern 
Ireland. Nevertheless, the developments before the 1990s were not less 
important either because without the groundwork, which was done in 
the1970s and the 1980s, the developments of the 1990s in Northern Ireland 
were impossible to imagine. 
Before the establishment of CRC in 1990, in 1974 citizens’ community 
relations groups tried to create a hub or an umbrella organization called 
Northern Ireland Peace Forum (NIPF). NIPF was able to attract eighteen  
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members, which included big names of those days, Corrymeelaa, Protestant 
and Catholic Encounter (PACE), East Belfast Community Council and 
Women Together. But despite being on paper for fourteen long years, this 
forum failed to develop the umbrella organization role (Bloomfield 1997). 
Bloomfield (1997) gives “the diversity of goals and methods” among member 
organizations as major reason for NIPF failure. But in my opinion NIPF’s 
inability to emerge as a major source of funding must have been one of the 
big reasons for its failure because the hub must add something to its 
members otherwise they will not take hub seriously. 
The phase of the.1970s and the.1980s was very important phase of 
community relations in Northern Ireland. It can rightly be termed as the 
formative phase in the web process (for developments in this phase see 
section 4.1). Lederach’s web process kicks off with a hub already in place, 
but in real conflict situations the creation or emergence of the hub in itself is a 
big task. For emergence of hub a good deal of ground work is required. The 
hub needs enough of the IPPC platforms at its disposal that it can use to 
reach out to different levels in the conflicting communities. In fact, apart from 
several other causes, unavailability of enough IPPC platforms could be one 
of the important reasons behind the failure of the Northern Ireland 
Community Relations Commission (NICRC) in 1974. There was a big 
difference between the initial conditions at the time of the establishment of 
NICRC and CRC. The work done on ground and capacity built by IPPC 
organization in the 1970s and the 1980s was the biggest asset of the 
community relations networks when CRC was launched in 1990. 
For starting the web process spider needs to identify the anchor points, 
for the web process. Here word spider is used in a metaphorical sense which 
symbolises all IPPC based community work. IPPC based community 
relations networks during the 1970s and the 1980s had identified some of the 
important anchor points and had started working in those areas, but they 
never tried to create a collective picture of those anchor points and their 
efforts to reach them. They all were doing what they thought could be helpful 
in promoting sustainable peace, but they seldom coordinated or cooperated 
with each other. In 1989, just one year before launching of the CRC, Fitzduff 
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 (1989) provided the holistic picture of all possible anchor points and the 
arms which could help reaching them. This provided a theoretical basis for 
the CRC to launch a proper web process in the 1990s. 
Mari Fitzduff in a pamphlet “Approaches to Community Relations Work” 
(1989 and 1993) classified the community relations work in Northern Ireland 
and formulated a typology which was later used by CRC as the anchor points 
in the web process. Furthermore, the examples of community relations 
organizations identified by her, which could carry out that work, were the 
arms or threads that would be used to reach out those anchor points. Later 
on, when she became the first director of CRC, Fitzduff started implementing 
the web process by using those arms to reach out the already identified 
anchor points. 
There is no clear-cut evidence available that may suggest peace-
builders in Northern Ireland consciously applied Lederach’s web approach to 
build peace in their country; nonetheless, there is enough evidence available 
showing that Lederach’s web approach and conflict transformation models 
must have an impact on peacebuilding efforts in Northern Ireland. Lederach 
has been a frequent visitor to Northern Ireland since 1992, has worked with 
most of the peace activists there and been a staunch supporter of local 
peacebuilding efforts of the peace activists in Northern Ireland (Lofton 2009). 
Moreover, in the 1990s the whole generation of peacebuilding practitioners 
including practitioners in Northern Ireland were influenced by Lederach’s 
transformative peacebuilding theory emphasising the role of local actors 
(Paffenholz 2013). Here I argue that Marie Fitzduff’s “Approaches to 
Community Relations work” (1989 and 1993) is completely in line with conflict 
transformation approach, as it focuses on empowering the local actors and 
CRC working as a hub of IPPC based peacebuilding in Northern Ireland and 
follows the web approach model. 
Fitzduff (1993) divided community relations work in Northern Ireland 
into two broad categories, which were further divided into thirteen sub-
categories. The first broad category was “focused community relations work” 
and the second one was “contextual community relations work”. The focused 
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 community relations work was divided into eight sub-categories, which 
included mutual understanding work, anti-sectarian work, anti-intimidation 
work, cultural traditions work, justice and rights work, political options work, 
inter-church work, and conflict resolution work. On the other hand, the 
contextual community relations work was divided into five sub-categories 
named as community development, trusted and accessible security forces, 
pluralist environments, targeting social need, and training in critical thinking. 
The contextual community relations work is the work which Fitzduff (1993) 
considers necessary parallel to the focused work because without this work, 
she says, the focused work will have limited impact. 
I shall briefly touch upon some of those sub-categories to show how 
exhaustive was the definition of community relations work in Northern Ireland 
as developed by Fitzduff and pursued by the CRC as a hub of all this activity. 
The mutual understanding work is the largest sub-category, as it includes all 
work which promotes mutual understanding and decreases ignorance, 
prejudice and stereotypes between conflicting communities. It includes 
contact work (inter-community contact), collective issues work (women 
groups, trade unions, economic/business interests etc), single identity work 
(intra community work) and neutral venues work (finding or creating neutral 
venues). Corymeela, Youth Action, integrated schools, holiday projects, 
Women’s Information Group, Prisoner’s Concern Group, and Sports Council 
community relations programme are some of the examples of the mutual 
understanding work that was undertaken in Northern Ireland. 
Anti-sectarian work addresses sectarianism and discriminations at 
individual or structural levels in public or private agencies and institutions. 
Playboard anti-sectarian project and Counteract are the examples of anti-
sectarian work. Anti-intimidation work pertains to reducing chances of 
harassment, bullying and use of force or fear to get something done, and it 
includes within community intimidation, inter-community intimidation and 
security force harassment. Counteract, the Anti-Intimidation unit of Irish 
Congress of Trade Unions, and Families Against Intimidation and Terror 
(FAIT) are some of the examples in Northern Ireland in this regard. 
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The cultural traditions work is another important component of mutual 
understanding, which promotes local community music, art and literature that 
play role in improving acceptance of cultural diversity, and celebrating shared 
values and traditions. Cultural Traditions Group, Ulster Society, Charabanc 
Theatre, different drums project, Echoes Exhibition are a few examples in 
this regard. The political options work tries to directly involve larger 
community in discussions about finding alternative solutions, which may 
satisfy the “valid aspirations” of both communities (Fitzduff 1993). New 
Ireland Group, Initiative_92, Quaker House meetings, and Corrymeela 
political conferences have been used for this purpose. On the other hand, 
conflict resolution work includes finding new approaches for conflict 
resolution and promoting research, training and skills development of peace 
practitioners. Conflict Mediation Network, Non-violent Action Training Group 
and Quaker are actively working in this sphere in Northern Ireland. 
Fitzduff saw community relations work in its broadest sense. She even 
included those social agencies and organizations in CRC community work 
which did not have any overt desire to target community relations but had the 
capacity to deliver something for promoting community relations (CRC 1991). 
She told Bloomfield in an interview that if CRC like they can add almost 
anything connected to community work. (Bloomfield 1997) 
This holistic picture of community relations created by Fitzduff helped 
CRC to build up the web process in Northern Ireland in the 1990s. The 
anchor points (the eight sub-categories of the focused community relations 
work) and the arms, which could be used to reach those anchor points (the 
examples of IPPC groups and organizations working in these categories), 
were thus identified. Moreover, with CRC in full operation the hub was put in 
place as well. Despite proximity to the government, as most of the funding 
was routed through the government sources, the CRC was able to maintain 
its independence because of its membership criteria and structure. The two-
thirds of CRC members came from the community groups broadly 
representing all communities in Northern Ireland. Since 2000 all members 
now come from the community relations IPPC groups, as the places of 
government nominees (one-third of the total) go vacant (CRC 2007). This 
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 was a key factor in CRC being willingly accepted as a hub by the whole 
variety of community relations organizations and the both Catholic and 
Protestant communities at large in Northern Ireland. 
Thus by the early 1990s the frame A of the web process was complete 
in Northern Ireland as the core structure of the community relations web — a 
simple star like structure was already developed. The community relations in 
all eight sub-categories (the anchor points) were being pursued by various 
IPPC community organizations (the threads), which were connected and 
coordinated through the CRC (the hub). Hence in other words the basic 
structure of the community relations in Northern Ireland was then complete 
by the early 1990s. 
In the 1990s soon after the Community Relations Council (CRC) had 
developed its roots in Northern Ireland, the work on frame B of the 
community relations web had started. The structure of the web of community 
relations in Northern Ireland was becoming clearer as time passed. CRC had 
started promoting all those anchor points of community relations which were 
identified by Fitzduff (1989 and 1993) with the help of the threads/arms 
already identified. We observed that the 1990s saw massive increase in 
IPPC based community relations activity in Northern Ireland which can be 
attributed to the web making process started by the IPPC based community 
groups with CRC as their hub. In Northern Ireland the number of civil society 
organizations working for community relations increased about threefold in 
the span of fifteen years, from forty-seven in 1985-86 to 130 by the year of 
2001 (Fitzduff 2002). Moreover, in the 1990s the wide range of new activities 
were added to the community relations work, and the ones already in 
operation showed good progress. Like Education for Mutual Understanding 
(EMU) and Cultural Heritage programme, launched in the 1980s, became a 
mandatory part of the schools curricula in 1993 (Fitzduff 2002). 
As these activities were being coordinated and funded through CRC, 
therefore, the hub — the bond between community networks and CRC — 
was becoming stronger and the structure of the web was also developing. 
Slowly and steadily community relations work was becoming a component 
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 part of even those social relationships which originally did not focus on 
community relations per se (Bloomfield 1997). Like Northern Ireland Council 
for Voluntary Action, the Workers’ Education Association and East Belfast 
Community Development Centre, which were included in the Index of the 
Peace Groups because they had appointed community training officer 
(Bloomfield 1997:161). 
The CRC was not a centralized hub as it allowed IPPC based 
community relations groups to maintain, what Lederach (2005) calls, a 
“localized independence”. IPPC based community groups enjoyed full 
independence at local level in making strategies, and organizing and 
implementing their programmes. Nevertheless, CRC was able to keep a 
good check on IPPC based community groups because of the leverage it 
enjoyed being a major funding agency for the community relations work in 
Northern Ireland. Bloomfiled (1997) says the role of CRC along with Central 
Community Relations Unit (CCRU) as funder holds key in accountability and 
monitoring of the community relations work in Northern Ireland that surely 
helps in making the community relations work result-oriented there. We know 
it has been one of the major criticisms on unofficial diplomacy and people-to-
people contact that they seldom are able to show concrete results. In the 
case of Northern Ireland, CRC has made it a habit to produce annual reports 
regularly and show the results and spending in different sectors and 
organizations of community relations. Since 2012 CRC has started publishing 
a comprehensive annual report called “The Northern Ireland Peace 
Monitoring Report”, which provides scholarly assessment of the community 
relations work in Northern Ireland. 
The frame B of the web process was complete by the time the Belfast 
agreement was signed, as by then the community relations were able to 
determine its boundaries and strengthen its bonding with the hub. Moreover,  
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the community relations work had found a rightful place in the social 
relationships within conflicting communities in Northern Ireland, and had 
become strong enough to face any difficult situations which might come in its 
way. By the late 1990s the community relations work had gained immense 
respectability and a public profile in the eyes of the people of Northern 
Ireland. Since 1998 when Good Friday Agreement was signed the web of 
community relations in Northern Ireland had become strong enough to 
survive any adverse conditions which may arise as a result of violent actions 
of the spoilers. It is difficult to measure quantitatively how far IPPC based 
community relations in Northern Ireland can be credited for this, but it is often 
described as the biggest success of community relations there because, 
despite several violent incidents and hiccups in the peace process, wide 
spread and prolonged violence has not returned back to Northern Ireland 
since the signing of the Belfast agreement in 1998. 
Since 1998 we can say the web process of IPPC based community 
relations are in frame C stage. The structure of the web is being solidified by 
consistently filling gaps in the web of community relations. Over the years, 
growth of IPPC based community relations groups has not just continued in 
post-agreement phase, rather it has exponentially multiplied in this phase. 
According to the assessment of the Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary 
Action, the number of voluntary community organizations working in Northern 
Ireland was 4,700 in 2008 including 84.6% indigenous groups (Nolan 2012). 
On the other hand Belloni (2010) points out some of the limitations on the 
role of civil society in post agreement scenario as some of the important 
tasks that were previously performed by civil society groups were then 
assigned to different agencies as part of the settlement. For example, 
monitoring human rights was delegated to Northern Ireland Human Rights 
Commission and equality work was assigned to Equality commission, which 
monitored the promotion of equality by public bodies. But despite that there is 
a lot more which requires attention of the community groups. 
The violence has not subsided completely despite all the efforts of 
community groups over these many years, and it still revisits Northern Ireland 
after every few years. Despite relative improvement in all nine categories of  
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mutual work identified by Fitzduff (1989), communal divisions still loom large 
in day-to-day life in Northern Ireland. The first “The Northern Ireland Peace 
Monitoring Report” of CRC, published in 2012, described residential 
separation between Catholics and Protestants as a “central fact of life” in 
Northern Ireland, as they reported 90% of estates are single identity (Nolan 
2012:149). By the year 2010/2011 there were sixty-one integrated schools in 
Northern Ireland, including twenty second-level colleges and forty-one 
primary schools, and the share of integrated schools as a percentage of total 
enrolments is still only 6.7% (Nolan 2012:153-154). 
No doubt IPPC based community relations web making is a process not 
an event. Therefore, the job is never finished it has to continue in the wake of 
the new challenges which keep emerging. The challenge for IPPC based 
community relations in Northern Ireland is huge. Especially when the goal is 
not just preparing the communities to “respect the different cultures” or the 
“mutual accommodation of the divided community” but to “build a strong and 
shared community” that “need to learn, live, work and play together” (Belfast 
Telegraph, 29/10/2010).  
 
4.4.2. Promoting horizontal integration in Northern Ireland 
According to the theoretical model, developed in chapter one, the 
horizontal integration means that all three levels of the conflicting 
communities are required to be integrated with each other. In other words the 
top level leadership of the Catholic community should be integrated with the 
top level leadership of the Protestant community in Northern Ireland, and 
similarly the middle range and the grassroots with the middle range and the 
grassroots of the other community, respectively. The horizontal integration 
between parties at the top level is basically a responsibility of the track-one 
negotiation framework which does not fall within the purview of IPPC or in the 
context of Northern Ireland, within community relations framework. In 
Northern Ireland also this sphere is taken care of by the track-one official 
negotiations or, what Bloomfield (1997) calls, the “structural” approach. 
Integration between middle range leadership of the two sides is most 
important in web approach because as we know in the web approach, unlike  
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bottom-up and top-down approaches, middle range plays the central role. It 
is the middle range which connects top level with the grassroots and 
organises interventions at the middle range and the grassroots levels. In 
Northern Ireland almost all of the IPPC based community relations 
interventions are implemented by the middle range leadership of the Catholic 
and Protestant communities as well. Even purely grassroots initiatives like 
local district level projects are run by the middle range actors. Without 
integration between middle range leadership of the two sides, all other 
community relations interventions are impossible to materialize because in 
IPPC middle range is the driving force in all kinds of interventions. Therefore, 
the presence of so many IPPC initiatives in Northern Ireland in itself shows 
integration between middle range leadership of the two sides is good. 
CRC is one of the biggest sources of middle range integration in 
Northern Ireland. It brings middle range leadership working on community 
relations projects all over Northern Ireland on one platform. In fact as a hub 
CRC is the centre of the whole activity of middle range interactions between 
the two communities. Moreover, over the years CRC has helped in capacity-
building and increasing the size of middle range actors in community 
relations work in Northern Ireland by providing opportunities and platforms for 
the skill development and training of IPPC based community organizations 
and key individuals involved in such programmes. However, CRC no more 
carries training programmes on its own because it believes that there is 
already considerable expertise on conflict-resolution training available in 
Northern Ireland. Now CRC is focusing on empowering other organizations to 
take this responsibility (Nolan 2012). 
Apart from this, professional linkages between conflicting communities 
are also a major source of middle range horizontal integration. In Northern 
Ireland, women organizations, trade unions, journalists, sports organizations 
(like Irish Football Association), artists, conflict resolution practitioners, 
human rights activists and lawyers all have their strong cross-community  
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contacts and organizational structures. Those structures play key role in 
integrating the middle range of the two communities in Northern Ireland. 
Looking at the size and scope of community relations in Northern 
Ireland, we can say, in general horizontal integration at the middle range 
level is quite effective. But the recurrence of sporadic violence in every three 
to five years shows there is still a ground for the improvement at this level. 
No doubt Northern Ireland needs far stronger middle range horizontal 
integration to “build a strong and shared community”. Achieving horizontal 
integration at the grassroots level is the toughest part of the web process. It 
is the toughest part because it is extremely difficult to cover the whole area, 
as it is the largest part on Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding because it 
includes the real mass of the population on the both sides. When we look at 
the IPPC based community relations in Northern Ireland there is an obvious 
focus on grassroots integration. Right from the birth of Corrymeela in 1965 
there has been a very strong segment on grassroots integration (see 
development section for details of grassroots activities). Several holiday 
groups, women groups, cultural promotion groups and several youth 
initiatives tried to involve the grassroots on the basis of contact hypothesis. In 
the late 1970s mercurial rise of Peace People attracted large crowds, and it 
emerged as the most powerful voice at that time for peace in Northern 
Ireland. The Peace People movement had faded by 1980, but it was able to 
show what grassroots peacebuilding could deliver for peace. The Peace 
Train, which travelled between Belfast and Dublin in the late 1980s, and the 
introduction of integrated schools were other attempts to integrate 
communities at the grassroots. 
Some very creative ideas have been used in Northern Ireland to 
integrate the conflicting communities at the grassroots level. The Central 
Community Relations Unit’s (CCRU) initiative to involve the twenty-six district 
councils in Northern Ireland in cross community programmes has been one 
of the most successful initiatives in this regard. Sports, especially football, 
which had been a divisive force between communities, were also used as an 
instrument of peacebuilding in Northern Ireland. Similarly, since its formation 
in 1988, Tinderbox Theatre Company is using theatre, music and dance to  
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build peace and integrate the grassroots in Northern Ireland. Moreover, 
organizations and work in all nine categories, identified by Fitzduff (1989 and 
1993) as mutual understanding work, mostly help horizontal integration at the 
grassroots. More and more initiatives are being launched in Northern Ireland 
especially in the post Belfast agreement phase to integrate the grassroots 
horizontally. 
This gives just a glimpse of the community relations work, which is 
being carried out in Northern Ireland in the context of horizontal integration. 
Most of the writers on community relations in Northern Ireland agree that 
grassroots community work in Northern Ireland plays an important role in 
improving the tolerance level between the two communities and making 
peace sustainable in Northern Ireland. But when one asks is this good 
enough? The answer is “no”, because all critics, scholars and practitioners of 
community relations work in Northern Ireland feel they still have to go a long 
way to create a society in Northern Ireland that was enshrined in 2005 
community relations policy document, “A Shared Future: Policy and Strategic 
Framework for Good Relations in Northern Ireland” that says, 
“The establishment over time of a normal, civic society, in which all 
individuals are considered as equals, where differences are resolved 
through dialogue in the public sphere, and where all people are treated 
impartially. A society where there is equity, respect for diversity and 
recognition of our interdependence.” (OFMDFM 2005:07) 
 
4.4.3. Promoting vertical integration in Northern Ireland 
In vertical integration the grassroots level communities and the local 
leadership are connected to the other levels up to the more visible top level 
leadership and the peace process. According to the web approach model 
that we developed in chapter two, the top and grassroots levels are 
connected by the vertical capacity of the middle range leadership. Middle 
range leaders have strong links with the top level leadership because of their 
institutional, professional or personal positions. They then use these links in 
their IPPC based community relations work to connect the top level with the 
grassroots. In conflicts like Northern Ireland where adversary communities 
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 live side by side with each other, vertical and horizontal integration can take 
place simultaneously. Therefore, it becomes extremely difficult to separate 
the two at times. Like the grassroots community, work undertaken by district 
councils is horizontal because it connects the two adversarial communities. 
However, at the same time it is vertical as well because it connects local 
communities with the government. 
Here again CRC plays a critical role in the vertical integration of local 
communities. We know most of the funding for CRC comes through 
government, and CRC has a very strong connection with the governments in 
Belfast and London. Being a hub of the community relations work in Northern 
Ireland, CRC possesses even stronger connection with the middle range and 
grassroots workers of the community relations work there. When we look at 
the whole range of work that CRC undertakes it becomes obvious that CRC 
is a kind of bridge between government and the grassroots communities in 
Northern Ireland. The CRC extensively publishes reports on whole range of 
activities in the context of community relations work in Northern Ireland, 
which informs and guides the policy formulation and strategies of the 
government regarding community relations. On the other hand CRC brings 
the issues and concerns from official negotiations into the public debate 
through its community relations work. Moreover, CRC possesses a financial 
clout over community relations organizations, which helps CRC to hold 
community relations organizations accountable for their actions and 
spending. 
Several professional associations of people in Northern Ireland working 
in different sectors like law, health and journalism cross cutting the class and 
the identity divides (making it horizontal as well) may also help in improving 
vertical integration among adversarial communities. Like National Union of 
Journalists in Northern Ireland connects journalists from the local grassroots 
level with the journalists at the top level cross cutting their identity divides. 
Apart from this, the women organizations, cross cutting the class and identity 
divides, have been very active in Northern Ireland in the community relations 
work. 
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Moreover, in most of the grassroots interventions of IPPC based 
community relations work people from different levels interact with each 
other. For example, Cultural Traditions group has been organising Cultural 
Traditions Fair regularly in Belfast since 1991, which is attended by different 
people from the grassroots, the middle range and the top level as well. Apart 
from providing opportunities to the grassroots communities to interact directly 
with the middle range and the top level, it is perhaps even more worthwhile to 
do something for the grassroots, which addresses their real issues. This 
surely helps in integrating the grassroots with the top level peace process. All 
of the community relations work in following categories, which includes anti-
sectarian work, anti-intimidation work, and justice and rights work, surely 
helps in integrating local grassroots communities with the top level peace 
process. 
It is widely accepted now, even by the protagonists of the top-down 
approach, that some kind of popular support or at least acquiescence at the 
grassroots is necessary for a negotiated settlement to survive. In other words 
it means that the vertical integration of the top level negotiations with the 
grassroots to certain level is necessary for the success of a peace process. 
This is exactly what made the difference between the Sunningdale 
Agreement 1973 and the Good Friday Agreement 1998. Mari Fitzduff, the fist 
director of CRC, had told Hancock (2008) in an interview that creating a 
supportive environment for the peace process was the main idea behind the 
creation of CRC in 1990. 
By 1998 the IPPC based community relations network in Northern 
Ireland had helped in creating a supportive environment, which was 
necessary for the success of the peace process. There also must be several 
other factors behind this supportive environment, like fatigue on the both 
sides because of the apparently unending conflict, the end of cold war, 
increased role of USA and EU in Northern Ireland etc. Nevertheless, it can be 
rightfully argued that IPPC based community relations had a certain role in 
creation of this supportive environment. This support was evident in 
widespread rallies, which were organised in Northern Ireland in the wake of 
the failure of the first IRA ceasefire to push for the continuation of the peace 
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 process (Hancock 2008). This support was even more evident in the results 
of the referendum, where 94.4% voted in the favour of Good Friday 
Agreement in the Republic of Ireland and 71.1% approved the agreement in 
the Northern Ireland. Nevertheless, a lot more community relations work 
would be required to integrate grassroots communities with the top level to 
achieve a stage where integration and equal participation in all spheres 
becomes a routine part of people’s lives in Northern Ireland. 
Hence, the application of Lederach’s web process model on community 
relations framework in Northern Ireland shows by the time when Good Friday 
Agreement was signed at the highest negotiation level in 1998, the IPPC 
based community relations framework had already completed the frame A 
and frame B of the web process. The community relations framework had 
configured the important anchor points at all three levels with a proper hub in 
the shape of CRC already in place since 1990. Moreover, the basic structure 
of the community relations work was in place within the both communities, 
and the community relations work had already gained immense respectability 
in the eyes of the conflicting communities. Despite the hurdles in the 
implementation of the Good Friday Agreement in the post-agreement 
scenario, community relations kept growing, a clear sign that people’s faith in 
peace did not dwindle during those critical situations. It was also observed 
that the community relations framework achieved a certain level of horizontal 
and vertical integration between the Catholic and the Protestant communities 
in Northern Ireland. This had strengthened the ability of the peace process to 
sustain any violent attempts from the spoilers to derail the peace process. 
 
4.5. The contribution of Northern Ireland case study to the thesis 
In this section we will look at what does Northern Ireland case study 
contribute to the theoretical part of this research and what lessons could be 
drawn for the India and Pakistan case studies. 
 
4.5.1. Contribution on the theoretical side 
In this chapter web approach model has been used to study the 
progress of IPPC interventions in Northern Ireland and to see how it worked 
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 on ground in a particular conflict setting. The Northern Ireland case study 
was specially chosen to understand what success constitutes in IPPC 
interventions, and to determine how all three frames of the web process may 
be recognised in a real conflict situation. However, in Northern Ireland case 
study one major limitation of Lederach’s web approach model is identified. 
Lederach’s web approach model assumes the existence of a “strong central 
hub”, which connects all IPPC interventions. Lederach’s web process starts 
with a strong central hub already in place assuming all IPPC activities are 
regulated through the strong central hub. But the IPPC practice in Northern 
Ireland conflict shows the web process can never be so clean and 
sophisticated, and that IPPC interventions require a good level of maturity for 
‘strong central hub’ to emerge. In fact, almost the whole frame A of the web 
process is completed to facilitate the emergence of ‘strong central hub’ 
because if there are no anchor points what is the point for establishing a 
central hub. Once ‘strong central hub’ is in its place, IPPC interventions pick 
up great pace and web process enters frame B. In frame B, IPPC helps in 
making the public opinion ready for negotiated settlement. By the end of 
frame B the ground is ready for a peace agreement that may be acceptable 
to the vast majorities among the parties. Frame C only gets underway when 
peace agreement is already in place because unless a negotiated settlement 
is made at the top it is not possible to fill up the remaining gaps. In frame C 
remaining gaps are filled up and web process is strengthened to make peace 
durable and sustainable. 
Lederach (2005) has not explained in clear terms what he means from 
a ‘strong central hub’. Lederach says strong central hub creates 
“coordination” between different “interdependent connections” that enjoy 
“localised independence” without centralization (Lederach 2005:83). In 
Northern Ireland case study, CRC fits to the role of, what Lederach called, 
‘strong central hub’, as it coordinates all IPPC interventions in Northern 
Ireland, provides them a common platform, encourages strategic networking, 
keeps a check while different groups maintain their localised independence 
and adds something financially and qualitatively to the IPPC initiatives in 
Northern Ireland. 
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Hence if we want to define Lederach’s ‘strong central hub’ it should 
have these characteristics. Firstly, it must bind most of the IPPC interventions 
working on the conflict into some sort of formal association, secondly, 
establish a representative structure, thirdly, keep a check on IPPC groups, 
fourthly, add something financially or otherwise to the work of IPPC 
interventions of other peace groups so that it has some leverage on them, 
and fifthly, the hub should not be centralized as local IPPC groups must 
maintain their ‘localized independence’. 
The experience of IPPC in different conflict situations tells us that 
emergence of a strong central hub is one of the most important and difficult 
steps in itself towards building a strong ‘web process’. The importance of 
‘strong central hub’ lies in the fact that without such a hub proper planning of 
IPPC interventions, which Lederach (2005) calls “strategic networking”, is not 
possible. It is ‘strong central hub’ that connects different peace groups, gives 
IPPC a direction, and creates a unified structure for the peacebuilding. 
 
4.5.2. Lessons for IPPC based peacebuilding in India and Pakistan 
Northern Ireland and India-Pakistan conflict have quite a few similarities 
which have already been identified in section 4.1. of this chapter. On the 
other hand there are quite a few differences as well that must be kept in 
mind. One of the most important differences is the Catholic and the 
Protestant communities live side-by-side in Northern Ireland, whereas the 
Indian and the Pakistani communities live in two separate nation-states 
divided by an international border, which had been managed like an Iron 
Curtain of late. The visa regime between India and Pakistan has grown more 
and more stringent after the 1965 war over Kashmir. Specially since the 
1990s when freedom struggle started in Kashmir, and then after 9/11 the visa 
regime has made the movement of people very difficult. The stringent visa 
regime is identified as one of the major hurdles by the IPPC based peace 
groups. This means organising horizontal IPPC interventions between the 
people of India and Pakistan is far more difficult as compared to the Northern 
Ireland. But at the same time it also means, unlike Northern Ireland, Indian 
and Pakistani communities do not need to create “a shared society” because  
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they do not live in a shared society, they just need a “culture of tolerance”, 
which allows a fair and just resolution of their disputes and helps maintaining 
normal bilateral relations. 
Moreover, in the case of Northern Ireland, the British and the 
government at Stormont have facilitated IPPC based community relations, 
whereas in the case of India and Pakistan so far the governments at New 
Delhi and Islamabad have not played any active role, rather at times they 
acted as a hurdle in IPPC based people-to-people contacts. However, in the 
recent past, the policies of the two governments have undergone some 
transformation and hopes are that they might consider supporting IPPC 
based peacebuilding seriously in the new circumstances. 
In the case of Northern Ireland, we have observed CRC’s close 
coordination with the British government and the government in Stormont has 
played a major role in its success. Without the funding from the British 
government and the European Union, it would have been impossible for the 
CRC to play the role of a hub effectively. Moreover, despite CRC’s over 
reliance on the funding from British government and EU, there are no reports 
of extra-ordinary pressure from the Northern Ireland government, the British 
government and EU on it. This provides the Indian and Pakistani 
governments and the international community, who are interested in the 
peacebuilding in this region; a choice that how can they help out in making 
IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding in South Asia a success story. 
Hence lesson for India-Pakistan peacebuilding is, if a web process has 
to be created that involves all three levels within the two countries, then IPPC 
networks will have to think about ways and means to involve and attract the 
governments in New Delhi and Islamabad and the external donors in the 
peacebuilding processes. The peacebuilding at the grassroots is a gigantic 
task; it is far beyond the capacity of common citizens to successfully 
accomplish this task on their own. Drawing lessons from Northern Ireland 
case study, the role of the Indian and the Pakistani governments and 
international community in promoting IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding in 
the region shall be explored in some detail in later chapters. 
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We can draw several other lessons for IPPC based India-Pakistan 
peacebuilding from the relative success of Northern Ireland community 
relations. First of all, the case study of Northern Ireland clearly shows how 
significant is the presence of a strong hub for the IPPC based peacebuilding. 
Without a proper hub it is extremely difficult for the web process to reach the 
grassroots and complete all three stages of the web process. The hub not 
only connects the whole edifice of IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding, but 
also gives a proper shape and direction to it. Monitoring, accountability, 
evaluation and research are other important jobs that hub need to perform. 
Moreover, hub is responsible for strategic planning of IPPC activities without 
which it is very difficult for the IPPC based peacebuilding to involve 
conflicting communities’ at all three levels, and create a strong web of the 
IPPC networks. Thus, creation of a strong hub is the most important lesson 
from Northern Ireland case study for IPPC based peacebuilding, in general, 
and in India-Pakistan, in particular. Learning from the Northern Ireland 
example we shall explore what kind of hub/s can be constructed, what would 
be the most useful and feasible hub for India-Pakistan peacebuilding, and 
what are the prospects of the emergence of such a hub. 
However, this does not mean that successful peacebuilding is not 
possible without a ‘strong central hub’ or all IPPC activity is meaningless if 
they are unable to come up with a strong hub. The IPPC networks of 
Northern Ireland, even before the emergence of CRC in 1990 as a hub, were 
certainly playing a very constructive role which is well documented, and 
recognised by all scholars including Bloomfield (1997) and Fitzduff (2002). 
But at the same time Bloomfield (1997) and Fitzduff (2002) clearly show what 
difference the emergence of CRC as a hub of IPPC made to the 
peacebuilding in Northern Ireland. So the point here is, the hub is critically 
important for the IPPC based peacebuilding because the web process, which 
connects all three levels within conflicting communities and takes 
peacebuilding to the grassroots, becomes very difficult without a proper hub. 
This can also be observed from the relative success of IPPC based 
peacebuilding in Northern Ireland, where the hub existed; and relative failure 
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 of the same process in Cyprus and Israel-Palestine, where it did not exist. 
This difference cannot be entirely attributed to the presence or absence of 
hub, as there must be several other factors playing their role in those 
complex conflict situations, nevertheless, it strengthens the argument that the 
presence of a proper hub makes a difference in IPPC based peacebuilding. 
Looking at a very wide scope of community relations, as defined by 
Fitzduff (1989 and 1993) and implemented by CRC with the help of 
community relations networks, an important lesson for India-Pakistan IPPC 
based peacebuilding is to be more inclusive and exhaustive. Normally, IPPC 
networks do not consider the other public or private organizations, which are 
doing peace work in their own capacity on a different platform, as a part of 
their community or their allies in peace. Northern Ireland case study clearly 
shows how all different shades of peace work, performed by public and 
private institutions can be made part of the web making process of the 
peacebuilding in India and Pakistan. This helps in building the web process 
by recognising each other’s work and coordinating for the same cause — the 
cause of a just peace rather than seeing each other as competitors and 
opponents. 
Another important lesson from Northern Ireland is the proactive role of 
women in peacebuilding. In Northern Ireland community relations work 
women were at the forefront in all spheres. At first, it was the “Women For 
Peace”, founded by Margaret Dougherty in 1972, that played an important 
role in 13-day ceasefire in August 1972 (Morgan 1996). Then Betty Williams 
and Mairead Corrigan Maquire founded “Peace People” in 1976 for which 
they were awarded the prestigious Nobel Peace Prize in 1977. Above all, 
Mari Fitzduff emerged as the chief architects of CRC, which later emerged as 
the hub of the whole community relations work. Fitzduff at first visualised 
CRC as a researcher and later made it a hub in practice as its first director. 
Thus, over the years women have stood out as the leaders of the peace 
movement in Northern Ireland. The women’s role in peacebuilding and peace 
processes is increasingly recognised as critical for the success of the 
peacebuilding processes. Women have always been at the receiving end in 
conflicts as victims, survivors, combatants and heads of the households, but 
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 now the need is to encourage their role as workers, peace activists, and the 
leaders and decision-makers in the conflicts. India-Pakistan IPPC based 
peacebuilding can learn a lot from Northern Ireland in this regard. 
The amount of scholarly research and other literature, which is available 
on Northern Ireland, has been one of the important factors behind the 
success of IPPC based peacebuilding in Northern Ireland. It has been used 
as a very important tool to disseminate information, provide training tools to 
the peace activists, and propagate peacebuilding among masses. Apart from 
the global focus on Northern Ireland conflict, the universities, the research 
institutions and community organizations in Northern Ireland in their own 
capacity have been immensely active in conducting research on every aspect 
of the Northern Ireland conflict. 
The CRC has been one of the major sources of research and 
publications on Northern Ireland since its birth in 1990. Similarly, the Institute 
of Conflict Research, Belfast, has been the other important research 
organization in Northern Ireland. In academic research, the two initiatives of 
the University of Ulster, namely, the International Conflict Research Institute 
(INCORE) and Access Research Knowledge, stand out among all others. 
Moreover, almost every community organization in Northern Ireland 
publishes detailed reports of their activities and maintains research as one of 
their important task. For IPPC based peacebuilding between India and 
Pakistan this is an important lesson because during my fieldwork and 
research on them I found very little evidence of credible research-based 
reports of their activities. 
The Northern Ireland case study provides several new ideas of 
engaging adversarial communities in the peacebuilding and filling the gaps in 
web process. Like the idea of engaging local district councils in the peace 
work is very powerful one. In the case of India-Pakistan peacebuilding, as the 
two communities do not live side-by-side, therefore, Northern Ireland 
example cannot be simply replicated. However, new ways can be found to 
engage district or city councils, like Lahore-Amritsar and Mumbai-Karachi city 
councils can agree on sending delegations to each other. Similarly, the 
parliamentarians of the two countries can exchange delegations on quarterly 
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 basis or so. Northern Ireland case study has revealed women groups, 
sports, theatre, art and cultural exchanges can also be very effective bridge-
builders in the peacebuilding. Moreover, marching for peace has been used 
as a very useful instrument in Northern Ireland, which can be effective in the 
case of India-Pakistan peacebuilding as well. 
Finally, the success story of IPPC based peacebuilding in Northern 
Ireland provides us an example of what constitutes success in IPPC. This will 
help us analyze and pin point the achievements and failures of IPPC-led 
peacebuilding in Pakistan. Moreover, this will also help us in making better 
recommendations for future improvements in IPPC based peacebuilding in 
Pakistan. More importantly, more generalized conclusions would be drawn by 
comparing IPPC based peacebuilding in Northern Ireland and in India-
Pakistan conflict. 
 
Conclusion 
What makes the peace process in Northern Ireland unique among the 
peace processes in other conflicts in the world is the fact that the peace 
process in Northern Ireland is backed by a very robust community relations 
work or, what I call it, IPPC based citizen’s peacebuilding. The novelty of the 
community relations work in Northern Ireland lies in its ability to engage the 
conflicting communities at all three levels in the peacebuilding process, when 
similar work, in other conflict regions, have failed to achieve that goal. Many 
attached with the community relations work in Northern Ireland, like Fitzduff 
(2002), argue that the credit must be given to the community relations work 
for making the peace process sustainable in Northern Ireland. Since the 
Good Friday Agreement in 1998, Northern Ireland has not retuned to the 
“troubles”, and has mostly remained peaceful despite some violent 
conflagrations at times. 
The Northern Ireland case study clearly shows that IPPC based 
peacebuilding requires a holistic approach involving people at all three levels 
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 among conflicting communities. IPPC following the web approach model 
should combine all those who are working in their own ways for the 
promotion of peace and understanding in different sectors of life, like trade, 
art, sports, film, theatre, music, dance, workers’ organizations, lawyers, 
journalists, scholars, academicians, teachers, students etc. Hence the most 
important lesson is, to make a meaningful contribution IPPC requires to 
follow a comprehensive strategy involving all segments of the society in the 
peacebuilding process from the top level to the grassroots. 
This chapter has helped in refining the theoretical model of web 
approach model, and several lessons for India-Pakistan IPPC are drawn. The 
operational definition of a strong central hub, and its defining characteristics, 
are now identified. Moreover, how one can determine the web process 
development from one stage/frame to the other, is now clear. Northern 
Ireland case study shows how and to what extent horizontal and vertical 
integration are achieved in a practical conflict setting. Now web approach 
model, as developed in chapter three and refined in chapter four, would be 
applied on the two selected case studies of PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha in 
coming chapters. 
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Chapter Five 
The Origin and Development of  
People-to-People Contacts between India and Pakistan 
 
Introduction  
In this chapter, I shall trace the origin of people-to-people contacts 
between India and Pakistan before the launching of Pakistan-India Peoples’ 
Forum for Peace and Democracy (PIPFPD) in 1994. Here I study how and in 
what capacities common citizens of Pakistan and India met and established 
links, which ultimately paved the way for the launching of PIPFPD. This 
chapter describes the setting and base on which web process of IPPC 
networks between India and Pakistan have gradually developed. 
From the name of PIPFPD it is obvious that it was formed as a forum or 
a platform for promotion of peace between India and Pakistan. This indicates, 
there were certain organizational, institutional and individual contacts 
between Indian and Pakistani citizens that existed before the formation of 
PIPFPD in 1994. Some of the people from those organizations, groups and 
individuals later on coordinated and cooperated to form the PIPFPD. PIPFPD 
was the first attempt to create coordination among groups and individuals 
who were working on promotion of peace between India and Pakistan — a 
task which hub does in Lederach’s web approach explained in detail in 
chapter three. 
In web approach model initially important anchor points are identified 
and connected that may link “different but necessarily interdependent” 
sections of society. Like linking journalists, traders, artists, scholars, 
academics, students, sportsmen, women groups etc, who may not be like-
minded but are interdependent. We found out in Northern Ireland case study 
that in real conflict situations, even before the emergence of hub, 
identification and connections between a sizeable numbers of anchor points 
are important for the success of the web process. In this chapter we shall 
explore which anchor points had already emerged before the formation of  
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PIPFPD. In our case studies of PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha, we shall later on 
see how those anchor points helped in the emergence of those two networks, 
and how both PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha used some of those anchor points 
to strengthen the web process. 
The eight categories of people-to-people contacts, identified in this 
chapter which emerged before the formation of PIPFPD, are eight anchor 
points of the IPPC based web process between India and Pakistan. The eight 
IPPC networks or anchor points, which emerged before the formation of 
PIPFPD, were alumni, trade, track-two, research, women, art and culture, 
workers, and intelligentsia links. It is important to study these anchor points in 
detail, as they provide the base on which IPPC based peacebuilding was 
later developed by the PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha. 
 
5.1. Alumni links 
As a result of the partition of sub-continent in 1947, the alumni of 
several prime institutions of British India were divided between Indian and 
Pakistani alums, as people from far-flung areas used to study in those high-
profile institutions. The Indian and Pakistani alumni later rose to higher 
positions in their respective countries and kept in touch despite their 
countries often at odds with each other. In the 1980s alumni links were 
revived, and frequent alumni visits to each other’s country were arranged. 
These alumni links are important because they were the first organised 
people-to-people contact initiatives between India and Pakistan. 
 
5.1.1. Royal Indian Military College (RIMC) Dehra Dun 
After the partition of the sub-continent, the Indian alumni of Royal 
Indian Military College (RIMC) were the first to establish an alumni link with 
their Pakistani counterparts. The RIMC Old Boys Association was formally 
formed in Delhi in 1949 and its counterpart in Pakistan was founded by 12 
Pakistani RIMC alums in Lahore on 20 February 1954 (Kanwar 2011). 
However, delegation’s visits to each other’s countries are not reported until 
the 1980s. Mehta (1997) reports two visits of Pakistani alums in 1983 and 
1989, and Kanwar (2011) reports a delegation visit in 1990 as well. Nothing 
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substantive came out of those meetings vis-à-vis India-Pakistan relations, but 
still they were important as the first people-to-people initiatives. 
 
5.1.2. Doon School Old Boys Society 
Like RIMC alumni association, since the late 1950s Doon School Old 
Boys Society (DSOBS) in India had contacts with Doscos (pupils of Doon) in 
Pakistan but a trip of Pakistani old boys could not be arranged until the 
golden jubilee celebrations of school in 1985. On special invitation of the then 
prime minister of India, Rajiv Gandhi, himself Doon alum, about fifty Pakistani 
Doscos visited India to attend the golden jubilee celebrations of the school 
(Leonard 2007). On their return to Pakistan, they decided to build ‘Doon 
School’ in Pakistan. They inaugurated the ‘Chand Bagh School’ in Muridke 
on the outskirts of Lahore in 1998 on Doon model (see Chand Bagh school 
website). The Indian delegation had participated in the inauguration of the 
Chand Bagh School. The contacts of Doon and Chand Bagh schools and 
Doon Old Boys Society in Pakistan and India have remained intact, and they 
have visited each other on regular intervals. 
 
5.1.3. Kinnaird College OAKS 
The Indian alums of Kinnaird College formed Indian Kinnaird society, 
under the banner of Old Associates of Kinnaird Society (OAKS), and 
established a strong link with Kinnaird college administration in Lahore, 
Pakistan, (Verghese 2010). In the mid 1980s, Indian OAKS visited Kinnaird 
for the first time on the special invitation of then principal Mira Phailbus to 
participate in Old Students’ Day celebrations. Later on, more OAKS came to 
visit Kinnaird in 1986 and even more attended the 75th anniversary of 
Kinnaird in 1988 (Verghese 2010). In February 1989, OAKS from Pakistan 
visited India. These visits have continued over the years and, as a result, 
OAKS links have strengthened. 
Alumni links are important IPPC initiative, considering, they were the 
first people-to-people initiatives between India and Pakistan. They 
established their initial contacts across borders in the1950s when wounds of  
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partition were still fresh. However, they could only cross borders in the 
1980s, which shows the time was not ripe for such initiatives till then. I shall 
come back to this discussion why institutionalized IPPC initiatives could not 
emerge until the 1980s. 
 
5.2. The trade links 
The basic purpose of this section is to study the linkages that emerged 
between the trading communities of India and Pakistan. However, we shall 
also look briefly at the history of trade relations between India and Pakistan 
to understand the historic scope and evolution of their bilateral trade. 
According to Kumar and Desai (1983), before partition the trade between the 
areas, which came under India and Pakistan, was immense, as the Indian 
territories heavily relied on Pakistani territories for agricultural products, and 
the Pakistani areas on Indian territories for consumer goods. Sangani and 
Schaffer (2003) reported at the time of independence, the three-fifths of 
Pakistan’s exports and one-third imports came from India. This trend 
continued for some time even after the independence. According to one 
estimate, during year 1948-49, Pakistan’s seventy per cent trade accounted 
for India (Rahman 1963). 
However, the situation drastically changed when Pakistan declined to 
devalue its currency in 1949, after the devaluation of the Indian currency and 
imposed import restrictions on India (Naqvi et al 2007). The bilateral trade 
declined sharply after the devaluation crisis in 1949, and further dipped in 
1954-55 when Pakistan joined Western alliances, and India became the ally 
of former Soviet Union. Moreover, after India Pakistan war in 1965 the 
bilateral trade between India and Pakistan almost ceased to exist up to 1976 
(Naqvi et al 2007). India-Pakistan bilateral trade started again in the late 
1970s, but it only picked up a little after the formation of South Asian 
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in 1985. Despite possessing 
immense potential of bilateral trade, because of their conflict, trade between 
India and Pakistan has remained minimal over the years.  
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Some of the private trade links started to develop between the two 
countries in the early 1980s. In 1981 the Federation of Pakistani Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) and Lahore Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (LCCI) visited India and signed an agreement with Indian PHD 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and Federation of Indian Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry (FICCI) to promote trade between them (Bhatia 
1990). Then in 1982 PHD Chambers’ delegation from India visited Pakistan, 
for the first time, where Indo-Pak Joint Business Commission was set up. In 
1982 PHD Chambers of Commerce and Industry had also set up a separate 
India-Pakistan desk in New Delhi to promote trade between the two 
countries. The Indo-Pak joint business commission had its regular meetings 
then, in both Islamabad and New Delhi. Those contacts ultimately led to a 
trade agreement between India and Pakistan in January 1986, in which a 
limited number of listed items were allowed to be imported in Pakistan. 
However, despite all those efforts and the trade agreement, the trade and 
business activity between the two countries could not flourish. Bhatia termed 
India and Pakistan “residual trading partner”, as exports from India in 1988-
89 accounted for 0.179 per cent out of the total imports in Pakistan, and the 
exports from Pakistan accounted for 0.257 per cent of the total imports in 
India during the same year (1990:80) 
Hence by the time when PIPFPD was created in 1994, the trade 
relations between India and Pakistan, and links between trading communities 
in the two countries, were still in their embryonic phase. Nevertheless, initial 
links between leading chambers of commerce and industry of the two 
countries were developed. In terms of promoting horizontal integration 
between trade and business communities of India and Pakistan, initial links 
were established, but these links were not strong enough to create any 
meaningful impact in overall situation. 
India and Pakistan, despite being natural trade partners, could not 
develop stronger trade relations. On SAARC platform, the first step was 
taken towards the free trade agreement between South Asian countries with 
the signing of SAARC Preferential Trading Agreement (SAPTA) in April 1993. 
But, because of the India-Pakistan conflict SAARC could not achieve the  
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level of intra-regional trade, which was then an order of the day looking at the 
size of European Union (EU) and Association of South East Asian (ASEAN) 
and other regional organization’s intra-regional trade. 
 
5.3. Track-two conferences/dialogues 
The term track-two diplomacy means different things to different 
people. Some include all kinds of unofficial contacts in track-two, whereas 
some others, like Diamond and Macdonald (1996), consider track-two just 
one track in the multi-track diplomacy. For the purpose of this study, I used 
the later definition of track-two, which only included conferences/dialogues 
among professionals/experts aiming at providing unofficial platform to 
analyze, discuss and formulate recommendations for conflict management or 
conflict resolution. 
A problem-solving workshop, organised by the third-party scholar 
practitioners Herbert Kelman and Stephen Cohen in 1972 involving citizens 
of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, was the first unofficial track-two initiative 
involving Indians and Pakistanis (Kelman and Cohen 1979). This workshop 
was organised in the backdrop of the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war, and the 
separation of East Bengal from Pakistan. Then in 1976 Ronald Fisher, 
organised a pilot problem-solving workshop on India-Pakistan conflict (Fisher 
1980:195). These two one-off events failed to create any impetus for more 
track-two activities between India and Pakistan. Similarly, India-Pakistan 
Friendship Society — which was launched in New Delhi, India, in 1987 by 
Kewel Singh, a former Indian foreign secretary — proved to be a non-starter. 
Finally, it was the drought at the top level and the danger of a nuclear 
war in South Asia that had pushed the introduction of a series of track-two 
dialogues between the two countries. But the real impetus came from 
outside, specially from the United States, not from within India and Pakistan. 
In 1990 United States Information Service (USIS) arranged a series of 
WORLDNET dialogues between Indian and Pakistani experts, in which 
issues like nuclear non-proliferation, CBMs and regional economic 
cooperation were discussed (Faiz 2007). WORLDNET dialogues proved to  
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be the precursor of Neemrana dialogue, which is the only track-two initiative 
between India and Pakistan, which survives to date since its inception in 
1991. 
Neemrana dialogues got their name from Neemrana Fort in 
Rajasthan, India, where first meeting of the Neemrana dialogue series took 
place in 1991. Like WORLDNET dialogues, initial meetings of Neemrana 
were supported by USIS, and the focus also remained on the nuclear and 
non-nuclear CBMs. Later on Kashmir, nuclear proliferation, the arms race 
and economic cooperation topped the agenda, while some other issues, like 
visa regime, cultural exchanges, trade, the media and industrial cooperation, 
were also discussed (Sewak 2005). 
To a large extent, Neemrana followed the interactive conflict resolution 
(ICR) approach or problem-solving approach. Like ICR participants were 
selected for their expertise and their access to the top level so that the input 
from track-two can easily reach the official track-one. The talks were kept 
secret from the glare of the media to facilitate open and candid discussion. 
Moreover, the participants were instructed not to refer any aspect of Indo-
Pakistan relations in terms of its history because they feared discussing the 
controversial history of sub-continent could have hampered the progress 
(Sewak 2005). 
In Neemrana one of the most important characteristic of problem-
solving workshops was missing. Unlike ICR, where third-party scholar 
practitioners had facilitated the dialogue, in the case of Neemrana, two 
seasoned diplomats one each from India (M.K. Rasgotra) and Pakistan (Niaz 
A. Naik) had co-chaired the meetings. Therefore, on whole problem-solving 
approach techniques were not followed despite having similar kind of 
structure. 
Nonetheless, Neemrana provided a much needed un-official platform 
that could operate even when the official track-one channels are closed 
because of the ups and downs in the relationship between the two countries. 
Since their first meeting in 1991, the Neemrana dialogues have been 
arranged without a major break over the years. Blum (2007) points out at 
times that it was the only channel of communication available to the Indian 
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 and Pakistani governments. Although USIS had helped in launching 
Neemrana, yet over the years it grew as an independent forum (Blum 2007). 
Apart from Neemrana, in the early 1990s quite a few other seminars 
and conferences were arranged between Indians and Pakistanis. Time 
Magazine and Frontier Post, Lahore, organised one of conferences on 
security and strategic issues in South Asia. US Institute of Peace (USIP) 
organised two well structured track-two workshops in Washington D.C. on 
Kashmir titled, “Conflict Resolution in South Asia: Creative Approaches to 
Kashmir”, involving Kashmiris from both sides of the border and some 
American conflict resolution experts (Behera et al 1997:88). Rajiv Gandhi 
Institute for Contemporary Studies (RGICS) organised a seminar on bilateral 
relations between India and Pakistan in April 1994 to develop a better mutual 
understanding of issues of common concern. 
Track-two forms an important part of the web approach, as it connects 
the middle range leadership to the top level leadership because it is far closer 
to the track-one official negotiations. The track-two in India and Pakistan 
developed different ideas and dialogues over nuclear and non-nuclear 
confidence-building measures (CBMs), which were later negotiated and 
adopted as policies by the two governments. But if we look at the 
composition of track-two between India and Pakistan it was far too elitist. 
Most of the participants were very close to the track-one, in fact, retired track-
one practitioners, and all proceedings were kept away from the media, only 
shared with the two governments. But this is the problem with the track-two 
everywhere in the world; it is generally far too elitist for being useful in the 
web approach. Despite being unofficial, track-two is basically an extension of 
track-one, as most of its participants despite being unofficial are essentially 
top level actors having little or no connection with the larger middle range. 
The track-two initiatives must be open to the larger middle range so that they 
can help out integrating middle range leadership with the top level leadership. 
In case study of Aman ki Asha, we shall see how AKA contributed in making 
the track-two more open for the middle range. 
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5.4. Academic and research links 
Research and academic side has remained a weak link in South Asia, 
in general, and Pakistan, in particular. Zaidi (2009) reported ‘a conspicuous 
silence’ on India in Pakistan’s institutions of research and teaching in his 
detailed survey of ‘social science research and teaching on India in Pakistan’. 
Perhaps, understanding the significance of knowing your ‘enemy’ well and 
realising the huge gap in this regard, in March 1982 the Institute of Regional 
Studies (IRS) was established on special instructions of then military dictator, 
General Zia-ul-Haq to study South Asia with special emphasis on studying 
India. Over the years, IRS has produced several reports and research 
articles on Indian elections, Indian internal affairs, Indian foreign policy, and 
India-Pakistan peace process. IRS also produces a fortnightly publication 
‘Selections from Regional Press’ based on clippings, mainly from the Indian 
newspapers and periodicals. Apart from IRS, by 1994, the Pakistan Institute 
of International Affairs (PIIA) - established in 1948 - was the only other 
institution in Pakistan doing research on international affairs including India 
and Pakistan. 
On the other hand, the Indian case was not much different either; still 
relatively speaking India had more research institutions involved in 
conducting research on Pakistan. The Centre for Policy Research (CPR), 
established in 1973; Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS), 
inaugurated in 1963, and the Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis 
(IDSA), registered in 1965, were involved in conducting research on 
Pakistan. However, there was little collaborative research produced by the 
Indian and Pakistani research institutions then, and most of the research 
institutions, except CPR and CSDS in India, were closely associated with the 
governments in New Delhi and Islamabad. Only noteworthy institutional 
academic collaboration in that period was the “working relationship” between 
CPR and Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) on promoting 
regional cooperation (Waslekar 1995:4). 
However, as for as the promotion of new researchers, networking and 
collaborative research in South Asia is concerned, the inception of Regional 
Centre for Strategic Studies (RCSS) in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in 1993, was a  
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major development. Prof. Shelton U. Kodikara was the founding Executive 
Director and the spirit behind establishment of RCSS. Since 1993, RCSS has 
facilitated several dialogues between Indian and Pakistani researchers, and 
have produced several well-researched individual and collaborative-research 
monographs on India-Pakistan conflict. 
Moreover, on research side, two new South Asian journals came out 
in the early 1990s. An influential Congress leader, Dinesh Singh, established 
Indian Council for South Asian Cooperation, which led to the publication of 
South Asia Journal in the early 1990s that was later named South Asian 
Survey in 1994 (Waslekar 1995). On the other hand, Gowher Rizvi, then an 
Oxford based Bangladeshi scholar, launched Contemporary South Asia in 
1992. 
Outside South Asia, in the 1980s and the early 1990s, especially in 
United States, several research initiatives were launched on peace and 
security in South Asia. In 1982, in the University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, USA, the South Asian leg of its famous programme Arms 
Control, Disarmamentand International Security (ACDIS), was launched 
(Behera et al 1997). Several Indian and Pakistani scholars, journalists and 
academics received training under this programme and their research was 
published under ACDIS occasional paper series. Moreover, Chris Smith, 
George Perkovich, and Stephen P. Cohen, organised three summer school 
workshops on arms control and conflict resolution in both India (one) and 
Pakistan (two) in the early 1990s (Waslekar 1995). 
Hence academic and research collaboration between Indian and 
Pakistani scholars was minimal by the 1990s. Research was taking place on 
issues concerning peace in South Asia, but there was little collaboration 
between the researchers of the two countries. Especially documentation and 
research on people-to-people contacts efforts were completely missing. The 
whole focus of research was addressing nuclear deterrence issues, pushing 
for CBMs at official level and promoting disarmament. At most, Kashmir 
conflict sometimes comes into picture, but people of India and Pakistan, civil 
society and research collaboration was a missing link. 
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5.5. Women links 
Women have been at the forefront of the peace movement in both 
India and Pakistan. Women are visible on prominent positions in most of the 
peace groups and peacebuilding organizations. Their role in peacebuilding, 
most of the times, is not gender based, however, gender surely influences 
their actions, and shapes their choices. Since the 1980s Indian and Pakistani 
women have been establishing contacts and sustaining working-relationships 
with each other in different fields like, art, theatre, music, film, academia and 
human rights. However, in this section I shall only focus on links between 
women-only organizations on the basis of gender. 
In reaction to military dictator General Zia-ul-Haq’s Islamization and 
discriminatory laws against women, enforced in 1979, urbanised professional 
women and feminist women groups in Pakistan jointly launched a mass-
based Women’s Action Forum (WAF) in 1981. WAF established its chapters 
in Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad and organised public protests, 
symposiums and debates against the discriminatory laws of the military 
government (Mittra and Kumar 2004). Later on in the 1990s WAF associated 
itself with the peace movement, especially peace with India, based on 
demilitarisation and denuclearisation of India and Pakistan. The founding 
members of WAF included Asma Jahangir, Hina Jilani, Dr. Nighat Said Khan, 
Anis Haroon and Madeeha Gauhar, who later were at the forefront of the 
PIPFPD and other peace links with India. 
Indian human rights activist, Kamla Bhasin was the first Indian peace 
activist, who was invited as a family planning trainer by Ferida Sher of Family 
Planning Association of Pakistan in 1984. In 1985, Ferida Sher had also 
brought another Indian trainer Madhu Sarin to Pakistan. However, the initial 
major links between Indian and Pakistani women were established during the 
International Women’s Conference at Nairobi in 1985 (Sarwar 2010a). From 
there onwards, they started developing their links on offshore venues, and 
Kathmandu and Colombo especially became favourite destinations.  
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In 1988, Shirkat Gah, a women’s resource centre based in Karachi, 
Lahore and Peshawar, sent a woman delegation from Pakistan to India to 
study environment-friendly Chipko (hug the trees) movement. These contacts 
led to the first India-Pakistan conference on environment, jointly organised by 
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), Pakistan, and the 
Centre for Science and Environment, India (Sarwar 2010b). This conference 
provided a good opportunity to NGOs, community groups, and media groups 
from India and Pakistan to interact. They continued their deliberations in a 
month-long video training workshop in Bangalore in August 1989, and then in 
a similar workshop in Lahore (Sarwar 2010a). However, despite a strong 
desire on the both sides, these contacts could not become a regular feature 
because of the draconian visa regime between India and Pakistan. 
As opposed to the Alumni, trade, track-two and research links, middle 
range leadership was far more visible in women links, as women groups 
were not restricted to the horizontal integration of the elite in the two 
countries. Women groups represented the civil society in both India and 
Pakistan; therefore, they had more access to the larger middle range and the 
grassroots. The same women later emerged as the leaders of the peace 
movement in both countries. 
 
5.6. Drama, music art and cultural links 
Urdu and Hindi, the official languages of Pakistan and India, 
respectively, are so similar in spoken form that even for the native speakers, 
sometimes it becomes difficult to differentiate between them. According to 
(Gumperz 1977) Hindi and Urdu are, in fact, two styles of the same 
language. They were constructed as two different languages during the Urdu-
Hindi controversy in late nineteenth and early twentieth century when politics 
led to more Persianized Urdu and more Sanskritized Hindi (Rahman 1996). 
This similarity of Urdu and Hindi is more evident in drama, music, art, film, 
and culture of the two countries, as both nations enjoy same music, theatre, 
art and culture. Considering this it can be said music, art and culture has the 
potential of being used as a powerful catalyst for peace promotion between 
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 the two countries. In this section those initiatives are discussed which had 
established their professional links across the border. 
 
5.6.1. Sheema Kermani’s Tehrik-e-Niswan  
Sheema Kermani’s Tehrik-e-Niswan (women struggle), established in 
1980, was the first group in Pakistan that started using theatre for raising the 
gender issues and for the peace movement between India and Pakistan. 
Sheema, a UK graduate in Fine Arts, a left oriented political activist, and a 
professional classical dancer, used culture dance, music and performing arts 
to raise awareness among masses especially the neglected working class 
labour women of Pakistan (Interview Kermani 2012). Since its creation in 
1980, Tahrik-e-Niswan has been performing all over Pakistan to raise voice 
for working-class women and the neglected classes. 
Tehrik-e-Niswan’s first performance was adaptation of India’s famous 
theatre artist Safdar Hashmi’s Aurat (woman) in 1980. Then in 1981, Ms. 
Kermani dramatized another Indian writer Amrita Pritam’s short story entitled 
‘Dard key Fasley’ (Kermani 2010). Sheema told the author that the selection 
of the stories of Indian authors was intended to bring the people of India and 
Pakistan closer by showing them how similar were the two countries 
culturally (Interview Kermani 2012). Finally in 1989, Sheema Kermani was 
able to take her play ‘Raaz-o-Niaz’, set in a houseboat in Kashmir, to India 
International Centre in Delhi. Since that time Sheema has been a regular 
performer in India. 
 
5.6.2. Ajoka-theatre for social change 
The famous TV artist, Madeeha Gauhar and her husband playwright 
Shahid Nadeem launched Ajoka in 1984, as what they termed, “theatre for 
social change” (Gauhar 2010:286). Ajoka’s first play, ‘Jaloos’ (the 
procession) was adaptation of famous Indian playwright, Badal Sircar’s 
‘Panjwan Chiragh’ (the fifth lamp). Initially Ajoka had performed its plays on 
private house lawns, as theatre hall owners were scared of the military 
government; however, later on they were able to get a permanent base in 
Goethe Institute, Lahore (Interview Gauhar 2012). 
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Ajoka’s first Indian trip came in 1989, when a very influential voice in 
political theatre in India, Safdar Hashmi, was murdered in Delhi while he was 
performing in his street play Halla Bol (rais your voice). On special invitation 
of Safdar Hashmi’s theatre group, Jana Natya Manch, Ajoka attended the 
theatre festival, organised to pay tribute to Mr. Hashmi, and performed its 
play on bonded labour ‘Itt’ in Delhi’s Mandi House (Interview Gauhar 2012). 
Next day, The Times of India declared on its front page that Pak-India theatre 
collaboration had arrived (Gauhar and Nadeem 2009). 
Ajoka has produced several plays on the partition and the peace 
theme. In 1992, Ajoka adapted Sadat Hassan Manto’s Toba Tek Singh, 
which depicted the pain, misery and agony of the people of the sub-continent 
at the time of the partition in 1947. In 1993, Shahid Nadeem wrote Aik thi 
Nani (Once there was a grandmother) for Ajoka, which was based on a real 
life story of the acting career of two sisters Zohra Sehgal (famous Indian 
actress) and Uzra Butt (Pakistani theatre artist), who were separated 
because of the partition. Ajoka has regularly staged plays in all major cities of 
India and Pakistan. 
 
5.6.3. ASR and Punjab Lok Rahs 
Nighat Said Khan launched Applied Socio-economic Research 
Resource Centre (ASR) in 1983 to provide training and research resource to 
women organizations, theatre groups, peasants and trade unions. In 1988 
ASR brought six famous theatre personalities from India to conduct a ten-day 
theatre skills workshop in Lahore. Punjab Lok Rahs (established in 1986) and 
Ajoka were the Pakistani participants. These initial contacts led to a theatre 
festival in February 1989 in Pakistan, where four theatre groups from India 
performed - the first Indian theatre performance in Pakistan since 1947 
(Behera et al 1997). In the same year, later on four members of Punjab Lok 
Rahs participated in the National Theatre Festival in Delhi (Behera et al 
1997). This helped Punjab Lok Rahs to further develop its contacts with 
theatre groups in India. 
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The music and art have tremendous transformative power to heel 
wounds, build peace and bridge differences across communities. The theatre 
of Tahreek-i-Niswan and Ajoka brought people in the peace discourse, as it 
was the theatre of masses. Both theatre groups not only took the direct 
issues of common man, but they also tried to reach the grassroots by 
performing in the localities of the neglected classes (Interviews of Gauhar 
2012 and Kermani 2012). More importantly, these initial linkages between 
theatre groups proved to be long-lasting relationships that continue to the 
present day. 
 
5.7. Workers, labour and trade union links 
Workers, labour and trade unions were active in India and Pakistan 
since partition, but the links between the two only became active in the 
1980s. The initial links between the labour and trade union leaders of the two 
countries were established outside the sub-continent. Karamat Ali, one of the 
prominent labour activists in Pakistan, told the author that they had formed 
Pakistani Workers Association in 1980 in England and had established close 
links with the Indian Workers Association in UK (Interview Ali 2012). The 
direct contact between trade unionists of India and Pakistan was established 
in 1987 when Karamat led a labour delegation to India on the special 
invitation of his London and Hague colleagues, now back in India (Interview 
Ali 2012).  
Karamat with the support of his comrades from trade union and labour 
movement, founded Pakistan Institute of Labour Education and Research 
(PILER) on 1 May 1982 with a goal “to equip the working class with proper 
awareness of their rights and ways to promote and protect them, through 
education and training” (Kutty 2011:541). PILER was launched with a modest 
funding from the United Workers Association in a two-room residential-cum-
office apartment in Karachi, but over the years it grew as “Pakistan’s premier 
labour research (and training) centre” (Candland 2007:162).  
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Over last three decades PILER has remained at the forefront of the 
peace movement with India and the anti-nuclear movement in Pakistan. 
From 26-28 March 1992, PILER in collaboration with Forum for Workers 
Solidarity, New Delhi, organised a meeting of plant level workers and trade 
unionists in Delhi. The trade unionists from multi-national companies, like 
Unilever, Siemens, Parke Davis, Philips etc in India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and 
Bangladesh, participated along with a large number of labour researchers 
and labour activists in this conference (Kutty 2012). The PILER gradually 
strengthened its linkages with the labour and worker organizations in India. 
Apart from PILER, South Asia Partnership Pakistan (SAP-PK) was the 
other labour-based organization which had links with Indian NGOs working 
on labour. SAP existed in India since 1981, while SAP-Pakistan was 
launched in 1987 with the help of SAP Canada under its Pakistan NGO 
Support Programme (PNSP). The deputy director of SAP Pakistan, Irfan 
Mufti, told the author that SAP-PK was in touch with SAP India since its 
inception in 1987, and that they were working on common agenda of creating 
a South Asian community by working on people’s rights specially the 
marginalized poor people (Interview Mufti 2012). 
These initial labour contacts across border were important in the 
context of building web process, as they were the only horizontal grassroots 
interventions then. These links were important from vertical integration 
perspective as well, because both PILER and SAP Pakistan worked with 
workers in Pakistan at the grassroots, connecting grassroots labour 
communities to the leadership at the top. These worker and labourer contacts 
played key role later in the peace movement using both PIPFPD and Aman ki 
Asha platforms. 
 
5.8. The intelligentsia links 
The intelligentsia links are different from academic, research and 
track-two links, although some of the members involved in those links can be 
the part of intelligentsia links as well. Academic and research links focus on 
connecting researchers and producing collaborative research, while track-two 
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 links try to facilitate the work of negotiators by providing neutral forum to 
former diplomats and other experts for discussing contentious issues. On the 
other hand intelligentsia links try to connect the educated and intellectual elite 
of Pakistan and India on one platform, and are involved in peace advocacy 
and try to create pressure on governments to show restraint and talk peace. 
Intelligentsia groups are rooted in the middle range, and they have far 
stronger links with the grassroots workers and researchers in their respective 
fields. 
The Pakistani and Indian intelligentsia, which included former judges, 
technocrats, journalists, writers and some politicians, by the late 1980s had 
started developing their own sphere of influence, and started pushing for 
peace. This all started with a conference in April 1984, organised by 
Pakistani English newspaper The Muslim. The Muslim invited a good number 
of Indian journalists, writers, politicians and retired civil and military 
bureaucrats to Islamabad for a frank dialogue on India-Pakistan relations in 
its totality. Then in September 1987, the writers of the two countries also met 
in New Delhi on the initiative of the Academy of Fine Arts and Literature.  
In 1989, when a full blown insurgency broke out in Kashmir and the 
relations between India and Pakistan deteriorated to a level where many 
feared a war could start at anytime, a campaign based on joint statements of 
“eminent” (the term they used for themselves) Indians and Pakistanis was 
started to pressurise the governments on both sides of border to show 
restraint. The first of this kind of statements was issued by Indian 
intelligentsia on 9 April 1990 in India, appealing pro-peace groups in India 
and Pakistan to form a “united front”  and push for the amicable resolution of 
all conflicts, including the Kashmir conflict following the spirit of the Simla 
Agreement (Hassan 2010:22-23). This followed two more joint statements 
from India, one published in the Hindustan Times on 16 April 1990, and the 
other was issued on 25 April 1990 containing signatures of seventy-eight 
Indian intellectuals along with the signature of Eqbal Ahmed, the famous 
Pakistani scholar. 
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After these three joint statements emanating from the Indian 
intelligentsia in a span of just one month, Pakistani scholars and intellectuals 
also decided to be counted. On 13 May 1990, as many as fifty “eminent” 
Pakistanis issued a joint statement seeking restraint from the two 
governments and calling for the negotiated settlement of the Kashmir 
dispute. Later on, by the end of May, some of the signatories, which included 
Eqbal Ahmed, Dr. Mubashir Hassan, Nisar Osmani, Asma Jahangir and 
Nasim Zehra, embarked on a private trip to India. During this four-day trip 
they had fifteen sessions with top level ganizations in New Delhi, met former 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and even addressed a public meeting as well 
(Hassan 2010).  
The most tangible outcome of this trip was the first ever joint 
statement by fifty-four Indian and Pakistani intellectuals, together urging for 
peace to their two governments. The statement was widely published, 
simultaneously in Indian and Pakistani press, on 27 June 1990. Daily The 
Statesman in India termed this statement a “plea to avoid Indo-Pak conflict” 
(The Statesman, 27 June 1990). Dr. Mubashir Hassan and Mr. V.A. Pai 
Panandiker, the director Centre for Policy Research (CPR), New Delhi, had 
collaborated for several days to secure the signatures of 25 Pakistani and 29 
Indian eminent citizens.  
Dr. Mubashir Hassan and Panandiker kept up their links intact, and 
collaborated with their colleagues to produce the second joint statement of 
Indian and Pakistani eminent citizens on 2 August 1992. The second joint 
statement was not a major achievement from the point of view of the 
numbers of signatures, as number just increased from fifty-four to fifty-nine 
and most of the signatories were same. But it was surely a great 
achievement from the perspective of the content of the statement they 
agreed upon. The second statement centred more on promoting people-to-
people contacts and called for removing the restrictions on the movement of 
people, goods, ideas and the communication links between India and 
Pakistan. 
In September 1990, getting courage from the success of joint 
statements, a series of South Asian dialogue was conceived in a seminar at  
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Goa. It was decided that for next five years a South Asian conference will be 
held once a year to discuss the issues of “peace, development and 
cooperation” between South Asian countries (Hassan 2010:25). These 
dialogues helped bring Indian and Pakistani peace activists much closer to 
each other, as they realised, unlike their respective governments, that 
people’s concerns, interests and agendas had much more points of similarity 
than the points of difference (Hassan 2010). 
The intelligentsia links proved to be the precursors of the PIPFPD, as 
for the first time a need to unite all pro-peace people of both the countries on 
one platform was realised during those interactions. The joint statements 
were first serious effort to influence the decision-making at the top by building 
pressure from the bottom. These intelligentsia links were very important 
development for middle range horizontal integration because they were, to 
some extent, representative of their respective professional groups, as all 
“eminent” signatories enjoyed good reputation among their peers and 
colleagues. 
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Conclusion 
By early the 1980s, it was evident to the concerned citizens on both 
sides of the Radcliffe line (borderline between India and Pakistan) that their 
governments on their own might not be capable of resolving their disputes 
amicably. This pushed concerned citizens to do something to build peace 
and harmony between their warring nations. By the early 1990s, this belief 
that their governments were incapable of resolving their disputes on their 
own became far stronger, which explains the increase in IPPC interventions 
in this phase.  
The IPPC initiatives launched in this phase were not big enough to 
make any visible impact on their own, but they certainly laid the foundations 
for future interventions. They all contributed towards building the new anchor 
points for the web process of the IPPC based peacebuilding between India 
and Pakistan. They deserve a credit for slowly developing the work force or 
the peace lobby, which was essential for the launching of a major initiative 
like PIPFPD. These initiatives did the necessary ground work without which 
PIPFPD could not be conceived. In fact, the bulk of the work force and the 
leadership of PIPFPD came from these initiatives. The birth of PIPFPD 
should be seen as a by-product of the process started by those early 
initiatives.  
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Chapter Six 
A Case Study of Pakistan-India 
Peoples’ Forum for Peace and Democracy (PIPFPD) 
 
Introduction 
The PIPFPD emerged from the groundwork done by eight anchor 
points discussed in detail in the previous chapter. The IPPC work of eight 
anchor points in decade of the 1980s (see chapter five), leading to the 
creation of PIPFPD in 1994, played similar role for India-Pakistan conflict that 
was played by the community organizations in Northern Ireland from the late 
1960s to early 1990. The IPPC work in that early phase in Northern Ireland 
created new anchor points and gave IPPC based web process a basic 
structure. Thus, completing the frame A and preparing a ground for a strong 
central hub to take web process into frame B.  
The point of difference between Northern Ireland and India-Pakistan 
was that in Northern Ireland this process took more than two decades, 
created a comprehensive network of anchor points, and prepared a ground 
for the emergence of a strong central hub — the Community Relations 
Council (CRC). On the other hand, in India-Pakistan conflict, when PIPFPD 
emerged, the ground was not ripe for a strong central hub because IPPC 
based peacebuilding was only one-decade old in the conflict and very little 
ground was covered by the eight anchor points that had emerged by then. 
Hence, CRC and PIPFPD got completely different circumstances, therefore, 
they played quite different role for the web process. 
In this chapter, the web approach model for IPPC, developed in chapter 
three and improved in chapter four (case study of Northern Ireland), is 
applied on case study of PIPFPD to determine its role for building peace 
between India and Pakistan. PIPFPD’s origin, development and structure are 
studied, and the level of horizontal and vertical integration achieved by 
PIPFPD are analysed. PIPFPD’s role in promoting peacebuilding between 
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 India and Pakistan, in general, is studied wherever possible; however, for 
horizontal and vertical integration more focus remains on activities of PIPFPD 
Pakistan’s chapter. For India, a huge and very complex country, a separate 
and thorough study would be required to cover the horizontal and vertical 
integration within this country vis-à-vis Pakistan. 
In the case of India-Pakistan conflict, horizontal integration would mean 
integrating all three levels, i.e. top level, middle range and grassroots levels 
of one country with the same levels of the other country (see fig.3.3 in 
chapter three). In other words, the top level leadership of Pakistan has to be 
connected with the top level leadership of India; similarly, the middle range 
with the middle range, and the grassroots with the grassroots of India 
accordingly. This chapter is divided into six sections. The first section deals 
with the origin and the launch of PIPFPD; the second with top level horizontal 
integration; the third with middle range horizontal integration; the fourth with 
grassroots level horizontal integration; the fifth with vertical integration, and in 
the sixth, limitations of PIPFD are discussed. 
 
6.1. The origin and launch of PIPFPD 
The roots of PIPFPD can be traced back in the development of people-
to-people contact links during the decades of the 1980s and the early 1990s. 
The pioneers of PIPFPD not only came from those links, but they also used 
the inter-group contacts established during those interventions to formalise 
the PIPFPD. For instance from the Pakistani side Dr. Mubashir Hassan, I.A. 
Rahman, Karamat Ali, B.M. Kutty, Anees Haroon, Nighat Saeed Khan and 
Madeeha Gauhar, who participated in the first informal meeting of PIPFPD in 
Lahore in September 1994, were all actively promoting people-to-people 
contacts between India and Pakistan by the late 1980s in their personal and 
institutional capacities (see chapter five for details of their activities). It was 
their work in those links that had motivated them, and provided them the 
leverage and the impetus to launch PIPFPD in 1994. 
Among the eight categories of people-to-people contacts in chapter five, 
last five categories, i.e. research, women, art and culture, workers and 
intelligentsia, were actively part of the origin and development of PIPDPD.  
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This is evident from the names of the participants in first two formative 
meetings in Lahore and Delhi in 1994 (see appendix 1 and 2.). Some of the 
traders and track-two activists were also associated in their personal 
capacities, but at large, alumni, trade and track-two links remained out of the 
orbit for PIPFPD. However, those three links became more active in Aman ki 
Asha when it was launched in 2010. 
The two joint statements of eminent Indian and Pakistani citizens (June 
1990 and August 1992) and the South Asian Dialogue conferences (1991-
95), discussed in detail in chapter five, provided them an opportunity to meet 
up and create links crosscutting their professional divides. Those two joint 
statements and the South Asian Dialogue were the harbingers of PIPFPD, as 
the pioneers of PIPFPD in India and Pakistan came closer to each other in 
the process, and had agreed upon basic issues that confronted the peace 
between India and Pakistan. Moreover, those contacts indicated that people-
to-people contacts were possible between the people of the two countries 
despite the obvious animosity then prevailing between the two governments, 
and the presence of a draconian visa regime. 
Those initial contacts helped the peace activists to form a ‘core group’, 
which later on decided to take the initiative for the formation of PIPFPD 
(PIPFPD 1995a: iii). But, despite this important contribution made by those 
early contacts, the peace activists felt in the words of I.A. Rahman, the 
longest serving President of PIPFPD, Pakistan chapter, “they were talking 
among themselves” because those were closed-door meetings and the 
common people from the both sides were not taken into confidence 
(Interview Rahman 2012). He added that after experimenting with those 
limited and more academic interventions, the peace activists on the both 
sides of the border, who were already familiar with each other’s peace work, 
started feeling they needed to “bring the people into discourse”. 
The basic idea behind the creation of PIPFPD was to create a forum (a 
platform) where rights organizations, labour organizations, women 
organizations, cultural organizations and individuals, who were interested in  
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promoting peace between India and Pakistan, could work together (Interview 
Rahman, 2012). I.A. Rahman further added that the purpose of PIPFPD was 
to mobilize the public opinion in India and Pakistan, and present a strong 
case for peace before their respective governments. He said they did not 
expect the two governments could resolve their conflicts on their own 
because they had created such myths about one another that they were then 
“the prisoners of their own stories”. Therefore, they needed “pressure, 
goading and help” from the people to disentangle themselves from their own 
stories (Interview with I.A. Rahman, 02/02/2012). 
 
6.1.1. A joint statement of Lahore September 1994 
With the spirit of ‘bringing the people into discourse’, and playing a 
more proactive role in building peace between India and Pakistan, nine 
Indian and fifteen Pakistani peace activists (this makes the total twenty-four 
although the text of the statement claims they were twenty-five) met in a local 
hotel in Lahore on 2 September 1994. In that meeting the name, Pakistan-
India Peoples’ Forum for Peace and Democracy was given, and it was 
decided that one chapter each would be constituted in India and Pakistan 
simultaneously (Interview Haq, 2012). 
Looking at the names of attendees from India and Pakistan, one could 
see how far this gathering was linked to the developments of people-to-
people contacts between the two nations since the 1980s. Almost all of the 
attendees were associated with one or two anchor points developed in the 
1980s. At the end of the meeting a joint press statement was issued that set  
the future agenda of PIPFPD. The statement called for outlawing any 
attempts to create the war hysteria between India and Pakistan, starting a 
process of denuclearization, and curbing the increasing trend of religious 
intolerance. Apart from this, in this statement the peace activists from across 
the border agreed upon “a peaceful democratic solution” of Jammu and 
Kashmir conflict by involving the people of Jammu and Kashmir (see text of 
the statement in appendix 1). Religious intolerance, denuclearization and 
democratic solution of Kashmir later on emerged as the major themes of 
PIPFD conventions and its general discourse. 
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The Lahore joint statement was very bold and timely, considering the 
level of animosity then present between India and Pakistan because of the 
ongoing insurgency in Kashmir, and the developments on nuclearization front 
taking place at that time. In his interview, I.A. Rahman informed the author 
that Indian and Pakistani activists had jointly decided to take all the 
conflicting issues upfront, and had decided not to shy away from the 
contentious issues including the Kashmir conflict. However, normally the 
practice in IPPC interventions has been to avoid taking up the contentious 
issues upfront, at least in the beginning. 
 
6.1.2. November 1994 Delhi Declaration 
The 2nd meeting was held in Delhi between 25 and 26 November 1994. 
Five Pakistani peace activists went New Delhi to attend that session, 
whereas fourteen Indian activists took part in it (see appendix 2). Among 
Pakistani participants Beena Sarwar’s name should be noted, as she was 
part of the women groups, and later on became the guiding spirit behind the 
creation of Aman ki Asha. Among new names on Indian side was Kamla 
Bhasin, the feminist activist and writer, who had already been to Pakistan on 
invitation of Pakistani women groups. 
In Delhi meeting the organizational structure of PIPFPD was laid down 
and co-chairpersons for Pakistani and Indian chapters were selected 
(Interview Kutty 2012). It was decided that PIPFPD will form its chapters in all 
nooks and corners of India and Pakistan to reach out the people at all three 
levels. The Indian and Pakistani chapters would further be divided in 
provincial/state and local/district level chapters. However, at that point only 
national (country) level chapters were formed. The Indian chapter had its 
central secretariat in Delhi, while for Pakistani chapter Dr. Mubashir Hassan’s 
house in Gulberg, Lahore, was initially declared PIPFPD secretariat. The 
central secretariat was later on permanently shifted to a small building on 
Temple Road, Lahore, given for free by Dr. Mubashir Hassan to PIPFPD. It 
was announced that PIPFPD would help in promoting exchange of artists, 
scientists and technologists. Moreover, they pledged to exchange information  
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about peace activities among the masses of India and Pakistan, and apprise 
the two governments about peoples’ desire for peace and friendship between 
the two countries (See appendix 2).  
Hence, since its inception, PIPFPD aimed at taking the message of 
peace to the grassroots and wanted to connect the grassroots with the top 
level government officials. However, the modest beginning of PIPFPD, and 
the weak groundwork on which PIPFPD structure was built, indicated that 
achieving that goal must be a gigantic task for PIPFPD. PIPFPD had decided 
to establish its institutional presence in all nooks and corners of India and 
Pakistan, and connect people at all three levels in peacebuilding. But 
considering PIPFPD was a pure indigenous effort of local peace activists with 
no financial support from the two governments or any international donors, 
this looked far too ambitious goal to be achieved by it alone.  
 
6.2 The top level horizontal integration 
The top level horizontal integration between India and Pakistan, like 
Northern Ireland conflict, is basically the responsibility of track-one official 
contacts and negotiations between the two countries under the peace 
process. Nonetheless, PIPFPD and other IPPC interventions complement the 
peace process at the top by creating a supportive environment for the 
negotiated peaceful settlement of the conflict. This section will study the 
PIPFPD’s role in launching a new phase of the peace process through 
Lahore Resolution (section 6.2.1), PIPFPD building anchor points at the top 
(section 6.2.2.), and its role in helping the peace process during different 
crises at the top official level (section 6.2.3.).  
 
6.2.1. PIPFPD’s role in launching the new phase of the peace 
           process between India and Pakistan 
When PIPFPD was launched in 1994-1995, the bilateral negotiations 
between India and Pakistan had already broken down. In January 1994, the 
secretary-level talks had ended in a deadlock because Pakistan wanted to 
talk on Kashmir first, while India wanted to talk about everything else but 
Kashmir. Moreover, the bilateral relations at the top were extremely tense 
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 because of the ongoing freedom struggle in Jammu and Kashmir. In this 
environment where war discourse and war narrative was so dominant that no 
saner voice could be heard, PIPFPD emerged and started creating 
alternative peace discourse in both India and Pakistan. PIPFPD demanded 
from the top leadership of the two countries to allow increased people-to-
people contacts, nuclear and non-nuclear CBMs, trade promotion, 
democratic solution of Kashmir dispute, and resolution of all contentious 
issues between the two countries. 
PIPFPD played an important role in creating an environment conducive 
for starting a new phase of the peace process between India and Pakistan in 
the late 1990s. The new phase of the peace process, which started as a 
result of the Lahore declaration 1999, was different from the past peace 
dialogues, as it was for the first time that the future agenda of peace 
negotiations was decided in Lahore declaration. Irfan Mufti, one of the 
founding members of PIPFPD claimed that the contents of Lahore 
declaration of 1999, which later on became the basis for composite dialogue 
framework between India and Pakistan during the 2004-08 peace process, 
were inspired from the resolutions and the peace work of PIPFPD (Interview 
Mufti 2012).  
The circumstantial evidence also supports this claim. PIPFPD was 
campaigning for a comprehensive approach in the bilateral Indo-Pakistan 
negotiations right from its inception in 1994. Moreover, PIPFPD had called for 
nuclear and non-nuclear confidence-building measures, promoting people-to-
people contact, and taking Kashmiris on board, which were accepted in 
principle in the Lahore resolution and the composite dialogue framework. In 
fact, at government level PIPFPD’s catalytic role in Lahore declaration was 
recognised, as Pakistan government had then thought it necessary to invite 
leading members of Pakistan chapter of PIPFPD for the reception organised 
in the honour of the visiting Indian Prime Minister (Interview Mufti, 2012). 
PIPFPD welcomed the Lahore declaration and expressed its pleasure 
over launching of the new phase of the peace process (PIPFPD 2000). Since 
then, PIPFPD has closely associated itself with the peace process and have  
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openly come out in support of the peace process, whenever any crisis has 
emerged. PIPFPD’s role in dealing with the crises in the peace process is 
discussed in detail in the next section. 
 
6.2.2. PIPFPD building anchor points at the top level 
The relationship of PIPFPD with the governments of India and Pakistan 
has been mixed. Sometimes PIPFPD members were harassed by the 
agencies in Pakistan, especially in the beginning and immediately after the 
nuclearization of South Asia in 1998, while on other occasions they were 
made to share the stage with the prime ministers and the presidents of 
Pakistan. Moreover, the two governments, despite undue delays and 
stringent documentation, have generally allowed PIPFPD conventions by 
giving visas to PIPFPD delegates in hundreds, except for some 
occasions,like in 2007 and 2008 when Pakistan government did not allow 
citing security concerns. The provincial or state governments have overall 
cooperated with PIPFPD wherever its conventions are held. Especially, the 
support of the chief ministers of West Bengal and Karnataka was 
instrumental in the success of Calcutta and Bangalore conventions, 
respectively. 
Most of the PIPFPD members, being well placed among the civil society 
of the two countries, are generally seen with respect, and recognised for their 
social work. Therefore, the central and the local leadership of PIPFPD, in 
India and Pakistan, have enjoyed an access to the government officials in 
their spheres. This has helped PIPFPD organise interventions at different 
levels, and convey its recommendations to the top official level. At personal 
level PIPFPD members, like Dr. Mubashir Hassan, Dr. I.A. Rahman, and 
Karamat Ali, in Pakistan have their links with the highest level government 
officials. This helps them secure visas for the participants from across the 
border, and help out communication between two governments when all 
formal channels of communication are broken down because of the crises at 
the top. 
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The PIPFPD members were instrumental in establishing an important 
top level anchor point between retired military officers of both the countries. 
The former chairperson of PIPFPD India chapter, Admiral Ramdas, and a 
veteran Gandhian peace activist, Nirmala Deshpande (PIPFPD member), 
launched India-Pakistan Soldiers' Initiative for Peace (IPSIP) in 1999 in a 
conference, organised by the Pakistan Peace Coalition in Karachi. IPSIP was 
initially a small group involving some of the top level retired military officers 
only, but over the years its membership has grown, and it has emerged as a 
very useful link between military men of the two sides, who are generally 
considered as part of the problem (Faiz 2009). 
Apart from this, the peace activists of PIPFPD played key role in 
starting a dialogue between parliamentarians of India and Pakistan. In 
January 2003, when peace process had not started yet, the peace activists of 
PIPFPD planned to invite parliamentary delegations to each other’s country. 
An Indian peace activist had discovered that being members of SAARC, 
parliamentarians of India and Pakistan do not require a visa to travel to each 
other’s countries (Hassan 2010). The first ever parliamentary delegation from 
Pakistan went to India from 8 to15 May and the first ever Indian delegation 
visited Pakistan from 17 to 25 June the same year (Hassan 2010). Later on, 
this parliamentary dialogue was institutionalized by Institute of Legislative 
Development and Transparency (PILDAT), based in Islamabad, when they 
launched a series of India-Pakistan parliamentary dialogue from 6-7 January 
2011 (PILDAT 2012). So far five rounds of parliamentary dialogues are held 
in this series three in Pakistan and two in India. The most recent in the series 
was held in Islamabad on September 19-20, 2013.  
Recently, Indian and Pakistani parliamentarians have also started using 
the conferences of Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) and SAARC 
Parliamentary Union to further strengthen their bilateral parliamentary links. 
The speaker of Indian Lower House, Ms. Meira Kumar led a strong 
parliamentary delegation to Pakistan on the occasion of the 6th SAARC 
Conference of Speakers and Parliamentarians, held in Islamabad in 
November 2012 (The Express Tribune, 06/11/2012). On this occasion strong 
friendly relations were established between the speakers of the two countries  
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that have continued despite change in the leadership in Pakistan. The 
speakers of the two countries later met on the sidelines of 129th Inter-
Parliamentary Union Assembly in Geneva in October 2013, and the visit of 
Pakistani speaker and parliamentarians to the Indian parliament was planned 
(The News, 10/10/2013). The officials in National Assembly secretariat 
informed the author that Pakistani MPs take far more interest in inter-
parliamentary dialogues with the Indian MPs than any other country of the 
world. 
 
6.2.3. PIPFPD’s role during crises in the peace process 
IPPC activities are always the first causality whenever crisis in 
relationship emerges at the top, as all IPPC communication and exchange 
facilities are immediately withdrawn. On the other hand, IPPC tries to control 
the damage caused by the crisis, and plays its role in putting peace process 
back on track. Since its birth, PIPFPD has been trying to play the same role 
for the peace process between India and Pakistan. Be it nuclear detonations 
in 1998, Kargil crisis in 1999, military build-up on the border in 2001-2003, 
Samjhota Express attack in 2005 or Mumbai terrorist attack (2008), on all 
occasions PIPFPD has tried to keep communication between India and 
Pakistan going. PIPFPD has always taken a bi-partisan view of such 
instances, and has issued its official statements in support of the peace 
process on every occasion; and in certain cases it has taken some serious 
steps as well to put peace process back on track. 
Nuclear detonations by India and Pakistan in May 1998 were the first 
major crisis that emerged after the birth of PIPFPD. In the past, whenever 
there was a war or a crisis between India and Pakistan, the people of both 
the countries were offered unified official security-oriented discourse with no 
other narrative challenging or providing a different discourse. But this time 
around, the joint response of PIPFPD chapters in the two countries provided 
a counter-narrative challenging the official deterrence-based nuclear security 
discourse. PIPFPD along with like-minded peace groups launched a vibrant 
anti-bomb peace movement, which attracted large crowds and became a 
permanent feature of the peace movement. PIPFPD members even had to  
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face physical attacks on them during this movement. PIPFPD’s press 
conference in Islamabad, condemning the nuclear tests of Pakistan, received 
very hostile press, and was attacked by the workers of pro-bomb religious 
political parties (Interview Abdullah 2012). 
Kargil war was the other major crisis that had erupted immediately after 
the Lahore Declaration in May 1999. Once again several district and national 
chapters of PIPFPD in India and Pakistan along with allied peace groups 
came out openly condemning the war hysteria, and calling for the restraint. 
Several joint statements were issued to the press by them in this regard3. 
During the May-July 1999 crisis, the forum along with like-minded groups in 
the civil society organised public meetings and peace rallies in the various 
cities of the two countries (PIPFPD 2000).  
Apart from this if we look at the timing of PIPFPD conventions, on many 
occasions it suggests that they must help in easing the tension at the highest 
level during the crises, and play some role in preparing a ground for major 
developments and important negotiations at the top. For instance the 
Peshawar convention was held in November 1998 when India-Pakistan 
relations dipped after tit-for-tat nuclear tests in May 1998. Soon after the 
PIPFPD convention, in February 1999 then Indian prime minister Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee travelled to Pakistan, and Lahore Declaration was signed. On the 
other hand, Bangalore convention in April 2000 helped in easing the 
tensions, emerged after Kargil war in May-July 1999, and paved the way for 
Musharraf-Vajpayee Agra Summit in July 2001. Similarly, Karachi convention 
in December 2003 paved the way for the start of peace process on the 
sidelines of SAARC Summit, Islamabad, in January 2004. 
PIPFPD peace activists played a very useful role during the most 
difficult times of 2002-03 military stand-off, which resulted in the second 
largest military build-up in South Asia after Kargil. For quite some time all 
types of communications were halted between the two governments at that 
point, as after the attack on Indian parliament, the Vajpayee government was 
not willing to communicate in any manner with the Musharraf government. 
                                                 
3
 For detailed joint statements see http://www.sacw.net/kargil/index.html.(accessed on 
24/04/2013) 
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Even during those difficult times, the peace activists kept visiting each other’s 
countries and kept the communication going. Dr. Mubashir Hassan told the 
author in an interview that during 2002-03 military stand-off he had helped in 
conveying the messages between the two governments (Interview Hassan 
2012a). In his article (Hassan 2010), Dr. Mubashir has explained in detail 
how he conveyed messages between the governments of India and 
Pakistan, which facilitated the announcement of ceasefire along LoC by the 
then Pakistani prime minister on 23 November 2003. Moreover, 
parliamentary delegations’ visits to each other’s countries were arranged in 
2003 on PIPFPD members’ initiative. Later on, PIPFPD Pakistan chapter had 
sent a delegation of journalists and civil society members to India in 2005, 
when peace process was derailed for a few months after the attack on 
Samjhota Express.  
It is difficult to measure what impact these efforts, in real terms, had on 
overall improvement of the situation. The critics of track-two diplomacy and 
people-to-people contacts brush aside such efforts, and describe them as 
meaningless. But in crises, when no way of communication is left open by the 
two governments, the credit goes to the peace activists of PIPFPD for 
keeping at least one channel of communication open. Moreover, PIPFPD has 
consistently provided a peace discourse to counter the war hysteria even 
during those most difficult times. Nevertheless, it is not enough, as crises still 
erupt time and again, and disrupt the peace process and people-to-people 
contacts. 
 
6.3. The middle range horizontal integration 
The web approach is basically a middle range approach because in 
web approach it is the middle range which takes peacebuilding to the 
grassroots and connects the grassroots with the top level negotiation 
process. Before taking peacebuilding to the grassroots a strong web of 
networking between adversaries at the middle range is the first and foremost 
task that IPPC based peacebuilding must accomplish. The case study of  
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Northern Ireland also shows that the middle range horizontal integration 
holds a key in developing an effective web process, as it helps in developing 
the important anchor points at the middle range, which later on take 
peacebuilding to the other levels. 
PIPFPD has played a commendable role in promoting middle range 
horizontal integration between Indian and Pakistani communities despite its 
limitations. When we look at PIPFPD’s interventions, PIPFPD is basically a 
middle range initiative, as most of the horizontal India-Pakistan activities, 
which take place on PIPFPD platform, fall in this category. Among several 
activities of PIPFPD, its joint conventions are the most important, which 
promoted horizontal integration between the people of the two countries. 
Joint conventions are middle range activity because a vast majority of 
delegates in PIPFPD’s joint conventions come from the middle range, as it is 
not easy for the grassroots actors to bear the stringent travel requirements, 
and pay the travelling costs. Therefore, in this section at first I discuss eight 
joint conventions of PIPFPD in some detail (section 6.3.1.) and then analyze 
how PIPFPD promotes middle range horizontal integration using different 
interventions (section 6.3.2). 
6.3.1. The joint India Pakistan conventions  
The joint conventions provide a platform to PIPFPD for connecting the 
people from across the border, attracting the attention of media and decision-
makers, and discussing and formulating new strategies for building peace 
and resolving the conflict. Moreover, joint conventions are the only activity on 
PIPFPD platform that is well documented, well reported and well attended. In 
fact, it is the major activity around which so many other activities are 
generated. 
So far, PIPFPD has organised eight joint conventions in different major 
cities of India and Pakistan. The first joint convention was organised in New 
Delhi (February 1995) where PIPFPD was officially launched. The second 
joint convention was held in Lahore (November 1995), third in Calcutta 
(December 1996), fourth in Peshawar (November 1998), fifth in Bangalore  
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(April 2000), sixth in Karachi (December 2003), seventh in New Delhi 
(February 2005), and eighth in Allahabad in December 2011. The first 
convention is covered here in more detail to understand the issues, working 
mechanism and trends that PIPFPD is setting for IPPC based peacebuilding, 
and see the response from the mainstream media in India and Pakistan to 
the emergence of PIPFPD. On the other hand, other conventions are 
discussed in brief to give an overview of the developments of PIPFPD over 
the last decade and a half. 
 
- The first Joint Convention (New Delhi, 24-25 February 1995) 
The first convention, named as “Pakistan-India Peoples’ Convention on 
Peace and Democracy”, was held on 24-25 February 1995 in New Delhi, 
India. It was attended by ninty-two delegates from Pakistan and 117 from 
India. The delegates represented a cross-section of workers, artists, 
scientists, academics, industrialists, traders, human rights activists, women 
organization, anti-nuclear movement, and peace-loving individuals (PIPFPD 
1995a:7). People from all the four provinces of Pakistan attended the 
convention, although a vast majority came from Punjab and Sindh, the two 
provinces which share international border with India. Though the two big 
cities, Karachi and Lahore, were over-represented in the convention, yet 
many from smaller towns, like Tando Allahyar and Ubaro in Sindh, and 
Rahimyar Khan in Punjab, were also able to make it. In the list of the names 
from India and Pakistan it can be observed several participants came from 
the anchor points that were created during early phase. B. M. Kutty (2004) 
termed it the largest people’s gathering of citizens from the both sides of 
border since partition of the subcontinent in 1947.  
The peace activists had serious doubts whether the two governments 
will allow the visas for such a large delegation (Hassan 2010). That’s why in 
his welcome address, the co-chairperson of PIPFPD Indian chapter, Nirmal 
Mukarji, said, eighty per cent of the objective was achieved by the fact that 
such a meeting was held despite all the troubles (PIPFPD 1995b). This 
depicts the hindrances, which draconian visa regime created for the IPPC 
activities between India and Pakistan, and the level of uncertainty present  
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then even in organisers’ minds about the future of PIPFPD. 
The highlight of the first joint convention were four working groups, 
which were formed to discuss, in depth, the four key issues that were already 
identified in the Lahore meeting. All participants were divided into four 
working groups according to their knowledge, expertise and interest in the 
activities of each group. Each group consisted of two co-chairs and two co-
rapporteurs, one each from India and Pakistan, and around 20-25 mixed 
participants. Each group met at different venue, had extensive interactive 
discussion on their topic and, in the end, formulated a set of policy guidelines 
and recommendations.  
The first working group was on “war, de-militarization, peace and peace 
dividends” (PIPFPD 1995a:14). This group recommended that PIPFPD 
should facilitate citizen’s initiatives to create conducive environment for 
normalization, and should encourage scientists from the both sides to 
formulate a joint perspective on nuclear and security issues. The second 
working group was on Kashmir dispute. There was a difference of opinion 
between Indian and Pakistani delegates on the manner of ascertaining the 
will of Kashmiris; nonetheless, they agreed that a democratic and peaceful 
solution to Kashmir dispute was only possible by involving Kashmiris in the 
negotiation process, and by accepting the will of its people (PIPFPD 1995). 
The working group recommended promoting a dialogue and people-to-
people contacts between ethnic and religious communities on the both sides 
of the Line of Control (LoC). 
The third working group was on religious intolerance. The working 
group recommended PIPFPD to disseminate alternative voices from India 
and Pakistan to remove myths, prejudices and stereotypes about each other. 
(PIPFPD 1995a:4). The fourth working group was on good governance and 
its link with India-Pakistan relations. The working group called for 
demilitarization and democratization of governance, which empowers civil 
society and people to become the principal actors in decision-making. They 
urged both the governments to withdraw visa restrictions, allow free 
movements of people, information and services between the two countries, 
and enhance bilateral trade. 
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Cultural activities were another highlight of the first joint convention. On 
the night before the first day, famous Bollywood film-maker and screenwriter 
Shyam Benegal’s film ‘Mammo’ was screened. The story of ‘Mammo’ 
revolved around a woman who was torn apart between India and Pakistan 
because of the visa regime between the two countries. Pakistani artist 
Sheema Kermani of Tahreek-i-Niswan performed Odissi and Bharatnatyam, 
classical Indian dances, on the poetry of famous Pakistani poets Bulleh Shah 
and Faiz Ahmed Faiz (Interview Kermani 2012). Famous Bollywood poet 
Gulzar read his two poems on India-Pakistan friendship. The video film 
‘Deadlock’ regarding impact of nuclearization of South Asia on children was 
screened, and book “Other Voices from Pakistan”, containing writings of 
Pakistani activists, was also launched. Later on, cultural events and 
performances became essential feature of PIPFPD conventions. 
In the concluding session they pledged to undertake certain activities 
and actions for mobilization of public opinion. They pledged to activate 
PIPFPD in all nooks and corners of different provinces/states within India and 
Pakistan by forming national and regional bodies. Moreover, it was 
announced that the second joint convention would be held in Lahore in 
October the same year. 
Hence in first convention the direction of PIPFPD was determined. A 
glimpse at the four working groups shows PIPFPD had a comprehensive 
approach towards peacebuilding. It did not consider just absence of war as 
peace; rather strongly believed in promoting Galtung’s ‘positive peace’ as 
important part of the peacebuilding. PIPFPD from the beginning was meant 
to be a mass-based people’s organization, having roots in all nooks and 
corners of India and Pakistan. PIPFPD undertook upon its shoulders a 
responsibility to change situation on the ground, and create a favourable 
ground for conflict resolution between the two countries. Demilitarization, 
denuclearization, peace promotion, Kashmir, religious intolerance, 
democratic governance and cultural exchanges emerged as the key themes 
of PIPFPD future activities. 
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Initially the press in Pakistan and India was very sceptical of the efforts 
to launch PIPFPD. Especially Pakistani press saw it as an Indian 
government-sponsored attempt to damage the Kashmir cause. On the day 
when Pakistani delegation was leaving, a story was published in a leading 
Urdu newspaper that the Indian government was paying the fare of the 
delegation, and that they would be the guests of the Indian government in 
New Delhi (Hassan 2010). On 21 February Dawn ran a story, “India may 
exploit ‘ill-timed’ visit”. The Muslim published sarcastic editorial, “Innocents 
abroad” on 10 March 1995, and Sheen Meem Ahmed questioned the timing 
and intentions of the launch in The Nation on 9 April 1995, “(Un)intentional 
disservice to Kashmir Cause?” 
The Pakistani press gradually reconciled with the idea and then 
provided the peace activists a chance to present their point of view as well. 
Urdu daily Khabrein published a long interview of Dr. Mubashir Hassan on 26 
March 1995 in which he tried to answer all those fears and concerns which 
were there among Pakistani sceptics of people-to-people approach. A good 
debate in the Pakistani press then ensued between optimists and pessimists 
of PIPFPD. The members and wellwishers of PIPIPFD wrote several articles 
in Pakistani newspapers explaining the work that PIPFPD was doing. Dr. 
Inayattullah, Nasim Zehra, Brigadier (Retd.) A. R. Siddiqui and Dr. Moonis 
Ahmer wrote articles in leading English newspapers of Pakistan in favour of 
PIPFPD initiative.  
On the whole, the Indian press was less acrimonious to the emergence 
of PIPFPD, but still some were quite sceptical about the value and success 
probability of such an idea. On 26 February, 1995, Sunil Sethi in Pioneer 
questioned the value of PIPFPD-like initiatives in lowering the political 
temperature when Pakistani participants were already blamed as “Indian 
agents” in the Pakistani press. Mr. Sethi doubted whether PIPFPD could 
survive long, as he thought visas for one hundred Indian participants might  
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not be issued for the second Lahore convention. Both Amit Parkash (Pioneer, 
5 March 1995) and Saibol Chatterjee (Sunday Times, 5 March 1995) 
interviewed several renowned Indian scholars, and wrote reports on the 
significance of the launching of PIPFPD. Gautam Navlakha and Praful 
Bidwai, members of PIPFPD, wrote articles in Economic and Political Weekly 
and The Times of India explaining the case of PIPFPD and people-to-people 
contacts. 
 
The second Joint Convention (Lahore, 10-11 November 1995) 
The second joint convention, held in Lahore on 10-11 November 1995, 
was attended by seventy-eight Indian delegates and 102 Pakistani delegates. 
The two delegations had representation from almost all nooks and corners of 
the two countries. The Pakistani delegation comprised of forty-six participants 
from Punjab, thirty-five from Sindh, nine from NWFP, five from Baluchistan, 
and seven from Islamabad (PIPFPD 1995c). The successful organization of 
this convention in Lahore confirmed the arrival of PIPFPD and helped in 
convincing many of its critics on the both sides of the border that the idea of 
PIPFPD was not a utopia. Many, even among PIPFPD, had doubted whether 
such a large number of Indian delegates would be allowed to enter Pakistan, 
and whether PIPFPD Pakistan chapter would be able to muster enough 
public support in Pakistan to take the idea forward. 
The Lahore convention followed the pattern of Delhi convention with 
four working groups: Kashmir, intolerance, war, demilitarisation & 
denuclearisation, and governance. However, in second convention, apart 
from making new demands from the two governments and passing several 
resolutions on each issue, certain activities from the PIPFPD platform were 
devised by each working group. Moreover, joint committees were also 
formed for implementation of the resolutions, and activities for all four major 
themes.  
For denuclearization, preparation of joint memorandum for the two 
governments, joint statements by eminent citizens, seminars, peace 
marches, mass signature campaign, and moving the supreme courts in the  
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two countries were proposed. For addressing religious intolerance the 
working committee proposed PIPFPD team’s visits to grassroots 
organizations in each other’s countries, revision and preparation of common 
history text books, collaboration in theatre and TV dramas, opening of a 
separate TV channel, youth and student exchanges, formation of PIFPD 
units in all districts and tehsils (smaller unit), setting up of watchdog groups 
etc. On Kashmir, the convention resolved to prepare a quarterly dossier for 
the two governments, and appointed a joint India-Pakistan committee, which 
was tasked to hold negotiations with all parties including Kashmiris from the 
both sides. 
Another important development of this convention was formation of nine 
sectoral groups linking different professional interest groups within PIPFPD. 
The nine sectoral groups included women rights activists; lawyers and 
human right activists; social activists; labour and trade union activists; 
journalists, media and academics; art and culture activists; political activists; 
education, literary and textbooks improvement; youth and students. This was 
a very positive development, as it helped in collaboration and more 
interaction among special interest groups. These special sessions became a 
common feature of PIPFPD joint conventions adding new anchor points from 
time to time. 
Like the first convention, the second convention also received good 
attention from the print media in both India and Pakistan. However, this time 
around, the print media in Pakistan was less acrimonious to the idea and 
provided relatively more space to the pro-peace writers and journalists. The 
English and Urdu press published special reports on Lahore convention and 
several articles were also published discussing the convention themes. 
 
- The third Joint Convention (Calcutta, 28-31 December 1996) 
More than three hundred Indians and Pakistanis - including 165 
Pakistani delegates - attended the four-day joint convention, held in Calcutta 
from 28-31December 1996. To persuade the two governments to open rail 
and road links, blocked since 1983, 145 out of 165 Pakistani delegates had 
crossed the no-man’s land between Attari-Wagah border posts by foot  
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(PIPFPD 1996). This became a tradition later, as delegates for PIPFPD joint 
conventions always use rail and road links for travel to the convention 
following the Calcutta convention.  
Apart from the eloquent speeches, interactive discussions, intense 
working group sessions, and important resolutions, the Calcutta convention’s 
most memorable and unique feature was a peace march of the participants in 
the streets of Calcutta culminating in a big jalsa (gathering) on the last day of 
the convention. The delegates walked past the streets of Calcutta chanting 
with one voice, “No to war, we want peace” and “Ek Mata: Do Santan Bharat 
aur Pakistan” (One mother: two sons, India and Pakistan) (PIPFPD 1996). 
The public response was heart warming for the Pakistani participants, as 
public in the streets welcomed and greeted them openly (Interview Butt 
2012). The other distinguishing feature of the Calcutta convention was the 
warm welcome given by the West Bengal state government to the 
Pakistaniparticipants. The Chief Minister of West Bengal, Jyoti Basu, himself 
attended the reception given by the speaker of the West Bengal, Abdul 
Halim, in the honour of Pakistani delegates (PIPFPD 1996).  
In the Calcutta convention, it was conceded that PIPFPD had failed to 
show a satisfactory progress towards the implementation of its strategies 
decided in the Lahore convention. Dr. I. A. Rahman, the Chairman PIPFPD 
Pakistan chapter, Nirmal Mukerji, the Chairman PIPFPD India chapter, and 
members in all working groups showed their dissatisfaction over the non-
performance of PIPFPD joint committees, which were constituted in the 
Lahore convention. Therefore, in the Calcutta convention delegates were 
assigned to accomplish specific tasks by their names so that they could be 
held responsible in the next convention (PIPFPD 1996). On Kashmir, in the 
Calcutta convention PIPFPD for the first time decided to approach people of 
Kashmir directly. The PIPFPD tasked its joint committee on Kashmir to hold 
regular meetings with the Kashmiri leadership on the both sides of the Line of 
Control (LoC) and meet the parliamentarians in India and Pakistan to exert 
pressure for allowing free movement of the people, trade, and publications 
across LoC. 
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- The fourth Joint Convention (Peshawar, 21-22 November 1998)  
The two-day joint convention in Peshawar on 21-22 November 1998 
was attended by more than three hundred delegates from India and Pakistan. 
One hundred and sixty Indian delegates arrived at Peshawar using the road 
link following Calcutta tradition (PIPFPD 1998a). The Peshawar convention 
was important for two reasons. Firstly, that it happened in the wake of 
increased tension between India and Pakistan because of the tit-for-tat 
nuclear tests in May 1998. Secondly, that it showed the message of PIPFPD 
was gradually reaching the other areas of Pakistan along with the big cities of 
Pakistan, like Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad. 
The nuclear issue dominated the Peshawar convention, as it was seen 
as the most urgent issue needed PIPFPD attention. PIPFPD chapters in 
India and Pakistan had already expressed their strong condemnation of the 
nuclearization of South Asia, which was unanimously reiterated, and a strong 
commitment towards nuclear weapon free world and South Asia was 
expressed in the joint Peshawar convention once again. The convention 
urged the governments of India and Pakistan to sign a mutual peace treaty, 
and enter into bilateral treaties to avoid accidental nuclear war between them 
(PIPFPD 1998b). 
All the routine working group sessions, sectoral sessions and strongly 
worded resolutions are continued. However, the level of euphoria, which was 
present in the Calcutta convention, had somehow lessened in the Peshawar 
convention, which is evident from going back to two-day convention, and not 
marching the streets of Peshawar like it was done in Calcutta. Moreover, 
despite specifically delegating certain activities to specific members in 
Calcutta, there was still little progress made on ground. 
- The fifth Joint Convention (Bangalore, 6-8 April 2000) 
Once again more than three hundred delegates, who included 162 
participants from Pakistan, attended the fifth joint convention held in 
Bangalore on 6-8 April 2000. In between Peshawar and Bangalore joint  
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conventions, India-Pakistan relations saw their “high” — the ‘Lahore 
Declaration’ in February 1999 where leading members of PIPFPD were 
specially invited to the reception of the Indian prime minister — and “low”, the 
Kargil war, which derailed the whole process and closed all the channels of 
communication for the time being (PIPFPD 2000). It goes to the credit of 
PIPFPD that despite all odds its chapters in both the countries kept the 
peace ball rolling during those difficult times. 
It was not less than a feat to organize Bangalore convention in less than 
a year after the Kargil episode. The Sikh massacre in Anantnag, Kashmir, 
just a few weeks before the event, had made job of the convention 
organisers even harder. Hindu fundamentalists gave clear threats to the 
meet, and a court case was also filed against the convenor of PIPFPD 
convention in Karnatka chapter, accusing PIPFPD of fostering anti-national 
activities (PIPFPD 2000). But this could not stop 162 Pakistanis from coming 
to India, and the PIPFPD India chapter from organizing the event. The 
support of the Karnatka Chief Minister, S.M. Krishna, was instrumental for 
ensuring the convention going ahead on time. 
In the Bangalore convention two new sectoral groups were added, one 
was Globalization and Regional Cooperation, and the other was on 
environment. In globalization and regional cooperation they agreed to strive 
for securing the interests of poor, women and other marginalised classes in 
the age of globalization and Multi-Nation Corporations (MNCs). They called 
for Most Favoured Nation (MFN) status between India and Pakistan, and 
evolving joint strategies on WTO and global environment issues. On 
environment, it was decided that groups would be identified in both the 
countries that would work together on common environmental issues, and 
that environmental issues would be included in the national conventions of 
PIPFPD. 
Among other sectoral groups on media and culture, networking of 
Indian and Pakistani journalists and artists was emphasized, and the 
formation of Indo-Pakistan journalist organization was proposed. On trade 
unions, PIPFPD was decided to be a catalyst for bringing the trade unions 
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 and federations of the two countries closer. On trade, small traders were 
urged to get involved in trade between the two countries. In teachers and 
student group, need to initiate student exchange programmes was 
emphasized, and curriculum changes were proposed to curb the negative 
attitudes among students. On gender issues group, women’s political 
empowerment, violence against women, and women health and education 
issues were raised. 
It is evident from the Bangalore convention reports of different working 
and sectoral groups that PIPFPD had started to understand some of its 
limitations by now. It was realised that on its own PIPFPD did not have the 
capacity to organise events at large scale on ground. Therefore, unlike 
Calcutta at Bangalore PIPFPD resisted from making big promises. Moreover, 
in the new situation after Kargil war, going directly to the public domain by 
holding marches or peace walks was no more considered feasible. 
 
- The sixth Joint Convention (Karachi, 12-14 December 2003) 
The Karachi convention was by then the largest congregation in size, as 
it was attended by six hundred delegates representing different PIPFPD 
chapters from almost all nooks and corners of India and Pakistan. From India 
265 delegates arrived Karachi — the number of delegates was a significant 
increase, as 162 Pakistanis had attended the Bangalore convention. 
Moreover, for the first time Pakistani and Indian youth participated in the 
convention, and together staged a play as well (PIPFPD 2003). Pakistani 
artists had prepared unique flag and Takhti (a wooden piece used for 
memorising alphabet in schools) exhibition to promote peace and 
understanding. 
Like Bangalore convention, the Karachi joint convention also came at a 
very critical time in the history of India-Pakistan relations. From 13 December 
2001 to summer 2003 Indian and Pakistani troops were standing eyeball to 
eyeball on border when Indian parliament was attacked allegedly by the 
terrorists belonging to Pakistan. However, in summer the ice over India-
Pakistan relations had started to melt, and in October 2003 Vajpayee had 
offered Pakistan Confidence-Building Measures (CBMs), but grey clouds 
were still hovering over their relationship, and peace process was not visible 
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at the time of convention in December 2003. The PIPFPD joint convention in 
Karachi, which was attended by 265 Indian delegates, helped in creating a 
congenial atmosphere for the 12th SAARC summit in Islamabad in January 
2004, where peace process between India and Pakistan resumed officially. 
The Karachi convention welcomed the announcement of CBMs by the 
two governments, and demanded their full and immediate implementation. 
The convention also formed a joint committee on peace and reconciliation to 
review and redefine the CBMs from people’s perspective, and make them 
independent of crises at the top (PIPFPD 2003). The committee decided to 
prepare a complete list of Pakistani prisoners in India, and Indian prisoners in 
Pakistan. It also decided to provide legal and humanitarian assistance to the 
prisoners and their families. Moreover, both governments were urged to 
remove distortions, prejudice and hate speech from their textbook syllabus, 
and instead introduce peace education at school and university levels. 
A joint committee was formed on Kashmir to facilitate a dialogue 
between the people of Kashmir living on two sides of the Line of Control 
(LoC). The committee demanded free movement of people across the line of 
control on the basis of permits issued by local authorities without the 
requirement of passport and visa. Understanding the visa restrictions and 
other limitations, the committee decided to organise meetings with a cross 
section of the Kashmiri civil society organizations and political parties in 
Indian-Held Kashmir (IHK), in New Delhi in November 2004, and with the 
people of Kashmir on Pakistan side, in Islamabad in January 2005 (PIPFPD 
2003). These meetings provided PIPFPD an opportunity to connect peace 
movement in India and Pakistan with like-minded peace groups in Kashmir 
on both sides LoC (Interview Rahman 2012). Before this in June 2000, 
PIPFPD India chapter had called their national committee meeting in 
Srinagar, and organised a dialogue between the members of Indian and 
Kashmiri civil societies (Ramdas 2000). 
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In the Karachi convention, apart from usual working group and sectoral 
sessions, a new group — Fisherfolk group — was included among the 
sectoral groups. This group was based on promoting links between the 
fishermen of the two countries, who used to languish in jails for minor 
violations of unclear maritime boundaries between the two archrivals. The 
Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum (PFF) hosted the reception and a seminar in this 
regard in fishermen locality, Bin Qasim Town. The reception was attended by 
a large number of Pakistani fishermen, and Indian fishermen representing 
National Fisher Forum India (NFFI). Later the PFF demanded that the two 
governments should issue special identity cards to each other’s fishermen, 
and allow them to fish in joint waters, so that innocent fishermen are not 
caught for minor violations (The Express Tribune, 26/06/2010).  
 
- The seventh Joint Convention (New Delhi, 25-28 February 2005) 
The seventh joint convention was attended by 650 delegates in total, 
which included 325 Pakistani participants, more than fifty delegates as 
compared to the Karachi convention (PIPFPD 2005). For the first time a 
delegation from Kashmir on Pakistani side went to attend PIPFPD convention 
including one representative from Gilgit-Baltistan as well. In this convention 
one extra joint working group was included on water sharing along with the 
three joint working groups on Kashmir, peace and reconciliation, and 
minorities that were already established in Karachi. The need for water 
sharing group was felt because scarce water resources were increasingly 
seen as source of concern on both sides that were exacerbated by the 
shrinking of Siachin Glacier due to its militarization. Following up Kashmir 
joint committee, formed in Karachi convention, it was announced that 
PIPFPD Pakistan chapter had helped in collecting the details of 138 Indian 
prisoners found in various Pakistani jails. Same details were then shared with 
Indian counterparts and the families of Indian prisoners. 
Youth had started participating in PIPFPD joint conventions since the 
Karachi convention in 2003, but it was the Delhi convention 2005 when for  
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the first time youth assembly was convened. The youth assembly was 
attended by about one hundred students, including twenty-two from Pakistan 
(Gaur 2005). The youth assembly decided to form a youth forum on PIPFPD 
platform to mobilize the youth in two countries. 
 
- The eighth Joint Convention (Allahabad, 29-31 December 2011) 
The eighth joint convention was organised after a long gap of six years 
in Allahabad, India, in December 2011. Actually it was the turn of PIPFPD 
Pakistan chapter to organise the convention, but the political turmoil and the 
increasing menace of terrorism in Pakistan made its holding, involving Indian 
citizens, difficult. On two occasions, PIPFPD conventions were cancelled at 
the last minute during this time. The Peshawar convention in May 2007 and 
then Lahore convention in April 2008 were cancelled by the Pakistan chapter 
on last minute because of the non-issuance of visas to Indian participants by 
the authorities citing security concerns. In 2007 it was the lawyer’s movement 
that had started in the wake of the removal of Chief Justice of Pakistan, and 
in 2008 the assassination of Benazir Bhutto and then general elections which 
became the catalyst. Later on, it was the 26/11 Mumbai terror attacks and 
overall deteriorating law and order situation in Pakistan that finally convinced 
the organisers to shift joint convention from Pakistan to India. 
In the Allahabad declaration, on the one hand, concern and dismay 
were expressed over deteriorating relationship between India and Pakistan, 
and on the other, it was confessed that PIPFPD had failed to assert itself 
adequately in promoting fraternal relationship between the two countries. For 
the first time, PIPFPD openly accepted its failure to implement the resolutions 
and decisions of past conventions, however, it promised to hold regular joint 
conventions without undue delay and implement the decisions in future. The 
convention also regretted decline in number of delegates especially from 
mass-based organizations, like trade unions and peasant groups, and 
pledged to bring them back in the fold. 
About 200 delegates from Pakistan visited India to attend the Allahabad 
convention, whereas the last Delhi convention was attended by more than 
300 Pakistani participants. This shows the damage done by the six years  
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long gap between the two conventions. However, increased participation of 
youth in the eighth convention confirmed this new trend in PIPFPD. In the 
Allahabad convention, establishment of a separate joint forum for people of 
Kashmir on the lines of PIPFPD was recommended. A sizeable presence 
from the political class and civil society from different parts of Kashmir was a 
positive sign. The forum criticized media’s role in flaming war hysteria among 
people of both the countries and proposed a separate media-cell of PIPFPD 
to mould the public opinion. 
 
6.3.2. PIPFPD promoting horizontal middle range integration 
PIPFPD has played an important role in crystallizing the common peace 
discourse at middle range level in India and Pakistan on all important issues 
that confront the two countries. From Kashmir to religious intolerance, 
democratic governance, denuclearization, globalization, visa liberalization, 
trade, CBMs and water, on all issues PIPFPD has helped in bringing the 
peace lobbies in the two countries on the same page. It is not a small 
achievement that a segment of society at the middle range level now exists in 
both India and Pakistan, which thinks alike on all important issues that 
confront the two countries. Especially forging a consensus between activists 
from across the border on democratic solution of Kashmir by involving the 
people of Jammu and Kashmir is not a small achievement. 
For middle range horizontal integration, the most important task which 
PIPFPD has accomplished over the years is its creation and consolidation of 
the anchor points. Among the eight anchor points of IPPC contacts identified 
in chapter five, the five anchor points, including academic and research links, 
women groups, art and cultural links, workers links, and intelligentsia links 
had become the active part of PIPFPD since its origin. Understanding the 
importance of promoting links between different interest groups (anchor 
points), in the 1995 Lahore convention, PIPFPD formed nine ‘sectoral 
groups’, which were assigned separate special sessions in the Calcutta 
convention, in 1996. This provided more opportunities to the people with 
common interests to establish horizontal professional links, discuss issues of 
their mutual concern, and devise strategies for joint actions. 
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In the Calcutta convention the session on gender was attended by 
about three hundred women, and they deliberated on almost all issues 
concerning the women of both the countries (PIPFPD 1996). Similarly, in 
other sessions journalists, writers, human rights activists, trade unionists, 
workers, cultural artists, lawyers academicians and teachers established their 
professional contacts, and discussed issues of their mutual concern. For 
instance, in professional group session, the most important development was 
the formation of nuclei of lawyers, physicians and teachers, who were 
assigned specific tasks to collect and exchange information, promote 
research and arrange delegates’ visits. 
Apart from special sessions for specific interest groups, people 
developed connections, and formed anchor points even during tea and lunch 
breaks. Like fisherfolk representatives of India and Pakistan met during a 
lunch break in the Lahore convention in 1995 and decided to work together 
for the welfare of fishermen and their families, who were languishing in jails in 
both the countries for crossing the maritime boundaries by mistake (Interview 
Shan 2012). Fishermen from across the border got connected instantly, and 
formed an important anchor point with the help of PIPFPD and PILER. 
PIPFPD formed a separate sectoral group on fishermen in the Karachi 
convention in 2003.  
Being inspired by Indian fishermen, Pakistani fishermen also formed 
their own platform, Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum (PFF) in 1998, which gradually 
grew in size and stature (interview Shan 2012). PFF has reached the coastal 
areas all over Pakistan now with its current membership reaching to more 
than 60,000 fishermen (interview Shan 2012). Over the years, PIPFPD with 
the help of PFF and PILER have helped in freeing hundreds of innocent 
fishermen from Indian and Pakistani jails.  
Hence over the years PIPFPD has helped in emergence of several new 
anchor points between India and Pakistan. In the Bangalore convention 
2000, three new sectoral groups were created, which included a group each 
on teachers and students; trade and commerce, and environment. Similarly,  
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in the Karachi convention sectoral groups on fisherfolk and writers and 
scholars were introduced. Whereas, in the Delhi convention 2005 a youth 
assembly was held, which helped in making youth a new anchor point for 
India-Pakistan IPPC web process. 
However, PIPFPD failed to strengthen those anchor points to a 
satisfactory level because it could not generate enough activity at the home 
front in between two joint conventions. Most of the programmes and activities 
planned in joint conventions could not materialize on ground because of the 
limited resources, and lack of proper planning and commitment. Moreover, 
PIPFPD had also been a hostage to the ups and downs in bilateral ties 
between India and Pakistan at the top level.  
Nevertheless, right from its birth PIPFPD has encouraged horizontal 
interaction between middle range activists among women groups, 
parliamentarians, lawyers, scholars, writers, traders, human rights activists, 
environmentalists, artists, cultural activists, journalists, workers, and trade 
unionists. PIPFPD provides them opportunities to interact and strengthen 
their anchor points by creating separate sectoral groups for them in joint 
conventions and in between joint conventions from time to time inviting and 
hosting the delegates from the other side in national, regional and local 
PIPFPD chapters. These interventions may not have shown any visible 
immediate progress of their own making, but over the years we certainly see 
emergence of several new organizations from those interactions, and launch 
of several new movements and initiatives by people, who were actively 
involved in those PIPFPD interventions. 
Like, lawyers and the bar associations of India and Pakistan were 
initially brought closer by PIPFPD in the joint conventions and sectoral 
groups. Now we see a close professional coordination is emerging between 
the lawyers and their associations in the two countries. The lawyers’ bodies 
in the two countries have started coordinating visits to each other’s countries. 
About two hundred lawyers belonging to the Supreme Court Bar Association 
of Pakistan (SCBA) in March 2012 visited Delhi and Chandigarh, which was 
later responded by more than one hundred Indian lawyers from All India Bar 
Association (AIBA) in October 2012. Later on in June 2013, during another 
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 visit to Pakistan, the lawyers and civil society of India and Pakistan jointly 
formed a “South Asia Tribunal of Justice” to keep an eye on issues of human 
rights, minority rights and terrorism (The Express Tribune, 07/06/2013). 
Over the years PIPFPD has helped women groups of two countries in 
coming closer to each other, as the women and gender issues have been at 
the fore front of PIPFPD agenda since its birth. The women activists of India 
and Pakistan, which included several important PIPFPD members, formed 
Women’s Initiative for Peace in South Asia (WIPSA) in March 2000 with its 
chapters in Lahore and Delhi (Hassan 2010). On 25 March WIPSA launched 
first ‘Women’s Peace Bus’ initiative carrying 40 Indian women activists to 
Lahore led by veteran peace activist and a PIPFPD member, Nirmla 
Deshpande. In return, in May the same year famous human rights activist 
and a PIPFPD member, Asma Jahangir, led two busloads of Pakistani 
women to India (Sarwar 2010). Although, since then WIPSA has not been 
able to show up any concrete steps on ground, the women activists in India 
and Pakistan have continuously been contributing to the IPPC based 
peacebuilding using PIPFPD and several other platforms. 
Media and journalists are another important anchor point developed by 
PIPFPD over the years. The journalists in South Asia, including several 
journalists from PIPFPD chapters in India and Pakistan, established South 
Asian Free Media Association (SAFMA) in 2000. SAFMA is now recognised 
by SAARC as its associate body because it has national bodies in all eight 
SAARC countries. SAFMA is promoting a tolerant, independent, professional, 
peace loving media in SAARC countries. It provides a permanent networking 
link among journalists and media representatives of India and Pakistan. It 
has organised several seminars, conferences and meetings on conflict 
resolution and peace promotion between the two archrivals. SAFMA is very 
active, as it has strong national bodies in both the countries. The national 
body of SAFMA and PIPFPD local chapters in Pakistan work in very close 
coordination to each other, as most of the members are joint members of 
both the bodies, and PIPFPD Islamabad chapters holds most of their 
activities in SAFMA office in Islamabad (Interview Saleem 2012).  
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In the wake of nuclearization of South Asia in 1998, a peace movement 
for nuclear disarmament was launched in Pakistan and India, which had 
attracted sizeable crowds in both the countries (Samad 1999). Looking at the 
leadership and human resources of this movement, it becomes obvious that 
PIPFPD and its members provided the lead for this movement in India and 
Pakistan. On the initiative of PIPFPD members, Karamat Ali, B.M. Kutty, I.A. 
Rahman and Beena Sarwar, Pakistan Peace Coalition (PPC) was launched 
in August/September 1998 to unite the peace movement in Pakistan. Samad 
(1999) in his detailed study of the peace movement establishes the argument 
that the peace groups in Pakistan were able to create a “counternarrative” 
against dominant pro-nuclear state sponsored discourse, and launch a 
nationally coordinated campaign for nuclear disarmament. This movement 
has continued over all these years in both India and Pakistan (more 
prominently in India though), and several conferences, seminars, protests 
and marches have been organised, and scholarly research (Kothari and Mian 
2001, Hoodbhoy 2012) from peace activists perspective has been done. 
The PIPFPD became a source of inspiration for peace work for many 
individuals and groups, as it provided them new contacts, linkages and ideas 
to carry forward their peace work with more vigour and better vision. Saeeda 
Diep, a veteran peace activist and the founder of Institute for Peace and 
Secular Studies (IPSS) in Lahore, told the author that it was her meeting with 
an Indian delegate, Sandeep Panday during PIPFPD’s Karachi convention in 
2003 that changed her life, and provided her inspiration and motivation to 
launch IPSS in Lahore (Interview Diep 2012). Similarly, Irfan Mufti, the 
pioneer of South Asia Partnership (SAP) in Pakistan told the author that in 
1994 they were already working on promoting South Asian fraternity 
especially trying to bring working classes in the two countries closer, 
however, it was the rise of PIPFPD that convinced them to include the India-
Pakistan peace advocacy, disarmament, demiliterization and 
denuclearization in their agenda (Interview Mufti 2012). 
Apart from SAP, in Pakistan PILER, Ajoka, Tahrik-e-Niswan, ASR, 
Women Action Forum (WAF), Human Rights Commission of Pakistan 
(HRCP) and several other groups, which were already involved in some kind  
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of India-Pakistan peace work, joined the bandwagon of PIPFPD and took 
their work to a different level by launching several new initiatives. PILER 
launched several IPPC initiatives for promoting India-Pakistan peace, which 
were now documented in detail by B.M. Kutty (2012) in his book “In Pursuit of 
Peace: Initiatives of PILER and PPC”. PIPFPD provided Sheema Kermani’s 
Tahrik-e-Niswan new contacts in India, and she staged several plays on 
peace theme in PIPFPD national and state conventions in different cities of 
India (Interview Kermani 2012). Ajoka has developed stronger bonds with 
theatre groups in India, and has grown in stature over the years. Apart from 
performing numerous plays all over India, the Ajoka has organised four India-
Pakistan Panj-Pani (fiver rivers) annual theatre festivals in Lahore from 2004-
2007 showcasing the work of leading theatre artists of India and Pakistan 
(Interview Gauhar 2012). Over the years, these all groups have done some 
very valuable work in their professional capacities that has contributed to the 
overall middle range horizontal integration between the people of the two 
countries.  
PIPFPD might not have achieved middle range horizontal integration up 
to the expectations associated with it in the initial years of the launch, 
however, from the discussion above it could be said that PIPFPD surely 
helped strengthen the middle range horizontal integration between India and 
Pakistan. The PIPFPD also helped in developing and strengthening different 
anchor points by providing several opportunities of interaction and 
coordination to the middle range actors of the two countries. Above all 
PIPFPD helped the middle range peace activists of India and Pakistan to 
develop a new peace discourse, which based on a broad-based agreement 
on all conflicting issues from nuclearization and globalization of South Asia to 
religious intolerance and Kashmir conflict. 
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6.4. PIPFPD promoting grassroots level horizontal integration 
Achieving horizontal integration at grassroots level between India and 
Pakistan is quite difficult because of the physical separation of the two 
communities, divided by the international border and guarded by the 
draconian visa regime. Nevertheless, PIPFPD has provided some 
opportunities to the grassroots organizations and individuals of the two 
countries to meet and build bridges. Over the years in joint India-Pakistan 
conventions apart from the middle range leadership, local district level 
grassroots community groups have also participated. But when we look at 
the overall level of participation in PIPFPD joint conventions, the participation 
of grassroots members from far-flung rural areas of India and Pakistan has 
remained marginal. 
According to the details collected from different interviewees, a vast 
majority of the PIPFPD joint convention participants come from the educated 
elite of major cities in India and Pakistan, mostly falling in the category of 
middle range actors. This is understandable considering the fact that a very 
few people at the grassroots can afford to pay the travel costs and fulfil the 
visa requirements. But this issue can be addressed by creating a special 
quota for the members from far-flung chapters of PIPFPD and by facilitating 
the participation of the grassroots level members by helping them in paying 
the travel costs. Moreover, a conscious attempt should be made to arrange 
events at the grassroots level as well, whenever PIPFPD guests from across 
the border visit. Mostly such visits are restricted to the big cities, like Karachi, 
Lahore and Islamabad. It is true promoting grassroots horizontal contacts in 
inter-state conflict is a gigantic task, but with a concerted effort contacts can 
be developed at the grassroots and new areas of cooperation can be 
explored. 
 
6.5. PIPFPD and vertical integration 
It is already pointed out above that vertical integration holds a key in 
integrating grassroots to the track-one negotiations in the case of India-
Pakistan conflict because the chances of horizontal grassroots to grassroots 
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 integration are minimal in inter-state conflicts. That is why on several 
occasions I. A. Rahman and several others have emphasized; apart from the 
joint conventions, PIPFPDs real work lies in their home countries. 
Understanding the importance of reaching the length and breadth of the two 
countries and connecting the grassroots to the peace process, in Delhi 
meeting in 1994, it was decided that PIPFPD would try to form its chapters at 
state/province level and district level in both India and Pakistan, and those 
local chapters would be connected with the central national chapters. Hence, 
PIPFPD planned to achieve vertical integration in India and Pakistan through 
its structural presence all over the two countries. In this section we shall first 
look at the structure of PIPFPD (section 6.5.1) and then analyze how far 
PIPFPD has achieved the vertical integration (section 6.5.2) using its 
structure. 
 
6.5.1 The structure and organization of PIPFPD Pakistan chapter 
One of the founding members of the Islamabad chapter, Tahira 
Abdullah, termed PIPFPD a unique NGO in the world, as it is, what she 
called, the only bilateral NGO in the world having headquarters in the two 
sovereign nation-states, India and Pakistan. She added there are several 
national NGOs, international NGOs and even regional NGOs, however, 
PIPFPD is the only bilateral NGO in the world (Interview Abdullah 2012). 
PIPFPD formulated its basic structure during the second meeting in Delhi in 
November 1994 where India and Pakistan chapters were formed, and co-
chairpersons were chosen. PIPFPD chapters in both the countries cooperate 
and coordinate all of their bilateral activities, which involve the people from 
the other side of the border. However, internally within their national 
boundaries the Indian and the Pakistani chapters are completely 
independent. The structure of these chapters resembles to a great extent; 
though some variations are also found. Here, mainly the structure of PIPFPD 
Pakistan chapter is discussed.  
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The Constitution of PIPFPD Pakistan chapter, as adopted on 20th 
January 1996, describes PIPFPD’s organizational structure as a federal 
structure. PIPFPD’s organizational structure follows the three-tier 
administrative structure of Pakistan, divided into centre, four provinces and 
local districts. PIPFPD has established its presence in all four provinces of 
Pakistan, although it has been able to develop chapters only in major districts 
of Punjab, Sindh, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Baluchistan. The Islamabad 
district chapter has been given the status equal to a provincial council. 
The basic unit of PIPFPD is a district chapter comprising members 
belonging to an administrative district, however, constitution allows formation 
of a district chapter comprising members from more than one administrative 
district in case if single administrative district cannot enrol minimum thirty 
members. According to the constitution each district chapter elects an 
executive committee which includes a chairperson, secretary, a treasurer and 
two members. The district chapter also elects three to ten members for the 
provincial council depending on the strength of the district members. If a 
district chapter comprises more than thirty members, then it gets an extra 
representative (up to maximum ten) for every ten extra members in the 
provincial council. Thus provincial councils consist of members from all 
district chapters in the province depending on the strength of members in 
each district chapter. Like district chapters, the provincial council elects its 
chairperson, a secretary and a treasurer. The provincial council also sends 
minimum five elected representatives to the National Council, which includes 
one ex-officio provincial office-bearer.  
National Council is the central decision-making body of PIPFPD that 
comprises elected representatives from all the four provincial councils and 
the Islamabad chapter. The National Council then elects its National 
Executive Committee comprising a chairman, a secretary-general, a 
treasurer and two members. The term of office for district, provincial and 
central executive committees are two years (As per by-laws amended in 
2003-04). The PIPFPD constitution also limits officers not to hold any office 
for more than two consecutive terms.  
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Apart from these tenured elected bodies at three levels, PIPFPD 
Pakistan chapter has created one permanent post of the coordinator for the 
central secretariat of PIPFPD in Lahore. However, there is no provision in the 
PIPFPD constitution of Pakistan chapter for such a post. The three-tier 
elected bodies do exist in the Indian chapter as well with minor variations, but 
the post of coordinator does not exist in the Indian chapter (Interview Desai 
2012). Moreover, the coordinator is the only paid officer in PIPFPD whereas 
all other office-bearers hold voluntary positions. The constitution makes 
certain number of meetings mandatory for the each tier. The district chapters 
are required to meet once in a month, while the provincial councils and the 
national council at least twice a year. Moreover, all three tiers are required to 
organise a special general body meeting once a year to elect their 
representatives and present their accounts. But information collected during 
interviews shows district, provincial and national chapters of PIPFPD in 
Pakistan have not been able to even organise the mandatory (in constitution) 
meetings of PIPFPD. Like the central level national council of the Pakistan 
chapter could not meet for a long gap of five years from 2003 to 2011. 
 
6.5.2. PIPFPD’s role in promoting vertical integration 
As mentioned in the structure section, in Pakistan PIPFPD has formed 
its provincial bodies in all the four provinces. However, so far PIPFPD has 
not succeeded in launching its district chapters in all districts in the four 
provinces of Pakistan. PIPFPD has formed district chapters in all major cities 
of Punjab, Sindh and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) province, whereas in 
Baluchistan a provincial chapter is formed in Quetta with representatives 
coming from all districts of the province. 
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Within PIPFPD, the Islamabad chapter, which is in the capital of the 
country, is given a status equal to a province. The Islamabad chapter was 
formed in 1995 by renowned academicians, human rights activists, writers, 
poets and women leaders, including Dr. Inayatullah, Dr. Pervez Hoodbhoy, 
Dr. A.H. Nayyar, Zarina Salamat, Tahira Abdullah, and several others 
(Interview Abdullah 2012). The Islamabad chapter is one of the most active 
chapters within PIPFPD as its membership crosses the figure of three 
hundred and from time to time they have organised several seminars, 
lectures, dialogues, and have hosted numerous visitors from India. The 
Islamabad chapter was the centre of activities during anti-nuclear bomb 
peace movement in 1998/99.  
In Punjab, district chapters are established in Lahore, Faisalabad, 
Multan, Gujranwala, and Sargodha. Punjab is the key as for as relations with 
India are concerned not only because of its history of bloodshed at the time 
of the partition, but also because Punjab accounts for more than fifty per cent 
of Pakistani population, and it houses the military and the political 
establishment. It is here where PIPFPD is required to do most of its work, but 
looking at the addresses of Pakistani participants in different joint 
conventions it becomes clear that in Punjab outside Lahore PIPFPD has 
failed to make inroads. Out of Punjab’s thirty-six districts PIPFPD has 
succeeded in forming its chapters only in five districts, and except Lahore 
little is known about the other district chapters of PIPFPD in the province. 
The Lahore district chapter is one of the biggest and most active, as it has 
more than five hundred members and organises several peace activities 
around the year (Interview Javed, 2012 and Tabssum, 2012). 
In Sindh province, Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Mirpurkhas, Khairpur 
and Jacobabad have district chapters. Due to its size of membership and 
activities so far Karachi district chapter is the most active district chapter of 
PIPFPD in Pakistan. The president Karachi chapter, Mr. Asad Iqbal  Butt, 
provided author a complete list of the members with their postal addresses, 
which confirms that the Karachi chapter had about five hundred “good-
standing members” (good standing members are those members who paid 
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 all their dues) back in 2003. Moreover, looking at the activities and minutes 
of the meetings in Karachi chapter, Karachi is by far the most active and 
vibrant district chapter. Karachi chapter’s success lies in its close 
coordination with mainstream political parties in Karachi, and other peace 
groups like HRCP, PILER, trade unions and other NGOs (Interview Butt 
2012). But despite all that as far as reaching the grassroots in Karachi is 
concerned Karachi chapter still has a long way to go. In Sindh, apart from 
Karachi, Hyderabad and Khairpur chapters are also considered as active 
chapters, but on ground their activities at the grassroots are very limited.  
In Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) province district chapters are formed in 
thirteen districts, which include a district chapter each in Peshawar, Kohat, 
Bannu, Sawat, Malakand, Charsada, Mardan, Nowshera, Chitral, Dera 
Ismael Khan, Abbottabad and Dir (lower and upper) (Interview Waseem 
2013). The former president of KPK chapter and currently secretary-general 
of Pakistan chapter, Khwaja Waseem, told the author that PIPFPD receives 
bigger support in KPK because people in KPK are politically motivated for 
normalization of relations with India. He attaches this to the pre-
independence alliance between Congress and Khudai-Khidmatgars (servants 
of God), the political party of ‘frontier Gandhi’, Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan. 
Thus, unlike Punjab and Sindh where support is based on individual 
commitment or NGOs, in KPK right from the beginning PIPFPD has enjoyed 
the support of a mainstream political party, Awami National Party (ANP), 
which emerged from Khudai-Khidmatgars. 
On the other hand, among all provinces Baluchistan is unique, as for 
the whole province one chapter (no separate district chapters) is formed in 
Quetta. The Baluchistan chapter has more than three hundred members, 
who include representatives from all the thirty districts of Baluchistan 
representing both Baloch and Pashtun population of the province (Interview 
Hussain 2013). According to the Baluchistan chapter president Tahir Hussain 
Advocate, law and order has always been a problem in Baluchistan that’s 
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 why PIPFPD has not been able to muster enough support in different 
districts to form separate district chapters in the province. However, it seems 
odd to use a law & order as an excuse, when it is also a problem in the KPK. 
The more plausible explanation can be, unlike Sindh and Punjab, Baluchistan 
does not share any border contact with India and unlike KPK there is no 
political force in Baluchistan that enjoys historical roots with India. 
Baluchistan is a very sparsely populated province with very difficult terrain 
that also makes it difficult to form chapters in its different districts. Moreover, 
PIPFPD has five to fifteen members in each district, which is not a sufficient 
number to form separate district chapters, as fifteen minimum members are 
required to form a district chapter.  
Apart from opening PIPFPD chapters in all districts of Pakistan, 
continuous activities at district level PIPFPD chapters are critical for 
connecting the grassroots to the peace process. The account and information 
collected from interviewees’ show very little activity is generated by the 
district chapters. However, just before the joint convention, the membership 
of PIPFPD suddenly gets a push and all district chapters get activated just 
like they have risen from a long slumber. Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, Quetta 
and Islamabad district chapters are only chapters that have generated 
activities from time to time, though not so regularly. On the other hand, 
PIPFPD chapters in smaller towns of KPK, Sindh and Punjab are only 
present on paper, as no activity is reported there for long.  
Along with the joint India-Pakistan conventions, right from the beginning 
PIPFPD had planned to organise national and provincial conventions every 
year. Regular national and provincial conventions could have become a 
major source of connecting the grassroots with the peace negotiations. 
National and provincial conventions could help in connecting the grassroots 
members from district chapters with the provincial and national chapters in 
PIPFPD.  
According to the information received, PIPFPD Indian chapter has 
organised its national and state conventions quite regularly, however, the 
Pakistan chapter has failed to organise regular national and provincial 
conventions (Interview Desai 2012). In Pakistan chapter, on the occasion of  
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tenth anniversary of PIPFPD a special celebratory national convention was 
held in Lahore on 4 and 5 September 2004, which was attended by about 
300 delegates from different PIPFPD chapters in Pakistan and some seventy 
Indian guests. Apart from this there were some national conventions held in 
the initial years, as claimed by the interviewees, although no documentary 
evidence is available. Nevertheless, this shows there is a very long gap 
before and after the 10th anniversary convention. 
The central leadership of PIPFPD Pakistan chapter confessed their 
failure in holding national convention for a long time in the meeting of 
National Council of PIPFPD Pakistan chapter held on 18 April 2011. In 
minutes of the meeting it was confessed that even National Council meeting 
was being held after the gap of five long years. This clearly shows the 
weaknesses at structural and organizational levels in PIPFPD. 
PIPFPD needs a robust organizational structure with its strong 
presence in all districts of India and Pakistan to make any impact in 
promoting vertical integration connecting the grassroots to the top level 
negotiations. In fact, it is difficult to imagine PIPFPD can ever make a 
meaningful impact in vertical integration on its own with its limited resources. 
PIPFPD must find like-minded groups among working classes and people’s 
organizations at local level to reach out the grassroots. 
 
6.6. Limitations of PIPFPD 
It is clear from the above discussion that PIPFPD has no doubt done a 
commendable job for promotion of the peacebuilding at different levels, but 
several limitations are also visible. PIPFPD has not been able to achieve 
what was expected of it at the time of its launch in 1994-1995. The PIPFPD 
seems to have problems with its organization, funding and outreach. PIPFPD 
started promisingly, creating a lot of hopes within peace ranks, but then 
apparently lost a way little bit in the middle. In initial years there was a lot of 
enthusiasm among members of PIPFPD as between 1994 and 1996 three 
joint annual conventions were held on time, regular meetings of district 
chapters and central bodies were held, and several new district chapters  
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were founded in all major cities of India and Pakistan. But, then joint 
conventions became less regular, and meetings of district, provincial and 
central bodies sparse. The failure of PIPFPD in holding timely elections in 
Pakistan chapter made things worse. The last elections of PIPFPD at central 
level were held in 2003, whereas constitutionally elections were mandatory 
after every two years at different levels. 
This non-democratic and unprofessional attitude creates frictions within 
the ranks of PIPFPD, which is obvious from the fact that several founding 
members have sidelined themselves, and no more take active part in its 
activities. Several very senior PIPFPD members in Pakistan complained 
during their interviews with the author that they were not even informed about 
the last Allahabad convention by PIPFPD central secretariat in Pakistan, and 
due to the reason they could not attend the convention. This indicates lack of 
coordination and internal bickering within the ranks of PIPFPD Pakistan 
chapter. 
Overall PIPFPD’s outreach has remained limited to the left-oriented 
liberal circles in India and Pakistan. It has failed to create a stronger hub like 
structure, which bonds different peace groups and strategizes the peace 
work. The three-tier structure of PIPFPD could have helped in creating a 
connection between the grassroots and the top level negotiations, but the 
lack of coordination among the three tiers within PIPFPD is quite visible. The 
flow of information among district, provincial and central chapters is very low. 
It only picks up when joint convention is being planned, otherwise for several 
months no activity is planned. Hence, so far PIPFPD leadership has failed to 
put up a concerted effort to increase its outreach to the grassroots.  
Funding-wise PIPFPD is not a very rich organization. According to the 
auditor’s report for the year 2010, PIPFPD Pakistan chapter’s total assets are 
Rs.5,087,300 (about 35,000 GBP) which includes Rs.3,577,337 (about 
24,500 GBP) in earthquake relief fund with fixed assets accounting only for 
Rs.155,925 (about 1070 GBP). The earthquake relief fund was created to 
support the victims of 2005 Kashmir earthquake in Indian-held Kashmir. But it  
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was never used because the Indian government refused to allow the transfer 
of money from Pakistan (Interview Hassan 2012a).  
The membership fee, which is now collected annually, is the only 
regular source of income for PIPFPD. The by-laws of 1996 provided for 40 
Pakistani rupees per month membership fee, which is now changed to 500 
Pakistani rupees (less than 4 GBP) per annum. The division formula of this 
fee is district chapter 40 per cent, provincial council 30 per cent and central 
executive committee 30 per cent. Treasurer and secretary at all three levels 
jointly operate the bank account and at the end of each year all treasurers 
send their account statements to the national treasurer, who prepares 
consolidated accounts for the audit.  
In monetary terms PIPFPD is hardly managing its day-to-day affairs. 
Even for organising joint conventions PIPFPD needs money from outside, 
which is collected in the form of donations and advertisements from the well 
wishers and different NGOs (Interview Islam, 2012). On the other hand, 
members pay themselves for their travelling, boarding and lodging expenses 
during joint conventions. This immensely limits PIPFPD’s ability to organise 
major scale interventions at the grassroots level. Moreover, to emerge as 
Community Relations Council (CRC) type strong central hub, PIPFPD needs 
to contribute financially in the peace work of other peace groups to enjoy the 
leverage over them.  
Hence, PIPFPD needs major changes in its structure, organization and 
policies to make it a strong hub like organization for the IPPC based web 
process in India-Pakistan conflict. PIPFPD must hold timely periodic 
elections, and give its individual members and groups a direct role in the 
decision-making. PIPFPD needs to create stronger bonds with its sister 
organizations like PILER, Ajoka, South Asia Partnership (SAP) Pakistan, 
women rights groups and human rights groups. Moreover, PIPFPD must 
open its chapters in all major and smaller cities and towns of both the 
countries to reach out the grassroots. 
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Conclusion 
With regard to building the web process of peacebuilding between India 
and Pakistan, this study shows that PIPFPD has played a commendable role 
in the sphere of middle range horizontal integration between the two  
countries. PIPFPD has helped in bringing several interest groups in the two 
countries closer to each other by providing them opportunities to interact and 
devise strategies. This has helped the emergence of several new anchor 
points between India and Pakistan and strengthened the older anchor points. 
Like, parliamentarians, lawyers, journalists, scholars, women groups, human 
rights groups, trade unionists, workers, fishermen, theatre artists, traders, 
anti-nuclear peace groups, youth have emerged as important anchor points 
for IPPC based peacebuilding between the two archrivals.  
On the other hand, PIPFPD has not been able to do much for the top 
level and the grassroots level horizontal integration between India and 
Pakistan. At the top level PIPFPD has helped in creating the anchor points 
between army officers and the parliamentarians. Moreover, during the crises 
at the top, PIPFPD has provided one important link of communication 
between the two sides and facilitated the resumption of dialogue process by 
organising different events and the joint conventions at the critical points in 
history. But apart from this PIPFPD links with the top level are limited 
because the top level in Pakistan used to see PIPFPD with suspicion. 
PIPFPD’s outreach to the grassroots in its vertical capacity depended on its 
structural presence at the grassroots. PIPFPD had promised to reach every 
district of India and Pakistan at the time of its launch but even after about two 
decades PIPFPD’s outreach is limited to the major cities and some towns in 
Pakistan. Very little activity is reported at the grassroots from district chapters 
in smaller towns and rural areas. Moreover, provincial and national 
conventions are rarely held and there is minimal flow of information among 
central, provincial and district chapters.  
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Chapter Seven 
A Case Study of Aman ki Asha 
 
Introduction 
Aman ki Asha (AKA) is a joint peace initiative launched by the two 
media giants, the Jang group in Pakistan and The Times of India (TOI) in 
India on 01 January 2010. The name Aman ki Asha  (hope for peace) was 
selected to show a collaborative spirit by taking the Urdu word “Aman” 
(peace) from the names suggested by the Jang group and the Hindi word 
“Asha” (hope) from the names suggested by the TOI delegation (Interview 
Hassan, 2012b). This is a unique initiative because in the history of 
peacebuilding, never before the mainstream media houses of conflicting 
communities are involved in such a peace initiative. Generally local media is 
seen inflaming the fires of conflict by following the nationalistic lines and 
portraying one sided picture of the conflict. Therefore, right from the first day 
this initiative has received an unprecedented special attention not only in 
India and Pakistan but also among the international community which is 
interested in India Pakistan peace. 
In this chapter Aman ki Asha (AKA) is studied as our second case study 
of Interactive People to People Contacts (IPPC) initiatives between India and 
Pakistan. The theoretical model for IPPC developed in chapter three from 
Lederach’s ‘pyramid of peacebuilding’ and ‘web process’ is used to study the 
role of AKA in promoting horizontal and vertical integration between India and 
Pakistan at different levels.  
This chapter is divided into six sections. Like chapter six, the horizontal 
integration at top level, middle range level and grassroots level is discussed 
in separate sections. The first section deals with the origin of Aman ki Asha; 
the second, with AKA promoting top level horizontal integration; the third, the 
middle range horizontal integration; the fourth, the grassroots level horizontal 
integration; the fifth, vertical integration; and finally in sixth, limitations of AKA 
are discussed. Moreover, this should be kept in mind that in this study focus 
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remains on AKA activities on the platform of the Jang group as the web-
process in Pakistan is the main focus of this research. For India a separate 
thorough study would be required to cover the horizontal and vertical 
integration within India vis-à-vis Pakistan as India in itself is a huge and very 
complex country.  
 
7.1. The Origin of Aman ki Asha 
The emergence of AKA was a bit of surprise for many in the peace 
lobby in India and Pakistan (interviews with peace activists). The peace 
activists in both India and Pakistan used to consider the TOI and the Jang 
group represented hawkish element in the media. However, they all 
welcomed this development hoping AKA could reach those sections of the 
society which had remained aloof or disinterested in the peace movement 
previously. The PIPFPD led peace movement was spearheaded by left 
oriented segments of the society in both India and Pakistan; therefore, the 
peace movement could not make inroads into the centrist and the rightist 
segments in the two countries. The Jang and the TOI being known for rightist 
positions in their respective countries created hopes that those sections of 
the community may also be included in the web process now. 
The pioneers of AKA, Mr. Shahrukh Hassan, Group Managing (GM) 
Director of the Jang Group of Pakistan and Mr. Rahul Kansal, Chief 
Marketing Officer in the TOI were not directly part of any IPPC based peace 
initiative before but the origin of AKA cannot be seen in isolation. Beena 
Sarwar, the founding editor of AKA page in the Jang and The News connects 
the origin of AKA with the peace work that PIPFPD had been doing since 
1994, as she says “AKA builds upon the work of PIPFPD and other peace 
groups” (Interview Sarwar 2013). Now Beena Sarwar is the main source of 
connection for AKA to PIPFPD and all other grassroots and middle range 
peace activists as she was one of the founding members of PIPFPD and had 
been working on ground with the most of those peace activists. The rise of 
AKA must be seen in the larger context of IPPC based people’s struggle for 
peacebuilding as the two media giants would have never taken such a big 
risk if no peace discourse pre-existed the launch of AKA.  
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The idea of Aman ki Asha started evolving in 2008 in the Jang group as 
according to them they started feeling it was part of their corporate 
responsibility to do something for peace with India (Interview Aslam,2012). 
Apart from this the war on terror had by then entered the cities of Pakistan 
making it a far bigger threat to the security of Pakistan than the fear of India. 
The Jehadi groups drew their legitimacy and popular support base from the 
real and perceived threats from India. In the Jang group, Shahrukh Hassan 
says they considered peace with India had become an “existential” issue for 
Pakistan because the development and progress of Pakistan had become a 
hostage to the conflict with India (Interview Hassan 2012b). 
It is quite interesting why Jang group chose to contact the well known 
hard-line Indian paper instead of going to more liberal soft image papers. 
Shah Rukh Hassan informed the author that they purposefully chosen to 
contact their counterpart The Times of India (TOI) for partnership because 
they had thought it would give the best chance to peace if they could 
convince the hard-line paper TOI to go for the joint peace initiative (Interview 
Hassan 2012b).  
On the morning of November 26, 2008, Shahrukh Hassan met with his 
counterpart Rahul Kansal in Taj Mahal hotel in Mumbai which later in the day 
was attacked by the terrorists of Pakistani origin. According to Mr. Hassan 
the TOI management was initially a bit sceptical about the initiative but they 
had agreed to go for it after detailed discussion. The Mumbai terrorist attack 
slowed the progress on AKA as the TOI felt no one in India was then ready to 
listen about peace with Pakistan, however, they informed the Jang group that 
after Mumbai incident they were even more convinced about the utility of 
AKA (Interview Hassan, 2012b). Later, on the occasion of the launch of AKA, 
referring to Mumbai incident, Mr. Jaideep Bose, the editorial director of the 
TOI wrote, “the need for aman (peace with Pakistan) has never been greater” 
for India (The Times of India, 01/01/2012). 
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Unlike PIPFPD which was launched by peace activists without formally 
consulting any of the top level stake holders, for AKA massive consultation 
was done by both the Jang group and the TOI. This all started when the TOI 
suggested launching of AKA from Dubai while raising doubts about the 
possible reaction of the Pakistani army and government to AKA (Interview 
Hassan 2012b). On this, the Jang group suggested to take all stake holders 
onboard before the formal launch of the project. At first, both the TOI and the 
Jang approached their respective governments and took them onboard. In 
Pakistan Mr. Shah Rukh informed the author that the Jang group met all 
stake holders including army, bureaucracy, and the political leadership of 
main parties in Pakistan. He told the author even Jamaat-e-Islami (vocal anti-
India party) from whom opposition was expected recorded endorsement 
messages for AKA on Geo TV (Interview Hassan 2012b). 
AKA decided to undertake the same work which is usually associated 
with the IPPC and unofficial diplomacy work, The TOI and the Jang 
administration agreed negotiating peace was basically a responsibility of the 
two governments, whereas AKA would work for changing perceptions, 
reduce ignorance about each other and serve as facilitators in fostering 
greater understanding between people (Jaideep Bose, the TOI, 01/01/2010).  
Moreover, they say AKA works for creating “enabling environment” where 
both (India and Pakistan) governments could come to the negotiating table 
with an open mind and are willing to show the concessions which they feel 
are in their national interest to show without having any fear of losing their 
electoral support in masses (Interview with Hassan 2012b). This shows apart 
from difference in choice of words, AKA came into being with identical aims 
and objectives like PIPFPD. However, unlike PIPFPD, AKA did not declare 
the objective of taking the peacebuilding to the masses at grassroots and 
providing a common platform or hub to the peace activists.   
AKA was finally launched on 1 January 2010, when both the TOI and 
the Jang group newspapers carried a full supplement on Aman ki Asha 
showcasing the messages of support from famous artists, diplomats, peace  
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activists, poets, journalists and the politicians of the two countries. More 
importantly, on 1 January 2010 for the first time in the history of the sub-
continent, a joint editorial was published on the front pages of the TOI and 
the Jang group newspapers in India and Pakistan. The joint editorial made it 
obvious that promotion of business, trade, finance and mutual investments 
would form the core agenda of AKA while it includes the issues of cultural 
exchanges, tourism, easing the visa regimes, and of the plight of prisoners as 
part of the initial agenda (see joint editorial in the TOI and The News 1 
January 2010). 
 
7.2. The Top Level Horizontal Integration 
AKA does not organise direct top level negotiations but top level actors 
are part of several AKA activities. Unlike PIPFPD which has mostly kept a 
distance from official track one actors, the TOI in India and the Jang in 
Pakistan have kept the top level leadership engaged wherever possible in 
their activities. Most of the AKA meetings, seminars and activities are 
attended by ministers and high level government officials on both sides. In 
this section at first the activities of AKA which promote top level integration 
are discussed in detail (section 7.2.1), then role of AKA in promoting top level 
horizontal integration is analysed (section 7.2.2) and finally the role of AKA 
during crises at the top level is discussed.  
 
7.2.1. AKA Activities Promoting Top level Horizontal Integration 
The business and trade related activities and a series of track two 
seminars are the two AKA activities which are aimed at facilitating the top 
level integration.  
 
- Economic, business and trade related activities  
Among AKA activities improving trade and investment between India 
and Pakistan was envisioned as a focal point of AKA. Therefore, before the 
formal launching of AKA, the heavyweights of the business community in 
India and Pakistan, the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and Pakistan 
Business Council (PBC) which accounted for about 70 percent of the GDP in 
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both India and Pakistan were convinced to become partners of AKA in its 
business related activities. Moreover, annual economic conferences were 
also conceived to strategise, implement and monitor the progress on 
economic front. 
The first meeting of leading businessmen from India and Pakistan on 
the platform of AKA was held in New Delhi on 19-20 May 2010 which was 
attended by sixty-five top Pakistani CEOs and businessmen and 250 Indian 
CEOs and entrepreneurs. The inauguration of the meeting by Indian finance 
minister, Parnab Mukherji and the presence of Shahid Malik, the Pakistani 
ambassador to India on dais together clearly meant the two governments 
were onboard in this development. From its size and representation wise it 
was “the largest and the most high powered” meeting of the business 
community of India and Pakistan (the TOI, 20/05/2010). This high powered 
meeting concluded that there was no stronger driving force for peace than 
mutuality of the economic interests as they expected massive trade and 
investments in each other’s country would create a permanent stake of the 
business community in peace (Interview Hassan 2012b).  
In this meeting  on economic front six sectors having highest potential 
for collaboration were identified, which included agriculture, textile, 
Information Technology, education, healthcare and energy. Moreover, the 
CEO’s committees were formed on each sector in both India and Pakistan to 
further explore the collaboration in those six sectors (see text of the joint 
declaration, the TOI 21/05/2010). The development of sectoral committees 
was considered as an important step forward because without sectoral 
committees’ businessmen from different industries could meet and discuss 
general issues of their mutual interest but they could not explore the 
possibilities of concrete collaboration in their own particular fields (Interview 
Hashwani, 2012). This meeting was significant as it helped breaking the ice 
that had developed after 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks. This first ever 
highest level gathering of Indian and Pakistani businessmen drew attention of 
the two governments to use economic front as a viable option for moving 
forward as progress on peace negotiations was not considered a feasible 
option after Mumbai incident.  
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The six committees established in first business meeting started 
working as a catalyst of change. The textile committee took local traders into 
confidence and started forging a team of textile industrialists and traders at 
national level in both India and Pakistan. On Pakistani side, in August 2010, 
all prominent businessmen from textile industries of Pakistan gathered in 
Karachi and they formed Aman ki Asha textile forum to work on improvement 
of textile trade with India (The News, 28/08/2010). Then they met in New 
Delhi in February 2011 with their Indian counterparts to discuss hurdles in 
textile trade and find out ways to overcome them (the TOI, 19/02/2011).  
On the other hand, the health committee representatives of India and 
Pakistan have met twice, for debut meet in New Delhi in July 2011 and then 
in Lahore in May 2012. The two sides decided to exchange visits, conduct 
joint research, launch advocacy campaigns and promote ‘technology sharing’ 
and ‘sharing of experiences’ in the health sector. First time direct 
collaboration in health sector started when Dr. Girdhar J. Gayani from India 
visited Karachi in March 2012 and offered complimentary accreditation to two 
Pakistani hospitals and explored further collaborations with Pakistani medical 
experts (The News, 06/03/2012). There is a positive impact of all these 
activities as now more and more people from Pakistan are travelling to India 
for better medical treatment as it is far cheaper for them to travel to India than 
to travel USA, UK or any other part of the world. 
Apart from these two committees, committees on education, IT, 
agriculture and energy were also activated and they have been building 
some useful links in their particular areas. The IT committee members have 
visited each other’s countries and have identified that in IT India has thirty-
five billion dollar extra business that can be capitalised by Pakistan’s young 
growing IT sector which caters the demands of Indian IT far better than other 
countries in the region (The News, 24/03/2011). The committee on education 
and skills development met in New Delhi in April 2012 and explored the 
areas of student exchanges, teacher trainings, joint research, and exchange 
of expertise, in the education sector (The News, 18/04/2012). On the other 
hand, agriculture and energy committee were not formalized until the time of 
writing these lines. 
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The second AKA meeting of business and trade was named as 
“dividends” for the successes achieved in promoting trade between India and 
Pakistan since the first meet in 2011. In that one eventful year, Pakistan and 
India signed several trade agreements and ushered a pragmatic policy of 
promoting trade and business without compromising their positions on the 
major issues of confrontation. The second economic conference was held in 
Lahore on 7-8 May 2012 and it was attended by the top hundred Indian 
businessmen and 350 leading Pakistani businessmen (The News, 
22/05.2012). Apart from them, the political leadership of the major opposition 
parties in Pakistan and on the government side the then Prime Minister Gilani 
himself attended the meeting in Lahore.  
 
- Track two conferences 
Among track two conferences so far AKA has organised two strategic 
seminars, a conference on “Water is Life” and a conference of renowned 
hjournalists and anchorpersons of India and Pakistan. The two strategic 
seminars brought former foreign ministers, secretaries, military generals, 
academicians, researchers, human rights activists and even some peace 
activists on one platform discussing all issues from Kashmir to water and visa 
in a candid discussion. On the other hand, “water is life” and journalists 
conference were one-point agenda conferences focusing on water and media 
issues respectively. These two conferences brought together renowned 
water experts and media professionals of India and Pakistan to discuss the 
issues of peace and conflict related to water and media respectively. 
The two strategic seminars were moderated by General (retd.) Mahmud 
Ali Durrani, following the pattern of India-Pakistan track two dialogue series 
Balusa (Interview Durrani 2012). Mr. Durrani has been associated with 
Balusa since it was, launched in 1996 by Dr. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, a Professor 
at the Foreign Policy Institute of Johns Hopkins University, USA.  According 
to Mr. Durrani, the only difference between Balusa and AKA strategic 
seminar series was, Balusa was more secretive as its details never came out 
in the media because it was intended to change the mindset only at higher  
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level and prepare the recommendations for track one negotiations only 
(Interview Durrani 2012). On the other hand AKA seminars were far more 
open as their proceedings although held closed-doors were fully covered by 
the electronic and print media in The Times of India and the Jang group of 
newspapers. Impressed from the success of AKA seminars, Balusa also 
came out with a comprehensive report at the end of their most recent 
dialogue held at Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS) from 
26-27 January 2012 and its joint communiqué was published by both the TOI 
and The News. 
The first seminar of this series held in Lahore on 22-23 April 2010 was 
named as “A Common Destiny” to discuss whether India and Pakistan 
shared a common destiny. In this seminar discussions were held on all 
outstanding issues between the two countries and all participants had agreed 
that India and Pakistan did share a common destiny. The recommendations 
were made for dealing with the issues of Kashmir, terrorism, intelligence 
sharing, defence, water disputes, visa restrictions, trade and investments, 
and youth and education. These issues later became a focal point of AKA 
work over the years. The second conference of the series named “Re-
Engagement for Peace” was held in Karachi on March 8-9, 2011. In this 
conference they recommended the formation of counter terrorism centres 
(CTC) in New Delhi and Islamabad to strengthen and institutionalise the joint 
mechanism earlier agreed during the meeting of two Prime Ministers in 
Havana.  
The one off “Water is Life” conference was held in New Delhi on 29-30 
July 2009.  A series of articles were published in both the TOI and the Jang 
group of newspapers leading to and after the conference to highlight the 
different perspectives on water issues present in both India and Pakistan. 
Just a few months before this conference tension between India and 
Pakistan over water had risen sky high as on 17 May Pakistan instituted 
arbitration proceedings against India accusing breach of Indus Waters Treaty 
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1960 which regulated the flow of rivers between them. There was a very 
strong perception in Pakistan that India was diverting Pakistan’s share of 
water to its benefit.  
With this background this conference was a first serious attempt to 
bring the experts of the two sides on one platform and discuss the sensitive 
water issues in closed door meetings and then disseminating it through The 
News and the TOI. The conference recommended more up-to-date 
information sharing at public and official level, and joint monitoring of flows at 
strategic points to remove misunderstandings and clearing the real issues. 
This conference led to more contacts on the water issues at official level 
which helped easing the problem to a great extent. 
Moreover, a two-day conference, of top journalists and renowned 
anchor persons from electronic and print media was held in Karachi on 6-7 
April 2010 to discuss the role of media in promoting peace between India and 
Pakistan. The conference started with closed-door meetings among the 
delegates but then participants were provided an opportunity to directly 
interact in the glare of the electronic media (The News, 15/04/2010). The 
conference recommended certain steps like formation of a code of ethics for 
journalists, avoid airing single source reports, question authenticity of the 
reports shared by the agencies on both sides, and broaden the coverage 
about each ‘other’ from mere security and terrorism perspective to include, 
economy, poverty, culture, and entertainment. 
 
7.2.2. Analysing AKA’s role in Promoting 
          Top level Horizontal Integration 
The top level horizontal integration is the sphere where PIPFPD could 
not do much because PIPFPD was generally seen as an anti status quo 
group by the official top level actors in Pakistan. PIPFPD was launched in 
1994 when freedom struggle in Kashmir was in full swing and any attempt to 
normalise relations with India was then seen as an attempt to jeopardize the 
Kashmir struggle. Therefore, launching of PIPFPD with its vast majority of 
membership coming from left oriented liberal circles in Pakistan with a clear 
agenda of normalization of relations with India was bound to be seen with  
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suspicion. On the other hand, AKA was launched at a different time when 
Pakistan was preoccupied more with home-grown terrorism than by India. 
Moreover AKA was launched by the Jang group and the TOI, both enjoying a 
reputation of being close to the ruling establishments in India and Pakistan.  
Even more importantly, before launching AKA, the Jang administration 
took on board all those who mattered most among military, politicians, 
business community and the civil society in Pakistan. This is why while 
PIPFPD’s launch was criticised and its leadership was blamed as being the 
stooges of India, AKA’s launch was celebrated and appreciated by the top 
level actors in Pakistan (see the statements of top level leaders on the launch 
in the Jang and The News 01/01/2010). The consultations with top level 
leadership in India and Pakistan before formally starting AKA had set the 
tone for closer coordination of AKA with the top level actors in both India and 
Pakistan.  
As for as promoting horizontal integration at the top is concerned the 
AKA activities on economic front stand out. Until the birth of AKA, the 
business and trade sphere was a missing link in the peace movement. This 
was the sphere which was ear-marked by AKA right from the beginning for 
making a significant impact. It was a major achievement in itself that AKA got 
the largest representative bodies of the business community, PBC and CII 
involved as a direct stake holder in AKA activities from the very beginning. 
AKA facilitated closer top level to top level horizontal contacts and initiated 
the process of building a stake of business community in the peace between 
India and Pakistan. The first AKA Business meeting was inaugurated by the 
Indian Finance Minister, Parnab Mukherji and in second meeting Prime 
Minister Gilani and almost all political elite of Pakistan made their presence 
shown which shows the level of involvement and the interest from the top 
level leadership in this whole process. 
The presence of all important stake-holders from business and 
corporate sector in India and Pakistan on one platform in AKA’s first 
Business meeting in May 2010 in New Delhi was the first step towards 
building a strong business and trade network at the top. In this conference for 
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the first time businessmen of the two countries seriously started to build 
closer trade and business links between them. Here for the first time they 
communicated directly in one to one dialogue and tried to learn each other’s 
position on bottlenecks about MFN status and trade liberalization (Interviews 
Umar 2012 and Hashwani 2012).  
These efforts of AKA gradually started bearing fruit at the official 
government level. The discourse which was started by the Jang group in 
Pakistan using print and electronic media on pros and cons of trade with 
India helped allaying some of the fears within Pakistani businessmen and the 
public opinion regarding allowing trade with India. Once the top businessmen 
of the two countries were convinced that increased trade was mutually 
beneficial for the both sides, they started pushing the two governments for 
necessary steps. The Pakistani businessmen who were previously the 
strongest opponents of MFN status for India and used to scuttle any attempt 
of easing the trade regime with India gradually became the strongest 
supporters of MFN status for India.  
The AKA provided Pakistani businessmen an opportunity to interact 
directly with their counterparts in India and Indian government officials, this 
helped them get their major concerns conveyed regarding non-tariff barriers 
and permission for investments in India (Interview Umar 2012). Apart from 
this Pakistani businessmen also realised the tremendous business potential 
of Indian market and believed as they were already competing with far bigger 
China, competition with Indian market was not an issue anymore. Rahul 
Kansal of the TOI who attended both Business meetings later wrote that the 
desire of Pakistani businessmen to build closer ties with India was 
“abundantly on display” in those two conferences (the TOI, 21/06/2013). 
Whereas, the former Pakistan Business Council (PBC) chairman, Asad Umar 
told the author in his interview that there may be several factors behind 
Pakistan’s recent willingness to go ahead on building trade with India but he 
had no doubt that AKA’s efforts were one of the important factors behind this 
paradigm shift in Pakistan (Interview Umar, 2012).  
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On the other hand strategic seminar series like normal track two 
interventions helped discussing and developing recommendations for 
contentious issues. Similarly, “water is life” conference helped linking the 
water experts of the two sides and helped them sort out some of the 
misunderstandings which had emerged because of the lack of contact and 
unavailability of proper data. It appears that the idea of track two seminars 
was abandoned after first few years as no track two seminars were arranged 
later on. Perhaps it was realised that the utility of track two seminars as 
compared to the expenses involved was limited and moreover they are being 
organised anyway by the other national and international organizations. 
7.2.3. Aman ki Asha’s role in crisis at the top 
The day when the Jang and the TOI heads were discussing the launch 
of AKA in Taj Mahal hotel Mumbai, the same day on 26 November 2008 Taj 
Mahal along with eleven other destinations in Mumbai became target of a 
terrorist attack emanating from the terrorists based in Pakistan. This not only 
derailed the India Pakistan peace process at the top but also the outrage 
against Pakistan was so intense that except for some die hard peace groups 
no one in India could dare to talk about peace with Pakistan. In such a 
situation launching Aman ki Asha after a year of the incident when situation 
at the top was still very tense provided a big boost to the efforts of 
normalization.  
The most important contribution which AKA made towards the 
normalization of relations in those circumstances were its efforts to promote 
business and trade by bringing the top level CEO’s of business community 
on one platform and helping them set the main contours of agreements on 
business and trade which later became the main thrust of the new 
rapprochement. It was AKA which had brought Confederation of Indian 
Industries (CII) and Pakistan Business Council (PBC), the two top most 
representative bodies of businessmen in India and Pakistan closer and had 
made them partners in peace for AKA economic activities. In fact the roots of 
the two government’s pragmatic policy on enhancing trade and investment 
between India and Pakistan lay in AKA’s first business meeting and the  
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discussions and deliberation it led to afterwards. Apart from this AKA 
organised several other events during those critical times. The two strategic 
seminars, a water conference, a conference of media groups, peace hankies, 
a series of cultural, music and art performances, milne do (let people meet) 
and “in the name of humanity” campaigns in first two years of the launch 
were organised.  
The other mini crisis which AKA and peace groups jointly helped the 
two governments to avert was the rising tension at the top in the wake of the 
alleged beheading of Indian soldiers along LoC that had resulted serious 
violations of 2003 ceasefire on LoC in January 2013. This halted progress on 
Most Favoured Nation (MFN) and implementation of newly agreed liberal 
visa regime as Hindutva groups in India were pushing the Indian government 
to go hard on Pakistan. At this point peace group came openly to the rescue 
of the two governments and several joint statements by Indian and Pakistani 
peace groups were issued condemning the incidents and calling for 
immediate implementation of MFN and visa agreement.  
AKA united all peace groups on one platform and sent a strong 
message to the two governments and the opposition parties by organizing 
India Pakistan Peace Now global vigil with the help of PIPFPD and other 
peace groups in India, Pakistan and globally in more than twelve countries. 
The role of peace constituency in Pakistan was recognised at the level of 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh as he told his party leaders in one public 
gathering that there exists a peace constituency in Pakistan therefore while 
sending a strong message to Pakistan, the Indian government has to take 
the peace process forward keeping this constituency in mind (The Hindu, 
19/01/2013).  
Since the birth of AKA in 2010, no major crisis has emerged between 
India and Pakistan although border skirmishes and firing incidents have 
continuously hindered the progress in the peace process. So far the Indian 
and Pakistani governments have maintained their cautious policy of 
promoting trade and people to people contacts while keeping peace 
negotiation process in limbo for the moment. Therefore, AKA’s real test in 
crisis management has not come yet. 
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7.3. AKA’s role in promoting Middle Range Horizontal Integration 
In this section, at first AKA’s activities for middle range horizontal 
integration are discussed (section 7.3.1), and then AKA’s role in promoting 
middle range horizontal integration is analysed (section 7.3.2). 
 
7.3.1. AKA activities promoting Middle Range Horizontal Integration 
Among those activities include cultural performances, youth 
involvement, and the peace campaigns which are discussed in detail in this 
section. Apart from the above mentioned activities, several other activities 
like AKA activities on internet, its electronic and print resources also play 
useful role in promoting middle range horizontal integration that are 
discussed in the analytical section. 
 
- Culture, art, theatre, music exchanges 
We have already observed in the fifth and the sixth chapters that 
culture, art, theatre, film and music has always been part and parcel of the 
peace movement in India and Pakistan. Similarly, since its launch in 2010, 
AKA has been proactively involved in promoting culture, art, and music 
exchanges between India and Pakistan. So far AKA on its own has arranged 
a wide variety of activities in this area and have covered the good work done 
by other peace groups like Ajoka, Tahrik-i-Niswan etc on its electronic and 
print media. 
In first month of the launch of AKA, the TOI with the cooperation of the 
Jang organised a series of very well attended musical events in all major 
cities of India. They organised joint concerts of famous Pakistani and Indian 
singers on almost all forms of popular sub-continental music from pop and 
film music to Qawalli in all major cities of India. Then February was the month 
of literary activities involving renowned Pakistani and Indian writers. All the 
events in India were very well attended by high ranking dignitaries and 
common citizens as scores of audiences were seen waiting outside the jam 
packed venues. 
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The first year of AKA’s launch proved to be a quite eventful year. The 
Jang group organised a well attended musical road show and Indo-Pak 
Mushaira (poetry recital) in February and January in the same year in 
Karachi. By the end of the year AKA even bagged a prestigious award in 
music as AKA theme song “Nazar mein rahte ho” sung by Pakistani singer 
Rahat Fateh Ali and Indian musician Shakar Madhvan was awarded best 
non-film music award in first Indian Global Music award (The News, 
09/12/2010). Apart from music and literature, AKA has also organised two-
day Ikebana flower exhibition in Mumbai in April 2011, inviting artists from 
Sogestsu Schools in Mumbai and Karachi (the TOI, 28/05/2011). 
In 2010 India’s biggest entertainment TV channel, Star Plus in 
partnership with Geo launched a first ever musical reality show involving 
young Pakistani and Indian music masters in show aptly named as “Chotte 
Ustad” for young music stars. This overnight became a super hit show in both 
India and Pakistan as on both sides of the border viewers followed the show 
with enthusiasm and admiration. The best part was at the end of the show 
one winner each from India and Pakistan was announced and both kids in 
their victory message said they wanted their music to bridge the differences 
between their two countries (the TOI, 15/10/2010). The clever thinking of 
selecting a winner each from India and Pakistan helped avoiding traditional 
India-Pakistan rivalry into play, which could have killed the purpose of the 
show. 
But this clever thinking was not adopted for 2012 Sur Kshetra-a musical 
battle, the musical reality show where Indian and Pakistani teams fought like 
they used to fight their wars in cricket grounds. This show was far more 
popular than Chotte Ustad and was followed by millions in both India and 
Pakistan as level of entertainment and quality of music was very high. But if 
Sur Kshetra was intended to promote peace and good will between the two 
nations, this programme in effect produced the opposite. The level of 
competition and rivalry during the show was so high that the jury members 
legendary Indian singer, Asha Bhosle and Pakistani queen of sufi music, 
Abida Parveen could not resist the pressure. Watching the show their bias in 
favour of the singers from their own country was obvious for the viewers.  
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Moreover, the captains of the two teams, famous Pakistani singer Atif Aslam 
and well known Indian musician Himesh Reshmya were seen clearly 
exchanging harsh words on screen. This was not a good advertisement for 
peace by any means as it generated bad feelings among the viewers and 
hardened their biases rather than reducing them by any means. 
The non-violent power of the Music art and film to promote peace and 
understanding is well recognised in peace theory (Lederach 2005). But 
organisers must be careful in selection of their themes and treatment of the 
subject. They may create new controversies instead of promoting peace. 
Rather than promoting rivalry based reality musical shows, Indian and 
Pakistani artists performing in joint concerts in both India and Pakistan are a 
better advertisement for peace. Two such concerts were organised by AKA in 
February 2011 and December 2012 when Pakistani pop band Strings joined 
Indian band Indian Ocean to enthral the audience in Ahmedabad and 
Bangalore (the TOI, 25/12/2012).  
 
- The Youth involvement  
AKA’s Umeed-e-Milap, peace hankies campaign and Queen’s baton 
rally, and Rotary youth exchanges all were designed to involve youth in the 
peace movement. However, the most efficient and effective way that AKA 
has found are social networks specially Facebook to reach out the youth and 
involve them in debates, discussions and even activities on ground.  
The Peace Hankies campaign was launched in some of the major cities 
in India and Pakistan in March-April 2010. For this campaign, AKA engaged 
the school children in bigger cities to write slogans of peace for their 
counterparts on the other side of the border on handkerchiefs termed as 
hankies. In this campaign 200000 hankies were collected from the 
schoolchildren in India and 30000 from Pakistan (The News, 01/07/2010). 
The author visited one of the participating schools, Little Folks School in 
Karachi and met kids and interviewed the principal of the school Ms. Shaziya 
Saleem. It was hard to measure what real impact the activity had on 
individual children but overall the children and staff were quite upbeat about 
the activity and peace with India. The principal, Ms. Shaziya believed such 
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 activities should be conducted regularly in all schools as this activity had 
helped the school children to learn the significance of mutual co-existence 
and peace with India (Interview Saleem 2012b). 
Then on 25 June 2010 at the time of the travelling of the 
Commonwealth games Baton from Pakistan to India the schoolchildren from 
India and Pakistan jointly created a peace chain with their peace hankies. On 
Wagah-Attari border gate the school children knotted the two chains and 
pulled one end into India and the other into Pakistan to create a kind of “tug 
of peace” (Interview Sarwar,2013). This had immense symbolic value for 
peace between India and Pakistan, as the new generation was getting 
involved in the peace campaign.   
Umeed-e-Milap (UeM) which literally means “hope for unity” was 
another initiative which generated a good degree of response from the youth 
in India and Pakistan (The News, 11/11/2011). Umeed-e-Milap had three 
components- a peace dialogue, a peace diary and a Pakistani team 
participating in Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay’s robotics 
competition, Techfest 2012. Techfast is Asia’s largest science and 
technology festival annually organised by the students of Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) Bombay. Umeed-e-Milaap was a joint venture of the 
students of IIT Bombay in partnership with Lahore University of Management 
Sciences (LUMS), Institute of Business Administration (IBA) Karachi and 
FAST University Karachi. This was an important development as it was the 
first one-to-one direct collaboration among the students of the top universities 
in India and Pakistan. Students from more than 30 universities and colleges 
from the two countries were involved in this project and a Facebook group 
with more than one thousand likes was made to share the pictures, news, 
and stories about the event (The Hindu, 01/09/2011) 
The idea of Umeed-e-Milap came from Ronnie Philip, a student at IIT 
Bombay who as a manager of Techfast 2012 had a vision, “to unite the 
students of India and Pakistan” (The News, 11/11/2011). Ronnie had only 
thought about inviting a Pakistani team to Techfast 2012 but then Hassaan 
Zafar, the then President of a local student group at LUMS added the idea of 
collecting messages from college and university students and developing a 
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peace diary each from India and Pakistan (interview Zafar 2012). All the 
three legs of the event the peace diary, peace dialogue and Techfest, went 
very well in IIT Bombay and on their return Pakistani students had so many 
wonderful memories and stories to share (Interview Daniyal, 2012).  
 Rotary youth exchange (RYE) between India and Pakistan is the other 
important initiative for youth launched during the joint working group meeting 
of AKA and Rotary International in July 2011 (The News, 21/12/2011). Under 
RYE programme Rotary India and Rotary Pakistan exchange a delegation of 
5-10 member young (aged between 15-25 years) girls and boys to each 
other’s country for seven to ten days. The best part of this programme is the 
young delegates get a chance to visit different cities in India and Pakistan 
and on top of this they get a real time experience of the life and culture by 
living in the houses of Rotarian host families because they are assigned 
different host families in each city they visit (Interview Kidwai 2012). The idea 
of Rotary youth exchange is useful in the context of changing mindsets and 
perceptions because it provides good level of interaction for the youth and 
families involved. 
At first five member youth delegation along with their team leader from 
India visited Pakistan for ten days and enjoyed the hospitality of Pakistani 
Rotarians in December 2011. Then seven member Pakistani delegation 
along with their team leader visited India for ten days in February 2012. In 
their joint interview to the author, members of the Pakistani delegation on 
their return from India told the author that their thinking about India and its 
people was transformed and they learned a great deal about Indian people 
and their culture during the trip (Joint interview Pakistani RYE delegation 
2012). They were quite amused at how little common people in India knew 
about Pakistan and its people. They quoted several questions which they 
termed “silly questions” like a girl saying she was asked “where is your 
burqa” (head cover) as if every Pakistani girl wears a burqa and a boy said 
he was asked “do you really hear music in Pakistan?” (Joint interview 
Pakistani RYE delegation 2012). These interactions do help many among the 
hosts as well to humanize the other, remove their stereotypes and transform 
their views about the other. 
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- Peace campaigns 
So far Milne do (let people meet), a campaign for liberalized visa regime 
between India and Pakistan and “In the name of humanity”, a campaign for 
supporting cross border prisoners are two major campaigns launched by 
AKA. Milne do was one of the earliest campaigns launched in first few 
months after the birth of AKA in January 2010. This campaign was mainly run 
through print and electronic media by collecting and broadcasting messages 
from politicians, common people and celebrities like legendary Bollywood 
actor Amitabh Bachchan and famous Indian poet Gulzar. On AKA page every 
week articles, reports and stories are published sharing personal individual 
experiences visiting “the enemy”, the news about the hardships of divided 
families and the stories of enthusiastic youth shattering stereotypes.  
This campaign has been supported through almost each activity from 
the AKA platform, as AKA understands restrictive visa regime has been the 
biggest hurdle in peacebuilding between the two countries. During economic 
meetings, strategic seminars, youth exchanges, in all these activities 
participants have been emphasising the need for a new liberalized visa 
regime. One of the important contributors to this campaign are Romancing 
The Border (RTB), an online platform of Indian and Pakistani students world 
over, as they have collected thousands of testimonials for milne do campaign 
since their launch in June 2012.  
On 8 September 2012 when India and Pakistan signed their historic 
liberalised (in relative terms only) visa regime, AKA along with the other 
peace groups deserved the credit for this shift. Under the new agreement, 
the two countries have for the first time allowed tourist visas for each other’s 
citizens (although for group tours only), visas on arrival at the Wagah-Attari 
border for senior citizen, exemption to the elderly from police reporting, and 
non-reporting multiple entry visas for businessmen (Saeed Ahmed Rid, The 
News, 10/10/2012). People in AKA were happy but not satisfied with the 
changes made in visa regime, therefore, they decided to continue milne do 
campaign calling for more liberalized visa regime. 
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Like milne do, “in humanity’s name” was also started in initial months of 
the AKA launch and this campaign is mainly run by using the electronic and 
print media of the Jang and the TOI. The fishermen on both sides are the 
worst sufferers of draconian visa regulations. AKA supports and supplements 
the efforts of fishermen’s own structures, National Fisher Forum India (NFFI) 
in India and Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum (PFF) in Pakistan along with the other 
peace groups and human rights organizations in the two countries by 
providing a powerful media base for them. Working in coordination with the 
peace groups, AKA’s media campaign has played an important role in 
creating a pressure on the government to release the prisoners who have 
already completed their sentences or were imprisoned for small crimes like 
failure in complying with restrictive visa rules or for mistaken identities.  
AKA editor, Beena Sarwar was one of the first Pakistani journalists who 
supported the Indian Supreme Court’s call (through a letter) to the President 
of Pakistan to release Gopaldas, an Indian prisoner in his 80’s who had 
already spent twenty-seven years in Pakistani jails (Interview Sarwar, 2013). 
After the successful release of Gopaldas, using the AKA platform, Beena and 
Kavita Srivastav from India launched a massive campaign for the release of  
eighty years old Pakistani prisoner Dr. Chishty who was languishing in Indian 
jails for last 19 years on identical charges. Finally when Dr. Chishty landed 
on Pakistani soil, after 20 years, it was seen as a major achievement by AKA 
and other peace groups (The News, 16/05/2012). It is difficult to precisely 
measure how much impact AKA’s campaign made in the release of the 
prisoners but it has surely helped creating a discourse in favour of letting 
prisoner’s from the other side go on humanitarian grounds. 
 
7.3.2. Analysing AKA’s Role in Middle Range Horizontal Integration 
This is the sphere where PIPFPD had invested the most of its energies 
and was able to show certain progress as well (see chapter six). Especially 
PIPFPD had succeeded in developing several new anchor points and had 
strengthened the existing ones. When we look at the work of AKA it seems to 
have complemented the work of PIPFPD and other peace groups in the 
sphere of middle range horizontal integration. AKA has done well to involve  
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youth which was so far a weak link in the peace movement and it has helped 
documenting and connecting the peace work done by different peace groups 
through a weekly AKA page in English on The News and in Urdu on the 
Jang. The TOI also publishes special reports on peace activities from time to 
time but they do not have specific page for this purpose. The social media is 
another sphere which has mushroomed recently in India and Pakistan and 
where AKA has added a new dimension to the peace movement.  
Regarding involving youth in the peace movement, peace hankies with 
school children, Umeed-e-Milap and Rotary youth exchange are already 
discussed above. These were no doubt good initiatives and received a good 
response from the youth but so far except for Rotary Youth Exchange we do 
not know whether peace hankies and Umeed-e-Milap would become a 
regular permanent events or not. All three have the potential of becoming a 
permanent feature of AKA. But serious efforts are required to make them a 
regular feature. Another initiative which requires attention is the student 
exchanges between top educational institutions of India and Pakistan. The 
idea was explored in education committee of AKA but so far no concrete 
proposal is made in this regard. This can be potentially a very useful 
collaboration as in interviews with the author Pakistani students were very 
enthusiastic about opening of educational opportunities for Pakistani students 
in India’s top institutions like Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay and 
Jawharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. AKA has shown the capability to 
attract youth and involve them in the peace work but so far no concerted 
effort is made to channelize and institutionalize these youth linkages. 
Social networking at Aman ki Asha Facebook and Twitter pages is 
another important source of connecting youth and educated middle class in 
Pakistan and India.  Beena Sarwar, the editor of AKA page for The News, 
termed Facebook pages as one of the most important activities on AKA 
platform as it generates interactive debates and discussions and multiple 
activities (Interview Sarwar 2013). AKA Twitter account has less than 3500 
followers and more than 5000 tweets so far. AKA is far more active on 
Facebook. It has two main Facebook pages, AKA’s official Facebook page 
with about 20000 likes and an AKA group page with about 7000 members at 
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the time of writing these lines. AKA official page is mostly for official postings 
whereas the group page is for open discussions and postings by the 
members. Apart from these two pages there are several supportive pages 
among which Romancing The Border (RTB) with about 6000 likes is the most 
important page which connects the Indian and Pakistani students world over. 
RTB receives and highlights messages and testimonials from students all 
over the world on its page, some of which get published on AKA pages in 
The News.  
The AKA group page on Facebook with ever growing network of 
currently about 7000 members is the most active page as people keep 
posting on this page twenty four hours a day and it is continuously monitored 
by at least one of the AKA’s currently six member administrative team led by 
Beena Sawar. The job of administrative team is to keep a close eye on every 
new post and the discussions going on the page. The administrators try to 
control the flared up emotions, maintain certain level of mutual respect and 
deal with any difficult situation that may arise. 
The variety of the topics on group page is very wide ranging from 
common cuisine, fashion, culture, cricket, personal stories, visa issues, and 
trip reports to discussions on history, political personalities, controversies, 
mutual conflicts like Kashmir, memoirs, event reports. The news stories 
regarding peace activities from different sources mostly get reported and 
debated on AKA Facebook page. AKA page also gives lasting friendships 
and connections and sometimes brings back old pre-partition contacts alive 
as well.  
In such a story, Nilendra Sarkar from Calcutta, India posted a picture of 
1947 B.A. class of “Sacred Heart school”, a Christian missionary school in 
Lahore and asked if anyone from Lahore recognised anyone in the photo 
(The News, 20/02/2013). Shiralley Arzish, from Lahore recognised her 
grandmother in the picture and that connected two families immediately 
which had brought all nostalgic memories of wonderful pre-partition times for 
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the both families. Following the page regularly the author has observed 
people sometimes come up calling for support in different cases like if 
someone of their dear one is stuck on either side or just need some 
information or any other support to visit. Normally AKA members in the area 
would offer support or provide contacts or one of the administrators would 
intervene. These small gestures help in changing the mindsets and building 
understanding.  
The interactive debates and discussions that have emerged on AKA 
Facebook group page have helped change the mindsets and develop mutual 
understanding and accommodation between the people on both sides. Open 
but civilized and decent discussions on a social network page on very 
divisive and contentious issues like hanging of the Kashmiri separatist leader 
Afzal Guru by the Indian Supreme Court, or beheading of Indian soldiers 
along the border allegedly by Pakistan army, helps people understand the 
complexity of the issues by knowing the other side of the story. During these 
discussions in-group difference of opinion also comes out clearly which 
makes them aware not to take the other side as a monolithic unit which 
normally people tend to believe in. Like Samir Gupta, one of the current 
administrators of AKA page told the author before joining the AKA page 
despite being considered a liberal Indian who is well exposed to Pakistanis in 
Europe and USA he used to see Pakistanis as a monolithic unit. He said he 
used to see Pakistanis generally as “radical, violent and heavily religious 
people” but when he joined AKA page he came to know about the “forward 
looking, moderate and liberal” Pakistanis and that to his surprise now he 
knows more Pakistanis are for peace than the Indians (Interview Gupta 
2013). 
The Facebook pages of AKA also provide a useful source for peace 
groups to mobilize their supporters and channelize the activities on ground. 
In this regard the success of India-Pakistan Peace Now Global vigil on 27 
January 2013 can be cited which was initiated by Samir Gupta from the AKA 
Facebook group page and was celebrated by Indians and Pakistanis in more 
than dozen countries. This vigil was organized when tensions had risen in the 
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wake of the violations of 2003 ceasefire along Line of Control (LoC) after 
reports of the mutilations and beheading incident of Indian border security 
force personnel allegedly done by the Pakistani forces. Although in terms of 
numbers it was not a big success but its outreach globally and locally to 
smaller cities on a very short notice showed AKA has the capability to 
mobilize different peace groups and organise far bigger peace protests, 
peace vigils or peace marches in future.  
Being a media initiative the most important job which AKA does for the 
middle range horizontal integration, is apart from organizing its own activities 
AKA provides a powerful media platform for projection of the activities of 
peace groups working in India and Pakistan. The weekly space provided to 
AKA in The News and the Urdu daily the Jang and the publication of regular 
reports and articles in the TOI creates the extra space to cover important 
peace activities taking place in the both countries. Now every week new 
positive stories and activities get published in Pakistan about India where just 
a decade ago all stories were negative. Stories about people visiting India to 
get the medical treatment (this trend has risen over last few years 
considerably), stories about Pakistani musicians, singers, theatre artists, and 
actors performing in India or singing songs or getting roles in Bollywood (the 
Indian film industry) movies, stories about joint ventures, singing 
competitions, the impressions of Pakistani travellers in India, the stories 
about Indo-Pakistan marriages, family reunions and visa issues all get 
reported. 
 At the middle range AKA has helped integrating different peace groups 
by providing them a joint platform for projection of their ideas and the peace 
work. At the middle range AKA’s most important contribution comes through 
its efforts to include youth in the peace movement and in exploiting new 
mediums of internet and social networking through Facebook and Twitter. 
AKA’s permanent weekly pages have helped documenting the peace work 
and have provided a far bigger audience for the peace work. 
More importantly following the AKA trend, it is not just Jang group of 
publications almost all of the mainstream Pakistani newspapers and TV news 
channels now regularly report the stories of peacebuilding vis-à-vis India. The  
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Dawn News, the Express Tribune and the Daily Times are other prominent 
news group which regularly pick such stories. This shows there is a 
considerable growth in horizontal people-to-people contact initiatives at the 
middle range level between the two countries in last decade or so. 
 
7.4. The Grassroots Level Horizontal Integration 
No doubt the grassroots level horizontal integration in inter-state 
conflicts is a very difficult proposition. Middle range and top level manages to 
get their communication by physical travelling or by using modern internet 
and social networking facilities but so far these facilities have remained out of 
the reach of grassroots in both India and Pakistan. Therefore reaching out 
the grassroots and integrating the grassroots to the peace movement is 
mostly done through vertical integration of the grassroots to the top level 
negotiations in home country. Therefore, like PIPFPD and other peace 
groups AKA also have not been able to do much for grassroots horizontal 
integration between India and Pakistan. Nevertheless, milne do (let people 
meet) and “Heart to Heart” are two initiatives that connect some of the people 
at the grassroots in the two countries horizontally. 
Milne do is basically a middle range level campaign as majority of its 
participants belong to bigger cities and educated classes. Nevertheless, 
milne do has a grassroots element as well, as there are stories and 
messages in milne do campaign coming from far off places like Gilgit 
Baltistan in Pakistan and Dehradhun, Uttarkhand India as well. In one such 
grassroots story, a 80 year old man from Pakistan shared his story on AKA 
page about a trip to his pre-partition village Chataurgarh in Indian Punjab to 
meet and thank local villagers for taking care of his ancestral mosque which 
was preserved well by the local Sikh community (The News, 22/05/2013). 
These stories may be inspiring examples but they are too little in the context 
of grassroots which comprises bulk of the population on the both sides. 
The other grassroots project is AKA’s joint collaboration with Rotary, the 
“heart to heart” initiative. In March 2011, the Jang group and the TOI signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Rotary India Humanity 
Foundation (RIHF) and Rotary Pakistan to provide free heart surgery facilities  
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to 200 under-privileged Pakistani and Indian kids each year in high-tech 
Indian hospitals (The News, 28/04/2011 and interview Kidwai 2012). Mr. Faiz 
Kidwai, coordinator Rotary and AKA partnership informed the author that 
under the agreement, AKA provides the media coverage, while all costs of 
surgery, boarding and lodging are paid by the Rotarians- the Indian Rotarians 
paying for Pakistani kids and the Pakistani Rotarians paying for Indian kids. 
Mr. Kidwai said media support of AKA has helped them to take this 
programme to new levels as they were getting tremendous response from 
the public and the common Rotarians after this agreement.  
This heart to heart initiative is already changing the lives of the poor 
families at the grassroots. All of the “heart to heart” patients come from 
underprivileged families in far flung areas in India and Pakistan. So far more 
than 200 kids are operated which includes very inspiring stories like a son of 
a poor farmer from a small village in Nawabshah district in Sindh, a ten 
month daughter of a school teacher from Qilla Abdullah, in Baluchistan, a 
daughter of a medical worker from Umerkot, Sindh and son of a government 
school teacher in Loralai Baluchistan (The News, 14/09/2011 and 
12/12/2012). This not only transforms the mindset of the families directly 
benefited from heart to heart but also it affects the larger populace as well 
because all these cases are extensively covered in AKA related print and 
electronic media.  
Looking at these two initiatives they appear merely a few small drops of 
fresh water in the ocean of saline water. More ways could and should be 
found to directly connect people at the grassroots in India and Pakistan. 
Music concerts, theatre performances, and visits from across the border 
should not be restricted to the big cities only; they must be taken to the 
smaller districts and towns as well. Using media and new technology new 
ideas can be tried, like Coca cola’s the “Small World Machines” which 
connected people in two popular shopping malls in Lahore and New Delhi 
through High-Tech vending machines, can be replicated in smaller towns of 
India and Pakistan to connect the people at grassroots (Daily Mail, 
24/05/2013).  
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7.5. Aman ki Asha and Vertical Integration 
During their interviews with the author, Shah Rukh Hassan, the 
managing director the Jang group and Imran Aslam, the president Geo TV 
acknowledged that the most of the activities on AKA platform were restricted 
to the big cities like Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad in Pakistan and New 
Delhi, Mumbai and Calcutta in India and that they had not been able to reach 
out the grassroots rural areas in Pakistan and India. Shah Rukh Hassan even 
said if one asks him to point out the limitations of Aman ki Asha this is the 
one area which he would like to work on in future. Nevertheless, AKA has 
launched some useful activities for promoting the vertical integration 
connecting the grassroots. 
“In the name of humanity” is a grassroots vertical initiative as it involves 
poor fishermen and other prisoners from the both sides who are caught in the 
undefined maritime boundaries or minor visa related violations and tries to 
bring support for them from the middle range and top. Details of this initiative 
are described already in earlier pages. The efforts of fishermen 
organizations, AKA and other peace groups have already started showing 
results in this regard as in last few years the two governments have freed a 
record number of prisoners from their jails. According to the claims made by 
former Pakistani foreign minister, Shah Mahmood Qureshi, in July 2011 
Pakistan had released 562 prisoners while India 157 (The News, 
03/07/2011). Then in June 2012 Pakistan released a record 315 Indian 
fishermen at one time from its jails (The News 27/06/2012) while in response 
India released forty six a few months later in September 2012 (The News 
28/09/2012). This discrepancy in numbers of prisoners released by India and 
Pakistan is due to the fact that most of the prisoners arrested in India are 
involved in other crimes, while in Pakistan most of the Indian prisoners are 
fishermen. These numbers are significant but still there are hundreds others 
still languishing in the jails of the two countries for minor violations. 
Above all, the Jang group and the Times group, being the largest media 
groups in Pakistan and India respectively have immense outreach to the 
masses because of their viewership and readership in both India and 
Pakistan. The Jang group produces the largest Urdu newspaper in Pakistan 
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the Jang, one of the prominent English dailies, The News, the weekly 
magazine Akhbar-e-Jehan and several TV channels of their own. . On the 
other hand the TOI has the most readerships in India  and it is recognised as 
the largest selling English newspaper in the world by World Association of 
Newspapers and News Publisher. Therefore their partnership for peace, their 
multiple activities on ground supported by a vigorous media campaign using 
electronic and print media must have its impact on the mindsets at the 
grassroots as well. However, it is difficult to quantify the impact of AKA on 
grassroots because there are multiple reasons and explanations for every 
change in the relationships and the mindsets of the people.  
AKA hired an independent research organization OASIS to measure the 
impact of AKA on people’s mindsets in India and Pakistan (Interview Hassan 
2012b). OASIS conducted two surveys, one at the time of the launch and the 
other after the completion of the first year in both India and Pakistan. There 
were several points of improvement noted in the perceptions and mindset in 
these survey results however here I shall mention just a few. According to the 
survey results 92% of the people interviewed recalled Aman ki Asha 
campaign as compared to only 4% being able to recall all other initiatives 
(The News, 01/01/2011). These figures regarding recall value make sense 
because during the field work the author also observed people could easily 
recall AKA whereas very few knew about PIPFPD which is there since 1994. 
The most important part of this survey was the set of questions which they 
asked from people who were aware about the AKA campaign and those who 
were not aware. The findings show 89% of those who were aware of AKA 
campaign were desirous of peace as compared to the 72% of those who 
were not aware (The News, 01/01/2011). 
AKA has immense potential of reaching the smaller towns and rural 
areas at the grassroots but it needs an organisational and community support 
at the local district level and tehsil (sub-district) level. For this AKA needs to 
build partnerships with local NGO’s, workers organizations, trade unions, 
human rights organizations and other peace groups. The scout organizations 
in India and Pakistan can be of some help in this regard as the scout 
organizations in the two countries already have links. So far too integration  
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camps have been arranged the first one in Haryana, India in 2011 and the 
second one in Islamabad Pakistan in 2012. The scout organizations have a 
strong volunteer network in all parts of India and Pakistan which can be of 
great help in arranging peace activities at the grassroots. 
Apart from the Scout organizations, AKA can also use its strategic 
partnership with Rotary to connect the grassroots level with the top level 
peace negotiations. The potential of AKA and Rotary’s strategic partnership 
reaching the grassroots lies in Rotary’s effective presence at the grassroots 
through its community service initiatives at the local level all over India and 
Pakistan. Rotary has local clubs in almost each local administrative district of 
India and Pakistan and more than a dozen clubs each in bigger cities like 
Karachi, Mumbai, Lahore, Calcutta, New Delhi and Islamabad.  
Moreover, Rotary has a long tradition of promoting peace and 
understanding between India and Pakistan. Since early 1980’s Rotary India 
and Rotary Pakistan have been exchanging family visits to each other and in 
March 2000 Rotary India and Rotary Pakistan in Karachi declaration agreed 
to promote mutual understanding and peace between India and Pakistan. In 
2002 they started “Gift of Life” programme which was later transformed into 
AKA and Rotary’s joint initiative “Heart to Heart” in March 2011. In June 2006 
a special India-Pakistan peace conference was held in Islamabad and 
Bhurban where they decided to launch special Rotary projects in each other’s 
countries at local club level (Interview Kidwai 2012). This shows rotary clubs 
have already been mobilized to an extent for promoting peace and 
understanding between India and Pakistan. 
Hence a common agenda, a common desire and a strategic partnership 
all are already there between Rotary and AKA, the only missing link are the 
specific strategies and programmes that could engage the local Rotary clubs 
at the grassroots. In this regard, several new initiatives at the grassroots level 
can be launched or even some old initiatives can be taken to the grassroots. 
Just like peace hankies campaign which previously was restricted only to a 
few bigger cities can reach every nook and corner of India and Pakistan 
using the network of Rotary clubs spread in each district and town of India 
and Pakistan. Apart from planning events like peace hankies for all Rotary  
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clubs, club to club partnerships between Indian and Pakistani Rotary clubs 
can be established. Local partner clubs may then exchange visits and 
organise peace events on their own.  
Hence, so far vertical integration is surely a missing link as there is not 
much to report. AKA must devise strategies to address this limitation but it 
appears beyond AKA’s capacity to cover the bulk of masses at the 
grassroots. AKA-PIPFPD, AKA-Scouts, AKA-Rotary or may be a joint 
partnership of all four provides the answer. I shall explore the joint 
partnership agenda in more detail in the next chapter. 
 
7.6. Limitations 
One can see in a very short span of time, AKA has achieved quite a few 
successes which indicate the promise AKA possesses for future. However, 
there are certain limitations of AKA which people in charge of AKA must take 
care of in order to make it more successful and meaningful initiative. Being a 
new and unique initiative AKA has a lot to learn from its experiments and 
limitations. 
The weakest link in AKA is the absence of a robust structure that runs 
AKA in both the Jang and the TOI. Currently in AKA there is only one 
permanent staff member, the manager AKA working at the Jang office in 
Karachi who looks after the all AKA activities and projects. Apart from this 
there is one AKA page editor each for The News and the Jang and a four to 
five member steering committee led by Shah Rukh Hassan which decides 
about launching new initiatives and collaborations. The co-editors for the 
News and the Jang who previously assisted the main editors are now 
assigned back to their normal positions. On the TOI side even that single 
permanent staff member dedicated to AKA is missing. Hence all of the 
contributors to AKA are volunteers, who do something else to earn their 
livelihood and work for AKA and peace as part of their social responsibility 
and personal commitment to peace. This limits AKA’s ability to plan and 
organise activities which require more time and long term commitments. 
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Apart from the trade and business related activities, strategic seminars, 
‘heart to heart’, milne do and ‘in the name of humanity’, most of the AKA 
activities are one off events. The one off events like peace hankies, peace 
diary, student exchanges, Umeed-i-milap, and the peace vigils on special 
days, joint Independence Day celebrations all could be made a permanent 
feature. But because of the lack of coordination, financial and other 
limitations AKA has failed to make them annual events. The academicians 
and practitioners both agree long term continuous peace activities are more 
useful than the one-off events for removing prejudices and changing 
perceptions; therefore, an attempt must be made to make above mentioned 
events a permanent feature of AKA. 
The level of coordination, communication and collaboration between the 
Jang group and the TOI is far below from what is desired. Strangely, there is 
no mechanism in place between the two groups which insures that they 
officially know about all the activities done by the other side. Like Beena 
Sarwar, the editor AKA for The News informed the author that she does not 
receive any formal information about the AKA events and activities done in 
India, which is why she missed putting up some of the events in India on AKA 
pages in Pakistan (Interview Sarwar 2013). It is but logical that every activity 
or programme organised on AKA platform either in India or in Pakistan 
should be reported on papers of the both media groups so that the outreach 
and impact may be increased.  
Moreover, the level of collaboration between the two groups is limited to 
organising certain events like business meetings, the surveys, the peace 
hankies and music concerts. The Times of India does not have a regular 
weekly page and a permanent staff member deputed for AKA which limits its 
ability to timely communicate its events with the group and give enough 
space to the events being organised by the Jang group in Pakistan. The 
closer coordination between the two media groups is necessary to make the 
best use of the resources available to them. If they jointly collaborate in more 
organised manner with the peace groups in India and Pakistan much more 
activities may be arranged and they can also make the best use of internet 
and the social media.  
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Being a media initiative the outreach of AKA is spread more or so 
among the top level and the middle range sections within the two 
communities. The outreach of AKA to the grassroots especially in the rural 
areas is very limited. AKA has so far failed to organise special activities for 
the grassroots, therefore, AKA has almost no access to those who do not 
have the access to electronic or print media. It is difficult to imagine how AKA 
could reach out to those sections of the society but if will is there nothing is 
impossible. Rotary clubs, the scout organizations and PIPFPD’s local 
structures may be able to help out addressing this limitation provided AKA 
can establish a good coordination with them. 
AKA’s another major limitation is its financial dependence on the Jang 
and the TOI which immensely limits its ability to emerge as an independent, 
pro-active organization. For AKA activities the Jang and the TOI do not 
receive any international or national funding, however, being the largest 
media group they say they get some sponsorship for the events from local 
companies. The Jang group key men Shahrukh Hassan and Imran Aslam in 
their interviews told the author that there was no commercial value of AKA for 
the Jang group and that they were merely doing it as part of their corporate 
responsibility to “give something back” to the nation (Interview Hassan,2012 
and Aslam 2012). Nevertheless, building AKA as a commercial enterprise 
might help in bringing more money in the pool to be used in the new 
initiatives and projects. This may also help making AKA more independent 
and more vibrant. 
The financial limitation of AKA make it difficult for them to achieve what 
Community Relations Council (CRC) and other independent organizations 
achieved in Northern Ireland. Whenever a good workable idea emerges in 
the discussions on AKA group, the first and foremost issue is whether AKA 
will officially own it or not. Like AKA’s “Peace Now global vigil” was not 
officially owned by AKA as there was not enough time available to convince 
the TOI and the Jang to make it the official event. Despite the generous 
participation of peace groups, this surely limited the success of the vigil. The 
prior campaign on the Jang and the TOI networks and some live reporting 
could have done wonders for the event.  
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Currently both the TOI and the Jang do not accept any direct financial 
support for AKA from local or international donors. This is a catch 22 situation 
for IPPC based peacebuilding groups in India and Pakistan, if they accept 
donor support they fear they would be termed stooges working on the foreign 
agenda and if they continue like this their ability to penetrate grassroots and 
make a bigger impact remains limited. This issue would be dealt in more 
detail in next chapter. 
In a brief period since origin in 2010, AKA has shown the capability to 
make useful contributions in building the web process but at the same time 
its weaknesses are also obvious.  The Jang and the TOI will have to invest 
more resources in AKA if they really want to make a success story. They 
must employ more permanent staff to design, run and manage AKA events, 
projects and build stronger partnerships with like-minded groups like 
PIPFPD, Rotary, Scouts organizations, theatre groups human rights 
organizations and all other people working for the same cause. Moreover, the 
TOI and the Jang need to formulate a mechanism for better coordination 
between them and with the other peace groups mentioned above. 
 
Conclusion 
AKA is still a very young initiative as it completed only its fourth year in 
operation on January 1, 2014. If we look at the overall achievements of AKA 
in this short span of time they have quite a few big things to their credit. AKA 
has helped bringing the peace narrative in the mainstream which was 
previously mainly confined among the left oriented liberal circles. The 
presence of peace lobby is now recognised at the highest level in India and 
Pakistan. Once on demands for taking a tough line against Pakistan, the 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh reminded his Congress colleagues that 
apart from sending a strong message to Pakistan it was equally important to 
find “ways of taking that relationship forward by addressing this constituency” 
(The Hindu, 19/01/2013).  
AKA has contributed well towards building links with the top and 
connecting the top level of the two countries. TOI and the Jang being already  
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close to the power corridors have enjoyed easier access to the top level 
leadership in the both countries. AKA has created a special leverage at the 
top with the help of their connections with the business community in the two 
countries. 
In connecting the middle range levels of the two countries as well AKA 
has done some commendable work. AKA has added several new anchor 
points to the web of IPPC networks and has strengthened some others which 
were already in operation. Like AKA created new anchor points through 
internet and social networking which had remained untapped in the past. 
AKA helped including youth in the peacebuilding which was one of the 
missing link in PIPFPD by starting new youth specific initiatives. The traders 
and businessmen were already connected at some levels but it was AKA 
who brought the top level leadership of the business community in India and 
Pakistan closer and succeeded in convincing the businessmen of the two 
sides they can mutually benefit from India-Pakistan peace. 
However, AKA’s role in promoting vertical integration connecting top 
level with grassroots is the missing link where not much is achieved yet. This 
is where AKA and all other IPPC networks need to focus now. For reaching 
the grassroots they all need a collaborated joint effort because none of them 
has the capability to do something meaningful at the grassroots on their own.  
From all above discussion, I would like to conclude in a short span of 
time since its launch in 2010, AKA has shown a great promise and potential. 
But so far AKA has not been able to utilize its full potential and achieve what 
was expected at the time of its launch. The people in charge of AKA must 
work on the limitations of AKA pointed out in earlier pages to make it a more 
independent, vibrant and proactive IPPC network. 
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Chapter Eight 
Asessing the Achievements, 
Limitations and Prospects of IPPC Based 
Peacebuilding in India-Pakistan Conflict 
 
Introduction 
In this chapter overall progress achieved in building the web process in 
Pakistan vis-à-vis India shall be studied. The web approach model developed 
in chapter three and improved in chapter four learning from the practice of 
web approach in Northern Ireland shall be used as a frame of reference to 
study the role of PIPFPD and AKA. The Northern Ireland case study 
demonstrated the significance of a strong centralised hub for the web 
process, helped to determine the characteristics of a strong centralised hub 
and identify the conditions in which IPPC based peacebuilding can move 
from one stage/frame to another in the web process. In this light, the web 
approach model is used to estimate the overall progress achieved by 
PIPFPD and AKA in building peace and determine at what stage in the web 
process is IPPC based peacebuilding in Pakistan. 
This chapter is divided into five sections. In section one, the web 
process completed by IPPC based peacebuilding in Pakistan vis-à-vis India 
 is analysed and the progress made in developing the web process is 
discussed. In section two, the limitations of IPPC based peacebuilding 
between India and Pakistan are analysed. In section three IPPC based 
peace building in India-Pakistan conflict is compared with the Northern 
Ireland conflict. In section four, the future prospects of IPPC based 
peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict are discussed and an attempt is 
made to study how can IPPC based peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict 
address its limitations. Finally in section five, it is critically analysed that what 
this research contributes to our knowledge about IPPC based peacebuilding 
in general and that what lessons can be drawn for IPPC based peacebuilding 
from this research. 
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8.1. The web process completed by IPPC based 
peacebuilding in Pakistan vis-à-vis India  
In this section I study what PIPFPD and AKA has jointly achieved for 
developing IPPC based web process in Pakistan vis-à-vis India. This section 
is further divided into four sub-sections. Firstly, the horizontal integration 
achieved by IPPC in Pakistan is discussed at the top level, the middle range 
level and the grassroots level. Secondly, the vertical integration is explored, 
thirdly; the emergence of hub for IPPC based web process in India-Pakistan 
conflict is discussed and fourthly; the web process completed by the IPPC 
based peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict is determined. 
8.1.1. The Horizontal Integration Achieved 
The horizontal integration includes the inter-group integration between 
India and Pakistan at all three levels- top level to top level, middle range to 
middle range and grassroots to grassroots. 
 
- The Top Level Horizontal Integration 
For top level to top level integration the most important channel of 
communication is the official track one negotiations channel which in case of 
India-Pakistan conflict is known as the peace process. The peace process 
includes wide ranging official negotiations and back channel talks on issues 
of conflict like talks on Kashmir, Siachin, Sir creek, water and other disputes 
and all official confidence building measures (CBMs) like opening of borders, 
increasing trade, nuclear  and non-nuclear CBMs and the easing of visa 
regime etc. The IPPC based peacebuilding is not directly part of this top level 
peace process as peace activists are not a party in any of these negotiations 
but it surely facilitates, lobbies and helps creating favourable environment for 
the success of the peace process. 
At the time of the launch of PIPFPD in 1994 there were already track 
two efforts like Neemrana (see chapter five for details of track two efforts) in 
place to put peace negotiations on a right track but then the official talks 
between India-Pakistan were stuck on setting the agenda specially including 
or not including Kashmir in the agenda. Despite being a middle range 
initiative, it was PIPFPD which set the tone for peace talks and lobbied for a 
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comprehensive agenda for the peace talks. The composite dialogue 
framework that had transformed the India-Pakistan bilateral negotiations into 
a peace process in 2004-5 emerged from the Lahore declaration 1999. We 
already know what role PIPFPD played in 1999 Lahore declaration (see 
chapter six). Later on Dr. Mubashir Hassan, one of the founders of PIPFPD 
facilitated the November 2003 LoC ceasefire by conveying the 
communication between the two governments (Hassan 2010). This ceasefire 
ultimately paved the way for the launch of peace process in 2004-05.  Hence 
PIPFPD had played an important role in setting the agenda and the launch of 
the peace process. 
Apart from this PIPFPD has facilitated the creation of two anchor points, 
India-Pakistan Soldier’s Initiative for Peace and parliamentary dialogues (see 
chapter six for details) at the top. PIPFPD has played a useful role in 
diffusing the tensions at the top whenever crisis emerged in the peace 
process. PIPFPD helped in diffusing tensions during nuclear detonations 
1998, Kargil crisis 1999, military build-up on the border 2001-2003, and 
Samjhota Express attack 2005 (see chapter six for details). But when we look 
at PIPFPD’s activities in the wake of 1998 nuclear detonations, the first crisis 
that emerged after its birth and the latest, Mumbai attack 2008 PIPFPD’s role 
has diminished instead of increasing. PIPFPD spearheaded an anti-nuclear 
movement after nuclear detonations in 1998 whereas after the Mumbai 
terrorist attack PIPFPD could not do much except issuing some statements 
of condemnations. I shall come back to this decline in PIPFPD’s role a bit 
later.  
AKA’s access and ability to integrate the top level leadership in India 
and Pakistan is far better as compared to the PIPFPD for obvious reasons. 
The TOI and the Jang group both have enjoyed a very good working 
relationship with all of the governments in India and Pakistan moreover 
taking all the stakeholders at the top into confidence before the launch 
brought AKA even closer to the top level leadership in the two countries. 
Especially taking into confidence the military and politico-religious leadership 
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in Pakistan helped neutralize the two forces which historically has been 
opponents of any such peace attempts in past. And above all with powerful 
business community backing AKA openly, AKA has got tremendous potential 
of integrating the top levels of the two countries.  
AKA used this potential to revive the derailed peace process and 
promote stronger links at the top. In 2010, the first year of the launch, AKA 
planned several activities to help connecting the top levels in the two 
countries. The first strategic seminar, the “water is life” and the first business 
meeting all were meant to facilitate the peace process at the top. In fact AKA 
was instrumental in securing support for the MFN status for India and the 
trade agreements in 2011 between the two sides (see chapter seven for 
details). Apart from this, AKA has also played a useful role in dealing with the 
mini crisis that had emerged in the wake of the LoC ceasefire violations in 
January 2013.  
Hence, in case of integrating the top levels of the two sides and dealing 
the crises in the peace process overall both PIPFPD and AKA have played a 
helpful role on number of occasions. What IPPC has achieved in this sphere 
so far is appreciable but they need to be more proactive during the crises as 
this is the time where even little contribution counts. This is the time when 
hawkish elements become very active, give highly inflammatory statements 
and churn new conspiracy theories against the ‘other’. At this point AKA’s 
role as media initiative becomes more important. AKA with the help of 
PIPFPD and other peace groups can provide the alternative peace discourse 
and can create a pressure that may help the two governments to put the 
peace process back on track. 
The recurrence of violence and derailments after every single major 
violent act by the militants shows the weakness of IPPC based web process. 
The IPPC networks need to be strong enough that they can neutralize the 
hawks and that no such event may be able to derail the peace process in 
future. For this a strong IPPC network is required that may accomplish both 
horizontal and vertical integration at all three levels. 
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- The Middle Range Horizontal Integration 
No doubt different peace groups were working within their limits to 
promote horizontal people to people contacts between India and Pakistan at 
middle range even before PIPFPD was launched in 1994 (see chapter five) 
but PIPFPD was the first India-Pakistan group which was established with a 
clear agenda of promoting peace and conflict resolution using IPPC between 
India and Pakistan. PIPFPD was the first group which took a clear and bold 
position on all major political issues confronting India and Pakistan then. 
PIPFPD developed an alternative peace discourse on Kashmir, 
nuclearization, religious intolerance, globalization, trade, CBMs and water 
issues. Moreover, PIPFPD generated the support of a sizeable section within 
the middle range of the two countries over that common agenda for peace. 
PIPFPD conventions and the visits of PIPFPD delegations were the major 
source of promoting horizontal integration at the middle range level because 
a vast majority of the people travelling for the conventions and the people 
visiting as part of the delegations came from the middle range. PIPFPD 
formed special sectoral groups and assigned special sessions in conventions 
for all those groups to promote collaboration between different interest 
groups in the two countries. Several new anchor points were created and old 
ones got strengthened during those conventions. PIPFPD conventions 
provided opportunities to people belonging to different interest groups 
(anchor points) to interact establish initial contacts and collaborate. 
Fishermen, parliamentarians, nuclear scientists, journalists, human rights 
activists, development professionals and several individual were inspired 
from those contacts to launch their own initiatives for middle range horizontal 
contacts across the border. Fishermen in India and Pakistan, leading Lawyer 
organizations, South Asia Free Media Association (SAFMA), Institute of 
Peace and Secular Studies (IPPS) in Lahore, women organizations who later 
developed stronger bonds had developed their initial contacts through 
PIPDPD platform and most of their members also come from the PIPFPD 
(see chapter six for details). 
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However, unlike Community Relations organizations in Northern Ireland 
which provided several other services like patronising and providing funding 
for certain activities (see chapter four), PIPFPD failed to go beyond providing 
random opportunities to interact and meet to local IPPC groups and 
individuals. Although in conventions several activities and actions were 
planned, however, on ground they were seldom implemented. PIPFPD 
because of its financial and other limitations that would be discussed in later 
pages could not do what was planned and expected of them. 
Hence when it comes to promoting horizontal integration at the middle 
range level PIPFPD has surely played a helpful role but still it leaves much 
desired. Several communities within the middle range remained untouched. 
A vast majority of the youth, traders, business community except for an 
insignificant small section, not so liberal and rightist religious minded people 
all over India and Pakistan remained aloof from the peace movement. Overall 
military, bureaucracy and religious right especially in Pakistan remained very 
sceptical of this peace movement. 
In 2010 when AKA was launched, they tried to fill some of those gaps 
by reaching out to the sections left out by PIPFPD. The military, bureaucracy 
and the religious right in Pakistan had been traditional opponents of the 
PIPFPD led peace movement. Therefore, the Jang administration in Pakistan 
decided to neutralize or minimise the misgivings of those sections about any 
peace attempt with India by reaching out to them before launching AKA. In 
their interviews the Jang group officials told the author that they received a 
very positive response from military, bureaucracy and the politicians in the 
religious right. This was also evident from their congratulatory statements 
and participation in AKA activities. The former secret agencies chiefs of India 
and Pakistan attended strategic seminars held in Pakistan. Moreover, among 
members of AKA on Facebook and the contributors to AKA pages in the 
Jang and The News there are many coming from the military, bureaucracy or 
a religious background which was quite rare in case of PIPFPD. 
There may be several factors behind comparatively soft line from the 
people in military, bureaucracy and religious parties for AKA. Pakistan’s 
economic meltdown in recent past, Pakistan’s pre-occupation on dealing with  
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terrorism on Western borders and overall changes in the international politics 
like emphasis on human security, globalization and regionalism may have 
some impact on the thinking of people from the military and bureaucratic 
background. Above all the most important factor might have been the Jang 
group’s prior reputation with these groups and its open attempts to reach out 
those sections. 
Apart from this, AKA also added business community, track two 
activists, youth, and many others in Pakistan who were unsure or who 
despite wanting peace with India because of their personal disliking for the 
left oriented liberal PIPFPD had remained on the sidelines. Like the traders 
and people involved in track two were already convinced about the need of 
peace with India (see chapter five) but they remained aloof from PIPFPD 
because of their personal reasons therefore as soon as AKA was founded by 
the Jang group, they joined immediately and became active part of AKA. 
In fact economic and business meetings and track two seminars are the 
two most important activities on AKA platform. Apart from two strategic 
seminars, AKA has also organised a track two seminar each on water issues 
between India and Pakistan and on media and its role in peace. The 
promotion of trade and business has been the major thrust of AKA. AKA has 
been able to involve all important stake holders in business and trade to join 
the peace wagon. AKA has played an important role in building bridges 
between the two representative bodies of the traders and businessmen in 
India and Pakistan, the Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) in India and 
Pakistan Business Council (PBC) in Pakistan. In first AKA economic 
conference they formed six committees one each on textiles, education/skill 
development, information technology, agriculture, energy and healthcare. 
The committees are in a process of forming new anchor points for economic 
cooperation between India and Pakistan (see chapter seven for the work 
done by these committees). 
AKA has organised several youth specific activities like Peace Hankies, 
Umeed-i-Milap, Rotary Youth Exchange to include youth in the peacebuilding  
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process. But when we look at the outreach of these activities, so far it is 
limited to just few hundred at maximum. From the outreach perspective 
AKA’s use of social networking through Facebook and Twitter has been far 
more effective as they have reached far more youth through internet. No 
doubt in contemporary age the internet is very useful instrument to reach out 
the middle range educated youth in urban areas because exponential growth 
is observed in the usage of Facebook among the urbanised youth in India 
and Pakistan. But its outreach to the youth from rural areas is still very 
limited.  The other down side of internet is it does not provide the ‘intimate 
contact’ which Amir (1976) termed as one of the four key conditions for a 
successful inter-group interaction. Social networking through internet is a 
very useful tool but AKA and other peace groups will have to find out other 
tools as well to reach out the youth in a bigger way more directly and more 
intimately.   
Apart from reaching out the youth, AKA has also used the social 
networking on internet to start interactive debates and discussions on politics, 
culture, cuisine, history, controversial issues, and political developments 
mainly among the middle range actors in India and Pakistan as internet users 
would generally fall in this category. These debates and discussions have 
helped creating a peace discourse challenging the biased, prejudiced and 
one sided opinion. As the size of members on AKA Facebook page was 
growing, the author observed more and more people from different 
backgrounds started pouring in and the debate touched more and more 
controversial topics. The controversial topics like history of the partition of the 
Indian sub-continent, the role of the leaderships on both sides, the Kashmir 
conflict, the rise of religious intolerance in Pakistan and Hindutva politics in 
India, terrorism, firing incidents along LoC, the hanging of Kashmiri separatist 
leader Afzal Guru were debated in a decent argumentative style. This helped 
the participants and the followers of these debates to get to know the story of 
the both sides. No doubt social networking segment is proving to be a very 
useful instrument to reach out more people in the middle range but it has its 
limitations as access to internet is still very limited in South Asia. 
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Moreover, AKA has used cultural events, literary gatherings, and 
musical concerts, music reality shows on TV, advertisements, plays and films 
to promote the horizontal middle range integration (see chapter seven). 
Above all, AKA’s special section in The Times of India, the weekly page in 
the The News and the Jang is a major source of propagating the message of 
peace among the middle range. Using the print media and sometimes 
electronic media as well AKA tries to cover most of the IPPC activities done 
by different peace groups and individuals. However, Amir’s (1976) intimate 
contact criticism applies on print and electronic media as well.  
Overall PIPFPD and AKA has done a commendable work vis-à-vis 
promoting horizontal integration at the middle range specially considering 
their limitations which will be discussed in later pages. At the level of middle 
range they have succeeded in creating new anchor points (interest groups) 
and facilitated building bridges. In fact, both PIPFPD and AKA collectively 
with the help of the other peace groups have developed a sizeable section of 
society in both India and Pakistan which provides unflinching support even 
during those worst times when the two countries are at loggerheads.  
It is difficult to measure the actual size of this peace lobby but it appears 
to have grown into sizeable proportions now which are being recognised at 
the highest government levels in both India and Pakistan. Several statements 
of the former and the current Presidents and Prime Ministers can be cited in 
this regard. In one of the recent statements the Indian Prime Minister called 
for restraint in India against Pakistan keeping in mind the presence of a 
peace lobby in Pakistan (The Hindu, 19/01/2013). On the other hand 
Pakistani foreign Secretary Jalil Abbas Jilani informed the parliamentary 
committee on foreign affairs in his official statement that AKA had served to 
improve the India Pakistan relations (The News, 26/07/2013). 
In web approach along with size the quality of the middle range peace 
lobby also matters because it is the middle range which has the responsibility 
to connect the other two levels. In terms of size there is a visible increase in 
the peace lobby which is evident from the increased number of people now 
engaged in different peacebuilding activities but in terms of quality little 
improvement is made. Largely peace lobby consists of untrained individuals 
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doing what they like to do with little or no proper direction and strategy. As 
pointed out earlier the conflict resolution trainings of the peace activists is 
almost absent from the list of peace work in India-Pakistan conflict.  
 
- The Grassroots Level Horizontal Integration 
It is true AKA, PIPFPD and other peace groups have not been able to 
do much for grassroots horizontal integration between India and Pakistan. 
This is understandable considering their limitations and difficulties involved in 
inter-state conflicts for grassroots horizontal integration. The grassroots level 
horizontal integration in inter-state conflicts is a very difficult proposition as 
the middle range and top level manages to get their communication by 
physical travelling or by using modern internet and social networking facilities 
but so far these facilities have remained out of the reach of grassroots in both 
India and Pakistan. However, ways could and should be found to directly 
connect people at the grassroots in India and Pakistan. PIPFPD’s joint 
conventions and AKA’s “heart to heart” and “milne do” somehow involves 
grassroots in the horizontal contact but it is too little considering the size of 
grassroots. Using media and new technology new ideas can be tried to 
connect the grassroots of the two countries. Like the web conferences 
between students, workers and common citizens from across the border can 
be arranged in small towns or PIPFPD, Rotary and Scout connections can be 
used to build links between local groups in the two countries. 
 
8.1.2 Vertical Integration Achieved 
Considering the limitations of grassroots horizontal integration 
mentioned above, reaching out the grassroots and connecting them to the 
top level negotiations becomes a prime responsibility of the vertical 
integration in an inter-state conflict. But when we look at India-Pakistan 
conflict, there is not much done in this area as well. Vertical integration has 
remained the weakest link of IPPC based peacebuilding in Pakistan and so 
far PIPFPD and AKA both have not been able to do a great deal in this 
regard. 
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Nevertheless, PIPFPD has so far been able to create its district 
chapters in most of the major cities and some towns in both India and 
Pakistan. But if we look at the activities and interventions on PIPFPD 
platform mostly in Pakistan they are restricted to the major cities like 
Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi and Peshawar. Thus a bulk of the grassroots 
which lives near smaller towns and in rural areas remains untouched and 
unattended. During PIPFPD conventions on several occasions they planned 
to address this flaw and reach out the people at the grassroots but when it 
came to do something concrete, PIPFPD lacked the will, finances and trained 
work force to implement the same at the grassroots level. PIPFPD have 
several limitations which halted its progress and never allowed it an excess 
to the grassroots.  
On the other hand, AKA even lacks a basic structure which could 
provide them an opportunity to reach out the grassroots. Nevertheless, AKA 
has arranged a few projects for the grassroots like In the name of Humanity 
with the cooperation of fishermen forums in India and Pakistan and Heart to 
Heart with Rotary International (see chapter five for details). Milne do is 
another campaign run by AKA which involved some of the people at the 
grassroots as well. AKA’s strategic partnership with Rotary in India and 
Pakistan has the potential to take the peacebuilding to the grassroots as 
Rotary already enjoys a meaningful presence at the district level, the local 
administrative unit in both India and Pakistan. But this partnership has so far 
not been able to plan and strategise any concrete project at the grassroots, 
except for that heart to heart initiative which provides the medical facilities for 
not so privileged heart patients.  
Hence, in conclusion one can say PIPFPD and AKA so far have not 
been able to do any significant inroads for vertical integration at the 
grassroots. Pakistan-India conflict being an inter-state conflict, vertical 
integration of the level of intra-state conflict like Northern Ireland conflict may 
not be required as the two communities are not required to live side by side. 
But still the grassroots involvement in the peacebuilding is important for 
sustainable peacebuilding because it is the grassroots which are exploited by  
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the militants and the hate-mongers on both sides. In limitations section 
reasons for PIPFPD and AKA not being able to reach out the grassroots and 
the prospects of reaching the grassroots are discussed in detail. 
 
8.1.3. The Emergence of Hub for India-Pakistan IPPC 
Lederach’s web process starts with an assumption of a hub in place 
which controls and regulates all IPPC activities (see frame A, fig.3.4, chapter 
three). But in practice the creation of a hub for IPPC based peacebuilding in 
different parts of the world has remained a challenge. The IPPC work in 
Northern Ireland is the only exception where after more than two decades of 
continuous peace work, CRC was developed as a strong hub for all IPPC 
activities. On the other hand, in Israel-Palestine conflict and Cyprus conflict 
the tradition of IPPC interventions is several decades old but still it is very 
difficult to pin point a single platform or hub where all IPPC activities 
intersect.  
In case of India-Pakistan conflict as well it is difficult to find a proper 
CRC type strong hub which regulates monitors and keeps an oversight on 
overall progress towards building a strong web of peacebuilding. The hub 
can influence the policies and make peace groups accountable to itself only if 
it adds something concrete for them. CRC in Northern Ireland could make 
peace groups accountable only because CRC provided massive funding for 
all IPPC interventions. In India-Pakistan conflict so far there is no such 
organization which has the financial strength to provide funding for different 
peace activities at that scale. In fact peace groups in India and Pakistan fear 
if they seek any financial help from international donors then they will lose 
their independence of action and may easily be blamed as the foreign agents 
by their detractors and the local populations. 
Nevertheless, PIPFPD can be termed as a first attempt to create a hub 
in India-Pakistan conflict. The main idea behind creation of PIPFPD was “to 
bring people into discourse” and to create a common platform for different 
IPPC groups in India and Pakistan who were already working on promoting 
peace between the two countries (Interview Rahman 2012). Over the years 
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PIPFPD emerged as a hub or centre of IPPC activities between India and 
Pakistan as whoever wanted to do something in this regard approached 
PIPFPD which connected them to the right people on the other side of the 
border (Interview Islam on 2012). However, PIPFPD remained a weak hub 
because its role was confined to providing a common platform for IPPC 
activities. PIPFPD could not develop a mechanism for regulating and 
monitoring different IPPC activities. In fact because of its financial and other 
constraints PIPFPD did not have enough leverage on different peace groups 
because PIPFPD was not in a position to add any value to their work, except 
that PIPFPD provided a communication link.  
Therefore, when AKA emerged in January 2010, it easily became a new 
hub of IPPC activities between India and Pakistan because it added the 
media dimension for the peace groups. Apart from the official AKA activities 
which are organised by the Jang group and the TOI in collaboration with their 
partners, AKA connects different peace groups using its weekly page in Jang 
and The News and Facebook group page. Like PIPFPD AKA also provides 
just a platform, in AKA case a media platform. AKA has also been a weak 
hub as its ability to regulate and monitor different IPPC activities is limited. 
Like PIPFPD, AKA does not add much to the work of IPPC groups except 
providing them the media coverage.  
Hence in case of India-Pakistan conflict two weak hubs exist that 
provide two different kinds of platforms to the IPPC groups in the two 
countries. PIPFPD provides manpower and links on ground in both India and 
Pakistan whereas AKA provides the media coverage and important links in 
power corridors. These two weak hubs cooperate at times but level of 
coordination and cooperation is very informal and irregular. For a robust, 
strong web process, a strong and powerful hub is essential which 
coordinates supports and supplements the work of different IPPC groups. 
 
8.1.4. The ground covered in IPPC based web process 
Lederach divides the web process (fig.3.4, chapter three) into three 
frames or what can be called three stages of the web process. I shall use 
these frames to analyse what ground IPPC has covered in India-Pakistan  
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conflict. The frame A of the web process in India and Pakistan got underway 
with the emergence of new anchor points connecting different interest groups 
in the two countries in early 1980’s. Before 1980’s people to people contacts 
did exist (H.T. Parekh organised seminars in the 1960s) but they took an 
organised shape only in 1980’s when alumni, workers, trade, track two and 
cultural links were formalised by like-minded groups in the two countries (see 
chapter five). In last three decades several anchor points have emerged, 
many have gained more and more strength with time and have created new 
bonds between the people of India and Pakistan (see chapter five, six and 
seven for details).  
Although progress achieved by IPPC interventions in India and Pakistan 
is not up to the mark yet and there is a huge ground for improvement, still if 
one compares the developments in last three decades there is a gradual rise 
in the level of horizontal integration at the top and the middle range levels. 
On the other hand progress in vertical and horizontal integration at the 
grassroots is still the weakest link of India-Pakistan IPPC based web 
process. No doubt, the peace discourse is still a weaker discourse as 
compared to the war discourse in both India and Pakistan but this discourse 
now operates far more openly and has emerged as an alternative discourse 
available in the mainstream. There may be several other reasons as well for 
this visible change but role of PIPFPD and AKA cannot be neglected. 
In fact, looking at the IPPC interventions in case studies of PIPFPD and 
AKA and then comparing it with the case study of Northern Ireland, it can be 
said IPPC web process in India and Pakistan is on the verge of frame B. All 
basic requirements of frame A are now almost fulfilled. Looking at Northern 
Ireland example and knowing India Pakistan conflict is inter-state conflict, a 
good enough number of anchor points now exist in India and Pakistan to take 
the web process to frame B. Hence, the structure of web process is now 
quite clear because most of the important anchor points in the two countries 
are not only identified but now connected as well. The problem is those 
anchor points are connected through two weak hubs PIPFPD and AKA, 
which provide only an informal kind of two platforms to meet and discuss in 
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case of PIPFPD and to project their views on media in case of AKA. The 
IPPC based peacebuilding in India and Pakistan cannot enter frame B unless 
they develop a formal coordinated hub represented by most of the peace 
groups in the two countries.  
In fact, the web process is still very fragile in India and Pakistan as only 
the first stage is nearing completion. The peace lobby is not in a position to 
counter balance the rhetoric of hawks that still influence policies more 
profoundly than the peace lobby. This is obvious from the fact that spoilers in 
India and Pakistan are powerful enough to derail the peace process. They 
just need to set a few sparks and it blows up all over. Like murder of five 
Indian military men in August 2013 allegedly at the hands of people wearing 
Pakistani army uniform raised the tension so much that the Indian 
government despite its unwillingness was forced by its political opponents to 
postpone the resumption of secretary level talks on Sir Creek and Siachin 
and similarly the Pakistani government despite its call for de-escalation of the 
conflict had succumbed to the pressure of hawks and had postponed the 
implementation of MFN status for India.  
 
8.2 The Limitations 
There are several limitations of IPPC based peacebuilding in India-
Pakistan conflict that can be identified on the basis of this study.  
8.2.1. The Weak Hub  
In case of Northern Ireland, a strong unified hub, CRC kept a check on 
IPPC groups, made them result oriented, strategized the peace work and 
immensely helped in building up a comprehensive peacebuilding network 
(see chapter four). On the other hand, in India-Pakistan conflict, PIPFPD and 
AKA have made very useful contributions to the web process as noted in 
chapter six and chapter seven respectively. But their performance as a hub 
has not been up to the mark because both have proved to be weak hubs.  
Their association and control over other peace groups is informal, nominal 
and symbolic only.  
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AKA has involved Rotary International, Confederation of Indian 
Industries (CII), Pakistan Business Council (PBC) and some other groups in 
formal agreements but apart from this AKA has no formal coordination and 
cooperation with majority of the peace groups. On the other hand, PIPFPD 
enjoys very cooperative relationship with most of the peace groups like 
PILER, Ajoka, Tahreek-i-Niswan, South Asia Partnership (SAP) Pakistan, 
Fisher Folk Forum, SAFMA, and Pakistan Peace Coalition (PPC) as most of 
these organizations/groups are run by PIFPFPD members.  However they all 
lack any formal connection with PIPFPD therefore PIPFPD has no control or 
input in the work of those peace groups. 
This immensely limits the ability of IPPC networks in India and Pakistan 
to develop a comprehensive web process. Unlike Northern Ireland, the IPPC 
groups in India and Pakistan have to rely on themselves only as they cannot 
expect any financial support, capacity building trainings, a new idea or 
proposal from the hub. Unlike strong hub CRC, the two weak hubs PIPFPD 
and AKA are preoccupied in their own activities, they neither have sufficient 
resources nor a will to look after the overall peace work. During different India 
Pakistan crises it is observed they responded in their own limited capacities 
whatever they could, however, there was no combined comprehensive joint 
strategy to deal any of the crisis. IPPC groups were no doubt helpful in those 
situations as observed in chapter six and chapter seven but their response 
was slow and not as profound as situation demanded. Moreover, the 
absence of a strong unified representative hub is one of the biggest hurdles 
in progress of the IPPC based web process to the next stage (frame B).  
The other problem for establishing a centralised strong hub in case of 
India-Pakistan conflict is the physical segregation of the two peoples by well 
defined international borders. In fact that makes a single unified hub a remote 
possibility in inter-state conflicts like the India-Pakistan conflict. The PIPFPD 
came up with their own solution making the India and the Pakistan chapter, 
two independent entities of each other, only cooperating for joint conventions 
or some bilateral visits. On the other hand AKA involves two separate 
organization Jang group and The Times of India in Pakistan and India 
respectively.  
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This settlement helped PIPFPD and AKA in the two countries to 
coordinate some of their activities and cooperate when they feel the need. 
But it is too loose a connection to form a unified hub. The several members 
of both PIPFPD and AKA complained about the lack of coordination and 
cooperation among their organizations at the highest level between the two 
countries. Therefore, if they form a permanent joint central body comprising 
members of both sides with mandatory quarterly, six-monthly or even annual 
review meetings that could help them a great deal. The independence of 
national bodies in India and Pakistan should be maintained, however, the 
joint body can be given a certain role in matters of mutual concern for their 
respective legs in India and Pakistan. 
 
8.2.2. Financial Limitations 
The financial limitations of PIPFPD and AKA are another big reason 
behind their failure to generate enough momentum for the web process. 
PIPFPD failed to implement several initiatives planned in joint conventions 
mainly because of its financial constraints. PIPFPD district chapters generate 
their funds collecting a nominal membership fee which is only good enough 
for tea and biscuits for their regular meetings (Interview Saleem 2012a). On 
the other hand, central secretariat in Lahore also hardly manages its routine 
activities. They always need to make special financial arrangements for their 
joint conventions. In such a situation PIPFPD does not have the capacity to 
help peace groups in financial terms or organise events on its own which 
require good finances.  
As compared to PIPFPD, AKA is comparatively better off in financial 
terms as it is launched by the Jang group and the Time of India which are 
leading newspaper groups in India and Pakistan. Moreover for trade and 
business related activities AKA gets financial support from CII in India and 
PBC in Pakistan and Rotary International finances its own activities on AKA 
platform. But when we compare PIPFPD and AKA’s financial resources with 
that of the CRC in Northern Ireland, their financial resources appear like 
peanuts. 
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CRC receives massive funding from EU, USA and other international 
donors that is routed through the British government. Then CRC uses those 
funds to prioritise, strategise and strengthen the web process by getting 
certain projects, programmes and activities implemented through different 
peace groups. This money provides CRC a special leverage with the peace 
groups, which is then used to keep a check on them and make peace work 
result oriented.  
On the other hand, the problem with IPPC web process in the India-
Pakistan conflict is with the financial limitations of PIPFPD and AKA, they 
cannot provide any financial support to the peace groups in their peace work 
or make peace groups implement specific projects and programmes. This 
limits the capacity and the ability of IPPC networks in India and Pakistan to 
plan, strategise and develop a comprehensive web process in the Indian sub-
continent. 
Currently both PIPFPD and AKA do not accept any direct financial 
support from the two governments or the international donors. This is a catch 
22 situation for IPPC based peacebuilding groups in India and Pakistan, if 
they accept donor support they fear they would be termed stooges working 
on the foreign agenda and if they continue like this their ability to penetrate 
the grassroots and strengthen the web process remains limited. Nonetheless 
IPPC networks in India and Pakistan will have to find out the ways and 
means to resolve their financial constraints because without addressing this it 
would be very difficult for them to reach out the grassroots and make a 
significant impact.  
 
8.2.3 Limitations in reaching out the grassroots 
The limitations of IPPC networks in India and Pakistan to reach out the 
grassroots become obvious when PIPFPD and AKA’s performance in 
grassroots horizontal and vertical integration is observed (see chapter six 
and seven). Especially AKA has so far proved to be incapable of doing 
anything worthwhile at the grassroots. It is clear from the structure and focus 
of AKA that so far AKA neither have a capacity nor a clear programme for 
reaching out the grassroots. AKA can utilize its strategic partnership with  
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Rotary International to reach out the grassroots (see chapter seven) but so 
far no significant development is visible in this regard. Nonetheless, AKA has 
the capacity to help out PIPFPD and other peace groups in reaching the 
grassroots by providing them a media platform for the projection of their 
views.  
On the other hand PIPFPD has a basic structure and only a limited 
capacity to reach out the grassroots. So far PIPFPD has been able to form its 
district chapters only in major cities of India and Pakistan. Hence, a vast area 
especially the rural areas in India and Pakistan still remain out of the reach of 
PIPFPD. Even among districts where PIPFPD district chapters exist it is only 
a few major cities like Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad in Pakistan where 
PIPFPD appears active whereas in other chapters very little activity is 
observed over the years.  
Limitations regarding horizontal grassroots integration are 
understandable knowing the stringent visa regime between the two countries 
and understanding the financial costs involved in travelling across the border. 
However, it is the inability of PIPFPD and AKA to integrate grassroots with 
the top level negotiations in their vertical capacity, which should be a matter 
of concern. So far AKA has failed to make any serious attempt in this regard. 
On the other hand, PIPFPD despite enjoying links at the grassroots through 
its members and supportive NGOs and civil society groups have failed to 
make significant inroads at the grassroots. PIPFPD’s inability to implement 
most of its resolutions and plans prepared during joint conventions on ground 
situations makes their job even more difficult. Moreover, internal divisions, 
structural flaws and financial constraints further limit ability of the PIPFPD to 
reach out the grassroots. 
 
8.2.4. Structural Limitations 
Apart from the above mentioned three major problems PIPFPD and 
AKA has limitations vis-à-vis their structure as well. Structure wise both 
PIPFPD and AKA have their limitations for emerging as a strong hub. We 
have seen in Northern Ireland case study that CRC survives as a strong hub 
because most of the IPPC based peace groups in Northern Ireland are well  
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represented in the organizational structure and decision making of the CRC. 
Moreover, normally CRC does not implement peace projects on ground, 
mostly it coordinates guides and keeps a check on other organizations and 
groups who have the capacity to work for building peace (CRC 1991). 
PIPFPD when emerged in 1994 represented most of the peace groups 
working on IPPC contacts and during initial period elections were regularly 
held for the three tiers in PIPFPD. Therefore, comparatively speaking in the 
1990s PIPFPD could achieve far more results as compared to the 2000s. In 
the span of seven years 1994-2000 five joint conventions were organised by 
PIPFPD and most of district chapters of PIPFPD were also formed in this 
period. Then in next decade 2001-2011 only three joint conventions were 
held and not much was added in the context of new district chapters. The 
lack of timely elections created internal frictions within PIPFPD and 
increasing concerns of terrorism made it difficult to organize joint conventions 
in the later period.  
On the other hand AKA is basically an initiative of the Jang group and 
the TOI so they both singlehandedly dominate the decision making in AKA. 
The peace organizations or peace activists in India and Pakistan are neither 
formal members of AKA nor do they have anything to do with the decision 
making in AKA. AKA only connects them by providing them media coverage 
in AKA pages.  
In fact, the problem with PIPFPD and AKA both is they rely too much on 
volunteer work with very fragile and weak organizational structures. 
Peacebuilding is a serious, fulltime professional work it can not be done 
effectively if done only as a part-time, occasional work. In fact this is the 
major difference between IPPC work in Northern Ireland and India-Pakistan 
conflicts. In Northern Ireland most of the peacebuilding work is done by the 
organizations employing the services of full time permanent professionals 
whereas in India-Pakistan most of the peace work is done by the volunteers 
who consider it as their ideological and national duty with little or no material 
benefits. Professionalism in the peace work is largely missing in India-
Pakistan conflict. 
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8.3. IPPC based peace building in Northern Ireland 
       and India Pakistan conflict 
 
When we compare IPPC based peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict 
with what IPPC based peacebuilding could achieve in building the web 
prcess in Northern Ireland, the success in India-Pakistan conflict appears 
very modest success. In Northern Ireland frame A and frame B was 
completed by the time of Good Friday Agreement in1998 (see chapter four). 
The IPPC based web process was spread all over the areas of Northern 
Ireland at all three levels top level to the grassroots level and the web was 
sufficiently developed to sustain any threats to peace in Northern Ireland. On 
the other hand, the IPPC based peacebuilding in India-Pakistan conflict is in 
frame A and vast gaps are still left at the middle range and grassroots levels. 
In fact IPPC based peacebilding in India Pakistan conflict still has a long way 
to go to achieve what the same could achieve in Northern Ireland.  
The size, the variety, the number and the outreach of IPPC initiatives in 
Northern Ireland is far bigger as compared to the India-Pakistan conflict. 
Nonetheless most of the typology and for community relations work 
formulated by Fitzduff (1989) for Northern Ireland conflict can be found in 
India-Pakistan IPPC peace work as well. The IPPC based peacebuilding in 
India and Pakistan has developed several projects on contact work (PIPFPD 
conventions, AKA conferences and other horizontal events), collective issues 
work (trade union, workers, traders and other interest group interactions) , 
Justice and rights work (fishermen forums, human rights  activists contacts), 
cultural traditions work (music, theatre, art), sport work (cricket matches), 
political options work (AKA strategic conferences), inter-faith work (PIPFPD 
work on religious intolerance). What India Pakistan completely lacks is 
capacity building trainings and conflict resolution trainings of the middle 
range actors to develop their professional capacity. Moreover documentation, 
research, publications is another area where very little is done so far.  
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There are several reasons for better performance of IPPC in NI as 
compared to Pakistan-India. First of all it is far easier to establish people to 
people contacts in NI as the two conflicting communities live side by side. 
Secondly in NI IPPC has a strong hub in the form of CRC, thirdly IPPC 
interventions receive massive funding from international donors and the 
British government. Fourthly, far more scholarly research and academic 
support is available to IPPC in NI than in India Pakistan and fifthly IPPC’s 
introduction in NI dates back to the middle of the 1960s whereas in India-
Pakistan the IPPC interventions could only start in the early 1980s.  
 
8.4. Addressing the Limitations of IPPC based Web Process 
       in India-Pakistan conflict  
The overall performance of IPPC interventions in India and Pakistan is 
not up to the mark. The web process is still in frame A, the vast areas in 
grassroots are almost untouched, big gaps are visible at the middle range 
and at the top levels, and the India-Pakistan conflict still lingers large on the 
horizon. But this is only one side of the picture, looking at the other side of 
the picture one can see the glass is not empty rather it is half full now. The 
basic structure of IPPC based web process is in place as all important anchor 
points are now connected and two weak but important hubs are working. The 
positive role of IPPC in building peace is recognised at the highest official 
levels on the both sides. Moreover, the peace discourse created by IPPC is 
recognised as one of the important discourse along with the war discourse. 
Now the important question is where will IPPC web process go from here? 
Can IPPC in India-Pakistan conflict develop a robust web process that may 
help bring durable peace in the region? Or IPPC web process in India-
Pakistan conflict will remain in the field as an important but weak process. 
It is not possible to provide a definite answer for this but I can say 
answer lies in how PIPFPD, AKA and other IPPC groups respond to the 
limitations identified in the limitations section. If India-Pakistan IPPC networks 
can develop a ‘strong central hub’ and find some kind of a solution for their 
financial limitations, there are very good chances of IPPC in India-Pakistan 
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may be able to develop a strong web process that would have the strength to 
survive and sustain any crises at the top. Apart from this both PIPFPD and 
AKA would have to address their structural problems and must try their best 
to reach out the grassroots where sufficient effort is missing in both PIPFPD 
and AKA. 
Establishing a ‘strong central hub’ is the most important point which will 
determine the future success of IPPC based peacebuilding in India-Pakistan 
conflict. There are two ways to deal this limitation, either one of the PIPFPD 
and AKA takes the lead and transforms itself into a ‘strong central hub’ or all 
IPPC networks collaborate and form a new organizational structure which 
meets the requirements of a ‘strong central hub’. It is difficult to imagine 
either PIPFPD or AKA can incorporate most of the IPPC groups in their fold 
as formal members because it will require massive changes in the 
organization and structures of PIPFPD and AKA. However, if all IPPC groups 
coordinate and cooperate they can form a new representative organization 
on CRC model. 
This new organization must meet the five basic requirements of a 
‘strong central hub’ namely formal membership of most of the IPPC groups, a 
representative structure, should be able to keep a check on performance, 
add something to the work of IPPC groups and not centralised as IPPC 
groups maintain their localized independence. Among above five 
characteristics, the third, being able to add something to the work of IPPC 
groups is the most difficult to meet as it requires the ability to provide 
financial help, hence connected with the financial limitation. But it is important 
because it is attached with the ability to keep a check. In fact, without adding 
something for IPPC networks the hub will not be in a position to keep a 
proper check. For this IPPC networks in India and Pakistan will have to 
address the larger issue of financial limitations that has been one of the 
major constraints. 
Regarding the financial limitation it is observed IPPC groups in India 
and Pakistan found themselves in a catch 22 situation where if they accept 
international funding they lose their credibility as independent well wishers of  
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their people and are blamed for following the imported agenda and 
foreigninterests (Interviews with Islam 2012 and Hassan 2012b). On the 
other hand, if they do not accept financial assistance from international 
donors, it is quite difficult to create strong web process. The other concern 
regarding accepting international funding is the fear they will lose their 
independence and would be made to follow the guidelines of funding 
agencies.  
Both of these fears are not unfounded, however, CRC example 
provides a possible solution for addressing both of the fears. The CRC 
received massive funding from European Union and other international 
donors but they were able to maintain their independence and credibility 
because of the representative structure and non-interference principle 
accepted by the donors beforehand (see chapter four). The blame of working 
on foreign agenda can be minimised if international funding is routed through 
the government of India and Pakistan without giving them any powers to 
interfere in the affairs of the IPPC hub. Routing the funding through India 
Pakistan government would also help linking IPPC hub with the top level 
leadership in both India and Pakistan.  
However, it is difficult to imagine the international community would be 
interested in India-Pakistan conflict the same manner as it was in Northern 
Ireland, and would be willing to provide a massive funding for creating a CRC 
type hub in South Asia without interfering in policy decisions. United Nations, 
USA, European Union, UK, and some international NGOs like Friedrich Ebert 
Stiftung (SEF), Oxfam International, Action Aid etc are the biggest 
international donors in the region. They all are engaged in different ways with 
the peace work in Pakistan and India. They may be willing to provide 
financial help without preconditions to a representative hub but before that 
people in PIPFPD and AKA will have to come out from this catch 22 situation 
discussed above and constitute a representative hub providing proper 
mechanisms for dealing the issues of transparency and accountability. 
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However, if peace groups can not resolve their catch 22 situation on 
external aid and also can not address their financial constraints on their own 
which appears to be the case at the moment, then in my opinion it will still be 
useful to form a new hub with the remaining three characteristics of ‘strong 
central hub’. This new hub may be not as strong as CRC but still it will be far 
stronger than PIPFPD and AKA and could be very useful in the context of 
India-Pakistan IPPC web process. I mean all IPPC groups in India and 
Pakistan can agree to form a hub with formal membership for all groups, a 
representative structure and a ‘localized independence’ for all groups. This 
new hub would help creating a better coordination between different groups 
and help develop ‘strategic networking’. 
An executive council of the new hub may be formed where like CRC all 
member IPPC networks send their representatives. The Chair and other 
office-bearers may be appointed on rotation basis as experience shows in 
case of elections such bodies become politicised. The executive council 
would be responsible for strategising and coordinating different interventions. 
In case of any emergency and a crisis at the top this executive council may 
become active instantly to devise a pertinent response and plan joint 
activities accordingly.  
The future success of IPPC web process would also depend on how 
PIPFPD and AKA deal with their structural flaws. PIPFPD which calls itself a 
forum for “peace and democracy”, at least in Pakistan chapter lacks timely 
democratic elections within its ranks. To emerge as a strong hub and perform 
better PIPFPD must accommodate all organizations working on IPPC in its 
decision making and policy matters. Like CRC a policy making or an 
organising body of PIPFPD can be formed where organizations and groups 
working on promoting peace between India and Pakistan may be 
represented. Moreover, so far PIPFDP has not shown an ability to 
coordinate, support and contribute something in the peace work of other 
peace groups. Despite the fact PILER, Ajoka, SAP Pakistan, Tahrik-e-
Niswan all are aligned with PIPFPD but so far PIPFPD have not been able to 
coordinate and involve them in any useful peace interventions.  
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Like CRC in Northern Ireland PIPFPD can encourage several peace 
activities by creating formal links with those groups and planning activities 
with their coordination and cooperation.  Similarly, if AKA like Rotary 
International and the business community, can formally involve other 
organizations and groups working on IPPC interventions between India and 
Pakistan as well in mutually beneficial partnerships, AKA can help a great 
deal in developing the web process. If AKA develops formal partnerships with 
peace groups like PIPFPD, PILER, SAP Pakistan, Ajoka, Tahrik-e-Niswan it 
may be able to organise several new initiatives at the middle range and 
grassroots as well.  
If a stronger hub is created and PIPFPD and AKA are able to deal with 
their structural flaws and financial limitations this would surely help reaching 
out the grassroots in India and Pakistan in vertical and horizontal capacities 
of the IPPC web process. However, apart from this the new hub if created 
and the PIPFPD and the AKA will have to chart out a comprehensive plan to 
reach out the grassroots. They must establish working relationships with local 
NGO’s, local workers’s organizations, trade unions, local community 
organization and grassroots human rights activists. The local structures of 
PIPFPD, Rotary and scouts and workers organizations can be used as well 
to make the useful contributions.  
 
8.5. The lessons for IPPC based peacebuilding  
In chapter three the web approach model was developed from 
Lederach’s ‘pyramid of peacebuilding’ to study the progress IPPC 
interventions make in building peace in different conflict situations. Then in 
chapter four, same theoretical model was used to study the progress of IPPC 
interventions in Northern Ireland to see how it works on ground in a particular 
conflict setting. The Northern Ireland case study was specially chosen to 
understand what success constitutes in IPPC interventions and to determine 
how all three frames of the web process may be recognised in a real conflict 
situation. However, in NI case study one major limitation of Lederach’s ‘web 
process’ model was identified. Lederach’s web process assumes the 
existence of a “strong central hub” which connects all IPPC interventions.  
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Lederach’s web process starts with a strong central hub already in place and 
he imagines a very clean web connecting all anchor points intersecting the 
hub.  
The practice of IPPC in different conflict situations also tells us a ‘strong 
central hub’ is not common among IPPC interventions throughout the world. 
Like in Cyprus and Israel-Palestine conflict, both despite having an old 
tradition of IPPC interventions do not have succeeded creating a group or 
organization which can be termed as a hub of IPPC interventions. In case of 
India Pakistan IPPC, two hubs PIPFPD and AKA exist but it is already figured 
out that none of the two can rightly be termed ‘strong central hub’. However, 
it must be noted that PIPFPD and AKA might not be central strong hubs like 
CRC but their presence makes a difference which can be seen in the work 
done by them in creating and strengthening different anchor points and in 
promoting peace and understanding at different levels (see chapter six and 
seven). Moreover, in the case studies of India-Pakistan IPPC, it was also 
observed if in given circumstances it is not possible to establish ‘a strong 
central hub’ with all five characteristics like CRC, still it would be useful to 
create a central hub with as many characteristics as possible. 
Lederach introduced ‘pyramid of peacebuilding’ in his 1997 book 
“Building Peace” and his ‘web approach’ came in 2005 in “The Moral 
Imagination”, but so far the latter ‘web approach’ has not been used to study 
civil society based peacebuilding efforts  in any major-scale international 
conflict. In this research IPPC based web approach model was developed 
from Lederach’s above mentioned theories and then applied on two major 
international conflicts Northern Ireland and India-Pakistan conflict. It is 
interesting to see how IPPC based web process works differently in an inter-
state conflict (Pakistan-India conflict) and in intra-state conflict (Northern 
Ireland).  
It is observed that horizontal integration is far more difficult in inter-state 
conflict than the intra-state conflict because the geographical division is far 
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stronger in inter-state conflicts. On the other hand, far more focus on 
grassroots integration is required in intra-state conflict as compared to the 
inter-state conflict because in intra-state conflict grassroots are directly 
affected by the violence whereas in inter-state conflict grassroots mostly 
remain aloof from the tensions along the borders. 
Lederach has not explained the characteristics of a ‘strong central hub’, 
moreover, he did not elaborate how the three different frames in ‘web 
process; be differentiated in real conflict situations and how we determine 
that the peacebuilding efforts have transferred from one stage to the other. 
This research derives the definition of ‘strong central hub’ from practical 
experience of two major international conflicts and also discusses the 
possibilities of not so ideal but more practical stronger hub in given 
circumstances. The three frames of web process are differentiated and 
conditions are laid out to determine what frame an IPPC web process is in a 
certain conflict.  
This research helps to fill the gaps in Lederach’s web approach model. 
The empirical study of IPPC in NI  and India-Pakistan conflict show in 
practice the web process can never be so clean and sophisticated as 
Lederach describes and that IPPC interventions require a good level of 
maturity for ‘strong central hub’ to emerge. In fact almost the whole frame A 
of the web process is completed to facilitate the emergence of ‘strong central 
hub’ because if there are no anchor points what is the point for establishing a 
central hub. Once ‘strong central hub’ is in its place IPPC interventions pick 
up great pace and web process enters frame B. In frame B, IPPC helps 
making the public opinion ready for negotiated settlement. By the end of 
frame B the ground is ready for a peace agreement that may be acceptable 
to the vast majorities among the parties. Frame C only gets underway when 
peace agreement is already in place because unless a negotiated settlement 
is made at the top it is not possible to fill up the remaining gaps. In frame C 
remaining gaps are filled up and web process is strengthened to make peace 
durable and sustainable. 
Lederach (2005) has not explained in clear terms what he meant from a 
‘strong central hub’. Lederach says strong central hub creates “coordination”  
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between different “interdependent connections” that enjoy “localised 
independence” without centralization (Lederach 2005:83). In Northern Ireland 
case study CRC fits to the role of what Lederach called ‘strong central hub’ 
as it coordinates all IPPC interventions in Northern Ireland, provides them a 
common platform, encourages strategic networking, keeps a check while 
different groups maintain their localised independence and adds something 
financially and qualitatively to the IPPC initiatives in Northern Ireland. Hence 
this research helps us identify the characteristics of ‘strong central hub’. The 
five characteristics of strong central hub are, firstly it must bind most of the 
IPPC interventions working on the conflict into some sort of formal 
association, secondly; establish a representative structure, thirdly; keep a 
check on IPPC groups, fourthly; add something financially or otherwise to the 
work of IPPC interventions of other peace groups so that it has some 
leverage on them, and fifthly; the hub should not be centralized as local IPPC 
groups must maintain their ‘localized independence’. 
The experience of IPPC in different conflict situations tells us 
emergence of a strong central hub is one of the most important and difficult 
step in itself towards building a strong ‘web process’. The importance of 
‘strong central hub’ lies in the fact that without such a hub proper planning of 
IPPC interventions which Lederach calls “strategic networking” is not 
possible. It is ‘strong central hub’ which connects different peace groups, 
gives IPPC a direction and creates a unified structure for the peacebuilding.  
Moreover, as discussed above in limitations section about AKA and 
PIPFPD this research shows the smooth functioning of a single centre/hub 
for inter-state conflicts is a remote possibility, considering the international 
border barriers. However, two separate and independent executive councils 
one each in India and Pakistan sounds more workable and can be far more 
efficient. Nevertheless a joint, permanent and representative India-Pakistan 
body should also be formed which should meet time to time and strategise 
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the peace work. Hence, IPPC based web process works in a decentralised 
structure with localized independence and a centralised accountability. 
However, in case of inter-state conflict a confederation style joint super-
structure is also required to regulate and strategise peacebuilding at the 
inter-state level. 
If achieving cooperation of all peace groups and uniting them on single 
platform is not possible, then one-to-one partnerships on the model of AKA-
Rotary strategic partnership can be formed between PIPFPD-AKA, AKA- 
Scouts Organizations etc. Especially PIPFPD-AKA strategic partnership is 
more likely looking at the overlap which exists between the two 
organizations. Several PIPFPD members are now active in AKA as well. 
During my interviews when I asked about the possibility of such cooperation, 
the leadership in both PIPFPD and AKA expressed their willingness to work 
together if the other side approaches them for the same. In interviews I 
sensed the both sides have some apprehensions about each other but those 
apprehensions can be addressed if the two sides are willing and joint efforts 
are made from the both sides. 
The concepts of horizontal and vertical integration were also very 
vaguely defined by Lederach (2005) and no one had conducted a research 
on their practical application on any major-scale international conflict. This 
research explains by practical application what exactly these vague terms 
mean and how IPPC interventions build horizontal and vertical integration in 
inter-state and intra-state conflicts. This research shows by examples which 
peace work of the IPPCs falls in three different types of horizontal 
integrations and the vertical integration. Hence in this study a new model for 
IPPC based web process is developed and its practical application studied.  
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Conclusion 
The IPPC web process in India-Pakistan conflict may not have 
succeeded to the level of similar process in Northern Irelands but one can 
see the contribution it is making in improving the overall India-Pakistan 
relations. It is true India-Pakistan conflict continues in spite of the peace work 
of IPPC groups and the peace process gets derailed after every major 
terrorist event in India, however, still a gradual improvement can also be 
seen. The peace process which had started in February 1999 with some 
credit to PIPFPD as well (see chapter six), have resurrected itself after every 
derailment. PIPFPD and AKA might not be the only factors behind revival of 
the peace process on each occasion but they did play a helpful role in every 
revival of the peace process (see chapter six and seven).  
The basic skeleton of the web process for IPPC based peacebuilding is 
now operational as most of the important anchor points are established. The 
frame A of web process is almost complete just requires a stronger hub to 
expedite the process and enter into frame B. But there are certain limitations 
as well which raise a question mark over the future of IPPC based 
peacebuiding in India and Pakistan. If IPPC groups are genuinely willing and 
keen to address their limitations they can surely do it. Here the governments 
of India and Pakistan and the international community should also realise the 
utility of IPPC activities in building peace in the region and must cooperate 
and coordinate with the IPPC groups in building peace. 
The peace lobby and the peace discourse in India and Pakistan which 
is the by-product of this IPPC based web process has grown to a size where 
many in the two governments now take it seriously. Even its worst critics no 
more can afford to consider it irrelevant as they now design malicious 
campaigns to discredit the peace movement. In summer 2013 such a 
campaign was launched against AKA in Pakistan blaming the the Jang group 
for receiving financial support from Indian official TV network Doordarshan for 
the AKA campaign in Pakistan. 
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Chapter Nine 
Conclusion 
 
This thesis has two main components, the theoretical component; 
where a conceptual and theoretical framework for Interactive People to 
People Contacts (IPPC) is formulated and the empirical component; where 
same theoretical and conceptual framework is applied on living conflicts in 
Northern Ireland and India-Pakistan conflict. In this chapter, at first a brief 
summary of the two components is provided and an attempt is made to see 
what this thesis contributes to our knowledge empirically and theoretically. 
Then generalizations are drawn for IPPC based peacebuilding on the basis 
of this research. 
 
9.1. A brief summary of the theoretical component 
At first the concept of IPPC is clarified by differentiating it from the 
concepts of track two diplomacy, multi-track diplomacy, interactive conflict 
resolution and problem solving workshops. Then an attempt is made to trace 
the theoretical roots of IPPC in the peace and conflict research. The roots of 
IPPC lie in contact hypothesis and the social psychological approach in 
international relations. The contact hypothesis laid the foundations of the idea 
that people to people contact can help in reducing prejudice and building 
peace, however, problem solving workshops in early the 1960s were the 
earliest manifestation of the IPPC where IPPC was used in major 
international conflicts. But the scope of problem solving workshops was 
limited to the top level and the elite within middle range.  
Among peace and conflict theories, IPPC falls in conflict transformation 
theory as IPPC stands for building peace at the deepest level (wider middle 
range and the grassroots) which is the base of conflict transformation theory 
as well. In conflict transformation theory Lederach’s Building Peace (1997) 
and in that book his ‘pyramid of approaches to peacebuilding’ occupies an 
important place as for as civil society based peacebuilding is concerned. 
Lederach’s pyramid of peacebuilding as developed in Building Peace (1997)  
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and The Moral Imagination (2005) is used to develop a theoretical framework 
(the web approach model) to study the progress made by IPPC interventions 
in different conflict situations.  
The web approach model is no doubt drawn from the above mentioned 
two sources but its formulation for assessing civil society based 
peacebuilding, the typology of IPPC drawn from the model and its application 
on IPPC and citizen’s peacebuilding initiatives is an original contribution. The 
web approach model describes three stages (frame A, B and C) for the 
development of a comprehensive network of IPPC integrating all the three 
levels (top, middle range and grassroots). The stage (frame) of development 
reached by IPPC in a particular conflict setting is determined by analysing the 
horizontal and vertical integration achieved by the local IPPC in that 
particular conflict. 
 
9.2. A brief summary of the empirical component 
At first the web approach model is applied on Northern Ireland conflict 
(chapter four) to see how it works in practice in real conflict situations. 
Northern Ireland is the only conflict where all three stages of IPPC based 
web process are covered therefore the application of web process on 
Northern Ireland helped to understand how IPPC moves from one 
stage/frame of the web process to another. Moreover, it helped to understand 
the significance of a ‘strong central hub’ which coordinates, regulates and 
strategizes the peace work and keeps a check as well on the performance of 
different peace groups. The practice in Northern Ireland showed the 
existence of a strong central hub can not be assumed as given rather it 
requires existence of a good number of peace groups networking between 
different interest groups to create important anchor points. 
The origin of IPPC based peace groups in India-Pakistan conflict is 
traced to the 1980’s when alumni groups, traders, trade unionists and some 
other groups started to meet and create different anchor points. Eight 
important anchor points are identified which provided a strong base for the 
later development of the web process and have played a key role in the 
peace work of both PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha. PIPFPD rose in 1994 from  
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the peace work done by different peace groups/interest groups as most of 
them joined hands to form PIPFPD and they together constituted the bulk of 
the members of PIPFPD.  
PIPFPD provided a common platform to peace groups working on 
India-Pakistan peacebuilding but because of its loose structure and financial 
limitations PIPFPD could not emerge as what Lederach calls a ‘strong central 
hub’. Nonetheless, PIPFPD created a structure which has its presence in 
most of the major cities and towns in India and Pakistan. PIPFPD created an 
alternative peace discourse and advocated peace and reconciliation between 
the people and the governments of the two countries.  
PIPFPD played a valuable role in promoting horizontal integration at the 
middle range level using its joint India-Pakistan conventions and several 
visits, seminars and events involving citizens from the other side. PIPFPD not 
only strengthened existing anchor points/interest groups but also created 
several new networks between parliamentarian, lawyers, fishermen, 
journalists, writers and scholars.  
In promoting horizontal integration at the top level PIPFPD’s role has 
been limited. PIPFPD facilitated the emergence of two anchor points 
between the military officers and the parliamentarian of the two countries. 
Moreover, PIPFPD played an indirect role in the launching of the peace 
process between India and Pakistan in 1999 and on several occasions 
PIPFPD played an important role during the crises at the top. Vis-à-vis 
vertically integrating grassroots with the top level negotiations, PIPFPD has 
not been able to do much as well despite having its structural presence in 
most of the major towns in both India and Pakistan. So far PIPFPD has failed 
to make a meaningful impact at the grassroots. 
Aman Ki Asha emerged as another hub like intervention. AKA provides 
a common platform to all peace groups in India and Pakistan to project and 
publicise their interventions using the AKA platform of big media 
conglomerates the Jang in Pakistan and the Times of India in India. Being an 
initiative involving big media conglomerates, AKA’s access to the top level 
officials, the military establishment and the religious right in both India and 
Pakistan is comparatively better as compared to left oriented PIPFPD.  
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The promotion of bilateral trade and business has emerged as the most 
important component of the AKA campaign. AKA has added business, trade, 
track two conferences, student exchanges, youth participation, internet based 
social networking as new dimensions in the India Pakistan peacebuilding. 
Like PIPFD, AKA has also not been able to emerge as a ‘strong central hub’ 
because its relationship with other peace groups is very informal except its 
formal MOUs (Memoranda of Understanding) with Rotary, Pakistan Business 
Council and Confederation of Indian Industry. AKA’s contribution is more in 
promoting integration within the middle range and to an extent with the top 
level. But grassroots vertical integration is the most neglected section in AKA 
so far. 
Hence both PIPFPD and AKA have made a meaningful contribution in 
the middle range horizontal integration and have created several new interest 
groups/ anchor points. Both PIPFPD and AKA have helped creating a basic 
structure of the web but they have so far failed to emerge as a ‘strong central 
hub” that would coordinate and strategise the IPPC based peacebuilding in 
India and Pakistan. Therefore, the web process of IPPC based peacebuilding 
in India-Pakistan conflict is still in frame A despite creating the basic skeletal 
of the web network. IPPC based peacebuilding needs a ‘strong central hub’ 
to enter the frame B  
Regarding empirical contribution, as for as the Northern Ireland conflict 
is concerned, this is the first academic research where Lederach’s web 
approach model is applied to assess the cumulative contribution of the civil 
society groups in building peace at the top, the middle range and the 
grassroots level in Northern Ireland. On the other hand on India-Pakistan 
conflict some brief descriptive studies are done covering people to people 
initiatives as a whole in recent years (for details see the introduction chapter) 
but there is no comprehensive case study available on two major initiatives 
the PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha. This study not only provides a deeper insight 
into the two above mentioned initiatives but also helps determine what IPPC 
have so far achieved in India-Pakistan conflict, and at what stage/frame of 
the web process they have reached. Moreover, this study not only points out 
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the limitations and loopholes in IPPC based peacebuilding between India and 
Pakistan but also it suggests the way to move forward. 
 
9.3. Generalizations for IPPC based peacebuilding  
In this thesis a theoretical model is formulated to analyse the progress 
made by IPPC based peacebuilding and it is further improved by its empirical 
application on two living international conflicts. In two important spheres 
generalizations can be drawn for the theory and practice of IPPC based 
peacebuilding from this research. During empirical application of web 
approach model in Northern Ireland case study two gaps in Lederach’s web 
approach model were identified. Lederach (2005) provided a three staged 
(three frames) framework for the web process (see fig.3.4, chapter three) but 
he did not discuss how peacebuilding can move from one frame to another 
and secondly he did not elaborate the characteristics and functioning of his 
‘strong central hub’.  
The empirical study of the web approach model on Northern Ireland, 
PIPFPD and AKA helped addressing both of the issues raised in above 
paragraph. Regarding ‘strong central hub’ five characteristics are drawn from 
the empirical study of CRC in Northern Ireland. The five characteristics are, 
firstly; a strong centralized hub should bind most of the IPPC interventions 
working on the conflict into formal association, secondly; the hub should have 
representative structure giving local peace groups a say in decision-making, 
thirdly; keep a check on IPPC groups, fourthly; add something financially or 
otherwise to the work of IPPC interventions of other peace groups so that it 
has some leverage on them, and fifthly; the hub should not be centralized as 
local IPPC groups must maintain their ‘localized independence’. In case if all 
five conditions are difficult to meet in specific conflict situations, a possibility 
of a less strong hub with three characteristics is also identified that  binds 
most of the IPPC groups with a representative structure and localised 
independence 
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Regarding progress of IPPC based peacebuilding from one frame to 
another important conditions are identified. In frame A, linkages between 
most of the important interest groups or anchor points between conflicting 
communities should be established. Moreover, a ‘strong central hub’ meeting 
all five conditions or at least less stronger hub meeting three conditions 
should be formed. The empirical research shows in case of inter-state conflict 
like India-Pakistan conflict, two independent hubs would be required with an 
over-arching India-Pakistan joint body. In practice (like Northern Ireland) the 
emergence of a strong central hub is a sign of the completion of frame A.  
In frame B, the IPPC web process strengthens its networks to create 
good enough roots at all three levels among both communities that it may 
sustain any major threats or violent tactics by the spoilers on either side. 
Moreover, by the time frame B nears completion the two sides at all three 
levels should become ready for accepting a negotiated solution of their 
conflict. Thus clear sign of the movement of peace building from frame B to 
frame C comes when a mutually agreed negotiated agreement is signed and 
ratified by the both sides. In frame C remaining gaps in horizontal and vertical 
integration at different levels are filled and reconciliation process is further 
strengthened.  
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Hussain, Tahir Advocate (2013), interviewed on 12/03/2013, Chairperson 
Baluchistan Chapter 
 
Imran, Ali (2012) interviewed on 27/01/2012, General Secretary PIPFPD 
Islamabad chapter 
 
Islam, Kamran (2012), interviewed on 30/01/2012, PIPFPD Coordinator 
Pakistan Chapter Central Secretariat Lahore.  
 
Jamil, Hasnain (2012) interviewed on 03/02/2012, Member Punjab Provincial 
Council. 
 
Javed, Chaudhury Tariq (2012) interviewed on 01/02/2012, President Lahore 
chapter. 
 
Kermani, Sheema (2012) interviewed on 23/02/2012, the founding member 
of PIPFPD and the head of Tahrik-i-Niswan. 
 
Kutty, B.M (2012) interviewed on 19/02/2012, the founding member PIPFPD 
and former Chairperson PIPFPD Sindh Chapter. 
 
Mirani, Khadim Hussain (2012) interviewed on 10/02/2012, Chairman 
Khairpur chapter. 
 
Mufti, Irfan (2012) interviewed on 31/01/2012, the founding member and 
head of South Asia Partnership (Pakistan). 
 
Naheed, Kishwar (2012) interviewed on 26/01/2012, Chairperson Islamabad 
Chapter. 
 
Rahman, I.A (2012) interviewed on 02/02/2012, the first and current 
Chairperson of PIPFPD Pakistan Chapter. Dr. Rahman is also the longest 
serving Chairperson of PIPFPD Pakistan chapter. 
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Saleem, Ashfaq (2012) interviewed on 27/01/2012, Member PIPFPD 
Islamabad chapter. 
 
Shan, Mohammad Ayub (2012) interviewed on 25/02/2012, Information 
Secretary Pakistan Fisher Folk Forum and member PIPFPD. 
 
Tabassum, Mohammad Idris (2012) interviewed on 01/02/2012, Secretary 
General Lahore district. 
 
Waseem, Khwaja (2012) interviewed on 23/02/2013, Chairperson Peshawar 
Chapter 
 
 
Aman ki Asha Interviews 
Aslam, Imran (2012) interviewed on 21/02/2012, the President Geo TV. 
 
Danish (2012) interviewed on17/02/2012, Organiser Umeed-i-Milap in FAST 
Karachi. 
 
Daniyal (2012) interviewed on 20/02/2012, a BBA student in IBA Karachi 
went to India under Umeed-i-Milap initiative. 
 
Durrani, Gen. (retd.) Mahmud Ali (2012) interviewed on 02/03/2012, 
Memmber Balusa and the organiser of AKA Strategic seminars. 
 
Gupta, Samir (2013) interviewed on 06/04/2013, one of the administrators 
AKA pages on Facebook. 
 
Habib, Laleh (2012) interviewed on 13/02/2012, past Coordinator/Manager 
Aman ki Asha. 
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Hashwani, Amin (2012) interviewed on 20/02/2012, President Hashwani 
Group of Companies, the main person behind AKA economic meets and 
member of AKA committees on trade and IT. 
 
Hassan, Shahrukh (2012b) interviewed on 15/02/2012, Group Managing 
(GM) Director of the Jang Group of Pakistan. 
 
Jawad (2012) interviewed on16/02/2012, Organiser Umeed-i-Milap in IBA 
Karachi. 
 
Kidawai, Faiz (2012) interviewed on 14/02/12, Rotary coordinator for 
partnership with AKA. 
 
Naqvi, Lubna Jarar (2012) interviewed on 15/02/2012, past co-editor AKA 
page on The News. 
 
Pakistani RYE delegation (2012) Sarah Kidwai, Hira Saleem, Mujtaba Raja 
and Shazre Bukhari, interviewed on 19/02/2012, the members of delegation 
who visited India under Rotary Youth Exchange programme . 
 
Saleem, Shaziya (2012) interviewed on 23/02/2012, the principal Little Folks 
School, North Nazimabad, Karachi, her school participated in Peace Hankies 
campaign. 
 
Sarwar, Beena (2012), interviewed on 09/04/2012, editor Aman ki Asha 
pages in The News. 
 
Umar, Asad (2012) interviewed on 22/02/2012, former President Pakistan 
Business Council (PBC), currently leading politician, participant AKA 
Economic meets. 
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Zafar, Hassaan (2012) interviewed on 31/01/2012, Organiser Umeed-i-Milap 
in LUMS Lahore. 
 
Zubair, Asmat (2012) interviewed on 15/02/2012, editor AKA page on Jang. 
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APPENDIX 1 
The Joint Statement of Lahore, September 1994 (PIPFPD) 
At a time when the governments of India and Pakistan are intensifying mutual 
confrontation, with government and political leaders openly talking about the 
inevitability of a conflict and stockpiling of nuclear weapons, the situation in 
the sub-continent is on the brink of war. In a climate of hysteria forces of 
bigotry and religious intolerance threaten the fabric of civil society on the sub-
continent. In such a bellicose atmosphere democratic rights of the people are 
imperilled. There is therefore an urgent need for saner voices to prevail. A 
group of concerned citizens from India and Pakistan, from different walks of 
life, have been engaged in a process to initiate a people-to-people dialogue 
on the critical issues of Peace and Democracy. As a follow-up to this a group 
of 25 persons from the two countries met in Lahore on September 2, 1994 
and after consultation came to the conclusion that the crisis in their relations 
was being deliberately maintained by the ruling elites in utter disregard of the 
common interest and aspirations of the people of the two countries. It was 
agreed: 
1. That war and attempts to create war hysteria 
should be outlawed; 
2. That a process of de-nuclearisation and 
reversal of the arms race should be started; 
3. That Kashmir not merely being a territorial 
dispute between India and Pakistan, a peaceful 
democratic solution of it involving the peoples of 
Jammu and Kashmir is the only way out; 
4. That religious intolerance must be curbed as 
these tendencies create social strife, undermine 
democracy and increase the persecution and 
oppression of disadvantaged sections of society;  
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5. And finally that the group constitutes a 
convening committee for setting up a Peoples' 
Forum for Peace and Democracy. It was decided 
to hold a larger representative convention, to 
which should be invited, from India and Pakistan, 
representatives of the human rights movement, 
workers organisations, peasant movement, 
women's movement, environment movement and 
other mass organisations, cultural workers, 
professionals and academics. Efforts should be 
made to involve persons well known for their 
commitment to peace, equity and social justice, 
communal amity, democracy and people's 
solidarity in the sub-continent. 
The above statement was endorsed by the following participants: 
Pakistan:  
I. A. Rehman 
Khaled Ahmad 
Prof. Dr. Haroon Ahmad 
Karamat Ali 
Dr.Mubarak Ali 
Prof. Mehdi Hasan 
Shahid Kardar 
Madeeha Gohar 
Nighat Saeed Khan 
Hussain Naqi 
B.M. Kutty  
Anees Haroon 
Iftikharul Haq 
Prof. Rashid Ahmad 
Dr. Mubashir Hasan 
India: 
 
Nirmal Mukerji  
Rajni Kothari      
K.G. Kannabiran 
Prof. Dinesh Mohan 
Gautam Navlakha 
Dr. Kamal Mitra Chenoy 
Teesta Setalvad 
Tapan K. Bose  
Amrita Chhachhi 
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APPENDIX 2 
The Delhi Declaration, November 1994 (PIPFPD) 
A group of concerned citizens from Pakistan and India have initiated a 
process of discussions to build up a movement for peace and democracy in 
the sub-continent. The first formal discussion was held in Lahore, Pakistan, 
on 2 September 1994 (Declaration and list of participants attached). The 
second discussion was held on 25 and 26 November 1994 at which the 
following participated.  
Members of Pakistan team: Dr. Mubashir Hasan, Prof. Haroon Ahmed, Ms. 
Beena Sarvar, Ms. Madeeha Gohar and Mr. Karamat Ali.  
Members of Indian team: Mr. Nirmal Mukerji, Prof. Dinesh Mohan, Mr. 
Sumanta Banerji, Mr. Gautam Navlakha, Mr. Tapan Bose, Ms Kamla Bhasin, 
Ms Teesta Setelvad, Mr. Achin Vanaik, Dr. Kamal Mitra Chenoy, Dr. 
Anuradha Chenoy, Ms. Rita Manchanda, Ms. Amrita Chachhi, Mr.Smitu 
Kothari, Mr. E. Deenadayalan. 
The group believes that: 
1. The politics of confrontation between India and Pakistan has failed to 
achieve benefits of any kind for the people of both countries. 
2. The people of both countries increasingly want genuine peace and 
friendship and would like their respective governments to honour their 
wishes. 
3.  Peace between the two countries will help in reducing communal and 
ethnic tension in the sub-continent. 
4. Peace in the sub-continent will help the South Asian region to progress 
economically and socially, especially in the face of the new economic 
order. 
5. Governments of Pakistan and India must agree to an unconditional no-
war pact immediately without yielding to any third party pressure. 
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6. A democratic solution to the Kashmir dispute is essential for promoting 
peace in the sub-continent. 
7. The group has decided to organise the following activities to promote the 
cause of peace and democracy:  
1. Organisation of a People's Convention on Peace and Democracy in New 
Delhi on 24-25 February 1995. The convention will be attended by around 
one hundred representatives each from India and Pakistan. 
2. Exchange of information on activities promoting peace and democracy in 
both countries. 
3. Release of pamphlets containing writings of Pakistani and Indian authors 
concerning intolerance, religious bigotry, sectoral violence, discrimination 
against minorities and disadvantaged sections of society, militarisation, 
democratic governance and the Kashmir dispute. 
4. Exchange of artists, scientist and technologists. 
5. To create an atmosphere of peace to influence the governments of India 
and Pakistan to enter into meaningful negotiations for peace and democracy. 
6. To make the governments aware that the people of both countries do not 
want war and want to live in an atmosphere of peace and friendship.  
 
Sd/- Mr. Nirmal Mukerjee  
Co-Chairperson Joint Preparatory Committee (India) 
 
Sd/- Dr. Mubashir Hasan  
Co-Chairperson Joint Preparatory Committee (Pakistan) 
 
